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PREFACE.

IN' offering to the public, a new edition of Dr. Alison~s

('Essays on the Nature and Principles of Taste," it affords

me peculiar pleasure to acknowledge the gratification that

the1lattering reception of my editions of Burke's (I Inquiry

into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful,"

and Blair's "Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres," af

forded; and while, in the present case, I may have criticised

with a bolder hand, and attempted to improve to a greater ex

tent than in either of the former, it is to be hoped, that the

responsibility assumed in editing works of so much impor

tance, and so deservedly popular, will be regarded as a suffi

cient apology for what has been done.

. Previous editions of this work, notwithstanding the inte

rest that the subject excites, contain many inaccuracies which

greatly interrupt the pleasure that the subject itself is so well

calculated to afford; but as the inaccuracies are of a nature

to be observed by those only, who have, in some degree,

kept pace with the rapid improvement of our language during

the last thirty years, they have, hitherto, been overlooked. It

is by no means, however, pretended, that the present edition

is free from errors: all that is claimed is to have improved it j
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but of the nature, extent and value, of the improvements, it

is for an impartial public to judge, and not myself.

The necessity of translations to the passages introduced

from the .ancient classics, must appear evident to all who are

familiar with the business of instruction; for though the

scholar may have learned those languages, obstacles are per

petually thrown in his way, if while reading, he is subjected

to the necessity of rendering into his native tongue, thoughts

and beauties presented to him, in a foreigh dteBB: and why

the disposition to introduce Latin and Greek poetry, for the

PurJioee of illUstrating arguments and principles, in English

composition, shotild still prevail, even among writem of gerliUB;

it ill difficult to determine. It cettll.inly cannot be that there

ig difficulty in selecting suitable examples frmn our 0"\Vtl

poets; for every man of cultivated taste mililt acknowledge,

that in the English language poetry is in its native Mement ;

and that for Variety /llld appropriateness of examples both of

the snbliine and the beautiful, no other language at all com
pare!! with it.

I wotild by no means, however, be understood to under

'Value th~ an<lient dlUlSice, for with them are closely identi

fied many of our earliest and ro08t endeared WlSOCiations ;

and, perhajls it is to the familiarity acquired during scholastic

studies, that the preference which they so generally receive,.

is to be attributed.

In the tmnslations introduced; I have in every instance

where appropriate ones were to be fuund, selected thetn froDl

poets whose authority, lis tramlatore, is atAnowledgt!d i and

in each case the name of the translator is appended: It ~ll
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also, doubtless, readily be perceived, that in the original tmns

lations, accuracy rather than elegance has been studied.

The questions are constructed on the same principle on

which those are that accompany my other works, and literally

embrace the whole body of the author: scholars should,

therefore, when they commence the book, be distinctly in

formed, that, in it, nothing is to be left unlearned; but that,

throughout the work, the answer to each succeeding ques

tion, cMTVmences at the w(Yf'd, at which the answer to the

preceding one terminates; thus embracing the whole.

It may then, perhaps, with some degree of propriety, be

asked, what advantages are proposed by the introduction of

questions to a work of such magnitude, if the whole -is still

to be learned 'J To which I would reply, that, in the first

place, as the questions are, throughout, closely connected, and

the answers frequently depending upon each other, the most

devoted attention of the scholar is required, not only in pre

paring the lesson, but during the recitation alsQ; which every

teacher will acknow@e is the attainment of one of the

most important points in teaching succeBBfully: and in the

second place, the questions being at the base of the page on

which'the answers are respectively found, they must neces

sarily facilitate the teacher's labor. .

With these remarks the work is presented to the same in

dulgent public, by whom judgment was passed upon its pre

decessors; and that it may meet with as little severity as they

did, is as much as can be hoped.

A. MILLS.
New Y(Yf'k, Sept. 1830.



INTRODUCTION.

'fASTE is, in general, considered to be that faculty of the human
mind, by which we perceive and enjoy whatever is BEAUTIPUL or
SUBLIJ(B in the works of nature or art.

The perception of these qualities is attended with an emotion of
pleasure, very distinguishable from every other pleasure of our na
ture, and which is accordingly distinguished by the name of the
EJ(OTION of TASTE. The distinctions of the objects of taste, into
the sublime and beautiful, has produced a similar division of this
emotion, into the EJ(OTION of SUBLIJ(ITY and the EJ(OTION 'of
lIBAUTY.

The qualities that produce these emotions, are to be found in
almost every class of the objects of human knowledge, and the
emotions themselves afford one of the most extensive sources of
human delight. They occur to us, amid every variety of EXTJUlNAL

scenery, and among many diversities of disposition and affection in
the J(IND of man. The most pleasing arts of human invention are
altogether directed to their pursuit j and even the necessary arts are
exalted into dignity, by the genius that can unite beauty with use.
From the earliest period of society, to its last stage of improvement,
they afford an innocent and elegant amusement to private life, at the
same time that they increase the splendor of national character j

and in the progress of nations, as well as of individuals, while they
attract attention from the pleasures they bestow, they serve to t>rut
the human mind, from corporeal to intellectual pursuits.

These qualities, however, though so important to human happi.
ness, are not the objects of immediate observation; and in the at
tempt to investigate them, various circumstances unite to perplex
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our research. They are often obscured under the number of quali
ties with which they are accidentally combined: they result often
from peculiar combinations of the qualities of objects, or the relation
of certain parts of objects to each other: they are still oftener,
perhaps, dependent upon the state of our own minds, ab.d vary in
their effects with the dispositions in which they happen to be ob
served. In all cases, while we feel the emotions they excite, w.,e
are ignorant of the causes by which they are produced; anel when
we seek to discover them, we have no other method of discovery,
than that varied and patient EXPERIMENT, by which, amid these
complicated circUInBtances, we may gradually ascertain the peculiar
qualities which, by the OOIUITITUTION of our K4TURE, are pjlnn&

nently connected with the emotions we feel.
In the employment of this mode of investigation~ there are two

great objects of attention aIld inquiry, which seem to include ell that
is either neceBBary, or perhaps possible, for uA to discovllr On the
subject of taste.

These objects are,
I. To investigate the KA.TURB of those QULITIB8 that produce

the emotions of T4STB ; and,
II. To investigate the KATUJU: ·of that F40ULTY, by wJUcb. tI,ese

emotions are received.

These investigations, however, are DOt to be considered u objects
of ~hilosophical curiosity only: they have an immedia.te relatioD to
all the arts that are directed to the production either of the BBA-UTI>
I'UL or the SUBLIJUl; and they alford the only meaDll by which the
principles of these various arts C'!Jl be ascertained. . Without a just
and accurate conception of the nature of these qualities, the AKTI8T

must be unable to determine, whether the beauty he crestA.ll!l is tem·
porary or permanent, whether adapted to the accidental prejudices
of his age, or to the uniform constitution of the human mind; and
whatever the science of ORITIOISM can alford for the improvement

or correction of taste, must altogether depend upon the previDus
knowledge of the nature ·and laws of this faculty.

To both these inquiries, however, there is a preliminary investi.
gation, which seems absolutely necessary, and without which every
conclusion we form must be either imperfect or vague. In the in-
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veetigation of C.6.11S':S, the first and most important step, is the accu·

rate examination of the J:I'I'IICT to be explained. In the lCience of

mind, however, as well as in that of body, there are few eft'ects alto

gether simple, or in which accidental circumstances are not combined

with the proper effect. Unless, therefore, by means of repeated

experiments, such accidental circumstances are accurately distin.

guished from the phenomena that permanently characterize the

effect, we are under the necessity. of including in the cause, the

causes also of all the accidental circumstances with which the effect

is accompanied.
With.. the emotions of TA.8TE, in almost every instance, many

other accirlental emotions of pleasure are united-the variOUl! simple

pleasures that arise trom other qualities of the object; the pleuure
of agreeable sensation, in the case of material objects; and in all,

that pleasure which by the constitution of 0QI' nature is annexed to

the exercise of our faculties. Unless, therefore, we have previoUllly
acquired a distinct and accurate conception of that peculiar effecl

which is produced on our minds, when the emotions oftaBte are felt,

and can precisely distinguish it trom the effects that are produced hy

these accidental qualities, we must necel!8arily include, in the causes

of such emotions, those qualities also, which are the causel of the

accidental ple&l'lures with which thls emotion is accompanied. The
variety ofsystem8 that philosophers have adopted upon this subject,

and the various emotions mto which they have resolved the emotion

of taste, while they afford a sufficient evidence ofthe numerous acci.

dental pleasures that accompany these emotions, afford, also, a strong
illustration of the necessity of previously ascertaining the nature of
this effect, before we attempt to investigate its CaUBe. With regard,
therefore, to both these inquiries, the first ami most important step is

accurately to examine the naturo ofthis EMOTION itself, and its distinc

tion from every other emotion of pleasure; and our capacity of dis

covering either the nature of the qualities that produce the emotions
oftaste, or the nature of the faculty by which they are received, will

be exactly proportioned to our accuracy in ascertaining the nature of

the emotion itself.

When we look back to the history of these investigations, and to
the theories which have been so liberally formed upon the subject,

2
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there ill one fact that must necessarily strike us, 1Jiz. That all these
theories have uniformly taken for granted the limplicity ofthis emlJ1.
tion-tbat they have considered it as an emotion too plain, and too
commonly felt, to admit of any analysis-tbat they have as uniformly,
tberefore, referred it to some one principle or law ofthe human mind;
and that they have consequently concluded, that the discovery of that
one principle was the eBSential key into which all the pleasures of

taste were to be resolved.
Wbile tbey have assumed this fundamental principle, the variOUIl

tbeories of philosophers may, and indeed must, be included in the two
following classes of supposition.

I. The first class is that which resoll-es the emotion oftaste directly
into an original law of our nature, which supposes a sense, or sensert,
by which the qualities of beauty and sublimity are perceived and felt,
as their appropriate objects; and concludes, tberefore, that tbe gent~

ine object of the arts of taste, is to discover, and to imitate tbose
qualities in every subject which the prescription of nature has thWl
made essentially, either beautiful or sublime.

To this first class of hypotheses belong almost all the theories of

music, of architecture, and ofsculpture; the tbeory of Mr. Hogarth,
of the Abbe Winkelman, and perhaps in its last result, also the theory
of Sir 10sbua Reynolds. It is tbe species of hypothesis which is
naturally resorted to by all artists and amateurs-by those, whose
habits of thought lead them to attend more to the causes of their
emotions, than to the nature of the emotions tbemselves.

II. The second class of hypotheses arises from the opposite view
of the subje'lt. It is tbat which resists the idea of any new or pecu.

liar sense, distinct from the common principle" of our nature; which
mpposes some one known and acknowledged principle or alfectioft
of mind, to be the foundation of all the emotions we receive from
tbe objects of taste, and whicb resolves, therefore, all the various
phenomena into some more general law of our intellectual or moral

cODStitution. Of this kind are the hypotheses of M. Diderot, who
attributes all our emotions of this kind to the perception of relation;
of Mr. Hume, who resolves tbem into our sense of' utility; and of the
venerable St. Austin, who, with nobler views, a thousand years ago,
resolved them into the pleasure whicb belongs to tbe pereeption of
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U'tder and design. It is the species of hypotheses most u.tural to
retired and philosophic minds-to those, whose habits have led them
to attend more to the nature of the emotions they felt, than to the
causes which produced them.

If the success of these long and varied inquiries has not corres
ponded to the genius of the indnstry of the philosophers who have
pursued them, a suspicion may arise that there has been something
faulty in the principle of their investigation; and that some funda

mental assumption has been made, which ought first to have been
patiently and securely ascertained. It was this SU.llpicioB that fult
led to the following inquiries-it seemed to me that the SI.PLIOITY

OJ'THB ••OTION OJ' TUTB, was a principle much too hastily adopted;

and that the consequences which followed from it, under both these
classes of hypotheses, were very little reconcileable with the most
common experience of human feeling; and from the examination of
this preliminary question, I was led gradually to conclusions which

seemed not only to me, but to others, whose opinion I value far more
than my own, of an importance not unworthy of being presented to
the public. In doing this, I am conscious that I have entered upon a
Dew and untrodden path; and I feel all my own weakness in pursu.
ing it; yet I trust my readers will believe, that I shollld not have
pursued it so long, if I were not convinced that it would finally ter.

minate in views not only important to the arts of taste, but important
also to the philosophy of the human mind.

The inquiries which follow, naturally divide themselves into the
following parts; and are to be prosecuted in the following order-

I. I shall begin with an ANALYSIS of the BJ'J'ECT which is produced
upon the mind, when the emotions of beauty or sublimity are felt. I
shall endeavor to show, that this effect is very di1ferent tiom the
determination of a SENSB ; that it is not, in fact, a simple, but a com.
plex emotion; that it involves in all cases, bt, the production of
some simple emotion, or the exercise of some moi"8l a1fection; and,
2dly,'the consequent excitement of a peculiar exercise of the imagi.
nation-that these concomitant effects are distinguishable, and very
often distinguished in our experience; and that the peculiar pleasure
(If the Bli:A.UTIJ'UL or the SUBLI.B is only felt when these two eft'ects
are conjoined" and the complex emotion produced.
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The prosecution of the subject will lead to another inquiry of some
difficulty and extfnt, viz. into the origin of the beauty and sublimity

of the qualities of MATTER. '1'0 this subordinate inquiry I shall de
vote a separate Essay. I shall endeavor to show that all the pbeno-

,Ii ~ . mena are reducible to the same general principle, and ~at the quali
\, \;t~, ,,r 'ties of matte~ are not beautiful or sublime in themselves, but as they

", ,I,t "".\ . are, by various means, the sijna or expressions of qualities ~apable

.\.. fil' ,', .,·'.,e'of producing emotion.
i' ~ .' .... .
)~ ~.t' Ii'>!, II. From this examination of the BPJ'ECT I shall proceed, in the
\>,,)1 L~\I' \ 8ECOND PAlLT, to investi-te the CAVsES which are productive of it ;\.., w" e-

"" l,~) or, in other words, the sources of the beautiful and the sublime in
·t' nature and art.

In the course of this investigation I shall endeavor to show, ht,
that there is no single emotion into which these varied elfectll can
be resolved; that on the contrary, every simple emotion, and there.
fore every object which is capable of producing any lIimple emotion,
fll.(Jy be the foundation of the complex emotion of beauty or sublimity.
But, in the Ilecond place, that this complex emotion of beauty or Ilub.
limity is never produced, unless, beside the excitement of some sim.

pIe emotion, the imagination is also excited, and the exercise of the
two faculties combined in the general effect. The prosecution of the
subject will lead me to the principal object of the inquiry, to show

what is that. LAW oJ' MIND, according to which, in actual life, this
exercise or employment of imagination is excited; and what are the
means by which, in the different fine arts. the artist is able to awaken

Or _ _ __ _ ~

this iI!1port~t.eJ{ercise of imagination, and to exalt objects of simple
and common pleasyre, into <!bjects!ifJ1llauty or sublimity.

In this part of the subject,' there are t;'osubordhulte inquiries
which will necessarily demand attention-

1. The qualities of sublimity and beauty, are discovered, not only
in pleasing or agreeable subjects, but frequently also in objects that'
are in themselves productive of PAIN; and some of the noblest pro
ductions of the fine arts are founded upon subjects of TERROR and

DISTans. It will form, therefore, an obvious and important inquiry

to ascertain by what means this singular effect is produced in aEAL

NATvaE, and by what m~ans it may be produced in the compositions
of ART.
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2. There. is a distinction in the effeetll produced upon our minds

by objects of taste, and this distinction, both in the BIlOTIOlfS .tnd

their CAVSBS, h8.ll been expressed by the terms of SUBLIIlITY and

BEAUTY. It will form, therefore, a second object df inquiry to &Bcer.

tain THB NATUBE OJ' THiS DISTINCTION. both with regard to these

emotions and to the qualities that produce them.

III. From the preceding inquiries I shall proceed, in the LAST

PUT, to investigate th.· IlATURB of that faculty by which these emo.

~?n~_a~'percei~ed.';~~f~~t;-T;h;;}i ;~de~;o; to'~how, that it h&B no

resemblance to a sense; that as, whenever it is employed. two

distinct and independent powers of mind.re employed, it is not to

be considered as a separate and peculiar faculty, and that it is finally
to be resolved into more general principles of our constitution.

These speculations will probably lead to the important inquiry,

whether there is any STANDARD by which the perfection or imperfec
tion of our sentiments upon these subjects may be determined; to

some explanation of the means by which taste may be corrected or
improved; and to some illustration of the PURPOSES. which this pe_

culiar constitution of our na I ure serves, in the increase of human

HAPPINBss, and the pxaltatioIL of human CHARACTER.

I feel it mcumbent on me. however. to inform my readers, that I

am to employ, in these inquiries. a different kind of evidence from

what has usually been employed by writers upon these subjects, and

that my illustratIOns will be derived. much less from the compositions
of the fine arts, than from the appearances of common nature, and

the experience of com'~on men. If the fine arts are, in reality, arts

of imitation, their principles are to be sought for in the subject which

they imitate; and it is ever to be rememhered, .. That music, arChi~

" tecture, and painting, as well as poetry and oratory are to deduce

"their laws and rules from the general !fense and taste of mankind,
"and not from the principles of these arts themselves: in other

"words, that the taste is not to conform to the art, but the art to the\
"taste."* In following this mode of illustration, while I am sensible

that I render my book less amusing. I trust I ~ay render it morel

useful,. The most effectual method to check the empiricism, either

• Mr. AddisoD.
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of art or of scieDce, is to multiply, as far as possible, the Dumber of
those who can observe, and judge; and, whatever may be the COD
clllBioDs of my readers with regard to my own particular oplnioDs,
I shall not have occupied their attention in vain, if I can lead them
to think and to feel for themselves-to employ the powers which are
given them to the ends for which they were given; and, upon subjects
where all men are entitled to judge, to disregard alike the ablltniCt
refinements of the philosopher who speculates in the closet, and the
te<;hnical doctrines of the artist who dictates in the school.

•
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ES~AY I.

ON THE NATURE OF THE EMOTIONS OF SUBLIMITY

AND BEAUTY.

CHAPTER I.

OF THE EFFECT PRODUCED UPON THE IMAGINA'!'IOX BY OBJECTS

OF SUBLIMITY AND BEAUTY.

SECTION 1.

THE emotions of sublimity and beauty are uniformly ascribed,
both in popular and philosophical language, to the imagination..
The fine arts are considered as the arts which are addressed to
the imagination, and the pleasures which they afford are de.
scribed, by way of distinction, as the pleasures of the imagina
tion. The nature of any person's taste, is, in common life,
generally determined from the nature or character of his ima
gination, and the expression of any deficiency in this power of
mind, is considered as synonymous with the expression of a
similar deficiency in point of taste.

Although, however, this connexion is so generallyacknow.
ledged, it is not~ perhaps, as generally understood in what it

To what are the emotions of sublimity and beauty uniformly ascribed? '1'0
what are the fine arts addressed, and how are the pleasures which they afford
described? From what is the nature of-any person's taste, in common life,
generally determined; and how is the expression of any deficiency in thi.
power of mind considered? Although this connexion is so generally acknow-

a
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consists, or what is the nature of that effect which is produced
upon the imagination and by objects of sublimity and beauty.
I shall endeavor, therefore, in the first place, to state what
seems to me the nature of this effect, or, in what that exercise
of imagination consists, which is so generally supposed to take
place, when these emotions are felt.

When any object, either of sublimity or beauty is presented
to the mind, I believe every man is conscious of a train af
thought being immediately awakened in his imagination, analo.
gous to the character or expression of the original object.
The simple perception of the object, we frequently find, is insuf
ficient to excite these emotions, unless it is accompanied with
this operation of mind, unless, according to common expres~

sion, our imagination is seized, and our fancy busied in the pur_
suit of all those trains of thought, which are allied to this chao
racter of expreSilion.

Thus, when we feel either the beauty or sublimity of natural
scenery-the gay lustre of a morning in spring, or the mild
radiance of a summer evening, the savage majesty of a wintry
storm, or the wild magnificence of a tempestuous ocean-we
nrc conscious of a variety of images in our minds, very differ
ent from those which the objects themselves CR.i present to the
eye. Trains of pleasing or of solemn thought arise spontane
ously within our minds; our hearts swell with emotions, of
which the objects before us seem to afford no adequate cause;
and we are never so much satiated with delight, as when, in reo
calling our attention, we are unable to trace either the progress
or the connexion of those thoughts which have pas~ed with so
TOuch rapidity through our imagination.

The effect of the different arts of taste is similar. The
landscapes of Claude Lorrain, the music of Handel, the poetry
of Milton, excite feeble emotions in our minds, when our atten.
tion is confined to the qualities they present to our senses, or

ledgcd, yet what is not perhaps, as generally understood 1 What does our
author) therefore, in the first place, propose to do 1 When any object, either of
sublimit.y or beauty, is prelented to the mind, of what is every man 'conecious1
Under what circumstancCil do we frequently find the simple perception of the
object, insufficient to excite these emotions 1 Hqw is this remark illustrated 1
From what does it appear that the effect of the different arts of taste i,8 simi- .
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when it is to such qualities of their composition that we turn
our regard. It is then only, that'w~ feel the sublimity or beauty
of their productions, when our imaginations are kindled by
their power, when we lose ourselves amid the number of images
that pass before our minds, and when we waken, at last,
from this play of fancy, as from the charm of a romantic
dream. The beautiful apostrophe of the Abbe de LiIle, upon
the subject of gardening

N'avez-vous pas souvent, 1m lieux infrequentcs,
Rencontre tout-ii-coup, ces aspects enchantce,
Q,ui suspendent voa pas, dont l'image cherie
Vous jette en une douce et longue reverie 'I

is equally applicable to every other composition of taste; and
ill the production of such trains of thought, seems to consist
the effect which objects of sublimity and beauty have upon
the imagination. '

For the truth of this observation itself, I must finally appeal
to the consciousness. of the reader; but there are some very
familiar considerations, which it may be useful to suggest, that
seem very strongly to shew the connexion between this exer
cise of imagir;tation, -and the existence of the emotions of sub
limity or beauty.

SECTION II.

That the emotions of beauty or sublimity are unfelt, unless
this exercise of imagination is excited, seems capable of illns
tration, from many instances of a very fam iliar kind.

1. If the mind is in such a state as to prevent this freedom of
imagination, the emotion, whether of sublimity or beauty, is Ull·

perceived. As far as the beauties of art or nature affect the
external senses, their effect is t~e same upon every man who

lar'l When only, do we feel the sublimity or beauty of their productiwls'l
Of the following beautiful apostrophe upon gardening, what is observed 'I Re
peat it. For the truth of this observation, to what mllAt we finally appeal; and
what follows 'I

What seems capable of familiar illustration, and why 'I When is their eRect
t,he Bame npon every man who is in posses.ion of these senBes 'I Bnt to a man
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is in possession of these senses. But to a man in pain, or in
grief, whose mind, by thesl:t means, is attentive only to one
object or consideration, the same scene, or the same form, will
produce nO feeling of admiration, which at other times, when
his imagination was at liberty, would have produced it in its
fullest perfection. Whatever is great or beautiful in the scenery
of external nature, is almost constantly before us; and not
a day passes without presenting us with appearances, fitted
both to charm and to elevate our minds; yet it is in general
with a heedless eye that we regard them, and only in particular
moments that we are sensible of their power. There is no
man, for instance, who has not felt the beauties of sunset;
yet everyone can remember many instances, when this most
striking scene had no effect at all upon his imagination; and
When he has beheld all the magnificence with which nature
generally distinguishes the close of day, without one sentiment
of admiration or delight. There are times, in the same man.
ner, when we can read the Georgics, or the Seasons, withj>er.
fect indiffercnce, and with no more emotion, than what we feel
from the most uninteresting composition in prose; while in
other moments, the first lines we meet with take possession of
our imagination, and awaken in it such innumerable trains of
imagery, as almost leave behind the fancy of the poet. In
these, and of similar cases of difference in our feelings, from the
same objects, it will always be found, that the difference arises
from the state of our imaginations: from our disposition to fol.
low out the train of thought which such objects naturally pro
duce, or our incapacity to do it, from some other idea, which
has at that time taken possession of our minds, and renders us
unable to attend to any thing else. That state of mind, every
man must have felt, is most favorable to the emotions of taste,
in which the imagination is free and unembarrassed, or in which
the attention is so little occupied by any private or particular

in pain, or in grief, what is their effect 1 What remark follows 1 How is this
illustrated 1 "'rom reading the Georgics or the Seasons, how is tbis remark
farther illustrated 1 In these, and similar cases of diffet;ence in our feelings,
from what will it always be found that the difference arises 7 What state of
mind, must every man have felt is the most favourable to the emotiolls of
taste 1 Upon whom, accordingly, do obJccts of taste make the strongest im·
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object of thought, as to leave us open to all the impressions
which the objects that are before us can create. It is upon the
vacant and the unemployed, accordingly, that objects of taste
make the strongest impression. It is in such hours alone, that we
turn to th~ compositions of music, or of poetry, for amusement.
The seasons of care, of grief, or of business, have other occu·
pations, and destroy for the timer at least, our sensibility to the
beautiful or the sublime, in the same proportion that they pro.
duce a state of mind unfavorable to the indulgence of ima.
gination.

./

II. The same thing is observable in criticism. When we sit
down to appreciate the value of a poem, or of a painting, and
attend minutely to the language or composition of the one, or
to the coloring or design of the other, we feel no longer the
delight which they at first produce. Our imagination in this
employment is restrained, and instead of yielding to its sugges.
tions, we studiously endeavor to resist them, by fixing our at.
tention upon minute and partial circumstances of the composi.
tion. How much this operation of mind tends to diminish our
sense of its beauty, everyone will feel, who attends to his own
thoughts on 'such an occasion, or who will recollect how differ.
ent was his state of mind, when he first felt the beauty, either
of the painting or of the poem. It is this, chiefly, which makes

.it so difficult for young people, possessed of imagination, to
judge of the merits of any poem or fable, and which induces
them so often to give their approbation to composjtions of little
value. It is not, that they are incapable of learning. in what
the merits of such compositions consist, for these principles of
judgment are neither numerous nor abstruse. It is not, that
greater experience produces greater sensibility, for this every
thing contradicts; but it is, because every thing, in that perIod
of life, is able to excite their imaginations, and to move their
hearts, because they judge of the composition, not by its merits

pression; and why 1 How is this illustrated? How does it appear that the
same thing is observable in criticism 1 Of our imagination in this employ
ment, what is observed 1 How may every one feel the extent to which this
operation of mind tends to diminish our sense of its beauty 1 On young people,
what effect does this produce 1 Why is this the case 1 Of their own imagi-
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when compared with other works, or by its approach to any abo
stract or ideal standard, but by its effect in agitating their ima.
ginations, and leading them into that fairy land, in which the fan.
cy of youth has so much delight to w~nder: It is their own ima.
gination that has the charm which they attribute to the work that
excites it; and the simplest tale, or the poorest novel, is, at that
time, as capable of awakening it, as the eloquence of Virgil or of
Rousseau, would, at a future period, be. All this, however, all
this flow of imagination, in which youth and men of sensibility
are so apt to indulge, and which so often brings them pleasure
at the expense of their taste, the lator of criticism destroys.
The mind, in such an employment, instead of being at liberty
to follow whatever trains of imagery the composition before it
can excite, is either fettered to the consideration of some of its
minute and solitary parts; or pauses, amid the rapidity of its
conceptions, to make them the objects of its attention and reo
view. In these operations, accordingly, the emotion, whether
of beauty or of sublimity, is lost; and if it is wished to be
recalled, it can only be done by relaxing this vigor of atten.
tion, and resigning ourselves again to the natural stream of our
thoughts. The mathematician who investigates the demon.
strations of the Newtonian philosophy, the painter who studies
the design of Raphael, the poet who reasons upon the measure
of Milton-all, in such occupations, lose the delight which
these several productions can give j and when they are willing
to recover their emotion, must withdraw their attention from
those minute considerations, and leave their fancy to expatiate
at will, amid all the great or pleasing conceptions, which such
productions of genius can raise.

III. The effect which is thus produced upon the mind, by
temporary exertions of attention, is also more permanently
produced by the difference of original character; and the de.

nation, what is observed '! But of aU this flow, what is remarked'! What is
the state of the mind in such an employment'! In these operatio112, what is
oheerved of the emotion, whether it be'of beauty or of sublimity, and how only
can it be recalled '! How is this illnstrated from the mathematician, &c. '!
How is the effect thus produced upon the mind by temporary exertions of at
tention, more permanently produced; and to what is the degree in which the
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gree in which the emotions of sublimity or beauty are felt, is,
in general proportioned to the prevalence of those relations of
thought in the mind, upon which this exercise of imagination
depends. The principal relation which seems to take place in
those trains of thought, that are produced by objects of taste...
is that of resemblance; the relation of all others, the most
loose and general, and which affords the greatest range of
thought for our imagination to pursue. Wherever, accordingly,
these emotions are felt, it will be found, not only that this
is the relation which principally prevails among our ideas, but
that the emotion itself is proportioned to the degree in which it
prevails.

In the effect which is produced upon our minds, by the dif
ferent appearances of natural scenery, it is easy to trace this
progress of resembling thought, and to observe how faithfully
the conceptions which arise in our imaginations, correspond
with the impressions which the character of these seasons pro
duce. What, for instance, is the impression which we feel
from spring 1 The soft and gentle green with which the earth
is spread, the feeble texture. of the plants and flowers, the
young of animals just entering into life, and the remains of
winter yet lingering among the woods and hills-all conspire
to infuse into our minds somewhat of that fearful tenderness
with which infancy is usually beheld. With such a sentiment,
how innumerable are the ideas which present themselves to our
imagination! ideas, it is apparent, by no means confined to the
scene ·before our eyes, or to the possible desolation which may
yet await its infant beauty, but which almost involuntarily ex
tend themselves to analogies with the life of man, and bring
before us oll those images of hope or fear, whicb, according to
our peculiar situations, have ihe dominion of our hearts!
The beauty of autumn is accompanied with a similar exercise

emotions of sublimity or beauty are felt, in general, proportioned 'I What is
the principal relation which oeems to take place in those trams of thought;
and of it, what is observed 'I What, accordingly, follows 'I In the effect which
is produced upon our minds, by the different appearances of natural scenery,
to trace what, is an easy task 'I What is the impression which we feel from
the scenery of spring 'I With such a sentiment, what is observed of the ideas
that present themselves to our imaginatioll'l With what is the beauty of au-
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of thought: The leaves begin then to drop from the trees; the
Bowers and shrubs, with which the fields were adorned in the
summer months decay: the woods and groves are silent; the
sun himself seems gradually to withdraw his light, or to be
come enfeebled in his power. Who is there, who, at this sea.
son, does not feel his mind impressed with a sentiment of me·
lancholy 1 or who is able to resist that current of thought,
which, from such appearances of decay, so naturally leads
him to the solemn imagination of that inevitable fate, which is
to bring on, alike, the decay of life, of empire, and of nature
itself? In such caRes of emotion, every man must have felt,
that the character of the scene is no sooner impressed upon
his mind, than various trains of correspondent imagery, rise
before his imagination; that whatever may be the nature of the
impression, the general tone of his thoughts partakes of this
nature or character, and that his delight is proportioned to the
degree in which this uniformity of character prevails.

The same effect, however, is not produced upon all men.
There are many, whom the prospect of such appearances in
nature excites to no eltercise of fancy whatever; who, by their
original constitution, are more disposed to the employment of
attention, than of imagination, and who, in the objects that are
presented to them, are more apt to observe their individual and
distinguishing qualities, than those by which they are related to
other objects of their knowledge. Upon the minds of such
men, the relation of resemblance has little power; the efforts
oftheir imagination, accordingly, are either feeble or slow, and
the general character of their understandings is that of steady
and precise, rather than that of enlarged and extensive thought.
It is, I believe, consistent with general experience, that men of
this description are little sensible to the emotions of sublimity
or beauty; and they who have attended to the language of
such men, when objects of this kind have been presented to
them, must have perceived, that the emotion which they felt,

tumn acoompanied 1 How is this illustrated 1 With what sentiment is the
mind, at this season impressed; and what cannot be resisted 1 In such casell
of emotion, what must every man have felt 1 Why is not the same effect pro
duced upon all men 1 What is remarked of the relation of resemblance upon
the minds of such men; and of the efforts of their imagination; and of the gene-
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was no greater than what they themselves have experienced in
those cases, where they have exerted a similar de~ree of at
tention, or when any other cause has restrained the usual exer·
cise of their imagination. To the qualities which are produc
tive of simple emotion, to the useful, the agreeable, the fitting,
or the convenient in objects, they have the'same sensibility that
other men have; but ofthe superior and more complex emotion of
beauty, they seem to be, either, altogether unconscious, or to
share in it only in the proportion to the degree in which they
can relax this severity of attention, and yield to the relation of
resembling thought.

It is in the same manner, that the progress of life generally
takes from men their sensibility to the objects of taste. The
season in which these are felt in their fullest degree, is youth;
when, according to common expression, the imagination is
warm, or, in other words, when it is easily excited to that ex
ertion upon which 80 much of the emotion of beauty depends.
The business of life, in the greatest part of mankind, and the
habits of more accurate thought, which are acquired by the
few who reason and redect, tend equally to produce, in both, a
stricter relation in the .train of their thoughts, and greater at.
tention to the objects of their consideration, than can either be
expected, or can happen in youth. They become, by these
means, not only less easily led to any exercise of imagination,
but their associations become, at the same time, less consistent
with the employment of it. The man of business, who has
passed his life in studying the means of accumulating wealth,
and the philosopher, whose years have been employed in the
investigation of causes, have both, not only acquired a constitu·
tion of mind very little fitted for the indulgence of imagination,
but have acquired also associations of a very different kind from
those which take place when imagination is employed. In the

ral character of their understandings, what is observed ., Of what emotions
are men of this description little sensible; and what must they have perceived,
who have attended to their language, when objects of this kind have been pre
~ted to them" To what qualities have they the same sensjbility that other
mea have; but of what do they seem to be, either altogether unconscious, or
to share, in proportion to"what" What, in the same manner, is the effect of
the progress of life" How is this illustrated" What do the business of life,

4

-
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first of these characters, the prospect of any beautiful scene
i~ nature would induce no other idea than that ofits value. In
the other it would lead only to speculations upon the causes of
the beauty that was ascribed to it. In both, it would thus ex
cite ideas which could be the foundation of no exercise of
imagination, because they required thought and attention. To
a young mind, on the contrary, possessed of any sensibility, how
many pleasing ideas would such a prospect afford 1 Ideas of
peace and innocence, and rural joy, and all the unblemished
delights of solitude and ·contemplation. In such trains of
imagery, no labor of thou~ht, or habits of attention, aTe reo
quired; they rise spontaneously in the mind, upon the prospect
of any object to which they bear the sligMllst resemblance.
and they lead it almost insensibly along, in a kind of bewitch.
ing reverie, through all its store of pleasing or interesting con
ceptions. To the philosopher, or the man of business, the
emotion of beauty, from such a scene, would be but feebly
known; but by the young mind, which had such sensibility, it
would be felt in all its warmth, and would produce an emotion
of delight, which not only would be little comprehended by
men of a severer or more thoughtful character, but which
seems also to be very little dependent upon the object which
excites it, and to be derived, in a great measure, from this exer
cise of mind itself.

In these familiar instances, it is obvious how much the emo
tions of taste are connected with this state or character of ima
gination' and how much those habits or employments of mind,
which demand attention, or which limit it to the consideration
of single objects, tend to diminish the sensibility of mankind to
the emotions of sublimity or beauty.

and the habits ofaccurate thought, equally ~nd to produce; ahd why'! How
is this illustrated from the man of business, and the philosopher 1 In the first
of these characters, what ideas only, would the prospect of any beautiful scene
in nature induce; and in the other, to what speculations would it lead.1 In
both, what would it thUli excite; and why 1 To a young mind, on the con
trary, what irleas would it excite; and of such trains of imagery, what is ob
served1 What is observed of the emotion of beauty, to the mind of a philo
sopher, from such a seene 1 By the young mind, how would it be felt; and
what effect would it produce 'l In these familiar instances, what is obvious 1
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SECTION III.

There are many other instances, equally familiar, which nre
sufficient to shew that whatever increases this exercise or em.
ployment of imagination, increases also the emotion of beauty
or sublimity.

I. This is very obviously the effect of all associatIOns.
There is no man who has not some interesting associations with
particular scenes, or airs, or books, and who does not feel their
beauty or sublimity enhanced to him by such connexions. The
view of the house where one was born, of the school where
one was educated, and where the gay years of infancy were
passed, is indifferent to no man. They recall so many images
of past happiness and past affections, they are connected with
so many strong or valued emotions, and lead altogether to so
long a train of feelings and recollections, that there is hardly
any scene which one ever beholds with so much rapture.
There are songs also, that we have heard in our infancy, which,
when brought to our remembrance in after years, raise emo·
tions for which we cannot well account; and which, though
perhaps very indifferent in themselves, still continue, from this
association, and from the variety of conceptions which they
kindle in our minds, to be our favorites through life. The
scenes which have been distinguished by the residence of any
person, whose memory we admire, produce a similar effect.
" Movemur enim, nescio quo pacto, locis ipsis, in quibus eorum,
" quos diligimus, aut admiramur adsunt vestigia."* The scenes

There are many other instances, equally familiar, sufficient to show what?
How does it appear that this is obviously the effect of all associations? How
is this illustra~1 What do they recall, with what are they connected, and
to what do they lead 1 How is this also illustrated, from songs which we mllY
have heard in our infancy 1 What is observed of the scenes which have been
distinguished by the residence of any person whose memory we admire; and
what illustration is given 1 Though the scenes themselves may not be parti-

* For we are somehow affected by those very places in which we behold the
fOotsteps of those whom we love llDd admire.
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themselves may not be particularly beautiful; but the delight
with which we recollect the traces of their lives, blends itself
insensibly with the emotions which the scenery excites; and
the admiration which these recollections afford, seems to give a
kind of sanctity to the place where they d~elt, and converts
every thing into beauty which appears to have been connected
with them. There are scenes, undoubtedly, more beautiful
than Runnymede, yet, to those who recollect the great event
which passed there, there is no scene, perhaps, which so strongly
seizes upon the imagination; and although the emotions this
recollection produces, are of a very different kind from those
which the mere natural scenery can excite, yet they unite them.
selves so well with these inferior emotions, and spread so vene.
rable a charm over the whole, that one can hardly persuade
himself, that the scene itself is not entitled to this admiration.
The valley of Vaucluse is celebrated for its beauty, yet how
much of it has b.een owing to its being the residence of Pe.
trarch!

l\lias ces eaux, ee beau eiel, ec vallon enehanteur,
Moins que Petrarque et Laure interessoient mon Calur.
La voila done disoia-je, oui, voila eette rive
Que Petrarque eharmoit de sa lyre plaintive;
lei Pctrarque ii. Laure exprimant son amour,
Voyoit naitre trop tard, mourir trop tot, Ie jour.
Retrouverai-je encore, sur ees roes solitaires,
De leurs ehiffres unis les tendres earllcteres'1
Une grotte ecartee avoit frappe mes yeux,
Grotte sombre, dis-moi ai tu lee vis heureux,
M'eeriois-je I un vieux trone bordoit-ille rivage ')
Laure avoit repose sous son antique ombrage ;
Je redemandois Laure ii. I'echo du vallon,
Et I'echo n'avoit point oubHe ee doux nom,
Partout mes yeux eherehoient, voyoient, Petrarque et Laure,
Et par eux, ees beaux lieux s'embellissoient encore.

Lea JardinB, Chant 3mll.

The sublime is increased, in the same manrwr, by what.
ever tends to increase this exercise of imaginatio!'. The field
of any celebrated battle becomes sublime from this association.

cularly beautifu~ yet what follows 1 How is this remark illustrated from Run
nymede 1 What is observed of the valley of Vaucluse 1 Repeat the passage
introduced, illustrative oftbis remark. How is the sublime, also, increased?
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No man, aequainted with English history, can behold the field
of Agmcourt, without some emotion of this kind. The addi.
tional conceptions which this association produces, and whieh
fill the mind of 'the spectator on the prospect of that memora.
ble field, diffuse themselves, in some measure, over the scene,
an~ give it a sublimity which does not naturally belong to it.
The majesty of the Alps, themselves, is increased by the reo
membrance of Hannibal's march over them; and who is there
that could stand on the banks of the Rubicon, without feeling
his imagination kindle, and his heart beat high 1

"Middleton Dale," says Mr. Whately, "is a cleft between
"rocks, ascending gradually from a romantic village, till it
"emerges, at about two miles distance, on the vast more·
" lands of the Peak. It is a dismal en.trance to Ii desert; the
"hills above it are bare, the rocks are of a grey color, their
" surfaces are rugged, and their shapes savage, frequently ter.
"minating in craggy points, sometimes resembling vast UD.

"wieldy bulwarks, of rising in heavy buttresses one above
" another, and here and there a misshapen mass bulging out.
" hangs lowering over itl:l base. No traces of men are to be
"seen, except in a road, which has no effect on such a scene
" of desolation, and ~ the lime.kilns constantly smoking on the
" side. The soil is disfigured with all the tinges of brown and
" red, which denote barrenness; in some places it has crum·
"bred away, and strata ofloose dark stones only appear; and
" in others, long lines of dross, shovelled out of the mines, have
"fallen down the steeps. In these mines, the veins of lead on
"one ·side of the Dale, are observed always to have corres.
" ponding veins, in the same direction, on the other; and the
" rocks, though differing widely in different places, yet always
"eontinue in one style for some way together, and seem to
"have a relation to each other. Both these appearanctes make
"it probable that Middleton Dale is a chasm rent in the moun.
"tains by some convulsion of nature beyond the memory of
" man, or perhaps before the island was peopled. The scene,

Bow is this remar~ illWltrated, from the field of Agincourt, the paiuage of the
Alpe by Hannibal, and of the Rubicon by Creear'l Repeat Mr. Whately'. ~
scription of Middleton Dale. By what is the sublimity oUhis scene much In-
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" though it does not prove the fact, yet justifies the supposition,
"and it gives credit to the tales of the country people, who, to
" aggravate its horrors, always point to a precipice, down which
"they say a yOllng woman of the village threw herself head.
"long, in despair at the neglect of a man whom she loved;
"and shew a cavern, where a skeleton once was discovered,
"but of what wretch is unknown; his .bones were the only
"memorial left of him."-ObservatiOO8 upon modern garden.
iug, p. 93.

It is surely unnecessary to remark, how much the sublimity
of this extraordinary scene is increased, by the circumstanc'es
of horror which are I;!O finely connected with it.

One ofthe sublimest objects in natural scenery, is an old and
deep wood, covering the side of a mountain, when seen from
below; yet how much greater sublimity is g~ven to it by Dr.
Akenside, by the addition of the solemn images which, in the
following lines are associated with it !

--Mark the sable woods
That shade sublime yon mountain's nodding brow.
'Vith what religious awe the solemn scene
Commands your steps I as if the reverend form
Of Minos or of N uma, should forsake
Th' Elysian seats, and down the embowering glade
Move to your pausing eye.-

PleaB. Imag. b. iii.

fhere is a passage in one of the Odes of the same poet, in which
a scene, which is in general only beautiful, is rendered stri.
kingly sublime, from the imagery with which it is associated.

'Tis thus to work her ~efulpower,
Suspicion waits the sullen hour

Of fretfulness and strife,
'Vhen care the infirmer bosom wrings,
Or Eurus waves his murky wings,

To damp the seats of life.
But come, forsake the scene unbless'd
Which first beheld your faithful breaat

To groundless fears a prey; ,

------------------

creased 'I What is one of the sublimest objects in natural scenery; and by
whom is its sublimity greatly increased 'I Repeat the passage. What is re
marked of a passage in one of the Odes of the same poet.'! R~peat it. In
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Come, where with my prevailing lyre
The skies, the streams, the groves conspire

To charm your doubts away.
Thron'd in the sun's descending car
What power unseen diffuseth far

This tenderness of mind 1
What Genius smiles on yonder 1Iood !
What God in whispers from the wood

Bids every thought be kind 1
Ode to Suspiciull.

31

I know not, however, any instance, where the effect of any
association is so remarkable in bestowing sublimity on objects,
to which it does not naturally belong, as in the following inimi.
table poem of Buchanan's on the month of May. This Ileason
is. in general, fitted to excite emotions very different from sub.
limity, and the numerous poems which have been written in
celebration of it, dwell uniformly on it!! circumstances of" ver.
nal joy." In this ode, however, the circumstances which the
poet has selected, are of a ki~d, which, to me, appear inex
pressibly sublime, and distinguish the poem itself by a degree
and character of grandeur, which I have seldom found equalled •
in any other composition. The idea ofit was probably taken from
these fine lines of Virgil in the second Georgic, in describing
the effects of spring :

Non aliOll, prima crescentis ori,,<rine mundi
muxisse dies, aliumve habuisse tenorem
Crediderim: ver illud erat, ver magnus agebat
Orbis, et hybernis parcebant ftatibus Euri:
Cum primum lucem pecudes hausere, vinimque,
Ferrea progenies duris c·aput e.xtulit arvis,
Immissalque fere sylvis, et cidera cmlo.

Then did the new creation first appear, ,
Nor other was the tenor of the year ;
When laughing heaven did the great birth attend,
And eaatem winds theic wintry breath Buspend-

what poem is the effect of association most remarkably exemplified 1 This
season is, in general, fitted to excite emotions of what kind, and on what do
the poems that have been written in celebration of it, uniformly dwell1 In
this ode, however, of what kind are the circumstances which the poet has se
lected; and how do they distinguish the poem 1 Whence was the idea of it
probably taken'l Repeat the pIllllIage. Repeat the ode also. What 'effect have
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Then sheep .firs~ saw ~he sun in open fields,
And II&vage beas~ were sen~ to stock the wilds
And golden stars flew up to light the skies,
And man's relentless race from stony quarries rise.

Dryden.

I believe, however, that no man will doubt how much Buchanan
has improved upon this beautiful idea.

CALUDE MAI..£.

Salvete sacns deliciis s&Crm
Maim calendm, lm~itim et mero

Ludisque dicatm jocisque
Et teneris charitum choreis.

Salve voluptas et nitidwn deeua
Anni recurrens perpetua vice,

Et flos renascentis juventte
In senium properantis lEvi.

Cum blanda veris temperies novo
IDuxit prbi, primaque secula

Fu1Bere IIaventi metallo,
Sponte sua, sine lege, jWlta,

Talis per omneB continuUB tenor
Annas tepenti rura Favonio

Mulcebat, et nullis feraces
SeminibUB recreabat agros.

Talis beam incubat insulis
Felicis atll'.lll perpetuus tepor,

Et nesciis campis senectlll
Difficilis, querulique morbi.

Talis silentum per taeitum IIeDlWl

Levi SUBurrat murmure spiritWl,
Lethenque juxta oblivioum
Funereas agitat cupretll!lOll.

FOrBaJ:I suprernili cum Deus ignibus
Piabit orbem, lmtaque secula

Mundo reducet, talis aura
lEthereos animos fovebit.

Salve fugacis gloria feculi,
Salve secunda digna dies nota,

Salve vetustle vitm imago,
Et specimen venientis lEvi.

THE FIRST OF MAY:
Hail to thee, delicious day,
Fair and I&Cred firIt of May
Sacred Wlto wine and mirth
Where the game and feast have birth
Sacred to the gentle dance
Where the Graces' dark eyee glallee-
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Hail! delight, and shining grace .!
Ever following the pace
Of the aye revolving year,
Time's unwearied traveller!
When Spring's life-inspiring rays
Lit the world in other days,
Those delicious days of old
In the blessed age of gold,
Such unceasing mildiless charmed
Fields which soft Favonius warmed;
Earth's unsown fertility
Gave. forth fruits spontaneously.
Such a warmth of rether smiles
Ever on the Blessed Isles,
And the Fields where sad dec~
And old age held never sway!
Such a gentle murmur blows
Through the silent grove·where flows
Lethe's quiet water on, .
Fraught with sweet oblivion!
When God sends his judgment fires,
Purging Earth till sin expires,
Perchance an air like this will cherish!
Ethereal souls that cannot peris!!.
Hail I glory of the fleeting age
Praiseworthy in man's pilgrimage
Image of Earth's'earlybloom,
And type of life beyond tbe tomb!

National associations have a similar effect, in increasing the 11/

emotions of sublimity and beauty, as they, very obviously, in
crease the number of images presented to the mind. The fine
lines which Virgil has dedicated in his Georgics, to the praises of
his native country, however beautiful to us, were, undoubtedly,
read with a far superior emotion by an ancient Roman. The
prodigies which the same poet has described, as preceding the
death of Cresar, and the still more minute description which
Lucan, in the first book of his Pharsalia, has given of such
events, on the approach of the civil war, must, probably, have

.given to a Roman, who was under the dominion of such na-
tional superstitions, the strongest emotibns of sublimity and

nationalassociaiions; and wby? How is this illustrated, from the fine lines
which Virgil has dedicated to the praises of his native country, from the de
scription of the prO'1igies that preceded the death of Cresar, and from the de
scription that Lucan has given of similar events? Withwhat emotion only,

fi
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terror. But we read them now without any other emotio[J~

than that which arises from the beauty of the composition.
The influence of such associations, in increasing either the

beauty or the sublimity of musical composition, can hardly
have escaped any person's observation. The tune called Belle
isle March is said, by a very eminent writer, to have owed its
popularity among the people of England to the supposition,
that it was the tune which was played, when the English army
marched into Belleisle, and to its consequent association with
images of fame, and conquest, and military glory. There are
other tunes of the same character, which, without any peculiar
merit, always serve to please the people, whenever they are
performed. The natives of any country, that possesses ana·
tional or characteristic music, need not be reminded how strongly
the performance of such airs brings back to them the imagery
of their native land; and· must often have had occasion to reo
mark how inferior an emotion they excite in those who are
strangers to such associations. The effect of the celebrated
national song, which is said to have overpowered the Swiss sol
dier in a foreign land, with melancholy and despair, and which
it is therefore found necessary to' forbid in the armies in which
they serve, cannot surely be attributed to its composition alone,
but to the recollections that it brings, and to those images that
it kindles in his mind, of peace, and freedom, and domestic
pleasure, from which he is tom, and to which he may never
return. Whatever may be the sublimity of Handel's music,
the singular effect of it on some late occasions is, doubtless,
not to be ascribed to that sublimity alone, but in a peculiar
manner to the place where it was performed; not only from
the sacredness of that place, which is, of itself, so well fitted
to excite many awful emotions; but in a considerable degree,
also, from its being the repository of so many" illustrious dead,"

do we now read them 1 What is remarked of the influence of such associa
tions, in increasing the beauty or the sublimity of musical composition? How
isth is illustrated from Belleisle March; and from other tunes also of the same
character 1 Of what need not the natives of any country, that possesses a na
tional music, be reminded; and what must they often have had occasion to
remark 1 How is this illustrated, from the effect of the celebrated national
song upon the Swiss soldier 1 Of the sublimity and effect of Handel's music
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and the scene, perhaps of all others, most sacred to those who
have any sensibility to the glories of their country.

There are associations, also, which arise from particular
professions, or habits of thought, which serve very well to
illustrate the same observation. No man, in general, is sensi.
ble to beauty, in those subjects with regard to which he has not
previous ideas. The beauty of a theory, or of a relic of anti.
quity, is unintelligible to a peasant. The charms of the coun·
try are altogether _lost upon a citizen who has passed his life in
town. In the same manner, the more our ideas are increased,
or our conceptions extended upon any subject, the greater is
the number of associations we connect with it, and the stronger
is the emotion of sublimity or beauty we receive from it.

The pleasure, for instance, which the generality of mankind
receive from any celebrated painting, is trifling when compared
to that which a painter feels, if he is a man of any common
degree of candor. What is to them, only an accurate repre
sentation of nature, is, to him, a beautiful exertion of genius,
and a perfect display of art. The difficulties which occur to
his mind in the design and execution of such a performance,
and the testimonies of skill,of taste, and of invention, which
the accomplishment of it exhibits, excite a variety of emotions
in-his breast, of which the common spectator is altogether un'
susceptible j and,the admiration with which he thus contem.
plates the genius and art of the painter, blends itself with the
peculia.r emotions which the picture itself can produce, and
enhances to him every beauty that it may possess.

The beauty of any scene in naCure is seldom so striking to
others, as it is to a landscape painter, or to those who profess
the beautiful art of laying out grounds. The difficulties, both
of invention-Mil" executIOn, whlen from their professions are
familiar to them, render the profusion with which nature often

••~PJ.-<W
on some late occasions, what is observed? ?'hat ;"'lier associations also, ""rve
to illustrate the same observation? In what subjects is no man sensible of
beanty; and to whom is the beauty of a thecn-y, or relict ~f antiquity, unintel
ligible 1 Upon whom are the charms of the country altog-ether lost? In the
same mlUUler, what is observed, when our ideas become increased upon any
subject1 How is this remark illustrated, from the comparative pleasure
which a painter, and the generality of mankind receive, from a celebrated
painting? To whom is the hoanty of any scene in nature more striking than

-
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scatters the most picturesque beauties, little less than miracu·
lous. Every little circumstance of form and perspective, and
light and shade, which are unnoticed by a common eye, are
important in theirs; and mingling in their minds the ideas of
difficulty, and facility in overcoming it, produce altogether an
emotion of delight; incomparably more animated than any that
the generality of mankind usually derive from it.

The delight which most men of education receive from the
consideration of antiquity, and the beauty that they discover in
every object which is connected with ancient times, is in a'
great measure to be ascribed to the same cause. The anti.
quarian inhis cabinet, surrounded by the relics of former ages,
seems to himself to he removed to periods that are long since
past, and indulges in the imagination of living in a world, which,
by a very natural kind of prejudice, we are always willing to
believe was both wiser and better than the present. All that
is venerable or laudable in the history of these times, present
themselves to his memory. The gallantry, the heroism, the
patriotism of antiquity, rise again before his view, softened by
the obscurity in which they are involved, and rendered more
seducing to the imagination by that obscurity itself, which,
while it mingles a sentiment of regret amid his pursuits, serves,
at the same time, to stimulate his fancy to fill up, by its own
creation, those long intervals of time of which history has pre.
served no record. The relics he contemplates seem to draw
him still nearer to the ages of his regard. The dress, the fur.
niture, the arms of the times, are so many assistances to his
imagination, in guiding or directing its exercise, and, offflfing
him a thousand sources of imagery, provide him with an honest,
inexhaustible field, in which his memory and his fancy may
expatiate. There are few men who have not felt somewhat, at
least, of the delight of such an employment. There is no man
in the least acquainted with the history of antiquity, who does
not love- to let his imagination loose on the prospect of its reo

to others; and why? 'What remark follows? Of the delight which most men
of education~receivefrom the consideration of antiquity, what is observed?
How is this fully illustrated, in the case of the antiquarian? In what do all
men, acquainted with the history of antiquity, love to,indulg-e their imagina-
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mains, and to whom they are not in some measure sacred, from
the innumerable images which they bring. Even the peasant,
whose knowledge of former times extends but to a few gene.
rations, has yet in his village some monument of the deeds or
virtues of his forefathers; and cherishes with a fond veneration
the memorial of those good old times to which his imagination
returns with delight, and of which he loves to recount the sim.
pie tales that tradition has. brought him.

And what is it that constitutes that emotion of sublime de.
light, which every man of common sensibility feels upon the
first prospect of Rome 1 It is not the scene of destruction
which is before him. It is not the Tiber, diminished in his
imagination to a paltry stream, flowing amid the ruins of that
magnificence which it once adorned. It is not the triumph of
superstition over the wreck of human greatness, and its monu
ments erected upon the very spot where the first honors of
humanity have been gained. It is ancient Rome which fills
his imagination. It is the country of ClEsar, and Cicero, and
Virgil, which is before him. It is the mistress of the world
which he sees, and who seems to him to rise again from her
tomb, to give laws to the univ~rse. All that the labors of his
youth, or the studies of his maturer age have acquired, with
regard to the history of this great people, qpen at once before
his imagination, and present him with a field of high and solemn
imagery, which can never be exhausted. Take from him these
associations, conceal from him that 'it is Rome that he sees, and
how different would be his emotion!

II. The effect which is thus produced, by associations, in
increasing the emotions of sublimity or beauty, is prod1)ced
also, either in nature, or in description, by what &.fe generally
termed picturesque objects. Instances ofsuch objects are fami.
liw: to every one's observation. An old tower in the middle of

tion 1 Of the peasant, whose knowledge of former times extends but to a
few generations, what is observed 1 What is it not, and what is it, that con
stitutes that emotion of sublime delight, which every man of common sensi
bility feels upon the first prospect of Rome ~ What, open at once, before hi"
imagination '/ Take from him thBllC associations, and what will be the con
!requence1 By what aiso, is the effect which is thUII produced by associations,
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a deep wood, a bridge flung across a chasm between rocks, a
cottage on a precipice, are common examples. If I am not
mistaken, the effect which such objeCtli have on every one'.
mind, is to suggest an additional train of eonceptioDS, beside
what the scene or description itself would have suggested; 6>r..
it is very obvious, that no objects are remarked as picturesque,
which do not strike the imagination by themselves. They are,
in general, such circumstances, as coincide, but are not neces·
IIlI:rily connected with the chatae..r of the scene or description,
and which, at first, affecting the mind with an emotion of sur·
prise, produce afterwards an IDcreased, or additional train of
ima«ery. The effect of such objects, in increasing the emo
tions either of 'beauty or sublimity, will probably be obvious
from the following instances:

The beauty of sunset, in a fine autumnal evening, seems
almost incapable of addition from any circumstance. The
various and radiant coloring of the clouds, the soft light of the
sun, that gives so rich a glow to every object on which it falls,
the dark shades with whi~h it.is contrasted, and the calm and
deep repose that seems to steal over universal nature, form
altogether a acene, wbich serves, perhaps, better than any

_other in the world, to satiate the imagination with delight:
Yet there is 'no man who does not know how great an addition
this fine scene is capable of receiving from the circumstance of
the evening bell. In what, however, does the effect of this
most picturesque circumstance consist 1 Is it not in the addi.
tional images which are thus suggested to the imagination 1
images indeed of melancholy and sadness, but which still are
pleasing, and which serve most wonderfully to accord with
that solemn and pensive state of mind, which is almost irre.
sistibly produced by this charming scene.

Nothing can be more beautiful than Dr. Goldsmith's descrip
tion of evening, in the Deserted Village:

produced 1 What are instances of such objects 1 What is the effect which
such objects have on one's mind; and why 1 Of these circumatancee, what
is observed 1 Why does the beauty of sunset, on a fine autumnal evening,
seem almost incapable of addition from any circumstance 1 Yet, from what
may it receive a great addition 1 In what does the effect of this most pic
turesque circumstance consist; and of these what is observed 1 'What is
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Sweet was the Bound, when oft at evlllling's cloee
Up yonder hill the village murmur r<lIIe.

There, as I pass'd with careless .reps and slow,
The mingling notes came BOftened from below:
The swain responsive q the milkmaid sung,
The BOber herd that low'd to meet their young.
The noisy geese that gabbled o'er the pool,
The playful children just letl~ from IlChool,
The watch.dog's voice that bay'd the ...hiBp'ring wind,
And the loud laugh, that spoke the vacant mind.

Yet how much is the beauty of this description incfeased, by
the fine circumstance with which it is closed!

These all in soft confusion BOught the shade,
And fill'd each panse the nigiltingale had m&de.

There is a beauty of the same kind produced in the " Seasons,"
by the addition of one of the most picturesque circumstances
that was ever imagined by a poet:

--Lead me to the mountain brow,
Where sits the shepherd on the graB8y turf,
Inhaling, healthful, the descending sun.
Around him feeds his many bleating flock,
Of various cadence, and his sportive lambs
Their frolics play; and now the sprightly race
Invites them forth, when swift, the signal given,
They start away, and &weep the m08llY mound
That runs around the hill, the rampart once
Of iron war, in ancient barbarous times.

Spring.

The scene is undoubtedly beautiful of itself, without the addi.
tion of the last circumstance; yet how much more beautiful
does it become by the new order of thought which this circum.
stance awakens in the mind, and which, contrasting the remem.
brance of ancient warfare and turbulent times, with the sereaity
and repose of the modern scene, ligitate the imagination with
a variety of indistinct conceptions, which otherwise could never
have arisen in it !

The physical arguments of Buchanan, in his poem "de

observed of Dr. Goldamith's description of evening 1 Repeat it. By what is
the beauty of this description much increased 1 Repeat them. Where is
there a beauty of the same kind 1 Repeat the passage that contains it. ~f

the scene, of itself, what is observed. yet by what is the beauty ..ucb 11;\-

..
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Sphrera," against the doctrine of the motion of the earth, are
probably read with little emotion j but it is impossible to read
the following lines of it without delight, from the very pictu
resque imagery which they contain :

Ergo tam celeri tellus si concita motu
Iret in Occasum, rursusquo rediret in Orium,
Cuncta simul quateret BeCUm, vast<>que fragore,
Temp1&, Eedes, miserisque etiam cum civibus, urbes
Opprimerit subitle strages inopina ruinre.
Ipsre etiam volucres tranantes aera !eni
Remigio alarum, celeri veriigine terrre
Abrcptas gemerent By-Iv.... nidosque tenclla
Cum sobole et chara forsan cum conjuge: nee Be
Auderet zephyro solus committere turiur,
No precul ablates, terra fugionte, Hymonreos
Et viduum longe luctu defleret amorom.

Lib. 1.

For were the globe thus rapidly to make
Its /light from west to east, it needs must shake
Its temples, houses, cities to the ground,
And with wild noise spread desolation round.
The very bird that wings his course through air
Would mourn the vanished woods that held his care,
The nest where slept his nestlings and his mate,
'rom from him by earth's swift-revolving weight!
Nor would the gentle turtle dare expand
His wing to zephyr, lest the fiying land
Far from his sight his pariner should remove,
And leave him mourning for his widowed love!

There is a very striking beauty of the same kind in a little poem
of Dr. Beattie's, entitled" Retirement:"

Thy shades, thy silence now be mine,
Thy charms my only theme;

My haunt, tb" hollow cliff, whese pine
Waves o'er the gloomy stream;

Where tho sca.r'd owl on pinions grey
Breaks from the rustling boughs,

And down the lone vale sails away
To more profoun~ repose.

cr~ 1 What is observed of the physical arguments of Buchanan, against
the de<trine of the motion of the earth 1 But of the following lines, what is
remuked 1 Repeat them. Repeat the p888age from Dr. Beattie's" Retire
ment," O\lntaining a beauty of tho same kind. What says Mr. Whately, in
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"All," says Mr. Whately, in describing the Tinian Lawn at
Hagley, "all here is of an even temper, all mild, placid, and
"serene; in the gayest season of the day, not more" than
cc cheerful, in the stillest watch of night, not gloomy. The
"scene is indeed peculiarly adapted to the tranquillity of the
"latter, when the moon seems to repose her light on the thick
"foliage of the grove, and steadily marks the shade of every
" bough. It is delightful then to saunter here, and see the
"grass and the gossamer which entwines it glistening with
"dew, to listen, and hear nothing stir, except perhaps a wither.
" ed leaf, dropping gently through a tree, and sheltered from
"the chill, to catch the freshness of the evening air." It is
difficult to conceive any thing more beautiful than this descrip.
tion; yet how much is its beauty increased by the concluding
circumstance 1 "A solitary urn, chosen by Mr. Pope for the
"spot, and now inscribed to his memory, when seen by a
" gleam of moonlight through the trees, fixes that thoughtful.
" ness and composure, to which the mind is insensibly led by
"the rest of this elegant scene."-Observations on gardening,
p.201.

I shall con~lude these instances of the effect of picturesque
objects, in increasing the emotion ofbeauty, with a passage from
the Iliad, which contains one of the most striking images that
I know of in poetry, and which I am the more willing to quote,
lIB it has not been taken so much notice of as it deserves. It
is the appearance of Achilles, when Phamix and Ulysses~are
sent from the Grecian camp to appease his wrath:

Twos {:Jwr'rjv '1l'a,ga, ~1Va, 'lI'OAUipAOI(I'~OIO ~a,Nx.da''rj',

nOAAa. fl4A' suxo/Uvw ra,I'llXftl EVVOa'I7'a,IIf,
P'rj'iOlw. '1l'S'lI'I&SIV /Ura,Aa.b ipgsvl%£ AIIXlClOa,o'

Mugfl-lOoVWV 0' S'1l'1 ,,-S "Na'ja.> XIXI V1j/X. lxsa'81jv.
Tov 0' s~gov cpgsva. "-Sgorro/Uliov cpogfl-'1'r' AlrSln
Ka,A'l, OCUOa,Asn, S'1l'1 0' a.rrugso. turOb 'rjSV
T1jv a,gs,,-' sf sva,gwv, 'lI'4"OAIV Hs,,-,wvo. OAsa'a'a.>

T?l 6rs ~fI<Ov s,,-sgorrsv, a.BIOS 0' a,ga. "Ma, a,vogov.
Diad, lib. ix. v. 182.

describing the Tinian Lawn at Hagley'l Of this description, what is ob
served; yet by what circumstance is its beauty much increased 'I With
what passage does our author conclude these illlltanees of the eft"ect of pic-a '

-
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Through the still night they march, and hear the roar '
Of murmuring billows, on the sounding shore:
And now arriv'd, where on the sandy bay,
The Myrmidonian tents and ve_1s lay,
Amus'd, at ease, the godlike man they found
Pleas'd with the solemn harp's harmonious sound.
With this he soothe his angry sou~ and sings
Th' immortal deeds of heroes and of kings.

B. ix. v. 236.

It was impossible for the poet to have imagined any other occu
pation 80 well fitted to the mighty mind of Achilles, or 80 effec
tual -in interesting QIe reader in the fate of him, whom Dr.
Beattie calls, with truth, the most terrific human personage
that poetical imagination has feigned.

The sublime is increased in the sarne manner, by the addi
tion of picturesque objects. The striking image with which
Virgil concludes the description of the prodigies which attended
the death of Cresar, is well known:

Scilicet et tempus veniet cum finibus iIlis
Agricola, incurvo terram molitus aratro,
Exesa inveniet scabrii. rubigine pila.:
Aut gravibus rastris, galeas pulsabit maned,
Grandiaque effosis mirabitur ossa sepulchris.

And in the course oftime the day will come
When, as the farmer ploughs the heavy loam,
The rusted darts upturned shall meet his eye,
And empty helmets 'neath his harrow lie
Then shall he marvel at the skeletons,
Th' unsepulchred remains of mighty ones! ;

There are few passages more sublime in the Pharsalia of
Lucan, than the description, in the third book, of one'of Pom
pey's armies, blocked up by Cresar in a part of the country
where there was no water, and where the soldiers were perish.
ing with thirst. After describing, very minutely, the fruitless
attempts of the army to obtain relief, and the miserable expedi
ents with which they endeavored to supply their wants, he

turlllCl.ue objects; and what is observed of it 1 Repeat it. On this passage
what I'tlII1IU'k follows 1 Of the effects of picturesque objects on the sublime,
what is obeerved 'I In support of this remark, what palIlIIgll is introduced 'I
Repeat it. What description in the PharsaJia is considered one of the mllllt
lublime the work contains 1 With wilat remark is it introduced 'I Repeat
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proceeds in the following nervous and beautifuLlines, of which,
I am persuaded, the last circumstance is too striking to require
any comment:

o fortunat~ fugiens quos barbarus hostis,
Fontibus immistos stravit per rura'!\eneno. ,;
Hoe licet in fluvioe saniem, tabemque ferarum
Pallida, Dictlllis, Clll98.I", nascentia saxis
Infundas aconita palam, Romana juventus
Non decepta bibet-torrentur viscera fIamma
Oraque sicca rigent squamosis aspera linguis ;
Jam marcent venle, nulloque humore rigatus
Allris alternOll angustat Pulmo meatus,
Rescissoque nocent suspiria dura palato.
Pandant ora sit~ nocturnumque aera captant.
Expectant imbres, quorum modo cuncta natabant
Impulsu, et siccis vultus in nubibus hserent.
Quoque magis miseros undm jejunia 80lvant
Non, super arentum Meroen, Cancrique sub axe
Qua nudi Garamantes arant, sedere, sed inter
Stagnantem Sicorim et rapidum, deprensus lberum
Spectat vicinos;-sitiens excrcitus, amnes.

Lib. iii. ad melt.

Oh happy they for whom the barbarous foe
When flying made tile founts with poison ftow~

ClIlSar! though in these rivers thou should'st pour
Corrupted blood and wild beasts' thickened gore,
And the Dictlllan rock's pale aconite,
The Roman youth would drink with death in sight!
Though scorching flames their entrails flashed along,
And to the dry mouth stuck the scaly tongue.
Now shrink the veins; with moisture unbedewed
The gasping lungs seek for their airy food-
With pain the palate lets the sigh go through;
Thirsty they ope their mouths to catch the dew!
They pray for showers which late did freely move,
And fix their eyes on the dry heaven above I
Nor were they camped on Morae's hot illle,
Nor where the naked Garamantes toil-
But where the luy Sycoris doth flow,
And swift lberus' waves all freshly go-
The soldiers perishing with thirst erlreme,
Gazed hopelessly upon each neighboring stream !

The fine description in the Jerusalem Delivered, of a similar
distress in the army of Godfrey, before the walls of Jerusalem,

it. Whence was the fine description in the Jerusalem Delivered, of a similar
distress in the army of Godfrey, probably borrowod; and in it, what ia it
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has probably been borrowed from this passage of Lucan; and
it is pleasing to observe, with what address Tasso has imitated,
though not copied, the picturesque circumstance with which the
description of the Roman poet is closed. Instead of aggra_
vating the distressofthe soldier, by the prospect ofwaters, which
he could not approach, he recalls to his remembrance the cool
shades and still fountains of his native land-a circumstance,
not only singularly pathetic, but more fertile also of imagery,
than, perhaps, any other that the poet could·have imagined:

S'alcun giammai tra frondeggiante rive
Puro vide stagnar liquido argento,
o gift precipitose ir acque vive.
Per Alpe o'n piaggia crboaa Ii passo lento ;
Quelle al vago desio for mil, e descrive,
E ministra materia al suo tormento :
Che l'immagine lor gelida e molle
L'asciuga e 8calda, e nel pensier ribolle.

Can. xiii. St. Lx.

He that the gliding rivera earst had seene,
Adowne their verdant chanels gently raId,
Or falling streames which to the vallillll greene
Distill'd &em tops of Alpine mountaines cold,
Those he desir'd in vaine, new torments beene,
Augmented thus, with wish of comforts old,

Those waters coole he dranke in vaine conceit
Which more encreast his thirst, encreast his heat.

F-,URF.AX.

In Thomson's description of Winter in the northern regions,
though the description itself is sublime, yet one additional cir.
cumstance adds powerfully to its sublimity:

Thence winding eutward to the Tartar coast,
She sweeps the howling margin of the main,
Where, undi!lBolving from the first of time,
SnoWil swell on snows, amuing, to the sky,
And icy mountains, high on mountains pil'd,
Seem to the shivering sailor, from alAr,
Shapeless and white, an atmosphere of cloud•.
Ocean itself no longer can resist
The binding fury: but in all its rage
Of tempest, taken by the boundless frost,
Is many a fathom to the bottom chain'd,
And bid to roar no more-a bleak expanse

pleasing to observe '/. How is this illustrated '/. Repeat the passage. By
what is the sublimity in Thomson's description of Winter in the northern
region., increased '/. Repeat the whole ~e. Of the following masterly
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Shagg'd o'er with wavy-rocks, cheerlee., uulvoid,
Of every life, that from the dreary montha
Flies, conscious, southward. Miserable they !
Who, here entangled in the gathering ice,
Take their las' look of the deecendi~mOo
While full of death, and fierce with tenfold froM,
The long long night, incumbent o'er their heads
Falls horrible.-

In the following masterly description of a very sublime
scene in nature, by Mr. Whately, I doubt not but that it will be
acknowledged, hqw much the sublimity of it is increased, by
the very picturesque imag.'ry which the occupations of the in.
habitants afford. "A scene at the New Weir, on the river
" Wye, which in itself is truly great and awful, 80 far form be•
.. ing disturbed, becomes more interesting and important, by the
" business to which it is destined. It is a chasm between two
" ranges of hills, which rise almost perpendicularly from the
" water; the rocks on the sides are mostly heavy mall8es, and
"their color is generally brown; but here and there a pale
" craggy cliff starts up to a vast height above the rest, uncon.
"nected, broken, and bare: large trees frequently force out
" their way amongst them, and many of them stand far back
" in the covert, where their natural dusky hue is deepened by
"the shadow which overhangs them. The river, too, as it
" retires, loses itself amid the woods, which close immediately
." above, then rise thick and high, and darken the water. In
" the midst of all this gloom is an iron forge, covered with a
" black cloud of smoke, and surrounded with half.bumed ore,
" with coal, and with cinders. The fuel for it is brought down
U a path, worn into steps, narrow, and steep, and winding
" among the precipices; and near it is an open space of barren
" moor, about which are scattered the huts of the workmen.
" It stands close to the cascade of the Weir, where the agita.
" tion of the current is increased by large fragments of rocks
" which have been swept down by floods from the banks, or
" shivered by tempests from the brow; and at stated intervals,
" the sullen sound, from the strokes of the great hammers in
" the forge, deadens the roar of the waterfall."-PlIge 109.

description from Mr. Whately, what is observed 1 Repeat it. Whereisthere
a similar beauty found; and what is it 1 With what pllSll&g6 are th_

-
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'There is a similar beauty, if I am not mistaken, in the con
clusion of the following p8.B88.ge from Mons. Diderot.

"Qu'est ce qu'il faut au poete 1 Est-ce une nature brute ou
" cultivee 1 paisible ou troublee 1 Pref6ra.t.il la beaute d'un
" jour pur et serein, i I'horreur d'une nuit obscure, ou Ie siDe·
" ment interrompu des vents se mele par intervalles au mur·
"mure BOUrd et continu d'un tonnere eloigne, et ou il voit
II l'eclair allumer Ie ciel sur sa tete 1 Pr6fera.t.ille spectacle
II d'une mer tranquille, a celui des flots agitees 1 Ie muet et
.. froid aspect d'un palais, a la promenade parmi des ruines '1
II un edifice construit, un espece plante de la main des hommes,
"au toutfu d'une antique for8t, au creux ignore d'une roche
"deserte 1 des nappes d't>au, des bassins, des cascades, i la
" vae d'une cataracte qui se brise en tombant i travers des
II rochers, et dont Ie bruit se fait entendre au loin du berger,
II qui IL conduit BOn troupeau dans la montagne, et qui I'ecoute
II avec etfroi 1"-Epitre a M01I8. Grimm. BUr la Poem Drama.
II tique.

I shall conclude these illustrations with a very sublime one
from the Paradise Regained of Milton, in which I believe the
Coree of the concluding stroke will not be denied.

--Either tropic now
'Gan thunder, and both ends of heaven; the clouds
From many a horrid rift abortive, pour'd
Fierce rain, with lightning mix'd; nor slept the winds
Within their stony caves, but rush'd abroad
From the four hinges of the world, and fell
On the vex'd wildemeSl, whose tallest pines,
Though rooted deep as high, and sturdiest oaks
Bow'd their stiff neck,. loaden with stormy blasts
Or tom up sheer-Ill wast thou shrouded then,
o patient Son of God! Book iv.

, In these, and a thousand other instances that might be pro
duced, I believe every man of sensibility will be conscious of
a variety of great or pleasing images passing with rapidity in
his imagination, beyond what the scene or description imme!li
ately before him can, of themselves, excite. They seem often

illustrations concluded 1 Repeat it. In these, and a thousand other instances
that might be produced, of what mu&t every man of sensibility be COIIflCious '?-
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indeed, to have but a very distant relation to the object that at
first exCited them; and the object itself appears only to lieI'Ve
as a hint, to awaken the imagination, and to lead it through every
analogous idea that has place in the memory. It is then, in·
deed, in this powerlese state of reverie, when we are carried
on by our conceptions, not guiding them, that the deepest emo.
tions of beauty or sublimity are felt; that our hearts swell with
feelings which language is too weak to exprese; and that, in
the depth of silence and astonishment, we pay to the charm
that enthrals us, the most flattering mark of our applause•

.. The power ofsuch characters in nature," says Mr. Whately,
from whom I am happy to borrow the following observations,
not only from the beauty of their expression, but from their
singular coincidence in the illustration of the fact I have been
endeavoring to establish; "the power of such characters is
" not confined to the ideas which the objects themselves imme.
" diately suggest; for thelle are connected with othen, which
" insensibly lead to subjects far distant perhaps from the origi.
" nal thought, and related to it only by similitude m the sensa·
" tions they excite. In a prospect enriched and enlivened with
"inhabitants and cultivation, the attention is caught fim by
" the circumstances which are gayest in the season, the bloom
" of an orchard, the festivity of a hay.field, and the carol. of
" a harvest home; but the cheerfulness which these infuse into
"the mind, expands afterwards to other objects than those
" immediately presented to the eye, and we are thereby die·
" posed to receive, and delighted to pursue, a variety of pleu·
"ing ideas, and every benevolent feeling. At the sight of a
" ruin, reflections on the change, the decay, and the desolation
" before us naturally occur; and they introduce a long succes·
" sion of others, all tinctured with that melancholy which thelle
"have inspired: or if the monument revive the memory of
" former times, we do not stop at the simple fact which it reo
" cords, but recollect many more coeval circumstances, which
" we see, not perhaps as they were, but as they are come down

How do they often seem 1 When is it that the deepest emotions of beauty or
sublimity are felt; and that we pay, to the charm that enthrals us, the most
ftatteriDg mark of our applaUlle 1 On this subject, what sa18 Mr. Whately7
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"to US, venerable with age, and magnified by fame. Even
" without the assistance of buildings, or other adventitious cir.
" cumstances, nature alone furnishell materials for scenes which
" may be adapted to almost every kind of expression. Their
"operation is gt>neral, and their consequences infinite: the
"mind is elevated, depressed, or com~ed, as gaiety, bloom,
" or tranquillity prevail in the scene, and we soon lose sight of
" the means by which the character is formed. We forget the
" particular objects it presents, and, giving way to their effilcts
" without recurring to the cause, we follow the track they have
" begun, to any extent, which the dispositions they accord with
" will allow. It suffices that the scenes of nature have power
" to affect our imagination and our sensibility: for such is the
" constitution of the human mind, that if once it is agitated, the
" emotion often spreads beyond the occasion: when the passions
" are roused, their course is unrestrained; when the fancy is on
" the wing, its flight is unbounded, and quitting the inanimate
" objects which first gave them their spring, we mll,y be led by
"thought above thought, widely differing in degree, but still
" correspouding in character, till we rise from familiar subjects
" to the sublimest conceptions, and are rapt in the contempla.
" tion of whatever is great or beautiful, which we see in nature,
" feel in man, or attribute to the Divinity." p. 154.

III. The influence of such additional trainS' of imagery, in
increasing the emotions of sublimity or beaaty, might be illus
trated from many other circumstances equally familiar. I am
induced to mention only the following, because it is one of the
most striking that I know, and because it is probable that most
men of education have at least in some degree been conscious
of it :-the influence, I mean, of an acquaintance with poetry
in our earlier years, in increasing our sensibility to the beauties
of nature.

The generality of mankind live in the world, without receiv.
ing any kind of delight from the various SCenes of beauty which

From w~at might the inftuence of such additional trains of imagery, be
farther 111ustrated 1 What only does our author mention; and why? How
do the generality of mankind live in the world? How is this remark illu&-
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, its order displays. The rising and setting of the SUD, the Vuy.

ing aspect of the moon, the vicissitude of seasons, the revolu.
tion of· the planets, and all the stupendous scenery that they
produce, are to them only common occurrences, like the ordi.
nary events of every day. They have been 80 long familiar,
that they cease to strike them with any appearance either of
magnificence or beauty, and are regarded by them with no other
sentiments, than as being useful for the purposes of human life.
We may all remember Il period. in our lives, when this was the
state of our own minds; and it is probable most men will reo
collect, that the time when nature began to appear to them
in another view, Wall, when they were- engaged in the study of
classical literature. In most men, at least, the first appearance
of poetical imagination is at. school, when theiri~aginations

begin to be warmed by the descriptions of ancient poetry, and
when they. have acquired a new sense, as it were, with which
they can behold' the face of nature.

How different, from this period, become the sentiments with
which the scenery of nature is contemplated, by those who
have any imagination! The beautiful fonDS of ancient my
thology, with which the fancy of poets peopled every element,
are now ready to appear to their minds, upon the prospect of
every scene. The descriptions of ancient authors, 80 long
admired, and !lo deserving of admiration, occur to them at
every moment, and with them, all those enthusiastic ideas of
ancient genius and glory, which the study of 80 many years of
youth 80 naturally leads them to form. Or, if the study of
modem poetry has succeeded to that of the ancient, a thousand
other beautiful associations are acquired, which, instead of
destroying, serve easily to unite with the former, and to alford
a new source of delight. 'The awful fonDS of Gothic supersti.
tion, the wild and romantic imagery, which the turbulence of
the middle ages, the Crusades, and the institution of chivalry,

trated 1 Why is this the case'l What period in our lives may we all remem
ber; and what, is it probable, most men will recollect 1 What, to moo men,
ia the lim appearallce of poetical imagination 1 By whom do the sentiments
with which nature is contemplated, from this period, become very different '!
How is this illustrated 1 Or, if the study of modem poetty has succeeded to
that of the ancient, what follows 1 Of this remark what illustration is given '1

7
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have spread" over every country of Europe, arise to the imagi.
nation in every scene; accompanied with all thOle ple~ .
recoUectiolUJ of proweSl, and adventure, and courteous man
ners, which distinguished those memorable timea. With such
images in their minds, it is not common nature. that appeUll to
surround them. It ia nature embellished and made aacred by
the memory of Theocritus and Virgil, and Milton ad Tauo;
their genius eeems ,still to linger among the scenes which
inapired it, and to irradiate every object where It dwells; and
the creationa of their fancy Beem the fit inhabitants of that
nature, which their dellCriptiona have clothed with beauty••

Nor is it only in providing so many scenes of UIlOCiation,
that the influence of an acquaintance with poetry consi8ts. It
is yet still more powerful in giving character to the different
appearances of nature, in connecting them with various emo·
tiOIUJ and aft'ections of our hearts, and in thus providing an
almost inexhaustible source, either of aolemn or of cheerful
meditation. What to ordinary men is but a common occur·
rence, or common sctenery, to those who have such associa.
tioDl, is full of beauty. The Be880ns of the year, which are
marked only by the generality of mankind by the different
occupations or amuBements they bring, have each of them, to
such men, peculiar expressions, and awaken them to an exer
cise either of pleasing or of awful thought. The seasoDl of
the day, which are regarded only by the common spectator as
the call to labor, or to rest, are to them characteristic, either
of cheerfulness or solemnity, and connected with all the vlU'i.
ousemotioos which theBe characters excite. Even the familiar
circumstances of general nature, which pass unheeded by a
common eye, the cottage, the sheep-fold, the curfew,--all have
expre88ions to them, because, in the compositions to which
they have been accustomed, theBe all are associated with pecu.
liar characters, or rendered exprellolive of them, and leading
them to the rememl:>rance of such associations, enable them to

With 8uch images in their mincle, what ie it that eurroundfl ihem; U1d why1
In what is poetry still more powerful 'J What, to ordinary men, is bot a COln

JIlQn occurrenee, ie to thoee who have such auociatioDB full of what 'I How
is thie illustrated from the _ons of the year, and the eeasoll.8 of the day'r
Why have even the familiar circumstances of general nature expreBBion8 to
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behold, with corresponding dispositions, the scenes which are
before them, and to feel from their prospect the same powerful
influence, which the eloquence of poetry has ascribed to them.

Associations of this kind, wheJi acquired in early life, are
seldom altogether lost; and whatever inconveniences they
lDay sometim!3s have with regard to the general character, or
however fBllCh they may be ridiculed by those who do not expe
rience them, they are yet productive, to those who pOSlleSS them,
of a perpetual and innocent delight. Nature herself is their
friend; in her most dreadful, as well as her most lovely scenes,
they can discover something, either to elevate their imagina
tions, or to move their hearts; and amid every change of
scenery, or of climate, can still find themselves among the early
objects of their admiration, or their love.

them 'JOf .-ocilltiollll of drls killd, when acquired in MJ'ly life, wha~_ W
observed j and why 'J

-
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CHAPTER II.

\NALY8IS OF TIDS EXERCISE OF IMAGINATION.

SECTION I.

THE illustrations in the preceding chapter seem to shew,
that whenever the emotions of sublimity or beauty are felt, that
exercise of imagination is produced, which consists in the in.
dul~enceof a train of thought; that when this exercise is pre
vented, these emotions are unfelt or unperceived; and that
whatever tends to increase this exercise of mind, tends in the
same proportion to inerease these emotions. If these illustra
tions are just, it seems reasonable to conclude, that the effect
prodoced upoo the mind by objects of sublimity and beauty,
consists iIi the production of this exercise of imagination.

Although, however, this conclusion seems to me both just
and consonant to experience, yet it is in itself too general, to

• be considered as a sufficient account of the nature of that ope
ration of mind which takes place in the case of such emotions.
There are many trains of ideas of which we are conscious,
which are unattended with any kind of pleasure. There are
other operations of mind, in which such trains of thought are
necessarily produced, without exciting any similar emotion.
Even in the common hours of life, every man is conscious of a
continued succession of thoughts passing through his mind,
suggested either by the presence of external objects, or arising
from the established laws of association; such trains of thought,
however, are seldom attended with pleasure, and still seldomer
with an, emotion, corresponding, in any degree, to the emotions
of sublimity or beauty.

There are, in like manner, many cases where objects excite
a train of thought in the mind, without exciting any emotion of

What do the illustrations in the preceding chapter seem to shew 'I H these
illustrations are just, what does it seem reasonable to conclude 'I Of this
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pleasure or delight. The prospect of the bouse, for inatance,
where one has formerly lived, excites very naturally a train of
conceptioDs' in the mind; yet it is by no means true that IlUcb
an exercise of imagination is necessarily accompanied with
pleuure, for these conceptions not only may be, but very often
are, of a kind extremely. indifferent, and sometimes also simply
painful. The mention of an event in history, or of a fact in
science, naturally leads us to the conception of a number of
related ey'ents, or similar facts; Yilt it is obvious, that in such
a case the exercise of mind which is produced, if it is accom.
panied with any pleasure at all, is in most cases accompanied
with a pleasure very different from that which attends the emo
tions of sublimity or beauty

If therefore some train of thought, or IlOme exercise of ima·
gination is nece!lll8.l'Y for the production of the emotions of taste,
it is obvious, that this is not every train of thought of which we
are capable. To ueertain, therefore, with any precilioo,
either the nature or the causes of these emotions, it is previ.
ously. nece88ary to investigate the nature of those trains of
thought that are produced by objects of sublimity and beauty,
and their difference from ,hose ordinary trains" which are '¥l
accompanied with such pleasure.

As far as I am able to judge, this difference consists in two
things. 1st. In the nature of the ideas or conceptions which
compose such trains : and 2dly. In the nature of the law of their
succemoB.

I. In our ordinarv' trains of thought, we must ,all be con·
scious that the ideas which compose them, are very\ frequently
of a kind which excite no emotions, either of pleasute or pain.
There is an i JliDile variety of our ideas, as well~ ot' our sen·
sations, that may be termed indifferent, which aritpereeived

--------------- --- -- ------

conclusion what is,observed; and why1 Even in the common hours of Hfe,
of what is every man conscious 1 There are, in like manner, many cases of
what 1 What instances are mentioned to illustrate this remark1 What con
clusion, therefore, follows 1 To ascertain, with any precision, either the na
ture or the causes of these emotions, what investigation is previously neces
sary 1 In what two things does this difference consist? In our ordinary
trains of thought, of what must we all be conscious 1 How, is ws reml'rk

~\
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witMut aay seatiment eitller of pain or p~, and wbieh
puis as it were, befOre the miDd, withoUt makiag any fartMr
impreMioD than simply exeiting the coucioGm6lll of their ex.
istence. That tlUCb. ideas compose a great part, aDd peril.
the greatest part, of our ordinary traintI of thought, is appuent
from the angle coneideratiOD,·that ~b. traina are sekl.om at·
tended with emotiou of any kiDde

The traine of theugbt which are IRIgge*d by external ob.
jecta, are "ery fre~yof a similar kiDd. The pater part
ofsueh objects are limply indifferent, or, at leut, are regarded
as indifFerent in our eommon Aou1'll, either of OCC1tp8.tioD or
amusement: the conceptions·whieh they produce, by -the laws
of BBBOciation, partake of the nature or character of the ohject
which originally elicited them, and dse whole train passes
through our miad with_ Iea"ing any fw;ther emotion, than
perhape the- general eJDO&ion of pleaa\U'e whieh e.eoompanies
the exercise of ov facldtMs. It is 8CUCely poSliWe for liS

to pus an hour of our lives without. experieaciag .lOme traiD of
thoupt of tbi8 kind, 811M-ed by 801M of the extemal ob
jeeu whida MfpeD to.lUn'OUlld us.. TIMl ind.iffimloce with
which .ueh tnUDIJ are either pureued or deserted, is a sW&eient
evidence that the ideas of which they are eomposed, are, in
..eral, of a kind un1it.ted to produce any emotion, either of
pleuUIe or pain.

In the cue of thole traios of thought, on the contrary, which
are suggested by objects either of sublimity or beauty,l appre.
hend it will be found, that they are, in all cases, composed of
ideas capable of exciting some af:feetion or emotion ; and that
not only the whole succession is accompanied with that peeu.
liar emotion, which we call the emotion of beauty Ol sub
limity, but that every individual idea of such a suecession is,in
itset~ productive of some simple emotion Olother. Thus the

illustrated 1 From what consideration is it evident that such ideas compose
a great part of our ordinary trains of thought1 How does it appear that the
trains of thought which are suggested by external objects, are very frequently
of a similar kind? How is this illustrated 1 Of what is the indiffilrence with
which such trains are either pursued or deserted, a sufficient proof? In the
case of those trains of thought, on the contrary, which are suggested by ob
jects, either of sublimity or beauty, of what is it apprehended they will, in all
C.a.ee~, be found to be composed; and of them what is observed 'I How is this

.I,
,~
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ideas suggested by the scenery of spring,are productive of emo
tions of eheerfulne88, of gladnesa, aad of tenderne.. The
images soggested by the prospect of ruios, are images belong
ing to pity, to melancholy, aDd ~ admiration. The ideas, ill
the same manner, awakened by the view of the ocean in a.
storm, are ideas of power, of majellty, and of terror. In every
case, where the emotions of taste are felt, I conceive it will be
found, that the train oftbougftt which is excited, is diatinguiahecl
by some character of emotion, and that it is by this meuli diItin
gqiahed from our common or ordinary successions of thought. To
preventa very tedious and unnecessary circumlocution,such ideas
may perhaps, without any impropriety, be termed ideas of
emotion; and I shall beg leave, therefore, to use the expree- .
sion in this sense.

The first circumstance, then, which seems to distinguiah
those strains of thought which are produced by objects, either
of sublimity or beauty, is, that the ideas or conceptions ofwhich
they are composed, are ideas of emotion.

II. In our ordinary trains of thought, there seldom appears
any general principle of connexion among the ideas which com·
pose them. Each idea, indeed, is related, by an established law
of our nature, to that which immediately preceded and that
which immediately follows it, but in the whole seriea there is no
predominant relation or bond of connexion. This· want of
general connexion iii 80 Itrong, that even that most general of
all relations, the relation either of pleasure or pain, is fre.
quently violated. Images both of the one kind and the other,
succeed each other in the course of the train; and when we
put an end to it, we are often at a 1088 to say, whether the whole
series was pleasant or painful. Of this irregularity, I think
every man will be convinced, who choose~ to attend to it.

In those trains, on the contrary, which are suggested by
objects of sublimity or beauty, however slight the connexion

illustrated 1 In every Ca116 where the emotion. of taste are felt, what Is re
marked of the traiD of thought 1 To prevent a very *eW0UI cin:Gmlocutioa,
what may such ideaa be termed 1 What, then, is the first circumstance thai
iIOOma to distinguish them1 In our ordinary teaioa of thoUfht, wba& eelOOm
appeara among the ideas which compoee them 1 To what is each idea reo
lated; and of this want of general COJIIlexion what is observed 1 Bow is tbil<
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between individual thoughts may be, I believe it will be found,
that there is always some general principle of connexion which
pervades the whole, and gives them some certain and definite
character. They are either gay, or pathetic, or melan('holy, or
solemn, or awful, or elevating, &c. according to the nature of
the emotion which is first excited. Thus the prospect of a
serene evening in summer, produces first an emotion of peace.
fulness and tranquillity, and then suggests a variety of images
corresponding to this primary impression. The sight of a
torrent, or a storm, in the same manner, impresses us first with
sentiments of awe, or solemnity, or terror, and then awakens in
our minds a series of conceptions allied to this peculiar emo.
tion. Whatever may be the character of the original emotion,
the images which succeed seem all to have a relation to this
character; and if we trace them back, we shall discover not
only a connexion between the individual thoughts of the train,
but also a general relation among the whole, and a conformity
to that peculiar emotion which first excited them. /

The train of thought, therefore, which takes place in the
mind, upon the prospect of 'objects of sublimity and beauty,
may be considered as consisting in a regular, or consistent

.train of ideas of emotion, and as distinguished from our ordi•
•nary trains of thought. 1st. In respect of the nature of the
ideas of which it is composed, by their being ideas productive

,of emotion: and 2dly,' In respect of their succession, by their
! being distinguished by some general principle of connexioD,
Iwhich subsists through the whole extent of the train.

The truth of the account which I have now given of the
nature of that train of thought which attends the emotions
of sublimity and beauty, must undoubtedly at last be deter.
mined by its conformity to general experience and observation.
There are some considerations, however, of a very obvious and

Illustrated '! In those trains, on the contrary, which are suggested by objects
of sublimity or beauty, what will be found; and of them what is remarked '!
How is this illU9trated'l Whatever may be the character ofthe original emo
tiOll, of the imagee that succeed it, what is observed 'I In what may the train
of thought which takes place in the mind, upon the prospect of objects of sub
limity and beauty, be considered as cOlllisting 'I In respect of the nature of
the ideas, and in I'8lIpect of their succession, what is observed '! How must
the truth of the account which has now been given, be determined '! Why
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familiar kind, which it may be useful to suggest to the reader,
for the purpose of affordihg him a method of investigating with
accuracy the truth of this account.

If it is true that the ideas that compose the train of thought,
which attends the emotions of taste, are uniformly ideas of
emotion, then it ought, in fact, to be found that no objects or
qualities are experienced to be beautiful or sublime, but such
as are productive of some simple emotion.

If it is true that such trains of thought are uniformly distin.
guished by some general principle of connexion, then it ought
also to be found, that no composition of objects or qualitie"s
produces such emotions, in which this unity of character or of
emotion is not preserved.

I shilll endeavor, at some length, to illustrate the truth of
both these propositions.

SECTION II.

That no objects, or qualities in objects, ate, in fact, felt
either as beautiful or sublime, but such as are. productive of
some simple emotion, seem~ evident from the following familiar
considerations.

I. Wherever the emotions of sublimity or beauty are felt, I
believe it will be found, that, by the presence of the object, some
affection is uniformly excited, before the more complex emo
tion of beauty is felt; and that if no such affection is excited,
no emotion of beauty or sublimity is produced. The truth of
this observation may be illustrated, both from common lan
guage, and common experience.

1. If any man were to assert that some object, though posi.
tively indifferent or uninteresting, is yet beautiful or sublime,
every one would consider the assertion an absurdity. If, on
the other hand, he should assert, that the object has neither
beauty nor sublimity to him, because there is no quality in it

may it be useful tb BUggest the following considerations to the reader" Wha~

is the tlrat1 What is the aecond 1 With what remark does this section open '1
Wherever the emotions of sublimity or beauty are felt, what will be found to
be theireft"ed1 From wtJ.at sources may the trothof thisobservation beUJos
trated 1 Repeat the first illustration. Between what emotions is there a-

S
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which can give him any emotion, I apprehend we shall not onl:r
clearly understand his meaning, but very readily allow his rea.
son; and if the object is such as appears to 'us in the light,
either of' sublimity or beauty, and we wish to make him sensi.
ble of it, the course that we shall naturally take is to poiDt
out to him some affecting or interesting quality, which he ima.
gines he has overlooked, and which we feel to be the founda.
tion of our own emotion.

There is, undoubtedly, a very great difference between the
emotion of taste, and any simple emotion, as of cheerfulness,
tendemess, melancholy, solemnity, elevation, terror, &c. as
such emotions are frequently felt without any sentiment of
beauty or sublimity; but there is no case I believe, where the
emotions of taste are felt, without the previous production of
some such simple emotion. It is often, indeed, difficult to say,
what is the quality of the object which produces the emotion of
beauty; and it is sometimes difficult, in the case of complex
objects, when different qualities unite in the production of emo
tion, to defin~.the exact nature of that emotion which we feel;
but whether the general impression we receive is that of gaiety,
or tendemess, or melancholy, or solemnity, or elevation, or
terror, &c. we have never any difficulty of determining: and
so strong is our conviction of the dependence of the emotions
of taste upon some such previous simple emotion, that when.
ever we endeavQr to explain the beauty or sublimity of any
object, we uniformly proceed by pointing out the interesting or
affecting quality in it, which is fitted to produce this previous
emotion. It is not only impossible for us to imagine an object
of taste that is not an object of emotion; b!lt it is impossible to
describe any such object without resting the description upon
that quality, or those qualities in it, which are productive of
simple em(ltion.

2. Every man has had reason to observe a difference in his
sentiments, with regard to the beauty of particular objects, from
those of other people, either in his considering certain objects

great di1lerence; and why 1 But there is no case where the emotion of taste
is felt without what1 What do we often find a diffieult task 1 But about what
have we never any difficulty in determining 1 What is the effect of our con
viction of the dependence of the emotions of taste upon some such previous
simple emotion; lUld why1 What difference in his sentimentl hlUl every man
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as beautiful, which did not appear so to them, or in their con.
sidering certain objects as beautiful, which did not appear 80 to
him. There is no instance of this more common than in the
ease of airs in music. In the first case of such a difference of
opinion, we generally endeavor to recollect, whether there is
not some accidental association of pleasure which we have with
such objects, and which affords us that. delight which other
people do not share; and it .not unfrequently happens, that we
assign such associations as the cause ofour pleasure, and as our
apology for differing from their opinion. In the other case, we
generally take it for granted, that they who feel a beauty
where we do not, have some pleasing association with the
object in question, of which we are unconscious, and which is
accor;dingly productive to them of that delight in which we are
unable to share. In both cases, though we may not discover
what the particular association is, yet we do not fail to suppose
that some such association exists, which is the foundation of
the sentiment of beauty, and to consider this difference of
opinion as sufficiently accounted for op such a supposition.
This very natural kind of reasoning could not, I think, take
place, if we did not find from experience, that those objects
only are productive of the sentiment of beauty, which are capa
ble of exciting emotion.

3. The different habits and occupations of life produce a
similar effect on the sentiments of mankind with regard to the
objects of taste, by their tendency to confine their sensibility to
a certain cla~ of objects, and to render all others indifferent to
them. In our progress from infancy to manhood, how much
do our sentiments of beauty change with our yeal'S! how of.
ten, in the course of this progre!s, do we look back with con.
tempt, or at least with wonder, upon the tastes of our earlier
days, and the objects that gratified them! and how uniformly
in all this progress do our opinions of beauty coincide with

had reason to observe1 In what instance is this most common 1 In the first
case of such a difference, what do we endeavor to recollect 1 In the other case,
what do we generally take for granted 1 In both cases, though we may not
discover what the particular association is, yet what do we not fail to sup
pose1 Under what circumstances could nut this very natural kind of rea
soning take place '! How do the different habits and occupations of life pro
duce a similar effect on the sentiments of mankind, with regard to objects of
taste 1 How is this remark illustrated in our progress from infancy to man-

--
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the prevalent emotions of our hearts, and with that change of
sensibility which the progress of life occasions! As soon as
any class of objects loses its importance in our esteem, as soon
as their presence ceases to bring us pleasure, or their absence
to give us pain, the beauty in which our infant imagination ar.
rayed them disappears, and begins to irradiate another class of
objects, which we are willing to flatter ourselves are more de.
serving of such sentiments, but which have often no other
value, than in their coincidence with those new emotions that
begin to swell in our breasts. The little circle of infant beauty
contains no other objects than those that can excite the af·
fections of the child. The wider range which youth discovers,
is still limited by the same boundaries which nature has pre
scribed to the affections of youth. It is only when we arrive
at maHhood, and still more, when either the liberality of our
education, or the original capacity of our minds,has led us to
experience, or to participate in all the affectionsof our nature,
that we acquire that comprehensive taste, which enables us to
discover, and to relish, every species of suJ>limity and beauty.

It is easily observable, also, that besides the natural progress
of life, the habits of thought, which men. acquire from the
diversity of their occupations, tend, in the same proportion, to
limit their sense of beauty or sublimity, as they limit their emo
tions to a particular character or kind. The lover reads or
hears with indifference, of all that is most sublime in the history
of ambition, and wonders only at the folly of mankind, who
can sacrifice their ease, their comforts, and all the best plea
sures of life, to the unsubstantial pursuit of power. The man,
whose life has been passed in the pursuits of commerce, and
who has learned to estimate every thing by its value in money,
laughs at the labors of the philosopher or the poet, and beholds,
with indifference, the most splendid pursuits of life, if they are
not repaid by wealth. The anecdote of a late celebrated rna.

hood1 What objects only does the little circle of infant beauty contain; an~

by what is the wide range which youth discovers, lltill limited 1 When only
do we acquire that comprehensive taate which enables us to discover and to
relish every species ofsublimity and beauty 1 What is observed of the influ
ence of particular habits of thought 1 In the case of the lover. how is this
illulltrated? How, in the case of the man who has passed his life in the pur
suits of commerce '1 What anecdote is here introduced of a late celebrated
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thematician is well known, who read the Paradise Lost, without
being able to discover in it any thing that was sublime, but
who said he could never read the queries at the end of New.
ton's Optics, without feeling his hair stand on end, and his
blood run cold. There are thousands who have read the old
ballad of Chevy Chase, without having their imaginations ib.
flamed with the ideas of military glory. It is the brave only,
who in the perusal of it, like the gallant Sir Philip Sidney,
feel " their hearts moved, as by the sound of a trompet."

The effect of such habits of mind upon the sense of beauty,
may, in some degree, be observed in all th~ different classes of
mankind; and there are probably few men, who have not had
occasion to remark how much the diversity of taste corresponds
to the diversity of occupations, and, even in the most triffing
things, how strongly the sentiments of beauty, in different
men, are expressive of their prevailing habits, or turn of mind.
It is only in the higher stations, accordingly, or in the liberal
professions of life, that we expect to find men of either a deli.
cate, or a comprehensive taste. The inferior situations of
life, by contracting the knowledge and the affections of men,
within very narrow limits, produce, insensibly, a similar con
traction in their notions of the beautiful or the sublime. The
finest natural taste is seldom found able to withstand that nar.
rowness and insensibility of mind, which is, perhaps, necessa.nly
acquired by the minute and uninteresting details of the mecha.
nical arts; and they who have been doomed, by their profes.
sions to pass their earlier years in populous and commercial
cities, and in the narrow and selfish pursuits which prevail there,
soon lose that sensibility which is the most natural of all-the
sensibility to the beauties of the country: because they lose
all those sentiments of tenderness and innocence, which are
the foundation of much the greater part of the associations' we
connect with the scenery of nature.

mathemat~cia.n'I Of the old ballad of Chevy Chase, what is observed 'I How
extensively may the effect of such habits of mind be observed 'I What have
moet men had occasion to remark 'I Where only, then, can we expect to find
men of either a delicate or comprehensive taste'l Of the inferior stations of
life, what is observed 'I What is the finest natural taste seldom found able to
,:withatand'l , What is observed of those who have been doomed, by their pro-
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4. The difference of original character, or the natural tOOl

dency of our minds to particular kinds of emotion, produces a
.imilar difference in our sentiments of beauty, and serves, in
a very obvious manner, to limit our taste to a cl'rtain clll88 or
character of objects. There are men, for ilHltance, who, in all
the varieties of external nature, find nothing beautiful but as it
tends to awaken in them a sentiment of sadne88-who meet
the return of spring with minds only prophetic of its decay,
and who follow the decline of autumn with no other remem
brance than that the beauties of the year are gone. There
are men, on the contrary, to whom every appearance of nature
is beautiful, as awakening a sentiment of gaiety :--to whom
spring and autum are equally welcome, because they bring to
them only different images of joy; and who, even in the most
desolate and wintry scenes, are yet able to discover something
in which their hearts may rejoice. It is not surely, that nature
herself is different, that so different effects are produced upon
the imaginations of these men; but it is because the original .
eoDltitution of their minds has led them ~o different habits of
emotion-because their imaginations seize only those expres.
sions in nature which are allied to their prevailing dispositions,
and because every other appearance is indifferent to them, but
those which fall in with the peculiar sensibility of their hearts.
The gaiety of nature is beautiful only to the cheerful man; it
is melancholy to the man of sadness; because these alone are
the qualities which accord with the emotions they are accusto-
med to cherish, and in which their imaginations delight to in.
dulge.

The same observation is equally applicable to the different
tastes of men in poetry, and the rest of the fine arts; and the
productions that all men peculiarly admire, are those which
suit that peculiar train of emotion, to which, from their origi.

feaioll,l, to pus their earlier yean in populous and commercial cities; 8Ild
why'1 What produces a similar difference in our BCIltiments of beauty; and
what does it serve to limit '1 How is thia remark fully illustrated'1 To what
are we to attribute the different effects upon the imaginations of~ men '!
What effect does the gaiety of nature produce u(IOI1 the cheerful man, what
upon the man of sadness; and why '1 To what is the samcobeervation equally
applicable; and what are the productions which all men peculiarly admire '!
How is this remark illustrated from the ardent and gallant mind'! How from
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nal constitMtiOD. they are most strongly disposed. The ardent
and gallant mind sickens at the insipidity of pastoral. and the
languor of the elegetic poetry. and delights only in the great
interests of the tragic-a.nd the epic muse. The tender and
FODllWtiC peruse. with indifference, the Iliad and the Paradise
Lost. and return with gladness to thOoSe favorite compositions,
which are descriptive of the joys or sorrows of love. The
gay and the frivolous, on the contrary, alike insensible to the
sentiments. either of tenderness or magnanimity, find their
delight in that cold, but lively style of poe'try, which has been
produced by the gallantry of modern times, and which, in its
principal features, is so strongly characteristic of the passion
itself. In general. those kinds of poetry only are delightful,
or excite, in us, any very sensible emotions of sublimity or
beauty, wlUch fall in with our peculiar habits of sentiment or
feeling; and if it rarely happens, that one species of poetry is
rWished to the exclusion of every other, it arises only from
thill. that it is equally rare, that one species of emotion should
bave so completely the dominion of the heart, as to exclude all
emotions of lUly other kind. In proportion, however, as our
sensibility is weak, with regard to any other class of objects,
it is observable, that our sense of sublimity or beauty in sucll
objects, is weak in the same proportion; and wherever it hap
pens, for it sometimes does happen, that men, from their ori
ginal constitution, are incapable of anyone species of emotion,
I believe it will also be found, that they are equally insensible
-to all the sublimity or beauty ~hich the rest of the world find
in the objects of such emotion.

5. Besides the influence of permanent habits of thought, or
of the diversities of original disposition upon our sentiments 01

beauty, every man must have had opportunity to observe, that
the peroeption of beauty depends also on the temporary sensi
bility of his mind; and that even objects of the most experi-

the tender and romantic 'I In what do the gay and the frivolous find their
delight 'I In general, what kinds of poetry only are delightflll 'I If it rarely
happens that one species of poetry is relished to the exclusion of others, from
what dcq it arise'l In propcrlion as our sensibility is weak, with regard to
anyeIas ofobjects, what is observable; and what remark follows'l Besides
the iD1lueDce of permanent habits of thought, &c., what must every man
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enced beauty, fail in exciting their usual deligh!,"When they
occur to him in moments, when he is under the dominion or
different emotions from those with which he usually regards
them. In our seasons of gaiety, we behold, with indifference,
the same objects, which delight our imaginations when we are
under the impressions of tenderness ur melancholy. In our
seasons of despondence, we turn, with some kind of aversion,
from the objects or the reflections that enchant us in our hours
of gaiety. In the common hours of life, in the same manner,
when we are either busy, or unoccupied, and when our minds
are free from every kind of sensibility, the objects of taste
make but a feeble impression upon us; and are either alto
gether neglected, or tacitly reserved till another time, whea
we may be more in the temper to enjoy them. 1'he husband
man who goes out to observe Jhe state of his grounds, the man
of business who walks forth to ruminate about his affairs, or
the philosopher, to reason or reflect, whatever their natuml
sensibilities may be, are at such times insensible to every
beauty that the scenery of nature may exhibit; nor do they
begin to feel them, until they withdraw their attention from the
particular objects of their thought, and abandon thelD8elves to
the emotions which such !cenes may happen to inspire.

There are even moments oflistlessness and languor, in whicb
no objects of taste whatever can excite their usual delight, in
which our favorite landscapes, our favorite airs, cease alto
gether to affect us; and when sometimes we almost wonder
what is the secret spell that hangs over our minds and prevents
us from enjoying the pleasures tltat are within our reach. It
is not that the objects of such pleasures are changed; it is not
even that we have not the wish to enjoy them, for this we fre
quently attempt, and attempt in vain; but it is because we
come to them either with minds fatigued, and with spirits below
their usulll tone, or under the influence of other feelings than
are necessary for their enjoyment. Whenever we return to

have had opportUnity to observe1 From our seasons of gaiety, and our sea
sons of despondency, how is this remark illustrated 1 Of the impre9Bion of
objects of taste in the common hours of life. what is observed 7 How is this
illustrated 1 They do not begin to feel them, until they do what1 In mo
ments of listlessness and languor, what is the state of the mind 1 What is not,
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that state of mind which is favorable to such emotions, our
delight returns with it, and the objects of such pleasures become
as favorite as they were before.

II. It is farther observable, that our sense of the beauty or
sublimity of every object depends upon that quality, or those
qualities of it .vhich we consider; and that objects of the most
acknowledged beauty, cease to affect us with such emoti\>ns,
when we make any of their indifferent or uninteresting quali
ties the object of our consideration. . There is no production
of taste whatever, ·which has not many qualities of a very
indifferent kind; and there can be no doubt, both that we have
it in our power to make any of these qualities the object of our
attention, and that we very often do so, without regarding any
of those qualities 'of emotion, upon which its beauty or its
sublimity is founded. In such cases, I believe every one has
felt, that the effect upon his mind corresponds to the quality he
considers.

1. It is difficult, for instance, to enumerate the various qua
lities which may produce the emotion of beauty, in the statues
of the Venus de Medicis, or the Apollo Belvidere; yet it is
undoubtedly possible for any man to see these masterpieces of
statuary, and yet feel no emotion of beauty. The delicacy,
the modesty, the timidity of the one, the grace, the dignity, the
majesty of the other, and in both, the inimitable art with which
these characters are axpressed, are, in general, the qualities
which first impress themselves upon the imagination of the
spectator; yet the man of the best taste may afterwards see
them, without thinking of any such expressions. He may ob
serve their dimensions, he may study their proportions, he may
attend to the particular state of their preservation, the history

and what is the cause of this '1 When do the objects of such pleasures become
aa favorite all they were before '1 Upon what is it farther observable that ODe
aense of the beauty or sublimity of any object depends 1 As there is no pro
duction of t8.llte which hall not many qualities of a very different kind, of what

. can there be no doubt '1 In such cues, what has everyone felt'1 How ia this
jllustrated from the statues of the Venue de Medicis, or the Apollo Belvidere?
In both, what are the qualities which first impress themselves upon the ima
gination of the spectator 1 Yet, without what may the man of the best taste
afterwards see them '1 How is this illustrated '1 Of all theBe qualities, what

p
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'Of their discovery, or even the nature of the marble of which
, they are made. All these are as truly qualities of these sta.

tues, as their majesty or their grace, and may certainl', at par.
ticular times, happen to engage the attention of the man of the
most refined taste. That in such cases, no emotion of beauty
would be felt, and that before it could be felt, it would be neces.
sary for the spectator to withdraw his mind from the considera
tion of such unaffecting qualities, is too obvious to require any
illustration.

The same observation is applicable to every other production
of taste. There is no poem, no 'painting, no musical composi
tion, however beautiful or sublime, that has not 'many qualities
or attributes, that, are altogether uninteresting, and which may
not be made the object of attention at particular times, although
in general they are left out of consideration. The inversioD8
of Milton, the compound epithets of Thomson, are as really
qualities of their compositions, as the sublimity of tbe one, or
the tenderness of the other. Th~ person who should make
such qualities alone the object of his attention, in the perusal
of the Seasons, or the Plp'adise Lost, though he might certainly
receive some instruction, would doubtless re<;eive little delight;
and if he were really capable of feeling the sublimity or beauty
which distinguishes these compositioDs, it must be to other and
more affecting qualities of them that he must turn his regard.
While these minute and unaffecting circumstances were the
objects of his attention, he could be conscious of no greater
emotion than what he might receive from the perusal of the
most unanimated prose. "It is in consequence of this, that the
exercise of criticism never fails to destroy, for the time, our
sensibility to the beauty of every composition; and that habits
of this kind so generallj: end in destroying the sensibility of
taste.;; They accustom us to consider every composition in reo
lation only to rules; they turn our attention from those quali_

is observed 'I In such cases, what is too obvious to require illustration?
From what does it appear that the same observation is applicable to every
other work of taste 'I lIow is this illustrated from Milton and from Thom
son 'I Of the person who should make such qualities alone the object of his
attention, in the perusal of these works, what is remarked 'I While these cir
cumstances were the objects of his .attention, of what would he not be con·
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ties upon which their effect is founded as objects of taste, to
the consideration of the principles by which this effect is at
tained; and instead of that deep and enthusiastic delight which
the perception of beauty or sublimity bestows, they afford U8

at last no higher enjoyment, than what arises from the obser.
vation of the dexterity of art.

2. The effect of familiarity, which has so often been ob·
served, in diminishing our seusibility to the objects of taste,
may serve also as an illustration of the same principle. This
effect indeed is generally resolved into the influence of habit,
which in this, as in every other case, is supposed to diminish
the strength of our emotions; yet that it is not solely to be
llscribed to habit, seems evident from the following considera
tion-that such indifference is never permanent, and that there
are times when the most familiar objects awaken us to the
fullest sense of their beauty. The necessity which we are
under of considering all such objects when familiar, in very
different aspects from those in which they appear to us as
objects of beauty, and of attending only to their unaffecting
qualities, may, perhaps, better account, both for this gradual

. decay of our sensibility, and for its temporary returns.
When a man of any taste, for instance, first settles in a

~omantic country, he is willing to flatter himsEllf that he can
never be satiated with its beauties, and that in their contem
plation he shall continue to receive the same exquisite delight.
·The aspect in which he now sees them, is solely that in which
they are calculated to produce emotion. The streams are known
to him only by their gentleness or their majesty-the woods by
their solemnity-the rocks by their awfulness or terror. In a
very short time,however, he is forced to consider them in very
different lights. They are useful to him for some purposes,
either of occupation or amusement. They serve as distinc.

scious 1 What, in consequence of this, is the effect of the exercioe of criti
cism 1 How is this remark illustrated 1 The effect of what may alao serve
to illustrate the same principle 1 Into what is this effect generally resolved;
and of it what is observed 'I Yet that it is not solely to be ascribed to habit,
seems evident from what consideration 'I What may, perhaps, better account,
both for this gradual decay of our sensibility, and for its temporary returns 'I
From the settling of a man of taste in a romantic country, how is this ilJus
trail'rl'l In" very sh()rt time, how is he f()rced tf) cOl1llider them; and why '1
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tions of different properties, or of different divisions of the coun.
try. They become boundaries 01' landmarks, by which his
knowledge of the neighbourhood is ascertained. It is with
these qualities that he hears them usually spoken of by all who
surround him. It is in this light that he must often speak and
think of them himself. It is with th,ese qualities accordingly,
that he comes at last insensibly to consider them, in the com.
mon hours of his life. Even a circumstance so trifling as the
assignation of particular names, contributes in a great degree,
to produce this effect; because the use of such names, in
marking the particular situation or place of such objects, natu.
l'ally leads him to consider the objects themselves in no other
light than that of their place or situation. It is with very dif.
ferent feelings that he must now regard the objects 'that were
once so full of beauty. They now occur to his mind only as
topographical distinctions, and are beheld with the indifference
which such qualities produce. Their majesty, their solemnity,
their terror, &c., are gradually obscured, under the mass of un.
affecting qualities with which he is obligep to consider them;
and excepting at those times when either their appearances or
their expressions are new, or when some other incident has
awakened that tone or temper of thought with which their ex
pressions agree, and when of consequence he is disposed to
consider them in the light of this expression alone, he muSt be
content, at last, to pass his life without any perception of their
beauty.

It is on the same account that the great and the opulent be.
come gradually so indifferent to those articles of elegance or
magnificence with which they are surrounded, and which are
so effectual in exciting the admiration of other men. The man
of inferior rank, whose situation prevents him .from all familia·
rity with such objects, sees them in the light of their magnifi.
cence and elegance alone; he sees them, too, as signs of that

What rema~ks fullow'1 What is the influence of a circumstance so trifling
aa the a.esignation of particular names; and why '1 With what feelings does
he now regard objects that were once so full of beauty '1 How is this illus.
trated'1 And excepting at' what times must he be content to pass his life
without any perception of their beauty '1 Of the great and the opulent, for the
same reason, what is observed '1 How does the man of inferior rank see lIuch
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happiness and refined pleasure, which men in his condition 80

usually, and so falsely attribute to those of elevated rank; and
he feels, accordingly, all that unmingled emotion of admiration
which such expressions are fitted to produce. But the pos
sessor must often see them in different lights. Whatever may be
their elegance or their beauty, they still serve some end, or
answer some purpose of his establishment. They are destined
to some particular use, or are ornaments of some particular
place: they are articles in the furniture, of such a room, or
ingredients in the composition of such a scene: they were de.
signed by such an artist, executed after such a model, or cost
such a sum of money. In such, or in some other equally un
interesting \light, he must frequently be obliged, both to speak
and to think of them. In proportion as the habit of consider.
ing them in such a light increases, his disposition, or his oppor
tunity to consider them as objects of .taste diminishes. Their
elegance or their magnificence gradually disappears, until, at
last, h.e comes to regard them, except at particular tim~s, with
no farther emotion, than what he receives from the common
furniture of his house. The application of the same observa
tion to many more important sources of our happiness, is too
obvious to require any illustration.

There is no man, in like manner, acquainted with the history
or the literature of antiquity, who has not felt.his imagination
inflamed by the most trifling circumstances connected .with
such periods. The names of the Ilyssus, the Tiber, the Fo
rum, the Capitol, &c. have a kind of established grandeur in
our apprehensions, because the only light in which we regard
them, is that of their relation to those past sceneJl of great.
ness. No man, however, is weak enough to believe, that to
the ciLizen of Athens, or of Rome, such names were produc.
tive of similar emotions. . To him thev undoubtedly conveyed
no other ideas, than those of the particular divisions of the city

objects; and what emotion does he feel? How does it appear that the pos
sessor must often see them in different lights1 The habit of considering
them in such a light, produces what effect 1 Of the application of the same
observation to many more important sources of our happiness. what is ob
served 1 No man is acquainted with the histol'yor the literature of antiquity,
who has not felt what 1 What examples are mentioned, what is said of them;
and why 1 Yet what is no man weak enou~h to believe; and to him what

/
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in which he dwelt, and were heard, of consequence, with the
·same indifference that the citizen of London now hears of the
Strand, or the Tower.
3. The influence offashion in producing 80 frequent revolutions

in the sentiments of men, with regard to the beauty of those .
objects to which it extends, and in disposing us to neglect or to
despise at one time, the objects which we considered as beautiful,
may, at another, perhaps, be explained upon the same principle.
Fashion may be considered, in general, as the custom of the
great. It is the dress, the furniture, the language, the man·
ners of the great world, which constitute what is called the
fashion in each of these articles, and which the rest of man.
kind are in such haste to adopt, after their example. What.
ever the real beauty or propriety of these articles may be, it is
not in this light that we consider them. They are the signs of
that elegance, and taste, and splendor, which is so liberally at.
tributed to elevated rank; they are aB80ciated with the conse.
quence which such situations bestow; and they estalLlish a
kind of external distinction between thi.s envied station, and
those humble and mortifying conditions of life, to which no
man ill willing to belong. It is in the light, therefore, of this
connexion only, that we are disposed to consider them; and
they accordingly affect us with the same emotion of delight
which we recewe from the consideration of taste or elegance,
in more pennanent instances. As soon, however, &s this asso
ciation is destroyed-as soon as the caprice or the inconstancy
of the great have introduced other usages in their place, our
,opinion of their beauty is immediately destroyed. The quality
which was formerly so pleasing or so interesting in them-the
quality which alone we considered, is now appropriated to
other objects, and our admiration readily transfers itself to
those newer forms, which have risen into distinction from the
same csuse. The forsaken fashion, whateter may be its real

idea only did they convey 7 The influence of what, in producing what ef
:ects, may perhaps be explained upon the same principle 7 What may fashion,
In general, be considered j and why 7 Whatever the real beauty or propriety
of these articles may be, how do we consider them 7 As it is in the light of
this connexion only that we are disposed to consider them, how do they affect
I1S 7 When is Our op~nion of their beauty immediately destroyed; and why?
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.or intrinsic beauty, falls, for the present at least, into neglect
or contempt; because, either our admiration of it was founded
only upon that quality which it h8il lost, or because it has now
descended to the inferior ranks, and is of consequence asso.
ciated with ideas of meanness and vulgarity. A few years bring
round again the same fashion. The same association attends
it, and our admiration is renewed as before. . It is on the same
account, that they who are most liable to the seduction of fash
ion, are people on whose minds the slighter associations have a
strong effect. A plain man is incapable of such associations:
a man of sense is above them; but the young and the frivolous,
whose principles of taste are either unformed, or whose·minds
are unable to maintain any settled opinions, are apt to lose
sight of every other quality in such objects, but their relation
to the practice of the great, and of course to suffer their senti.
ments of beauty to vary with the caprice of this practice. It is.
the same cause which attaches the old to the fashions of their
youth. They are associated with the memory of theit better
day~with a thousand recollections of happiness, and gaiety,
and heilrtfelt pleasures, which they now 'no longer feel. The
fashions of modern times have no such pleasing associations to
them. They are connected to them, only with ideas ofthought.
less gaiety, or childish caprice. It is the fashions oftheir youth
alone, therefore, that they consider as beautiful. .

III. It may farther be observed, that the depAndence of
taste upon sensibility, or the necessi~of some ,simple emotion

~ - _..~- -_ ..--.....- -~----;--,-----

being excited, before the l>f'auty or sublimity of any object Is
perceived, is so far from being remote from general observa.
tion, that it is the foundation of some of the most common
judgments we form with regard to the characters of men.

1. When we are but slightly acquainted with any person; and
have had no opportunities of knowing the particular nature of

Into what dOOll the forsaken fashion fall, and for what reason? What effect
does the lapse of a few years produce? Who are most liable to the sedUCti0D8
of faahion; Bnd for what reason? Why are the old attached to the fashions
of their youth? Why have not the faahions of modern times such pleasing
associations to them? What may farther be ob8erved? Under what circum
stances do we not venture to pronounce, with regard to a person's taste 1 If
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his sentiments or tum of mind, we never venture to pronounce,
or even to guess with regard to his taste; and if, in such a
stage of our acquaintance, we find that his opinions of beauty
are very different from our own, we are so far from being sur·
prised at it, that we set ourselves very deliberately to account
for it, either by recalling to mind those habits or occupations of
his life which may have led him to different kinds of emotion,
or by supposing that his natural sensbility is very different from
our own. On the other hand, when we are well acquainted
with any persoq, and know intimately the particular tum or
sensibility of his mind, although we should never have hap
pened to know his sentiments of sublimity or beauty, we yet
venture very boldly to pronounce, whether any particular class
of objects will affect him with such sentiments or not. The
foundation of our judgment, in such cases, is the agreement or
disagreement of such objects, with the particular tum or chao
racter of his affections; and if we are well acquainted with
the person, our judgment is seldom wrong. In the same man
ner, although we are altogether unacquainted with any person,
yet if we are inform,·d of his particular taste, or of his favorite
objects of beauty or sublimity, we not only feel ourselves dis·
posed to conclude from thence, with regard to his particular
tum or character of mind, but if the instances are sufficiently
numerous, we, in general, conclude right. It is scarcely pos.
sible for any man to read the works of a poet, without forming
some judgment of his character and affections as a man, or
without concluding, that the magnanimity, the tendemess, the
gaiety, or the melancholy, distinguished him in private life,
which characterize the scenes or descriptions of his works. I
am far from contending, that such judgments, in general, are
just; not only from the rashness with which they so commonly
are formed, but still ~ore, in those cases where we reason from
any person's taste, from the impossibility of knowing whether

in such a stage of our acquaintance, we find that his opinions of beauty are
very different from our own, what do we do1 On the other hand, of a person
whom we intimately know, what is observed 1 What is, in such cases, the
foundation ofour judgment; and if we are well acquainted with the perSon,
what will follow 1 What remark follows, of a person with whose tasre only we
are acquainted 1 Without what, is it scarcely possible for any man to read
the works of a poet1 For what is our author far from contending; and for
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this taste is genuine, or whether it is founded upon some
accidental associations. All that I mean to conclude is, that
such judgments are a proof of the connexion between taste and
sensibility; and that they could not be formed, unless we found
from experience, that no qualities affect us with the pleasures
of taste, but such as are productive of some simple emotion.

2. It is farther' to be observed, that the senile of the depend.
ence of the emotions of sublimity or beauty, upon the acci.
dental, or temporary disposition of the mind, is also very
strongly expressed, both in common conduct and in common
conversation. To a man under some present impression of joy,
we should not venture to appeal with regard to the beauty of
any melancholy or pathetic composition-to a maD under the
dominion of sorrow, we should much less presume to present,
even the most beautiful composition,which contained only images
of joy. In both cases we should feel that the compositions
in' question demanded diiterent emotions from those that the
persons had in their power to bestow-that while their present
dispositions continued, there was no chance of the composi.
tion's being interesting to them; and if we really wished to
know their opinions, we would naturally wait till we should find
them in such a disposition as was favorable to the emotions to
which either of the compositions was addressed.

When any poem, or painting, or scene in nature peculiarly
affects'us, we are generally in haste to ~hew it to some friend,
whose taste we know is similar to our own j and our minds are
not fully satiated with its beauties, until we are able to unite
with our own peculiar emotion, that pleasing surprise which we if
participate with one to whom it was new, and that sentiment of
gladness, which it is so natural to feel, when we fuld that we have
been able to communicate delight. It sometimes happens,
however; that the person to whom we shew: it does not feel the
pleasure we expected. In such a case, though we are a little

what reason 'I What is all that he means to conclude 'I What is farther to
be observed 'I How is this remark illustrated 'I In both cases what should we
feel 'I And if we really wished to know their opinions, for what should we
naturally wait .} When any poem, or painting, or scene in nature, particu
larly affects ue, to do what are we generally in haste 'I Until when are not
our minds fully satisfied of its beauties 'I What, however, sometimea h"P"

10
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swprised, we are not much dinppointed. We tell him, that he'
happens not to be in the humor to be pleased-that at another'
time we are sure he will feel its beauty; and though we should
not happen to know what is the peculiar caule of his indif.
ference, we yet satisfy ourselves that there is lIOIDe cause
which prevents him from the indul~ence of the particular emo
tion which the scene of the composition demands, and which
we know he is, in general, disposed to indulge. It happens,
accordingly, if we are really well acquainted with tbe pe1'8OD,
and if this beauty is not founded upon some particular aasoci....
tion ofour own, that our expectation is gratified, and that, wbea
be returns to his ordinary temper of mind, he becomes seD8ible
to all the beauty or sublimity which we had found in it. Many
other instances of the same kind might be produced. In all
eases, I think, where we discover in other people a weaker
seuse with regard to the beauty of particular objects than jn
ourselves, and when we can recollect no accidental association
which may account for the superiority of our own emotion, we
are naturally inclined to attribute it, either to lOme temporary
occupation or embarrassment of their minds when luch objects
were presented to them; or, jf we find that this was not the
case, to some original deficiency in the sensibility of their
hearts. To say that a man has no feelings of tenderness or
magnanimity, accounts to UI at once for his want of sensibility
to the beauty of any action. or speciel of composition, which
are founded on such emotions. In the same manner, to say
that, at any particular time, he was under the dominion of op
posite feelings, as fully accounts to us for his insensibility at
such a time to the beauty of such actions or compositions. I
apprehend, that these very natoral and vf.lry common judgments
c6uldnot be formed, unless we found from "experience, that thOl'le

pens? In such a case, how are we affected? What do we tell him 1 Though
we should not happen to know what is the peculiar cause of his indifference,
yet of what do we satisfy ourselves? Ifwe are well acquainted with the per
lIOn, what, accordingly, happens? In all cases, when we discover iD other
people a weaker sense with regard to the beauty of particular objects Uian in
ourselvee, to what are we natura1ly inclined to attribute it? To say thai a
man has no feelings of tenderness or magnanimity, accounts to us for what 'J
In the same manner to say what, nccounts for what 1 Under what circum
stancea could not these judgments be fol'tlllld 1 From what, plUticularly.
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4fualities only are felt as beautiful or sublime, which are
fO\lDd to produce emotion.

IV. The proposition which I have now endeavored to illus
trate, might be illustrated from a variety of other considera
tions, and particularly from the nature of the fine arts. The
object of these arts is to produce the emotions of taste; and
it might easily be shown-

1. That the only subjects that are, in themselves, proper for
the imitation of these arts, are such as are productive of some
species of simple- emotion-

2. That when these subjects are of a contrary kind, the
method by which alone they can be tendered either beautiful
or sublime, is by the addition of some interesting or aff'ecting
quality-

3. That the extent, as well as the power of the different fine
artB, in producing such emotions, is in proportion to the capa
city which they afford the artist of making such additions; and
that, in this respect, poetry, by employing the instrument of
language, by means of which it can express every quality of
mind as well as of body, has a decided superiority over the rest
-of these arts, which are limited to the expression of the quali.
ties of body alone.

These considerations, however, besides their being familiar to
those who have reflected upon these subjects, would necessarily
lead to discussions far beyond \he limits of these Essays. The,'
reader, who would wish' to see some of these principles inus_}
trated, will find it very fully and very beautifully done in Dr.
Beattie's Essays upon poetry and music.

If the preceding illustrations are just-if it is found, that no
4}ualities are felt. either as beautiful or sublime, but such as
accord with the habitual or temporary sensibility of our minds
that objects of the most acknowledged _beauty fail to excite
their usual emotions, when we regard them in the light of any
-of their uninteresting or unaffecting qualities; and that our

might the proposition which our author has endeavored to illustrate, be illus
trated1 What is the object of these arts j and what, in the first place, miglat
-easily be ahown 1 What, in the second 1 What, in the third 1 Of these con-
-sideratiODJ, what is observed 1 Where are these principles illuBtrated ~ Unrler

Jt>-
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common judgments of the characters of men are founded upon
this ex~rience, it seems that there can be DO doubt of the truth

- of the proposition itself.

SECTION III.

If it is true, that those trains of thought which attend the
emotions of taste, are uniformly distinguished by some general
principle of connexion, it ought to be found, that no composi
tion of objects or qualities in fact produces such emotions, in
which this unity of character or of emotion is not preserved.
This proposition also may be illustrated from the most superfi·
cial review of the principles of composition, in the different arts
of taste.

I. There is no man of common taste, who -has not often
lamented that confusion of expression ~ich so frequently takes
place, even in the most beautiful scenes of real nature, and
which prevents him from indulging to the full, the peculiar
emotion which the scene itself is fitted to inspire. The cheer
fulness of the morning is often disturbed by circumstances of

. minute or laborious occupation, the solemnity of noon by noise
and bustling industry, the tranquillity and melancholy of even.
ing by vivacity and vulgar gaiety. It is seldom even that any
unity of character is preserved among the inanimate objects of
such scenery. The sublimest situations are often disfigured by
objects that we feel unworthy of them-by the traces of culti.
vation, or attempts towards improvement-by the poverty of
their woods, or of their streams, or some other of their great
constituent feature8--by appearances of uniformity or regula.
rity, that almost induce the idea of art. -The loveliest scenes,
in the same manner, are frequently disturbed by unaccording
circumstance8--by the signs of cultivation, the regularity of

what circumstances can there be no doubt of the truth of the proposition
which our author has endeavored to illustrate 1

With what remark, does this section open 1 Whence may this proposition
also be illustrated1 What has every man of common taste often lamented '!
How is this remark illustrated1 How does it appear that unity of character
is seldom preserved among the inanimate objects of such scenery1 How are
the loveliest scenes, in the same manner, frequently disturbed'! What is the
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inclosures, the traces of manufactures, and, what is worse than
all, by the presumptuous embellishments of fantastic taste.
Amid this confusion of incidents, the general character of the
scene is altogether lost: we scarcely know to what class of
objects to give our attention; and having yiewed it with aston
ishment, rather than with delight, we, at last, busy ourselves
with imaginary· improvements, and in conceiving what its
beauty might be, it' every feature were removed which now
serves to interrupt its expression, and to diminish its effect.

What we thus attempt in imagination, it is the business of
the art of gardening to execute; and the great source of the
sUperiority of its productions to the original scenes in nature,
consists in the purity and harmony of its composition, in the
power which the artist enjoys, to remove from his landscape
whatever is hostile to its effect, or unsuited to its character,
and, by selecting only such circumstances as accord with the
general expression of the scene, to awaken an emotion more
full, more simple, and more harmonious, than any we can reo
ceive from the scenes ~f nature itself.

It is by this mle, accordingly, that the excellence of all such
compositions is determined. In real nature, we often forgive,
or are willing to forget slight inaccuracies or tritliog incon
sistencies; but in such productions of design, we expect and
require more perfect correspondence.' Every object that is
not suited to the character of the scene, or that has not an
effect in strengthening the expressi'on by which it is distin.
guished, we condemn as an intmsion, and consider as are·
proach upon the taste of the artist. When this expectation,
on the contrary, is fully gratified-when the circumstances of
the scenery are all such as accord with the peculiar emotion
which the scene is fitted to inspire-when the hand of the artist
disappears, and the embellishments of his fancy press them.
selves upon our belief, as the voluntary profusion of nature, we

effect of this confusion'of incidents; and what is the consequence 'I It is the
bllllinellB of what art, to execute what we thus attempt in imagination 'I In
what does the great BOurce of the superiority of its productionB, to the original
ecenee in JIIlture, consist 'I In real nature, what do we often forgive; but in
such productions of design, what do we expect 'I How is this illustrated 'I
When do we pronounce that the composition is perfect, and acknowledge that
the artist hu attained the end of his n.rt '! How do we alford him the moo
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immediately pronounce that the composition is perfect-we
acknowledge that he has attained the end of his art i and,ill
yielding ourselves up to the emotion which hia cowpoIition de
mands, we afford him the most convinciDg mark of our ap.
plause. In tile power which the art of gardening thus poe
aeseea, in common with the other fine a11l, of withdrawm,
from its imitations, whatever is inconsistent with their expres
aion, and of adding whatever may contribute to strengthellt
or to e:atend their effect, consists the great superiority which
it possesses over the originals from which they are copied.

II. The art of landscape painting is yet superior in its effec.t,
fro~ the capacity which the artist enjoys, of giving both greater
extent and greater unity to his composition. In the art of
gardening, the great materials of the scene are provided by
nature,. and the artist must satisfy himself with that degree of
expression which she has bestowed. In a landscape, on the
contrary, the pamter has the choice of the circumstances he is
to represent,. and can give whatever force or extent he pleases
to the expression he wishes to convey. In gardening, the ma
terials of the scene are few, and those few unwieldy; and the
artist often contents himself with the reflection, that he has
given the best disposition in his power to the scanty and intrac.
table materials of nature. In a landscape, on the contrary,
the whole range of scenery is before the eye of the painter.
He may select the circumstances which are to characterize a
single composition from a thousand scenes, and may unite into·
one expression, the scattered features with which nature has
feebly marked a thousand situations. The momentary effects
of light or shade-the fortunate incidents which chance some
times throws in, to improve the expression of real scenery,
and which can never again be recalled, he bas it in his power
to perpetuate upon his canvass; above all, the occupations of
men, so important in determining, or in heightening the chao

convincing mark of our applause 1 Of the power which the art of gardening
thus poaseeeee, what is observed 7 Why is the art of landscape painting still
superior. in its effects 7 How is this remark tully illustrated 7 What has he
it in hie power to perpeiuate upon his canvass 1 What fall easily within the
rl'ach of his imitation; and of them, what is observed 7 Whilst it is by the
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ncters of nature, alld which are seldom compatible witJl the
scenes of ,ganiening, fall easily within the reach of his imita.
tion, and afford him the means of producing both greater
8trength, and greater unity of expresmoo, thaD il!I to be iound,
either in the rude, or in the embellished state of real scenery.

While it is by the invention of lOCh circulD8tancell that we i

estimate the genius of the artist, it is by their composition that
his taste is uniformly determined. The mere usembbtge of
picturesque incidents, the most unimproved tute will coodemn.
Some general principle is universally demanded, lOme decided
expre8Bioll, to which the meaning of the Beveral parta may be
referred, and which, by affording us, 88 it were, the key of tM
scene, may lead us to feel, from the whole of the CODlpoeitioo,
that full and undisturbed emotion which we are prepared· to
iDdulge. It is this purity and Bimplicity of composition, ac·
COI'dingly, which has uniformly distiBguished the great muters
of the art from the mere copiers of nature. It is by their ad·
herence to it, that their fame has been attained; and the namea
of Salvator and Claude Lorrain, can scarcely be mentioned
without bringing to mind the peculiar character of their com·
positions, and the different emotions which their reprellentatiOM
of nature are de.tined to produce.

It is not, however, on our first acquaintance with thi8 art, that
'We either discover its capacity, or feel itI effects; alKl perhaps
the progrell8 of taste, in this reapec:t, may afford a farther illne.
tration of the great and fundallumtal principle of eompoeition.
What we first understand of painting is, that it i. a simple art·!
of imitation, and what we expeet to find in it, is the repreeenta- )'
tioD of the common scenes of nature that f!lUrl'OUnd 08. It ie
with some degree of surprise, accordingly, that we first oblle"t'
the different scenery with which the painter presents us, and
with an emotion rather of wonder than of delight, that we gaze

inversion of such circUlJllltaDcelI that we aIIimate the geniua of the ari.I8t, by
whlli is his taste determined1 How is thia inu.t.rded ') This purity BDd __
plicity ofcompoilitioll, cOIIIIllql1elluy, distinguillhea whom 1 What haa heeD the
COJIllllquenC8 of ",eir adherence to it I ud without what, C8D the IllIBIll8 of
Salvator and Claude Lorrain scarcely be lIIeIUioDed 7 Of our first BClC!.uaint
=ce with tWa art, what is obllerved 7 What do '" firB$ undel'lltalld of paint
ing; and whM do we expect to find in it 7 What remark follows'J How do
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~) ....(~,>I \at a style of landscape, which has so little resemblance to the
,~,t't-l"P I ordinary views to which we are accu~omed. oln the cop~ of(,~.. ,"\ !real scene, we can discover and admIre the skill of the artist;, ~

,';-- but in the repres6nt,tion of a desert or of desolate prospects,
on appearances of solitude, or tempest, we perceive no traces
of imitation, and wonder only at the perversity of taste, which
could have led to the choice of so disagreeable subjects.

, As soon, however, as from _the progress of our, own sensi.
bility, or from our acquaintance with poetical composition, we
begin to connect expression with such views of nature, we
begin also to understand and ,to feel the beauties of landscape.
painting. It is with a different view that we now consider it.
It is not for imitation we look, but for character. It is not the
art but the genius of the'painter, which now gives value to his
compositions; and the language he employs is found, not only
to speak to the eye, but to affect the imagination and the heart.
It is not now a simple copy which we see, nor is our emotion
limited to the cold pleasure whieh arises from the perceptioll
of accurate imitation. It is a creation of fancy which the
artist presents us, in which only the greatest expressions of
nature are retained, and where more interesting emotions are
awakened, than those wkich we experience, from the usual
tameness of common scenery. In the same proportion in
which we thus discover the expression of landscape, we begin
to collect the principles of its composition. The crowd of in
cidents which used to dazzle our earlier taste, as expressive
both of the skill and of the iDvention of the artist, begin to
appear to us as inconsistence or confus~on. When our hearts
are affected, we seek «;lnly f~r objects congenial to our emotion:
and the simplicity which we used to call the poverty of land.
scape, begins now to be welcome to us, as permitting us to in.
dulge, without interruption, those interesting trains of thought

thecopyofthe realscene, andthe representationofa desert,&co respectivelyaffect
us 'I When do we begin to understand and tofeel the beauties oflandscapepaint
ing'l With what view do we now consider it; and for what do we look 'I What
now gives nlue to his compoBition; and of the language he employs, what
is obeerved'l What is it not, that we now see'l What is it that the artist pre
sents U8; and of it, what is remarked 'I In what proportion do we collect the
principles of its composition in a landscape 'I How is this illWrtrated'l When
our hearts are affected, what is the conaequence'J What is the effect of an
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which the character of the scene is fitted to inspire. As our
knowledge Qf the expressions of nature increases, our sensi.
bility to the beauty or to the defects of composition becomes
more keen, until at last our admiration attaches itself only to
those greater productions of the art, in which one pure and
unmingled character is preserved, and in which no feature is
admitted, which may prevent it from falling upon the heart with
one full and harmonious effect.

In this manner, the object of painting is no sooner discovered
than the unity of, expression is felt to be the great secret- of
its power; the superiority which it at last assumes over the
scenery of nature, is found to arise, in one important respect,
from the greater purity and simplicity which its composition
can attain, and perhaps this simple rule comprehends all that
criticism c an prescribe for the regulation of this delightful art.

I III. But whatever may be the superiority of painting to the-!
originals from which it is copied, it is st.ill limited, in compa·.1

1

rison of that which poetry enjoys. The painter addresses
hi~self to the eye. The poet speaks to the imagination. The
painter can represent no other qualities of nature, but those
which we discern by the sense of sight. The poet can blend
with those, all the qualities which we perceive by means of our
other senses. The painter can seize only one moment of ex
istence, and can represent no other qualities of objects than
what this single moment affords. The whole history of nature is
within the reach of the poet, the varying appearances which its
different productions assume in the progress of their growth and
decay, and the powerful effects which are produced by the
contrast of these different aspects or expressions. The- painter
can give to the objects of his scenery only the visible and rna·
terial qualities which are discerned by the eye, and must leave
the interpretation of their expression to the imagination of the
spectator; but the poet can give animation to whatever he de.

increue of knowledge of the expressions of nature? In this manner, what is
obeerved? From what is the superiority which it UlIumes found to arise; and
of thiII simple rule what is observed? In comparison of what, is the supe
riority of painting very limited? How is this remark fully illu8trated 1 Wbat
are at biB disposal; and how can he, at once, produce an impression which

11

I,
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scribes. All the sublimity and beauty of the morai and intet.
lectual world are at his dilposaI; and, by bestowing OD the
inanimate objects of his scenery the characters and afte~

of miBd, he can produce at once, an expression which every
capacity may understand, and every heart may feel. Wh8IteV~

may be.the advantage which painting enjoys from the greater
cleameflS and precision of its images, it is much more than
balanced by the unbounded powers which the iastrument of
language'affords to the poet, both in the selection of the objects
of his description, and in the decision of their expression.

It is, accordingly, by the preservation of unity of character ~

or expression, that the excellence of poetical description is
determined; and perhaps the superior advantages which the
poet enjoys, in the choice of his materials, renders our dtrmand
for its observance more rigid, than in any of the other arts of
taste. In real nature we willingly accommodate ourselves to
the ordinary defects of scenery, and accept with gratitude those
'Singular aspects in which some predominant character is tolem- .
bly preserved. In the compositions of gardeniDg, we make
allowaDce for the narrow limits within which the infllotion of
the artist is confined, and are dissatisfied ooly when gl'8l\t in.
consistencies are retained. Even in painting, we are still
mindful that it is the objects only of one sense that the anist
can represent; and rather lament his restraints, than condemn
his taste, if our minds are not fully imprel!l8ed with the emo·
tions he studios to raise, or if the different incidents of his com·
position do not fully accord in the degree, as well as in the
nature ot' their expression. But the descriptions of the poet
can claim no such indulgence. With the capacity of blendiDg
in his composition, the objects of every sense-with the past
and the future, as well as the present, in his powe1'-6bove all,

e~ry capacity may understand, and every heart may feel 1 By what are the
advantages of painting much more than balanced 1 By what is the excellence
ofpoetical description determined; and what remark follows 1 In real nature,
to what do we willingly acc\JlIlIIlodate ourselveS; and what do __ accept
with gratitude 1 In the composition Of gardening, for what do we make
allowance; and when only are we dissatillfied1 Even in painting, of wIat
are we still mindful; and what do we lament 1 Why camlot, the deecriptiODll
of the poet cl;Um any Iluch indulgence j and when do we feel that he it UII-
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~ WI mighty- spell of mind at his command, with which he
CaD raise every object that be touches into life aDd sentiment,
we feel that he is unworthy of his art, if our imasinatiOD8 are
DOt Sltiated with his composition, and if in the chastity,. u well
aethe PQwer ()f his expression,he has not gratified the demand I
of our hearts. . -

It would be an unpleasing, and indeed an unnece88llJ'Y task,
to illustrate this observation by the defects or abmrdities of
poets of inferior genius, or imperfect taste. It will pehaps be
more useful: to produce a few instances of description from
some of the greatest poets, in which very trilling circumstances
serve to destroy, or at least to diminish their effect, when they
do not fully coincide with the nature of the emotion which the
descriptions are intended to raise.

In that fuae passage in the second book of the Georgics, in
which Virgil celebrates the praises of his native country, after
these fine lines,

Hie ver assiduum atque alienis mensibus mstas,
Bis gravidm pecudes, bis pomis uillis arbOll :
At rabidm tigres absunt, et smva leonum
SemiRa, nec miseros Callunt aconita legentes,
Nee r&pit immen_ orbes per humum, ncque tanto
Squameus in spiram traetu Be colligit anguis-

Perpetual spring our happy el,ima.te -.
Twice breed the cattle and twice bear the trees
And summer suns recede by slow degrees.
Our land is from the rage of tigers freed;
Nor nourishes the lion's angry seed-
Nor poisonous aconite is here produced,
Or grows unknown, or ;..~ when known, refused.
Nor in so vast a length our serpents glide,
Or raiaed on such a spiry volume ride.

Dryden.

There is no reader whose enthusiasm is not checked by the
cold and prosaic line which follows:

Adde tot egregias urbes, operumque laborem.

Next add our cities of illustrious name,
Their costly labour and stupendous frame.

Dryden.

worthy of his art'l What would be an unpleasing and an unnecessary task 'I
Wbai will, perhapl, be more useful 'I Repeat the first plIIIIage introduced.
What ia the effect of the line that follows 'I Repeat it. 1Vhat is obllerved:of it.1
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1'he tameness and vulgarity of the transition dissipates, at·
once, t~e emotion we had shared with the poet, and reduces
him, in our opinion, to the level of a mere describer.

The effect of the following nervous and beautiful lines in the
conclusion of the same book, is nearly destroyed by a similar
defect. A.fter these lines,

Hanc olim veteres vitam coluere Sabini
Hanc Remus et frater; sic fortis Etruria crevit,
Scilicet et rerum facta est pulcberrima Roma-

Such was the life the frugal Sabines led,
So Remus and his brother god were bred
From whom the austere Etrurian viriue rose
And this rude life our homely fathers ch08e
Old Rome from such a race derived her birth,
'I'he seat of empire, and the conquered earth.

Dryden.

We little expect the following spiritless conclusion:

Septemque una sibi muro circumdedit arces.

Which now on seven high hills triumphant reigns.

There is a still more surprising instance of this fault in one
of the most pathetic passages of the whole poem-in the descrip_
tion of the disease among the cattle, which concludes the third
Georgie. The passage is as follows:

Ecce autem duro fumans sub vomere taurus
Concidit: et mi:ctum opumia fJOmU UTe cruurem.
Extremosque ciet gemitus: it tristis arator
Mmrentem abjungens fraterna mortejuvencum,
Atque opere in medio defixa relinquit arstra.

The steer, who to the yoke was bred to bow,
(Studious of tillage and the crooked plough,)
Falls down and dies-and dying spews a ,jttxxj
Offoamy madness mixed with clotted blood !
The clown, who, cursing Providence, repines,
His mournful fellow from the team disjoins;
With many a groan forsakes his fruitful care,
And in th' unfinish'd furrow leaves the share.

What is the next passage introduced; and how is its effect destroyed 1 Where
is there a still more surprising instance of this fatut 1 Repeat the passage.
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The unhappy image in the second line is less calculated to
excite compassion than disgust, and is singularly ill suited to
that tone of tend~rness and delicacy which the poet has every
where else so successfully maintained, in describing the pro.
gress of this loathsome disease.

In the speech of Agamemnon to Idomeneus in the fourth
book of the Iliad, a circumstance is introduced altogether in.
consistent both with the dignity of the speech, and the majesty
of epic poetry :

Divine Idomeneus I what thanks we owe
To worth like thine I what praise shall we bestow !
To thee the foremost honors are decreed,
First in the fight, and every graceful deed.
For this, in banquets, when the generous bowls
Restore our blood, and raise the warriors' souls,
Though all the rest with stated rules be bound,
Unmixed, unmeasured are thy goblets crown'd.

Instances of the same defect may be found in the comparison
of the sudden cure of Mars' wound to the coagulation of curds
-in that of Ajax retreating before the Trojans to an ass driven
by boys from a field of corn-in the comparison of an obstinate
combat between the Greeks and the Trojans, to the lltubborn
8trug~le between two peasants, about the limits of their reo
spective grounds-in that of Ajax flying from·ship to ship, to
encounter the Trojans, to a horseman riding several horses at
once, and showin~ his dexterity, by vaulting from one to
another.

There is a similar fault in the two following passages from
Milton, where the introduction of trifling and ludicrous cir.
cumstances diminishes the beauty of the one, and the sublimity
of the other.

Now morn her rosy steps in the eastern clime
Advancing, sow'd the earth with orient pearl,
When Adam wak'd: so custom'd, for his .leep
Was airy light, from pure dige.tiun bred,
And-temp'rate "apars bland, which th' only sound

What is observed of the unhappy.jmage in the second line" What is observed
of a circumstance introduced in the speech of Agamemnon to Idomeneus"
Repeat the passage. Where may instances of the same defect be found" Of
the two following passages from Milton, what is observed" Repeat them.
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Of leaves and fuming rilla, J.urora,a fan
Lightly diapers'd, and the shrill matin song
Ofbirds on every bough.

"B«1kv.

They ended parle, and both address'd for llght
Unspeakable; for who, though with the tongue
Of angels, can relate, or to what things
Liken on earth conspicuous, that may lift
Human imagination to such height
Of godlike power'} for likest gods they seem'd ;
Stood they or mov'd, in stature, motion, arms,
Fit to decide the empire of great heav'n.
Now wav'd tMir fiery swords, lIJld in the air
Made horrid circles; two .broad IUDlI their shields
Blaz'd opposite, while expectation stood
In horror; from each hatUl1Dith speed. retir'tl
Where erst _ tA.ickest jlght, th' angelic ,It/rung,
And leflltJrge jleltl, u1I8qfe tDithin. the witUl
Of suck commotion.

In the following p8.ll8B.ge from the sixth book of Lucan's
Pharsalia, where he describes the incantations of the witch
Eryctho, and of whose voice he had before said with great sub.
limity, '

Omne nefas .upori, prima. jam voce preca.ntia
Concedunt, carmenque timent audire secundum-

She speaks-the gods above at once comply,
And tremble lest again her voice she try :

In laboring to increase the terror of the reader, he haa rendered
his description almost ludicrous, by accumulating images which
serve only to confuse, and which, in themselves, have l!ICarcely
any other relation than that of mere noise.

Tum vox LethIe08 cunc\is pol1entior herbis
Excantare Deos, confundit munnura primum
Dissona., et humanle multum discordia I.ingwe.
Latratus habet ilia canum, gemitusque luporum
Q.uod trepidus bubo, quod strix nocturna queruntur,
Q.uod strident, ululantque ferle, quod sibilat anguis,
Exprimit, et planctna illisIe cautibna undle
SUva.rumque sonum, fractleque tonitrua nubis ;
Tot rerum vox una. fuit.-

What is the subject of the folloWing puur from Lucan'. Phanalia1 Repeat
the line8. In laboring to increase the terror of the r*er, wbIU baa he cJo.;
and how1 Repeat tbe paasage. Such a collection of unaccordiJIg imaIetJ i.e
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And then a voice more pmverful than hcrbe
The gods of Labe'. !I01it>ude diaturbe-
At first discordaat murmnrslloat aloog,
And mixetiooDfu8ioDS of the human tongue
The dog's fierce bark, the wolPs rapacious hawl,
The night bird's cry-the hooting of the owl,
The wild hewn'. rosr-the hissing of the snake,
The dashing wave which on the rock doth break
The crash of woods-{he thunder of the cloud,
All these combined in her sole voice do crowd.

Such a collection of unaccording images is scarcely ]bIB

.uM than the following description of the nightingale, by
MariDi:' .

Una voc.e pennute un suon' volante
E Vll8tito di penns, lID vivo &10,
Una piuma canora, un canto alato,
Un spirituel che d' harmonia cODlpOSto
Vive in anguste viscere nascoBto.

.A feathered voice, a flying sound and dressed with wings-a living brea\b,.
a singing plumage-a winged song-a little spirit, which, made up of har.
mony, lives hidden in a narrow bosom.•

Even less obvious inconsistencies are sufficient to diminish
the effect of poetical description, when they d9 DOt perfectly
coincide with the general emotion.

TIierc is a circumstance introduced in the following passage
from Horace, which is liable to this censure :

Solvitur acn. H,.eme, grate vice veria et Favoni,
Trahuntque siccas machinllll carinas,

Ac neque jam stebulis gaudet pecus, aut arator igni,
Nee prats canis albicant pruinis.

Jam Cytherea choros ducit Venus, imminente Luna,
Junctmque Nymphis Gratilll decentes

Alterno terram quatiunt pede.--

Winter yields unto the sway
Of the west wind and of May,

•
scarcely less absurd than what 7 Repeat it. Whctl are less obvious inconsiB
tencies sufficient to diminish the effect of poetical description 1 Repent the
plUlllage introduced from Horace, illustrative of thilt remark. Why Is the

• It WlIII the Editor's original intention to introduce into his work .poetic
tramlatio.. ouly; but from the peculiarity of Marini's description of the
Nigbting&1e, he thinks it will he better understood in a simply literal dress.
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/" And the dry shipa ftOID are seen
Gawn from stocks by the machine ;.

Flocks no more the stall desire,
And the ploughman shulls the fire
And the ~resh and fruitful mead
From the hoary frost is frecd
Now doth Venus lead the dance
'Neath the moon's benignant glance,
And the Graces trip along
With the nymphs, mid mirth and song.

The image contained in the second line is obviously impro~

per. It suggests ideas of labor, and difficulty, and art, and.
has no correspondence with that emotion of gladness with
which we behold the return of the spring, and which is so HUe
ce88fully maintained by the gay and pleasing imagery in the
rest of the passage.

In a deacription of the morning, in the charming poem of the
MinBtrel, there is a circumstance to which the severity of cri.
ticism might object upon the same principle:

The cottage curs at ea'ly pilgrim bark,
Crown'd with her pail, the tripping milkmaid sings,
The whistling ploughman stalks alield, and hark!
Down the rough slope the ponderous wagon rings.

The image in the last line, though undoubtedly a striking one
in itself, and very beautifully described, is yet improper, as it
is inconsistent both with the period of society, and the scenery
of the country to which the Minstrel refers.

Therll is a similar error in the following fine description from
Shakspeare :

The current, that with gentle murmur glides,
Thou knowest,' being stopp'd, impatiently doth rage,
But when his fair course is not hindered,
He makes sweet music with the enamell'd stones,

image contained in the second line improper 1 What is observed of the de
scription of morning, in the Minstrel? Repeat the p8B8l'ge. Of the image in
the last line, what is observed '/ In what description is there a similar error 1

• The Editor may, perhaps, be charged with want of poetry in theb'a.nsla.
ion of "Trahuntque BicCWl machin... carinas," found in the third and Fourth
lines of the translation; but when it is recollected that the criticism rCllts
altogether upon that line, the necessity of rendering it as literal as rhyme
owilladmit, must appear obvious to every reader.
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W:rn:ng a gentle kiss to crery scdge
He ofJerlaketh in his pilgrimage:
And so by many winding nooks he stray.
With willing sport to the wild ocean.

8lJ

The ple~ingpersonification which we attribute to a brook, is
founded upon the faint belief of voluntary motion, and is imme.
di.ately checked, when the poet descends to any minute or par.
ticular resemblance.

Even in that inimitable description which- Virgil has given of
a storm, in the first book of the Georgics, a very accurate tasto
may perhaps dis90ver some light deficiencies:

Srepe etiam immensum ccelo venit agmcn aquarUllJ,
Et f<edam glomerant tempeetatem imbribus atris
Collectlll ex alto nubee. Ruit arduus lIlther
Et plufJia ingenti sala lreta, bOUmque, labares,
Diluit. Implentur fosst:e, et cava flumina crescunt
Cum sonitu, fervetque fretia spirantibus requor.
Ipse pater, media nimborum in ooete, corusea
Fulmina molitur dextra" quo ma.xuma motu
Terra tremit: fugere ferre, et mortalia corda
Per gentes humilee stravit pavor. rue tlagranti
Aut atho, aut Rhodopen, aut alta Ceraunia telo
Dejicit: ingeminant Austri, et densissimus imber.

And oft whole sheets descend of sluicy rain,
Sucked by the spongy clouds from ot\' the main
The lofty skies at once caine pouring down,
The promised crop and golden labors drown.
The dikes are filled; and with a roaring sound;
The riiling rivers tloat the nether ground-
And rocks the bellowing voice of boiling seas rebound.
The father of the gods his glory 8hrowls,
Involved in tempests and a night of clouds;
And from the middle darkness flashing out,
By fits he deals hiil fiery bolts about-
Earth feels the motion of her angry god,
Her entrails tremble, and her mountains nod-
And flying beasts in forests seek abode.
Deep horror seizes every human breest,
Their pride is humbled, and their fear confess'd,
While he from high his rolling thunder throws,
And fires the mountains with repeated blows-

Upon what is the pleasing personification which we attribute to a brook
founded 1 What is observed of the inimitable description which Virgil has .
given of a storm 7 RePeat it. To what passages, in these lines, does our au-

12

-
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The rocks are from their old lOuDdationl rent,
The wind redoubled and the raiJII augment.

Dryden.

If there are any passages to which I object in these wonder
ful lines, they are those that kre marked in Italics. I aclmow
ledge, indeed, that the "pluvia ingenti sata heta boumque labo-
res diluit," is defensible from the conne~on of the imagery _
with the subject of the poem; but the "implentur fOl'lSm" ilJ
both an unnecessary and a degrading circumstance, when com·
pared with the magnificent effects that are described in the
rem of the passage.

I shall conclude these illustrations, with two passages, de.
scriptive of the same Icene, from different .poets, in which the
effects of imperfect and of hannonious composition are mri.
kingly exemplified.

In the "Argonautica" of Apollonius Rhodius, when Medea
is described in a state of deep agitation between her unwilling
ness to betray her father, and her desire to save her lover Jason,
the anxiety of her mind is expressed by the following contrast,
of which I give a literal translation:

"The night now covered the earth with her shade; and in
"the open sea the pilots, upon their decks, observed the !Jtar.

"of Orion. The travellers and the watchmen slumbered.
" Even thq grief of mothers who had 10lt their children, was
"suspended by sleep. In the cities there was neither heard
"the cry of dogs, nor the noise nor murmur of men. Silence
" re~ed in the mid!Jt of darkness. Medea alone knew·not the
" charms ofthis peaceful night, 80 deeply was her soul impressed
cc with fears for Jason."

Virgil describes a similar situation as follows:

NOli: erat, et pIaeidum ~bant fessa soporem
Corpora per terrae, lIYlvlllque et IIBva quiel1lDt
lEquora: quum medio volvunter sidera lapsu
Quum tacet omnis ager: pecudes, pictalllque volumes,
QUlllque lacus late liquidos, qUlllque aspera dumis
Rura teDent, samoo posital sub nocte sUenti

thor object; and what does he observe of them'l With what passages
does he conclude these illustrations 'I What are the circumstances of the
first'l Repea.t it. How does Virgil describe a similar situation 'I What says
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Lenibant curas, et corda oblita laborum :
At nOli infelix animi Phmnissa.

'Twa. dead of night, whllll weary bodies cloec
Their eyes in balmy sleep and soft repose--
The winds DO longer whisper through the woods,
Now murmuring tides disturb the gentle flood&
The stare in silent order moved around,
And Peace, with downy wings, was brooding o~ the ground.
The flocks and herds, and parti-color'd fowl
Which haunt the woods, or skim the weedyfOOl,
St~h'd on the quiet earth securely lay,
Forgetting the past la.bors of the day.
All else of nature's common gifts partake,
Unhappy Dido was alone awake.

in

Drylkn.

"On voit ici," says M. Marmontel, with his usual taste and
discernment, "non seulement la superiorit, du talent, la vie,
" et l'ame repandues dans une poesie harmonieuse, et du coloris
.., Ie plus pur, mais singulierement encore Is superiorite du goat.
" Dans la peinture du poole Grec, il y a des details inutiles, it
" Y en a des contraires a l'eWet du tableau. Les observations
" des pilotes, dans de silence de la nwt, portent eux-memes Ie
" caractere de Is vigilance et de I'inquin.tude, et ne contrastent
" point avec Ie trouble de Medee. L'image d'une mere qui a
" perdu sea enfants est {aite pour-distraire de celIe d'une amante;
"elle en affoiblit I'interet, et Ie poote en la lui opposant, est
" aile contre son dessein; a lieu que, dans Ie tableau de Virgile,
"tout est reduit a I'unite. C'est la nature enticre, dans Ie
" calme et dans Ie sommeil, tandis que la malheureuse Didon
"veille seule, et se livre en proie 11 tous les tourments de
" l'amour. Enlin, dans Ie poete Grec, Ie cri des chiens, Ie
" sommeil des portiere, sont des details minutieux et indignes de
" l'epopee, au lieu que dans Virgile tout est noble et peint a
"grands traits: huit vers embrassant la nature."-Encyclope.
die, roc. bUTATlON.

In these illustrations of the necessity of unity of expression,
for the production of the emotions of sublimity and beauty, I
have chiefly confined myself to such instances in poetry, as
are descriptive of natural scenery, because they are most within

Marmontsl, with his usual taste and discernment 'I In these illustrations, to
what hu our author chiefly coOOned himself; and why? To what does the

-
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the observation of that class of readers, to whom any illustra
tions of this point are necessary. 'fhe same principle extends,
with equal force, to every other branch of poetieal imitation
to the description of the characters, the sentiments, and the
passions of men: and one great source of the superiority which
such imitatiops haTe over the originals from which they are
copied, consists in these cases, as well as the former, in the
power which the artist enjoys of giving an unity of character
to his descriptions, which is not to be found ~n real nature.
'fhe illustration of this point, however, as well as of the gene
ral fact, that all such descriptions are defective, in which this
unity is not preserved, I must leave to the reader's own obser.
vation. In the same view, I leave the consideration of the
effect of contrast-a principle which may at first seem adverse
to these conolusions, but which, in fact, is one of the strongest
confirmations of them. The reader who is accustomed to such
speculations, need not be reminded, that the real end of con
trast is to strengthen the effect of the general emotion-that
its propriety is determined by the nature of that emotion-tbat
it is justly applied only in those cases, where the emotion is
violent and demands relief, or faint and requires support, or
long-continued and needs repose; and that in all cases where
it exceeds these limits, or where it does not serve to invigorate
the character of the composition, it serves only to obstruct or
to diminish its effect; and the reader to whom these principles
are new, may find amusement in verifying them.

,,\

\\
";; ,

,,,tV. 'fhe unity of character which is thus demanded in poeti-
l· '" :' ..' . ~al description, for the production of the emotions of taste, is

'\:, " demanded also in every species of poeti<;al composition, what.
\ ever may be its extent•

.~ In de!\cribing the events of life, it is the business of the hig.
torian to represent them as they really happened; to investi.

same principle, with equal force, extend? In what does one great source of
their superiority consist? To what is the illustration of this point left? In
the same view the consideration of what is left; and what is said of it'! Of
'what need not the reader who is accustomed to such speculations, be remind
ed '1 In whllt may the reader to whom these principles are new, find amuse
ment? In what is the unity of character, which is thus demantJed in poetical
description, also demanded? In describing the events of life, in what manner
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gate their causes, btrWever minute; imd to report the moti"es
of the actors, however base or mem. 10 a poetieal represen
tation of such events, no such coDfusion is permitted to appear.
A representation destined by its nature to affect, must not only
be founded upon some great or interesting subjeet, bUt, in the
management of this subject, such means only must be employed
as are fitted to ptesene, and to promote the interest aild the
sympathy of the reader. The historian who should relate the
voyage of ...Eneas, and the foundation of Rome, must.of Decee
sity relate many trifling and uninteresting events, which eould
be vahili.ble only from their being ttue. The poet who should
attempt this slIbject, must introduce 0I11y pathetic or sublime
eventB-mustunfoid their conoexion with greater cleame88
mlist point out tlteir consequences as of greater moment
and must spread over all that tone and cbaracter of dignity
which we both expect and demand in a. composlt'ion, destined
to excite the sensibility, and to awaken the adniiration of man.
kind. Even that species· of poem which bas b~n caned by
the critics the historical epic, and whieh is only il poetical nar
ration of teal events, is, in some measure, subjected to the
same rule; .and though we do not expeot from it tbe sabllm8
mli.chinery, or the artful conduct of the real epic, we yet de.
mand a more uniform tone of elevation, and a purer and more
dignified selection of incidelits, than from the. strict narrative
of real history. In both, the poet assumes the chil.I'li.cter of a
person deeply impressed with the m~nitude or the interest of
the story he relates. To impress his reader with similar seuti
ments, is the end and object of his work; and he can do this
in no other way j blit by presenting to his mind such incidents
only as accord with these great emotions, leaving out whatever,
in the real history of the event, may be mean or unitereating;
and by the invef1tion of every circUlD8tance that, while it is
consistent with probability, may raise the subject of his work

should the hi§orlan represent them 1 What is the case in poetry 1 Of a
representation destined by its nature to affect, what is observed 1 In relating
the voyage of £neas, what would the historian be compelled to do 1 What
coune would the poet purtlue 1 Of that species ofpoem even, which has been
called the historical epic, what is obeerved 1 In both, what chll.racter doe&
the poet assume 'I What is the end lind ol\iect of his work; and in what
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into greater importance in his es&eem. That it is by this nile
accordingly the conduct of the epic poem is determined, is too
obvious to require any illuatration.

The same unity of emotion is demanded in dramatic poetry,
at least, in the. highest and nobleat species of it--tragedy; aDd
in the conduct of the drama, this unity of character is fully lUI

essential as any of those three unities, of which every' book of
criticism is so full. If it is painful to UII, when we are deeply
engaged in some great interest, to tum our minds to· the con·
sideration of some other event; it is fullY as painful to us,
in the midst of our admiration or our sympathy, and while our
hearts are sw.elling ~th tender or with elevated emotions, to.
descend to the consideration of minute, or mean, or unimpor·
tant incidents, however naturally they may be connected with
the story, or however much we may be 'convinced that they ac
tually took place. The envy which Elizabeth entertained of
the beauty of Mary of Scotland, was certainly one cause, and
probably a great cause of tAe distreBlles of that most unfQrtu.
nate Queen; but if a poet, in a tragedy founded upon her
pathetic story, should introduce the scene which Melville de
Scribea in his memoirs, and in which the weakness of Elizabeth
• ao apparent, we should consider it both as degrading to the
dignity of tragedy, and unsuited to the nature of the emotion
which the aory is fitted to raiae. It is hence that tragi-eomedy
is utterly indefelllJible, '&fter all that has been said in its defence.
If it is painful to III in such cases to descend to the considera.
tion of indifferent incidents, it ill a thousand times more painful
to be fereed to attend to those that are ludicrous; and there is
no man of the most common sensibility, who does not feel his
mind reVQlt, and his indignation kindle at the absurdity of the
poet, who can thus break in upOIl the Illcred retirement of his
SOl'l'ClW, with the intolerable noise of vulgar mirth. Had the

way only can he do this 'I In what other kind of poetry is the same unity qf
emotion demanded 'I This unity of character is as eseeutial as what 'I lIow
is this remark illustrated 'I The envy which Elizabeth entertained of the
beauty of Mary of Scotland was one cause of what; but wbsi, in poetry,
would be unsuited to the nature of the emotion which the story is fitted to
raise'l Hence, what is indefensible; and why 'I How is this illustrated in
the cue of Shakspeare7 Who is the first tragedian of modern Europe who
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taBte of Shakspeare been equal to his genius, or bad his know.
ledge of the laws of the drama conesponded to his knowledge
of the human heart, the effect of his composiUonB would oot
only have been greater than it now is, but greater perhaps,
thaD. we can well imagine; and had he attempted to produce,
through a whole composition, that powerful and unifonn iDter.
est which he can raise in a single scene, nothing of that per
fection would have been wanting, of which we DllIY conceive
this sublime art to be capable.

Of the necessity of .this unity of emotion, Comeille is the
first tragedian of modem Europe who seems to liave been
sensible; and I know not whether the faults of this poet have
not been exaggerated by English critics, from their· inattention
to the end which he seems to have prescribed to himself in his
works. To present a faithful picture of human life, or of hu.
man passions, seems not to have been his conception of the in.
tention of tragedy. His object, on the contrary, seems to
have been, to exalt and to elevate the imagination-to awaken
only the greatest and noblest passions of the human mind;
and, by presenting such scenes and such events alone, as
could most powerfully promote this end, to render the theatre
a school of sublime instruction, rather than an imitatiOD of
common life. To eKect this purpose, he was early led to see
the necessity, or disposed by the greatneSB of his own mind,
to the observation of an uniform character of dignity; to dis.
regard whatever, of common, of trivi~ or even of ~thetic in
the originals from which he copied, might serve to interrupt
this peculiar How of emotion; and instead of giving a simple
copy of nature, to adom the events he represented, with all
that eloquence and poetry could afford. He maintains, accor·
dingly, in all his best plays, amid much exaggeration, and much
of the false eloqaence of his time, a tone of commanding, and
even of facinating dignity, which disposes us almost to believe,
that we are conversing with Beings of an higher order than
our own; and which blinds us, at least for a time, to all the

_ to have been seJl8ible of the neee.ity of this unitr of emotion; and
bJ whom, and why have his faulta been exaggerated 'I What seems not,
lIDd what seems to have been his object 'I To effect this purpose, to what
was he early led 'I In all his beet plays, what does he, accordiDgly, main-
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faults and all the imperfections of his compositiou. I am tar
from being supposed to defend his opinions of tragedy, and
stillleBS to exCWJe his eKtravagance and bombast; but I con·
ceive that no pel'lJOn can feel his beauties, or do justice to his
merits, who does not regard his tragedies in this view; and I
think that some allowance ought to be made for the faults of a
poet, who first shewed to his country the example of regular
tragedy, and whose works the great Prince of Conde called
" The Breviary of kings."

In the former sectioB I eBdeavored to show, that no objects
are, in tHemselves, fitted to produce the emotiOBB af sublimity
or beauty, which are not productive of some simple emotion.
. In this, I have attempted to show, taat no composition of ob

jects or qualities is in flt,ct productive of such emotions, in
which an unity of character is not preserved. The slight
illustrations which I have now offered, are probably sufficient to
point out the truth of the general principle; but the applica
tion of it to the different arts of taste and the explanation of
the great rules of composition from this constitution of our
ua~re, are objects far beyond the limits of these Essays. I
must satisfy myself, therefore, with ollIJerving in general,that,
in all the fine arts, that .composition is most exeellent, in which
the differellt parts· most fll1ly unite in the production of one un·
mingled emotion, and that tbe taste the most perfect, where the
perception of this relatiOil of objects, in point of expression, is
most delieate and precise.

CONCLUsION.

I. The illustrations of the first chaptet" of this Essay are in
tended to show, that whenever the emotions of beauty or sub.

tai,n; ano;l. what is its effect 1 To defe».d what, ill our aulihor lin from. being
disposed1 But how only can his plays be rightly estimated; and for what
should some allowance be made 1 In the former section, what did our author
endeavor to show? What has he attl\<llPted to show in this 1 For what are
the slight illustrations now offered, probably sufficient; b¢ what~ objects
far belond the ~ts of these Essa)'ll1 With what general observation,
1herefore, must our author satisfy himself?
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limity are felt, that exercise of imagination is produced which
consists in the prosecution of a train of thought.

The illustrations in the second chapter are intended to point
out the distinction between such trains, and our ordinary trains
of thought, and to show that this difference consists, 1st, In the
ideas which compose them, being in all cases ideas of emotion;
and 2dly, In their posseBBing an uniform principle of connexion
through the whole of the train. The effect, therefore, which
is produced upon the mind, by objects of taste, may be con.
sidered as consisting in the production of a regular or consist.
ent train of ideas of emotion.

II. The account which I have now given of this effect, may,
perhaps, serve to point out an important distinction between the
emotions of taste, and all our different emotions of simple plea.
sure. In the case of these last emotions, no additional train
of thought is necessary. The pleasurable feeling follows im.
mediately the presence of the object or quality, and has no de.
pendence upon any thing for its perfection, but the sound state
of the sense by which it is received. The emotions of.joy,
pity, benevolence, gratitude, utility, propriety, novelty, &c.
might undoubtedly be felt, although we had no such power of
mind as that by which we follow out a train of ideas, and cer.
tainlf are felt in a thousand cases when this faculty is unem·
ployed.

In the case of the emotions of taste, on the other hand, it
seems evident, that this exel'Cise of mind is necessary, and th,.t
unless this train of thought is produced, these emotions are
unfelt. WhateTer may be the nature of that simple emotion
which any object is fitted to excite-whether that of gaiety,
tranquillity, melancholy, &c.-ifit produce not a train ofthought
in our minds, we are conscious only of that simple emotion.

What are the illustrations, in the first chapter of this Essay, intended to
s:how'! For what are the illustrations, in the second, intended '! In what,
therefore, ma.y the effect which is produced upon the mind be considered as'
consisting'! The account now given, may serve to point out what distinction '1
In the case of these last emotions, wha.t is not necessary; and why 'I How is
this illustrated 'I In the case of tlIe emotions of taste, on the other hand,
what seems evident 'I Wha.t two remarks follow'! If the author of our nil-

13
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Whenever, on the contrary, this train of thoughtJ or this exer.
cise of imagination is produced, we are conscious of an emo·
tion of a higher and more pleasing kind; and which, though
it is impossible to describe in language, we yet distinguish by
the name of the emotion of taste. If, accordingly, the author
of our nature had denied us this faculty of imagination, it
should seem that these emotions could not have been felt, and
that all our emotions would have been limited to those of sim·
pIe pleasure.

The emotions of taste may, therefore, be considered as distin.
guished fropl the emotions of simple pleasure, by being depend.
ent upon the exercise of our imagination; and though founded,
in all cases, Upon some gimple emotion, stilI requiring the em·
ployment of this faculty for their existence.

I~I. As in every operation of taste there are, thus, two dif.
ferent faculties employed, viz. some affeetion or emotion raised,
and the imagination excited to a train of thought correspond.
ing to this emotion, the peculiar pleasure which attends, and
which constitutes the emotions of taste, may naturally be con.
sidered as composed of the pleasures which separately att&Dd
the exercise of these faculties; or, in other words, as produced
by the union of pleasing emotion, with the pleasure which, by
the constitution of our nature, is annexed to tfl.e exercise of
imagination. That both these pleasures are felt in every ope.
ration of taste, seems to me very agreeable to common experi.
ence and observation.

1. That in every case of the emotioDs of subHmity or beauty,
that simple emotion of pleasure is felt, which arises from the
peculiar nature of. the object perceived, every man, I conceive,
may very easily satisfy himself. In any beautiful object, the
character of which is c~eerfulness, we are conscious of a feel.

ture had denied us this faculty of imagination, what would have been the
cODBequence'1 From what may the emotions of taste therefore be considered
as distinguished; and how'l In every object of taste, what two dift"ereDt
faculties llI"e employed'1 Of what may the peculilll" pleasure which attends.
and which coIllltitutes the emotions of taste, be conaideced as composed '1
That both these pleuuree lU"e felt in every operation gf taste lIeems agreeable
to what'1 Of what may every man very easily satisfy himself1 How is this
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iog of cheerfl1lness-in objects of melancholy, of a feeling of
sadness-in objects of utility, of a feeling of satisfaction and
complacence, similar to what we feel from objects of the same
kind when the emotion of beauty is not excited. In sublime
objects, in the same manner, whatever their character may
l!e, whether that of greatness, terror, power, &c. we are
conscious of the feelings of admiration, of awe, of humility,
&c. and of the same pleasures from the exercise of them,
which we feel in those cases where the emotion of sublimity
is not producelt. In the trains of thought which are not excited
Ify objects, either of sublimity or beauty, every man. knows
that the eharacter of ~hose trains is determined by the peculiar
Dature of the object; and instead of the emotions of taste
being attended with one uniform species of pleasure, every
man must have felt, that the sum of his pleasure is in a great
degree composed of the peculiar pleasure which the exercise
of different affections bring.

2. That there is a pleasure, also annexed, by the constitution
of our nature, to the exercise of imagination, is .a proposition
which Beems to require very little illustration. In common
opinion, the employment of imagination is always supposed to
communicate delight; when we yield to its power, we are con.
sidered as indulging in a secret pleasure; and every superiority,
in the strength or sensibility of this faculty, is believed to be
attended with a similar increase in the happiness of human life.
Nor is this persuasion of the connexion of pleasure with the
exercise of imagination, confined to those cases where the mind
is employed in contemplating images of joy only; for even in
those men whose constitution disposes them to gloomy or me.
lancholy thought, we have still a belief that there is some secret
and fascinating charm in the disposition which they indulge,
and that, in this operation of mind itself, they find a pleasure

illustrated from objects of beauty, of melancholy, of utility, and of sublimity ?
In the trains of thought which are excited by objects, either of sublimity or
beauty, what docs every man know; and what must every one have felt 1
What other proposition seems to require very little illustration? In common
opinion, what is the employment of im~ination~ways supposed to comnlU
nicate I and what followal Of this persuasion of the connexion of pleasure
with the exercise of imagination, what is observed; and why'! What stale
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which more than compensates for all the pain which the eha..
racter of their thoughts may bring. There,is a state of mind,
also, which every man must ha.ve felt, when, without llDy par.
ticular object of meditation, the imagination seems to retire
from the realities of life, and to wander amid a creation of
its own-when the most varied and dis,cordant scenes rise as
by enchantment before the mind; and when all the other facul.
ties of our nature seem gradually to be obscured, to give, to
this creation of fancy, a more radiant glow. With what de.
light such employments of imagination are attended, the young
and the romantic can tell, to whom they are often more dear
than all the real enjoyments of life; and who, from the noise

. and tumult of vulgar joy, often hasten to retire to solitude and
silence, where they may yield, with security, to these illusions
of imagination, and indulge again their visionary bliss.

On a subject of this kind, however, when illustration is, per
haps, less important than description, I am happy to be able to
transcribe a passage, which will render unnecessary every
illustration that I can give. It is a passage from a posthumous
work of M. Rousseau, in which he describes his mode of life,
during a summer which he passed in the island of St. Pierre,
in the middle of the little lake of Bienne.

" Quand Ie beau telJ.!B m'invitoit, j'allois me jetter seul dans
"un bateau que je conduisois au milieu du lac, quand l'eau
" Moit calme, et la, m'etendant tout de mon long dans Ie bateau,
"les yeux tournes vers Ie ciel, je me laissois aller et deriver
"lentement au gre de l'eau, quelquefois pendant plusieurs
" heures, plonge dans mille reveries confuses, mais delicieuses,
" et qui sans avoir aucun objet bien determine ni constant, ne
" laissoient pas d'etre a mon gre cent fois preferables a tout ce
"que j'avois trouve de plus doux dans ce qu'on appelle les
" plaisirs de la .vie.-

" ---,Quand Ie soir approchoit, je descendois, des cimes de
" Ie l'isle, et j'allois volontiers m'asseoir au bord du lac, silr la
" greve -dans quelque asyle cache; la Ie bruit des vagues, et

of mind also, must every man have felt 1 Who can tell with what delight
such employments of imagination are attended; and what is observed of the
estimation in which they are held by them 1 On this subject what is our'
author happy to be able to do; and where is it found 1 Repeat the passage.
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" I'agitation de l'eau fixant mes sens, et chassant de mon ame
"toute autre agitation, la plongeoient dans une reverie deli
" cieuse, ou la nuit me surprenoit souvent sans que je m'en
"fusse appercu. Le flux et reflux de cette eau, son blvit
" continu, mais renfle par intervalles, frappant sans relache mon
" oreille et mes yeux, suppleoient aux mouvemens internes que
" 111. rllverie eteignoit en moi, et suffisoient pour me faire sentir
"avec plaisir mon existence, sans prendre la peine de pen
"ser.---
"-Tel est l'etat ou je me suis trouve 80uvent al'isle

"de St. Pierre dans mes reveries solitaires, soit couche dans
" man bateau que je laissois deriver au gre de l'eau, soit assis
"sur les rives du lac agite, soit aillem's au bord d'une belle
" riviere, ou d'un ruisseau murmurant sur Ie gravier. Telle
" est 111. maniere dont j'ai passe man terns, durant Ie sejour que
" j'y ai fait. Qu'on me dise Ii present ce qu'il y a lad'assez
"attrayant pour exciter dans mon crnur des regrets si vifs, si
" tendres, et si durables, qu'au bout de quinze ans il m'est 00
" possible de songer a cette habitation cherie, sans m'y sentir
" achaque fOlS transporter encore par les elans du desir.---

"---J'ai pense quelquefois assez profondement, mais
"rarement avec plaisir, presque toujeurs contre man gre, et
" comme par force; la reverie me delasse et m'amuse, la reflex.
"ion me fatigue et m'attriste. Quelquefois mes reveries
" finissent par meditation, mais plus souvent mes meditations
" finissent par la reverie; et durant ces egaremens mon arne
"ene et plane dans l'univers SUI" les aHes de 'l'OOagination,
" dans des extases qui passent toute autre jouissance.

" Tant que je goutai celle.la dans toute sa p':lrete, toute autre
"occupation me fut toujours insipide. Mais quand une fois,
" jette dans la camere litteraire, .par des impulsions etrangers,
" je sentis la fatigue du travail d'esprit, et l'importunite d'une
"celebrite malheureuse, je sentis en meme terns languir et
" s'attiedir mes douces reveries, et bientot force de m'occuper
"malgre moi de ma triste situation, je ne pus plus retrouver,
" que bien rarement, ces cheres extases, qui durant cinquante
" ans m'avoient tenu lieu de fortune et de gloire; et sans autre
" depense que celIe du terns, m'lI.voient rendu dans l'oisievete
.. Ie plus heureux des mortels." - Les Reveries, Promenade 5 et 7.
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If it is allowed, then, that there is a pleasure annexed, by the
constitution of our nature, to the exercise of imagination; and
if the illustrations in the first chapter are just, which are intend.
ed to show, that when this exerCIse of mind is not produced,
the emotions of taste are unfelt, and that when it is increased,
these emotions are increased with it, we seem to possess suffi
cient evidence to conclude, that this pleasure exists, and forms
a part of that peculiar pleasure which we receive from objects
of sublimity and beauty.

The pleasure, therefore, which accompanies the emotions of
taste, may be considered not as a simple, but as a complex
ple8.l3ure; and as arising, not from any separate and peculiar
sense, but from the union of the pleasure of SIMPLE EMOTION,

with that which is annexed, by the constitution of the human
mind, to the exercise of bAGINATION.

IV•. The distinction which thus appears to subsist between
the emotions of simple pleasure, and that complex pleasure,
which accompanies the emotions of taste, seems to require a
similar distinction is philo80phicallanguage. I believe, indeed,
that the distinction is actually to be found in the common Ian.
guage of conversation; and I apprehend that the term DELIGHT

is very generally used to express the p~culiar pleasure which
attends the emotions of taste, in contradistinction to the general
term pleantre, which is appropriated to simple emotiOD. We
are pl£ased, we say, with the gratification of any appetite or
affection-with food when hungry, and with rest when tired
with the gratification of curiosity, of benevolence, or of resent.
ment. But we say, we lIle delighted with the prospect of a
beautiful landscape, with the sight of a fine statue, with bear.
ing a pathetic piece of music, witb the perusal of a celebrated
~oem. In these cases the term deligllt is used to denote that

If what has been said be a1Iowed to be true, to form what conclusion does
there seem to be sufficient evidence 'I How may the pleasure, therefore, which
accompanies taste be considered; and as arising from what 1 What does
.the distinction, which is thus found to exist, seem to require 1 Where does our
author believe that this distinction ia actually found; and of the term delight
what does he apprehend 1 How is this remark illustrated 1 In thellC cases, to
denote what, is the term delight used 'I Of this distinction what does our
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pleasure which arises from sublimity and beauty, and to distin.
guish it from those .simpler pleasures which arise from objects
that are only agreeable. I acknowledge, indeed, that -this dis.
tinction is not very accurately adhered to in common language,
because, in most cases, either of the terms equally expresses our
meaning; but I apprehend, that the observation of it is suffi·
ciently general, to shew some consciousness in mankind of a
difference between these pleasures, and to justify such a dis
tinction in philosophical language as may express it.

If I were permitted therefore, I should wish to appropriate
the term delight, to signify the peculiar pleasure which attends
the emotions of TASTE, or which is felt, WHEN THE IMAGINATION

IS EMPLOYED IN THE PBOSECUTION OF A BEGULAB TBAIN OF IDEAS

OF ElIlOTION.

author acknowledge; and why 'I But what does he apprehend 'I WhQ.t ap
propriation does he desire should be made of the term delight 'I



ESSAY II.

OF THE SUBLIMITY AND BEAU'ry OF THE

MATERIAL WORLD.

CHAPTER. 'I.

INTRODUCTORY.

IF the illustrations in the preceding Essay are just, if that
exercise of mind which takes place when the emotions of beauty
or sublimity are felt consists in the prosecution of a regular train
of ideas of emotion, and if no other objects are in fact produc
tive of the emotions of taste, but such as are fitted to produce
some simple emotion, there arises a question of some difficulty,
and of very considerable importance, mz. What is the source
of the SUBLIMITY and BEAUTY of the MATERIAL WORLD?

It cannot be doubted, that many objects of the material world
are productive of the emotions of sublimity and beauty: some of
the fine arts are altogether employed about material objects;
and far tbe greater part of the instances of beauty or sublimity
which occur in every man's experience, are found in matter, or
in some of its qualities.

On the other hand, I think it must be allowed, that matter, in
itself, is unfitted to produce any kind of emotion. The various

Under what circumstances, does a question of some difficulty arise; and _
what is it 'I What cannot be doubted 1 How is this illustrated 'I On the
other hand, what must be allowed 'I How is this illugtrate~'! What language,

, 14
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qualities of matter are known to us only by means of our ex~
ternal senses; but all that such powers of our nature convey~

is sensation and perception; and whoever will take the trouble
of attending to the effect which such qualities, when simple
and unassociated, produce upon his mind, will be satisfied, that
in no case do they produce emotion, or the exercise of any of
his affections. The common language of mankind upon this
subject, perfectly coincides with this observation. Such quali
ties, when simple, are always spoken of as producing sensa
tion, but in no case as producing emotion; and although per
haps the general word feeling, as applied both to our e~ternal

and internal senses, may sometimes be used ambiguously, yet
if we attend to it, ~e shall find, that, ~ith regard to material
qualities, it is uniformly used to express sensation, and that if
we substitute emotion for it, every man will perceive the mis.
take. The smell of a rose, the color of scarlet, the taste of a
pine-apple, when spoken of merely as qualities, and abstracted
from the objects in which they are found, are said to produce
agreeable sensations, but not agreeable emotions. In the same
manner, the smell of assafretida, or the taste of aloes, when
spoken of as abstract qualities, are uniformly said to produce
unpleasing sensations, but not unpleasing emotions. ,If we
could conceive ourselves possessed of those powers only which
we have by means of our external senses, I apprehend there
can be no doubt, that, in such a case, the qualities of matter
would produce only sensation and perception; that such sen
sations might be either pleasing or painful, but that, in no case,
could they be attended with any emotion. .

---( But although the qualities of matter are, in theInselves, inca-
pable of producing emotion, or the exercise of any affection,
yet it is obvious that they may produce this effect, from their
association with other qualities; being, either the signs or ex-

perfectly coincides with this obolervation'1 How are such qualities, when
simple, always spoken of; and of the general wordfeeling, what is observed '1
What observation on the smell of the rose, o~ aesafmtida, &C. follows'1 H we
could conceive ourselves poeeeseed of thOlle powers only which we have by
means of our external senses, of what would there be no doubt'1 Though
the qualities of matter are, in themselves, incapable of producing emotion,
yet haw may they produce this effect; and why'? From the human body,
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pressions of such qualities as are fitted, by the constitution of
our nature, to produce emotion. Thus, in the human body, \
particular forms or colors are the signs of particular p8B8ions
or affections. In works of art, particular forms are the signs
of dexterity, of taste, of convenience, of utility. In the works
of nature, particular sounds and colors, &c. are the signs of
peace, or danger, or plenty, or desolation, &c. In such cases,
tbe constant connexion whicl,1 we discover between the sign
and the thing signified, between the material quality and the
quality productive of emotion, renders, at last, the one expres.
sive to us of the other, and very often disposes us to attribute
to the sign, that effect which is produced only by the quality
signified.

That such associations are formed with material qualities,
every man has sufficient evidence in his own experience; and
tbere are many causes which may be assigned, both of the
extent and of the universality of such associations. I shall
remark a few of these, without pretending to an accurate enu.
meration.

1. All those external objects, which, from their nature or
constitution, are productive to us, either of use, of convenience,
or of pleasure, or which in any other way are fitted to produce
emotion, are known and distinguished by their qualities of form
and color. Such qualities, therefore, are naturally, and even
necessarily expressive to us of those uses, or conveniences, or
pleasures. It is by them that we become acquainted with the
subjects from which such utilities arise; it is by them that we
learn to distinguish such subjects from one another; and as
they are the permanent signs of these several utilities, they
affect us with the same emotion which the utilities signified by
them are fitted to produce. The material qualities, for instance,
which distinguish a ship, a plough, a printing-pres!!, or a musical

from works of art, and from works of nature, how is this remark illustrated 1
In such cases, what is the effect of the constant connexion which we diacover
between the sign and the thing signified, &c. 1 That such lli!8OCiations arc
formed with material qualities, in what has every man sufficient evidence;
and what remark follows1 What only will Our author rema"k? What ob
jects are known and distinguished by their qualities of form and color; and
of such qualities, what is observed 1 By them, with what do we become
;\cquaintro, what do we learn, and what follows 1 How is this remark ilIus-
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instrument, do not afford us the perception of certain colors
or forms only, but along with- this perception they bring the
conception of the different uses or pleasures which· such com
positions of material qualities produce, and excite in us the
same emotion with the utilities or pleasures thus signified. As, in
this manner, the utilities or pleasures of all external objects are
expressed to us by their material signs of color and of form,
such signs are naturally productive of the emotions which pro
perly arise from the qualities signified.

2. The qualities of design, of wisdom, of skill, are uniformly
expressed to us by certain qualities of form, and certain com.
positions of forms, colors, and sounds. Such qualities, there
fore, or compositions of qualities, become the signs of design,
or wisdom, or skill, and, like all other signs, affect us with
the same emotion we receive from the qualities signified.

3. All our knowledge of the minds ofother men, and oftheir
various qualities, is gained by means of material signs. Power,
strength, wisdom, fortitude, justice, benevolence, magnanimity,
gentleness, tenderness, love, &c. are all known to U8 by means
of the external signs of them in the countenance, gesture, or
voice. Such material signs are therefore very early associated
in our minds with the qualities they signify; and as they are
constant and invariable, become soon productive to us of the
same emotions with the qualities themselves.

In the same manner, the characters, the dispositions, the in.
stincts of all the various tribes of animals, are known to us by
certain signs in their frame, or voice, or gesture. Such signs
become therefore expressive to us of these characters, or in.
stincts, or dispositions, and affect us with all the emotions which
such qualities are fitted to produce.

4. Besides these immediate expressions of qualities of mind
by material signs, there are others which arise from resem.
blance, in which the qualities of matter become ~ignificant to us

trated ~ What observation follows 1 How are the qualities of design, of
wisdom, or of skill, uniformly expressed to us 1 Of such qualities. therefore,
what is observed 1 How is all our knowledge of the minds of other men
gainerl1 How is this illustrated 1 Of such material signa, what is remark
ed 1 In the same manner, what are known to us, :l.nd by what1 Of what do
l1Iese signs become expressive; and how do 'hey affect us 1 Besides these,
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Qf some aff~cting or interesting quality of mind. We learn
from experience, that certain qualities of mind are signified by
certain qualities of body. When we find similar qualities of
body in inanimflte matter, we are apt to attribute to them the
same expression, and to conceive them as signifying the 881118

qualities in this case, as in those cases where they derive their
expression immediately from mind. Thus, strength and deli.
cacy, boldness and modesty, old age and youth, &c. are all ex.
pressed by particular material signs in the human form, and in
many cases by similar signs in the forms of animals. When
we find similar appearances in the forms of inanimate matter,
we are disposed to consider them as expressive of the same
qualities, and to regard them with similar emotions. The uni.
versality of such associations is evident from the structure of
the rudest languages. The strength of the oak, the delicacy
of the myrtle, the boldness of a rock, the modesty of the violet,
&c., are expressions common in all languages, and so common
that they are scarcely in any considered as figurative; yet every
man knows, that strength and weakness, boldness and modesty,
are qualities, not of matter, but of mind, and that without our
knowledge of mind, it is impossible that we should ever have
had any conception of them. How much the effect of de
scriptions .of natural scenery arises from that personification,
which is founded upon such associations, I believe there is no
man of common taste who must not often have been sensible.

5. Weare led, by the constitution of our nature, .also, to
perceive resemblance.s between our sensations and emotions,
and of consequence between the objects that produce them.
Thus, there is some analogy between the sensation of gradual
ascen,t, and the emotion of ambition-between the sensation of
gradual descent, and the emotion of decay-between the lively
sensation of sunshine, and the cheerful emotion of joy-be.
tween the painful sensation of darkness, and the dispiriting emo-

what others are there 1 What do we learn from experience; and what remark
follows 1 How is this remark illustrated 1 ·When we find similar appear
ances in the forms of inanimate matter, what is the consequence ~ From
what is the universality of such associations evident 1 How is this illus
trated 1 Of what must every man of commOn taste, often have been sensible 'I
What other resemblances are we, by the constitution of our nature also, led
to perceive1 How is this remark fully illufirated 1 Of the objects, there-
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tion of sorrow. In the same manner, there are analogies be
tween silence and tranquillity-between the lustre of morning,
and the gaiety of hope-between softness of coloring, and gen.
tleness of character-between slenderness of form, and deli.
cacy of mind, &c. The objects, therefore, which produce such
sensations, though in themselves not the immediate signs of
such interesting or affecting qualities, yet in consequence of
this resemblance, become gradually expressive of them, and if
not always, yet at those times at least, when we are under the
dominion of any emotion, serve to bring to our minds the
images of all those affecting or interesting qualities, which we
have been accustomed to suppose they resemble. How exten.
sive this source of association is, may easily be observed, in
the extent of such kinds of figurative expression in every Ian.
guage.

6. Besides these, language itself is another very important
cause of the extent of such associations.-The analogies be.
tween the qualities ofmatter, and the qualities ofmind, which any
individual might discover or observe, might perhaps be few, and
must of course be limited by his situation and circumstances;
but the use of language gives, to every individual who employs
it, the possession of all the analogies which so many ages have
observed, between material qualities, and ~ualities capable of
producing emotion~ Of how much consequence this is, may
be discovered in the different impressions which are made by
the same objects on the common people whose vocabulary is
limited by their wants, and on those who have had the advan.
tage of a liberal education.

7. To all these sources of associations is to be added, that
which is peculiar to every individual. There is scarcely any
man who has not, from accident, from the events of his life, or
from the nature of his studies, connected agreeable or interest.
ing recollections with particular colors, or sounds, or forms, and
to whom such sounds or colors, &c. are not pleasing from such

fore, which produce such associations, what is observed? From what may
the extent of this source of association be perceived? What is another very
important cause of the extent of such associations? How is this illustrated?
In what may the importance of this be discovered? To these sources of asso
ciation what i, to be added? What illustration of this remark follows? How
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an assoCIatIon. They affect us, in some measure, as the signs
of thes,e interesting qualities, and, as in other cases, produce in
us the same emotion with the qualities they signify.

These observations are probably sufficient to show the nu.
merous and extensive associations we have 'with matter and its
various qualities, as well as to illustrate some of thE! means by
which it becomes significant or, expressive to us of very differ.
ent, and far more interesting qualities than those it possesses in
itself. By means of the connexioh, or resemblance, which sub.
sists between the qualities of matter, and qualities capable of
producing emotion, the perception of the one immediately, and
very often irresistibly, suggests the idea of the other; and so
early are these associations formed, that it requires afterwards
some pains to separate this connexion, and to prevent us from
attributing to the sign, that effe~t which is produced alone by
the quality signified.

,Whatever may be the truth of these observations, it cannot,
at least, be doubted, that the qualities of matter are often asso.

, ciated with others, and that they affect us in such cases, like
all other signs, by leading our imaginations to the qualities they
signify. It seems to be equally obvious, that in all cases
where matter, or any of its qualities, produ~es the emotions of
sublimity or beauty, this effect must arise, either from those
material qualities themselves, from their being fitted by the
constitution of our nature to produce such emotions: or from
some other qualities with which they are associated, and of
which they operate as the signs or expressions.

It should seem, therefore, that a very simple, and a very ob
vious principle is sufficient to guide our investigation into the
source of thellUblimity and beauty of the qualities of matter.
If these qualities are, in themselves, fitted to produce the emo·
tions of sublimity or beauty, or, in other words, are in them.
selves beautiful and sublime, I think it is obvious that they
must produce these emotions, independently of any association.

do these aft'ect llil 1 For what are these observations, probably, su1licient?
By means of what connexion, does the perception of the one often suggest the
idea of the other; and what follows? Whatever may be the truth of these
observations, what cannot be doubted 'J What seems to be equally obvious 'J
What, therefore, should seem evident'J If these qualities are, in themselves,
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If, OIl the contrary, it is found that the., qualities only pro
duce such emotioll8 when they are associated with intereating
or affecting qualities, IUld that when such associatiou are de.
stroyed, they no longer produce the same emotions, I think it
must also be allowed, that their beauty or sublimity is to be
ascribed, not to the material, but to the associated qualities.

That this is in reality the case, I shall endeavor to show,
by a great variety of illustrations. It is necessary, however,
for me to premise, that I am 'Very far from considering the in
quiries which follow, as a complete examination of the subject.
They are indeed QIlly detached observations on the sublimity
u4 beauty of some of the most important classes of material
qualities,but which, however imperfect they may severally be,
yet seem to possess considerable weight from their collective
evidence.

fitted to produce the emotions of sublimity or beauty, what is obvious 1 What
remark fo1l0Wll1 How i8 it to be shown that this is, in reality, the case 'I
What is it~ to premiae 1 Of these what is obeerved'l
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CHAPTER H.

ON THE SUBLIMITY AND BEAUTY OF SOUND.
, .

113

THE senses by which we chiefly discover beauty or !lubli~ty

in material objects, are HEARING and SEEING.
The objects of the first are SOUNDS, whether smPLE or COM

lOSED.
The objects of the second are, COLORS, FORMS, and MOTI9N.

SECTIQN I.'

OF SIMPLB SQ.UNDS.

I shall begin with considering some of those instances, where
simple sounds are productive of the emotions of sublimity 01'
beauty. Such sounds are capable of many divisions, but it
may be sufficient at present, to consider them in the, 101l0wing
order-

1. Sounds that occur in inanimate nature.
2. The notes of animals.
3. The tones of the human voice.

PART I.

OF MISCELLANEOUS SOUNl'II.

OF the first class, or of those miscellaneous sounds that OCC\l1'
in inanimate nature, there are many which produce emotions I)f
sl)blimity lIDd beauty.

By what senses chiefly, do we discover beauty or suhlimity in material ob
jects'l What are the objects of the first 'I What, of the second 'I With
conaidering what does ou, author begin; and what is observed of them 'J In
what order are tlrey to be considered 'J

Of the first class of those miscellaneous lOunds that occur in inanimate
nature, what is observed 'I In the .first place, wful,t sounds are, in gezieral,

16
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I. 1. All sounds in general are SVBLIXB, which are ass0

ciated with ide88 of danger; such 88 thehowling of a storm,
the murmuring of an earthquake-the report of artillery-the
explosion of thunder, &c.

2. All sounds are in general sublime, which are 8880Ciated
• with ide88 of great power or might; such as the noise of a tor.

rent-the fall of a cataract-the uproar of a tempest-the ex
plosion of gunpowder-the d88hing of the waves, &c.

3. All sounds, in the same manner, are sublime, which are
8880ciated with ide88 of majesty, or solemnity, or deep melan
choly, or any other strong emotion; such 88 the sound of the
trumpet, and all other warlike instruments--the note of the or
gan-tbe sound of the curfew~the tolling of the p88sing bell,
&e.

That the sublimity of such sounds arises from the ideas of
danger, or power, or majesty, &c. which are associated with
them, and not from the sounds themselves, or from any original
fitiless in such sounds, to produce this emotion, seems to be
obvious from the following considerations :

1. Such sounds, instead of having any permanent 'or definite
character of sublimity, vary in their effect with the qualities
they happen to express, and assume different characters, accord.
ing to the nature of these ,qualities.

If sounds in themselves were sublime, it might reasonably
be expected in this, as in every other case of sense, that their
difference of effect would be strictly proportioned to their dif.
fe~nce of character, and that sounds of the same kind or cha
racter would invariably produce the same emotion. The fol.
lowing instances, however, seem to show, that no specific chao
racter of sublimity belongs to mere BOund, and that the same
sounds may produce very different kinds of emotion, according
to the qualities with which we 88sociate them.

The sound of thunder is, perhaps of all others in nature, the
most sublime. In the generality of mankind, this sublim:ity is

sublime; and what examples are given 'I What, in the second place j and
what are the examples'l In the third place, what sounds are sublime; and
what are examples 'I From what does the sublimity of such sounds arise j

and from what does it not 'I Of such sounds what is remarked 'I H sounds
in themselves were sublime, what mijJht reasonably be expected 'I What,
however, do the following instances seem to show'! How is this illustrated in
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rounded on awe, and some degree of terror; yet how diB'erent
is the emotion which it gives to the peasant who sees at last,
after a long drought, the consent of heaven to his prayers for
rain-to the philosopher, who from the height of the Alps, hears
it roll beneath his feet-to the soldier, who, under the impres
sion ofancient superstition, welcomes it, upon the moment of en
gagement, as the omen of victory! in all these cases, the sound
itself is the same; but how different the nature of the sub~

limity it produces! The report of artillery is sublime, from the
images hoth of power and of danger we associate with it. The
noise of an engagement heard from a distance is dreadfully
sublime. The firing of a review is scarcely more than mag.
nificent. The sound of a real skirmish between a few hundred
men, would be more suhlime than all the noise of a feigned
engagement between a hundred thousand men. The strag
gling fire of a company of soldiers upon a field.day, is con
temptible,. and always excites laughter. The straggling fire of
the same number of men, in a riot, would be extremely sub
lime, and perhaps more terrible than an uniform report.

The howling of a tempest is powerfully sublime from many
associations; yet how different to the inhabitant of the land,
and the sailor, who is far from refuge-to the inhabitant of the
shelteredpll;lin, and the traveller bewildered in the mountains
to· the poor man who has nothing to lose, and the wealthy,
whose fortunes are at the mercy of the storm! In all these
cases, the sound itself is the same, bat the nature of
the sublimity it produces is altogether. different, and corres·
ponds, not to the effect upon the organ of hearing, but to the
character or situations of the men by whom it is heard, and the
different qualities of which it is expressive to them.

The sound of a cascade is almost always sublime; yet no
man ever felt in it the same species of sublimity, in a fiuitful
plain, and in a wild and romantic country-in the pride of sum.
mer, and the desolation of winter--in the hours of gaiety; or

the ease of thunder 'I How is it farther illustrated from the report of artillery 'i
Of the effect of the howling of a tempest upon different individtmls, what is
obeerved'l Of the sound itself, in all these Calles, what is remarked 'I Te
what does the sublimity which it produces, correspond 'I Of the degrees of
sUbli,mity of the sound of a cascade, what is observed 'I What is rellUlrked of
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tranquillity, or elevation, and in seasons ofmelancholy, oranxi·
ety, or despair. The sound of a trumpet is often sublime; but
how different the sublimity in the day of battle-in the march
of an army in peace, or amid the splendors of a procession.
There are few simple sounds more sublime than the repon of
a cannon; yet every one must have felt the different emotions
of sublimity with which the same sound affects him, and at the
same intervals, in moments of public sorrow, or public reo
joicing.

In these, and in many other instances that might be men·
tioned, the nature of the emotion that we experience, correa·
ponds not to the nature of the sound itself, but to the nature of
the association we connect with it; and is in· fuet altogether
the same with the ~motion which the same quality produces,
when unaccompanied with sound. If sounds' in themselvell
were fitted, by the constitution of oUr nature, to produce- these
emotions, it would seem that greater uniformity would be found
in their effects; that the difference of their effects would 'be
proportioned to the difference of their nature as sounds; '1lDd
that the .same sounds would permanently produce the same
emotion. \

2. If any particular sounds are fitted, by our constitution, to
produce the emotion of sublimity, it seems irnpoBBible that
sounds of a contrary kind should produce the same emotion.
If, on the contrary, the sublimity of sounds arises frorn -the
qualities we associate with them, it may reasonably be -ex.
pected, that sounds of all kinds will produce this emotion, when
they are expressive of such qualities as are in themselves
sublime. Many very familiar observations seem to illustrate
this point.

The most general character, perhaps, of sublimity ~ sonnds,
i,s that of loudness; and there are, doubtless, many instances

\he sound of a trumpet; and of the report of a cannon 1 In these, and in .
many other inBtancea that might be mentioned, of the nature of the emotion
that we experience, what is remarked 1 If BOunds, in themllClves were ttted,
by the coDBtitution of our nature, to produce these emotions, what ,,"ould
ICem to follow 1 If any particular BOunds are fitted, by the constitutIOn of
our nature, to produce the emotion of sublimity, what seems impossible; and,
on the contrary, what is remarked 1 What is, perhaps, the most general
cllal'ac:ter ofsublimity in sounds; and of it what is remarked 'I Yet, of what
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where SUM sounds are COlJltaDtly :sublime: yet thMe .8J'e

many instances also, where thecentrary quality of sounds is
also sublime; and when this'happens,it will universally be wund,
that such sounds are associated with ideas of power or danger,
or some other qu tlity capable .of exciting strong emotion.
The loud and tumultuous sound of B stonn is undoubtedly
sublime ; .but therE) is a low and feeble sound· which frequently
precedes it, more sublime, in reality, than all the uproar of the
8tonn itself, and which has, accordingly, been frequently made
use of by.poets in heightening their descriptiollS of fllich ICeDeS.

Along the woods, along the moorish fens
Sighs the sad genius of the coming storm,
.And up aUlosg the~ disjointed c:WI'a
And fractured mountaiDa wide, the bra.wling brOllk
And cave, presageful, Bend a hollow moan,
'Resounding lo .•g in fancy'aUstening ear.
'l'hen-eomes the father of the tempect fortb,&e.

Tb7uon's Winter.

" 6id you never observe," 'says Mr. Gray in a letter to a friend,
"'while rocking tDinds are piping load, that pause, as the gust is
u recollElCting' itself, and rising "upon the ear in a shrill and
" plaintive note, like the swelt of an '..Eolian harp'? I do 1lSIlUre
.. you there is nothing in the world- so like the votee 'of a spirit."
Such' a sound, in itself, is inconsideTabte, lind' resembles many
others Which are very far from being sublime; but as the fore
runner of the storm, and the sign of all the imagery we eon.
nect with it, it i!r sublime in a very great degree. There is in

,the same manner said to be a low rumbling noise preceding an
earthquake, in itself, very inconsiderable, and generally likened
to some' very contemptible sounds; yet in snch a situation, and
with all the images of danger and horror to which it leads, I

, question whetlter there is any other sound so dreadfully sublime.
The soft' and placid tone of the human voice is surely not
sublime; yet in the following passage, which of the. great

aIao, are there many installcee; and ""'hen this happens, with what arll they
always found to be a.ociated 1 What illustration ~IloW!l1 Repeat the pas
sage here introduced from Thomaon's Winter. What says Mr. Gray, in a
letter to a friend 1 Of such a sound, what is observed1 What is remarked
of the low rumbling noise that precedes an earthquake 1 Of the effect of the
10ft and placid tone of the hlUlW1 voice, in the following pusage, what is
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images that preeede is so powerfully so1 'It is a pusage from
the first book of Kings, in which the Deity is descr bed as ap
pearing to the prophet Elijah. '.' And he said, Go forth, and
"lItand upon the mount before the Lord. And behold, the
"Lofd palllled by, and a great and strong wind rent the moun
" tains, and brake in pieces the rocks before the Lord; but
"the Lord W88 not in the wind: and after the wind an earth
" quake; but the Lord was not in the earthquake: and after
" the earthquake a fire; but the Lord was not in the fire: and
" after the fire a 8tilllflllJ1l mice. And it was so, when Elijah
"heard it, that he wrapped his face in his mantle."---

Another great division of sounds is into grave and acute. If
either of these classes of sound is sublime in itself, it should
follow, according to the general laws of sensation, that the
other should not be so. In fact, however, the sublime is found
in both, and perhaps it may be difficult to say to which of them
it most permanently belongs. Instances of Uus kind are within
the reach of every person's observation.

In the same manner, it may be observed, that the most com
mon, and, in general, the most insignificant sounds become
sublime, whenever they are associated with images belonging
to power, o~ d~er, or melancholy; or any other strong emo
tion, although in other cases they affect us with no emotion
whatever. There is scarcely in nature a more trifling sound
than the buzz of flies, yet I believe there is no man of com
mon taste, who, in the deep silence of a summer's noon, has
not found something strikingly sublime in this inconsiderable
sound. The falling of a drop of water, produces, in general,
a very insignificant and unexpressive sound; yet sometimes in
vaults, and in large cathedrals, a single drop is heard to fall at
intervals, from the roof, than which, I know not if there is a
single sound more strikingly sublime. One can scarcely men-

ob8erved'l Repeat the passage. What is another great division of sounds'l
If either of these classes of sounds is sublime in itself, what should follow'l
What, however, is the fact; and what might be a difficult task 'l When do
the most common, and, in general, the most insignificant sounds, become
sublime'l How is this illustrated from the buzz of t1ies, the falling of a drop
of water, and tile sound of a hammer? Repeat the passage in which Sbaks
peare bas made the la8t remarkably sublime. What is observed of the solUId
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tion a sound less productive of the subliine, than the sound of
a hammer. How powerfully, however, in the following de·
scnption, has Shakspeare made this vulgar sound sublime!

From camp to camp, through the foul womb of night,
The hum of either army stilly sounds,
That the fix'd sentinels almost receive
The secret whispers of ew:h other's watch.
Fire anewel'B fire, a.nd through their pely flames
Each battle sees the other's umber'd face :
Steed answertl steed in high a.nd boutful neighs
Piercing the earth's dull ear, a.nd from the teme
The armorel'B accomplishing the knights
With busy hammers, closing rivets up,
Give dreadful note of preparation.

HenryV. Act iii. Olonu.

The sound of oars in water is surely very far from being
sublime, yet in a tragedy of Thomson's, this sound is made
strikingly sublime, when, in the pe~on of a man who had been
left by the treachery of his companions upon a desert island,
he describes the horrors he felt, when he first found his being
deserted: and adds, .

I never heard
A ~und 10 dismal lIB their parting oars.-

Instances of the same kind are so numerous, that it is unne·
cessary to insist upon them. If sounds are sublime in them
selves, independently of all association, it seems difficult to ac·
count for contrary sounds producing the same effect, and for
the same sounds producing differing effects, according to the
associations with which they are connected.

3. When such associations are dissolved, the sounds them.
selves cease to he sublime. There are many cases, undoubt.
edly, in which this experiment cannot be made, because in
many cases the connexion hetween such sounds, and the qua
lities they indicate, is constant and invariahle. The connexion
between the sound of thunder, of a whirlwind, of a torrent, of
an earthquake, and the qualities of power, or danger, or aw.

of 0lU'II in water I in a Tragedy of Thomson's; and under what circum·
Itancea1 If lOunds are sublime in themselves, independently of aD lIMOCia
tion, to lIlCCOunt for what seems difficult1 When such lIMOCiations are cWt
101ved, what is the ccnsequmce 1 Why are there many ea- in which this
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tUlnesat wbieb tbey signify, aad which the objects themselves
permanewly involve, is established not by man, but by nature.
It h8lf DO depeoctence upon bis will, BDd cannot be affected by
any disoipline of his imagination. It is no wonder, therefore,
while such connexions are so permanent, that the sublimity
which belongs to the qualities of the objects themselves, should
be attributed to their external signs, and that such signs should
be considered in themselves as fitted to produce this emotion.
The only cue in which these associations are, polIitively dis
solved, is when, by someenor of judgment, we either mistake
some different sound for the sound of any of these objects, or
are imposed upon by some imitation of these sounds. In such
cases, I think it will not be denied, that when we discover our
,mistake, the sounds are no -longer sublime.

There is nothing more common than for people who are
,afraid of thunder, to mistake some very common and indiffer
ent sound for it; as the rumbling of a cart, or the rattling of a
c~iage. While their mistake contmues, they feel the sound
to be sublime; but the moment'they are undeceived, they are
the first to laugh at their error, and to ridicule the sound which
occasioned it. Children at first are as much alarmed at the
ihunder of a stage, as at real thunder. Whenever they find
thl!1 it is OQly a deception, they amuse themselves with mimick.
ing it. It may be observed also, that very young children show
no symptoms of fear or admiration at thunder, unless, perhaps,
when it is painfully loucl, or when they see other people alarmed
about them; obviously from their not having yet associated

'with it the idea of danger: and .perhap..'1, ,a.lso, because their
imagination assists the report, and makes it appear much louder
than it really is-a circumstance which ll.ee~ to be confirmed
~y the common mistake they make of very inconsiderable

uperimeut caIUlot be 1Da4l.e'l ~ow is ill. reDlark iU,*rated'l Why is Ulis
the case'l What, therefore, is not a matter of .wonder 'I What is the only
ease in which these lIBBOCiations are positively dissolved 'I In such cases,
wbai willllot be deaired'l What mistake do people very commonly make ;
and of it what is observed 'I How is thill illustrated in children 'I What may
also be observed of very young children 'I Why is this the case 'I In what
countries are mistakes, in the same manner, very Qften made; and betWlllll1
what 'I In this case, of what can there be no doubt; and in all other cpsell,
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noises for it. Mistakes in the same manner are often made in
those countries where earthquakes are common, between very
inconsiderable sounds, and that low rumbling sound which is
said to precede such an event. There cannot be a doubt, that
the moment the mistake is discovered, the noise ceases to be
sublime. In all other cases of the same kind, where mistakes
of this nature happen, or where we are deceived by imitation,
I believe it is agreeable to every person's experience, that
while the mistake continues, the sounds affect us as sublime;
but that as soon as we are undeceived, and that the sign is
found Dot to be accompanied with the qualities usually signified,
it ceases immediately to affect us with any emotion. If any
sounds were, in themselves, sublime, or were fitted, by the con
stitution of our nature, to produce this emotion, independently
of all association, it would seem that there could be no change
of our emotion, and that these sounds would as permanently
produce their correspondent emotion, as the objects of every
other sense produce their correspondent ideas.

In all cases, however, where these associations are either
accidental or temporary, and not, as in the former case, perma.
nent in their nature, it will be found, that sounds are sublime
only, when they are expressive of qualities capable of pro.
ducing some powerful emotion, and that, in all other cases, the
same sounds are simply indifferent. In some of the instances
formerly mentioned, where common or vulgar sounds are reno
dered sublime by association, it is obvious that the same sounds
in general, when they have no .suoh expression to us, are very
different from sublimity. The buzz of flies, the dropping of
water, the sound of a hammer, the dashing of an oar, and many
others which might easily be mentioned, are, in general, sounds
absolutely indifferent, and so far from possessing any sublimity
in themselves, that it might be difficult at first to persuade any

what is agreeable to every person's experience 1 Ifany sounds were in them
selves sublime, or were fitted, by the con'ltitution of our nature to produce
this emotion, independently of all association, what would seem to foUow 1
In all cases where these associations are either accidental or tempor..ry, when
only will it be found that sounds are sublime 1 In some of the instances
formerly mentioned, what is obvious'1 How is this illustrated '1 To what
only, can their sublimity therefore be attributed 1 What is obsen'ed of the

16
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man that they could be made 80. Their sublimity, therefore,
can only be attributed to the qualities which they signify.

There are few sounds, in the same manner, .much more
sublime, than the striking of a clock at midnight. In other
situations the very same sound is altogether different in its ex
pression. In the morning it is cheerful-at noon indifferent,
or at least unnoticed. In the evening plaintive-at night only
sublime. In the tolling of a bell, the sound is uniformly the
same; yet such a sound has very different expressions, from
the peculiar purposes to which it is applied. The passing bell,
and the funeral hell, WOlle are sublime. The whistling of the
wind in an autumnal, or in a wintry night, is often felt to be
sublime, and has accordingly been frequently introduced into
poetical descriptions of a similar character. The nicest ear,
however, is unable to distinguish any difference betwixt this
sound, in the seasons before mentioned, and in spring or sum
mer, when, if it has any character at all, it has a character
very different from sublimity. The trumpet is very generally
employed in scenes of magnificence or solemnity. The sound
of the trumpet in such situations is accordingly very sublime,
lind seems to us to be expressive of that solemnity or magnifi
cence. This instrument, however, as every one knows, is very
often degraded to very mean offices. In such cases, the sound
is altogether indifferent, if not contemptible. The bagpipe has,
to a Scotch Highlander, no inconsiderable degree of sublimity,
from its being the martial instrument of the country, and of
consequence associated with many spirited and many magnifi.
cent images. To the rest of the world, the sound of this instru
ment is, at best, but barely tolerable. They who are acquainted
with the history of superstition, will recollect many instances
where sounds have become sublime from this association,

striking of the clock at midnight, in the morning, at noon, and in the even
ing? What is remarked of the tolling of the bell; and which only are sub
lime? Of the effect of the whistling of the wind in an autumnal, or in a win
ter night, and in spring or summer, what is observed? How is the trumpe.
very generally employed; and in such situations what is its effect? What is
observed of the sound of this instrument, when degraded to mean oftices?
Why has t~e bagpipe to a Scotch Highlander,.much 8ublimity; and how is
the sound of this instrument regarded by the rest of the world? What will
those persons who are acquainted with the history of superstition readily
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w,hich, to the rest of mankind, were very insignificant, and
which have become also insignificant both to individuals and
to natioDs, when the superstitions upon which' their expression
was founded had ceased.

There are several other considerations, from which the prin
ciple I here endeavor to illustrate might be confirmed-the
uniform connexion between sublime sounds, and some quality
capable of producing emotion, and the impossibility of finding
an instance where sound is sublime, independently of all asso
ciation-the great difference in the number of sounds that are
sublime to the .common people, and men of cultivated or poeti.
cal imagination-and the difference which every man feels in
the effect of such sounds in -producing this emotion, according
to the particular state of his own mind, or according to the par.
ticular strength or weakness of his sensibility to the qualities
which such sounds express. But' I am unwilling to anticipate
the reader in speculations which he can so easily prosecute for
himself. If the illustrations I have already offered are just-':"
if sounds of all kinds are sublime, when they are' expressive of
any qualities capable of producing strong emotions-and if no
sounds continue to be sublime, when they cease to be expres
sive of such qualities; it is, I think, reasonable to coticlude, that
the sublimity of such sounds is to be ascribed, not to the mere
quality of sound, but to those associated qualities of which it is
significant.

II. There is a great variety of sounds also, that occur in the
scenes of nature, which are productive of the emotion of
BEAUTY; such as the sound of a waterfall, the murmuring of a
rivulet, the whispering of the winds, the sheepfold bell, the
sound of the curfew, &c. ' .

That such sounds are associated in our minds, with variou~

qualities capable of producing emotion, I think every man may

recollect 1 What, among other considerations, are here mentioned, from
which this principle might be confirmed; but what is our author unwilling
to do 1 Under what circumstances is it reasonable to conclude that the sulr
limity of such sounds is to be ascribed to those MBOCiated qualities of which
it is significant 1 A great variety of sounds also, -that occur in the course of
nature, are productive of what; and what are examples'! How ml<Y every
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be satisfied from his own experience. When such sounds oc.
cur, they are expressive to us of some particular character:
they suit one species of emotion, and not others; and if this
were not obvious in itself, it might be made sufficiently obvious,
from the use of such sound~ in poetical composition. Every
man, there, judges of the propriety of their introduction, and
determines with regard to the taste and judgment of the poet,
by their suitableness to the nature df the emotion he has it in
his view to excite. Every man, therefore, has some peculiar
emotion associated with such sounds, or some quality, of which
they are considered as the signs or expressions.

That the beauty of such sounds arises from the qualities of
which they are expressive, and not from any original fitness in
them to produce this emotion, may, perhaps, be evident from
the following considerations:

1. To those who have no such associations, or who consider
them simply as sounds, they have no beauty. It is long before
children show any degree of sensibility to the beauty of such
sounds. To the greater number of them, in the same manner,
the common people are altogether indifferent. To the peasant
the curfew is only the mark of the hour of the evening--the
sheep-bell, the sign of the neighborhood of the flock-the
sound of a cascade, the sign of the falling of water, &c. Give
them the associations which men of cultivated imagination have
with such sounds, and they will infallibly feel their beauty.

In the same manner, men of the best natural taste, who have
not formed such associations, are equally insensible to the
beauty of such sounds. The inhabitant of a country where
there are no waterfalls is stunned at first with the noise of a

one be satisfied that such sounds are associated ill our minds, with various
qualities, capable of producing emution 'I When such sounds occur, of what
are they expressive; and what do they suit 'I If this were not obvious in
itself, how might it be made sufficiently obvious 'I What doeR every ma.n
there do; and what follows '! From the folluwing considerations, what may,
perhaps, be evident1 To whom have they no beauty 'I How is this illustrated
in the case of children, of common people, and the peasant 'I How may they
be made to feel their beauty1 What is remarked of men of the best natural
taste, who have not formed such associations 'I I;low is this illustrated from

.the inhabitant of a country, where there are no waterfalls-from those who
are not accustomed to the curfew-and from the sound of the sheepfold be\l7
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cascade, but is not delighted with it. They who are not accus
tomed to the curfew, and who are ignorant of its being the
evening bell, and, as such, associated with all those images of
tranquillity and peace, which render that season of the day so
charming, feel nothing more from its sound, than from the
sound of a hell at any other hour of the day. The sound of the
sheepfold bell is but an insignificant noise to those who have
never lived in a pastoral country, and who do'not consider it as
expressive of those images of simple and romantic pleasure,
which are so naturally connected with such scenes. Every
man acquainted with the poetry of distant nations, knows, in
the same manner, how much the beauty of many allusions to
peculiar sounds of these countries is lost to those who are
strangers to them, and who, of consequence, have none of those
llSlsociations which render them so expressive to the natives.

2. It is farther observable, that such sounds are beautiful
only in particular tempers of mind, or when we are under the
influence of such emotions as accord with the expressions
which they possess. If, on the contrary, such sounds were
beautiful in themselves, although in different states of mind,
we might afford them different degrees of attention; yet in all
situations they would be beautiful; in the same manner as in
every state of mind the objects of all other senses uniformly
produce their correspondent ideas. The sound of the curfew,
for in8tance; so beautiful in moments of melancholy, or tran.
quility, in a joyful or even in a cheerful hour, would be directly
the reverse. The sound of a waterfall, so valued amid the
luxuriant scenery of summer, is scarcely observed, or if ob
served, simply disagreeable amid the rigors of winter. The
sound of .the hunting hom, so extremely picturesque in seasons
of gaiety, would be insupportable in hours of melancholy.

It is at particular seasons only, in truth, that we are sensible
to the beauty of any of the sounds before mentioned. Where

What does every man, acquainted with the poetry of distant nations, know 1
What is farther observable 1 If, or:. the contrary, such sounds were beautiful
in themselves, yet in all situations, in what manner would they be beautiful '1
How is this illustrated from the sound of the curfew, the sound ofa waterfall,
and the sound of the hunting hom 1 When only are we sensible to the beauty
of any of the sounds before mentioned; and why1 Under what circumstances
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they affect us once, they occur to us ten times without effect.
The real and the most important business of life could not be
carried on, if we were, at all times, to indulge our sensibility,
either to sublimity or beauty. It is only at those seasons, when
we happen to be in that temper of mind, which corresponds
with the qualities of which they are expressive, that such sounds
affect us with any emotions of beauty. In our common hours,
when we are either thoughtless or busy, we suffer them to
pass without notice. If such sounds were beautiful in them
selves, such variations in their effects could not possibly hap.
pen.

3. When such associations are dissolved, the sounds, them.
selves, cease to be beautiful. If a man of the most common
taste were carried into any striking scene of an ornamented
garden, and placed within the hearing of a cascade, and were
told in the midst of his enthusiasm, that what he takes for a cas
cade is only a deception, the sound continues the same, but the
beauty of it would be irrecoverably gone. The tinkling of the
sheepfold bell may be imitated by many very common sounds;
but who is there who could for a moment listen to any imitation
of this romantic BOund 1 There are a great number of sounds.
which exactly resemble the sound of the hunting horn, and,
which are frequently heard also in the same scenes: when
known, however, some of them are ridiculous, none beautiful.
The same bell which is so strikingly beautiful in the evening,
is altogether unnoticed at noon. "The flute of a shepherd,"
says, Dr. Beattie, with hill usual beauty of expression, "heard
"at a distance, in a fine summer's day, amidst a romantic
"Bcene of groves, hills, and waters, will give rapture to the
"ear of the wanderer; though the tune, the instrument, and
"the musician be such as he could not endure in any other
" place. " Instances of a similar kind are so numerous, that I

could not the real and necessary business of life be carried on? When
onIy do such sounds affect us with any emotions of beauty; and when do we
suffer them to pass without notice? If such sounds were beautifnI in them
selves, what wonId be the consequence 7 When such associations are dis
solved, what follows 7 How is this illustrated, from a deceptive cascade-the
tinkling of the sheepfold bell-and the sound of the hunting hom 7 Of the
same bell in the evening and at noon, what is observed 1 What says Dr.
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Upon the supposition of any original
in sounds, such variations are alto.'

forbear to detail them.
and independent beauty
gether unaccountable.

I shall only further observe upon this subject. that when it is
considered, how few sounds are beautiful amid the ininite
number which occur in the scenes of nature, and that wherever
they do occur, there is always some pleasing or interest.
ing quality of which they are expressive, there arises a very
strong presumption, independently of all other considerations,
that the beauty of such particular sounds is derived from the
qualities which they express, and not the effect of the mere
sounds themselves.

PART II.

OF THE NOTES OF ANDl:ALS.

\ There are instances, I believe, both of sublimity and beauty
in the notes of animals. That such IlOunds are associated with
the qualities of' the animals to which they belong, and become
expressive of these qualities, cannot, I think, be denied. There
are besides other associations we have with them, from their
manner of life, the scenes which they usually inhabit, and the
countries from which they come.

I. That the notes or cries of some animals are sublime,
every one knows; such as the roar of the lion, the growling of
bears, the howling of wolves, the scream of the eagle, &c.
In all those cases, these are the notes of animals remarkable
for their strength, and formidable for their ferocity. It would
seem very natural, therefore, that the sublimity of such sounds
should arise from the qualities of which they are expressive;
and which aro of a nature fitted to excite very powerful emo
tions in our minds.

That this is in reality the case, and that it is not the sounds

Beattie ofthe flute of a Bhepherd" Upon what Buppoeition are Buch variations
unaccountable" What only, on this Bubject, ia farther obaerved"

In what are there inataneea, both of aublimity and beauty" Of Buch BOunda
what cannot be denied 'I From what have we other aasociationB with them 'J
Of the notea or criee of Borne animala, what ia obaerved; and what are exam
pIes" Theae are the notes of animals of what kind 'I Of the sublimity of
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themselves which have this effect, appears to be obvious from
the tlVO following considerations:

1. When we have no associations of this kind, such sounds
are productive of no such emotion. There is not one of these
sounds which may not be imitated in some manner or other;
and which, while we are ignorant of the deception, does not
produce the same emotion with the real sound: when we are
undeceived, however, we are conscious of no other emotion,
but that, perhaps, of simple pain from its loudness. The howl
of the wolf is little distinguished from the howl of the dog,
either in its tone or in its strength, but there is no comparison
between their sublimity. There are few, if any of these sounds
so loud as the most common of all sounds, the lowing of a cow;
yet this is the very reverse of sublimity. Imagine this sound,
on the contrary, expressive of fierceness or strength, and there
can be no doubt that it would become sublime. The hooting
of the owl at midnight, or amid ruins, is strikingly sublime.
The same sound at noon, or during the day, is very far from
being so. The scream of the eagle is simply disagreeable,
when the bird is either tamed or confined; it is sublime only,
when it is heard amid rocks and deserts, and when it is ex
pressive to us of liberty, and independence, and savage majesty.
The neighing of a war·horse in the field of battle, or of a
young and untamed horse when at large among mountains, is
powerfully sublime. The same sound in a cart·horse, or a
horse in the stable, is simply indifferent, if not disagreeable.
No sound is more absolutely mean, than the grunting of swine.
The same sound in the wild boar-an animal remarkable both..
for fierceness and strength, is sublime. The memory of the
reader will supply many other instances.

2. The sublimity ofsuch sounds corresponds not to their nature
as sounds, but to the nature of the qualities they signify. Sounds
of all kinds are sublime, in proportion as they are e~pressive

of power or fierceness, or strength, or any other quality capable

such !lOunds, what would seem very natural? Of this what is remarked?
When we have no lISllociation of this kind, what is the consequence? What
is the effect of imitating these sounds? When we are undeceived, of what
only are we conscious? How is this illustrated from the howl of the wolf
the lowing of a cow-the hooting of the owl-the scream of the eagle-the
neighing of a horse-and the grunting of swine? To what does the Sllb-
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of producing strong emotions in the animals which they dis.
tinguish. There are many instances, 'undoubtedly, where loud
cries are sublime, but there are many also, where such notes
are very far from being so. The lowing of oows, the braying
of the ass, the scream of the peacock, and many other inof.
fensive birds, are only mean or disagreeable.

Low or feeble sounds, in the same manner, are generally
considered as the contl'ary of sublime; yet there are also many
instances where such sounds are strongly sublime-when they
distinguish the notes of fierce, or dangerous, or powerful ani.
mals. There is not a sound so generally contemptible as that
which we distinguish by the name of hissing, yet this is the
sound appropriated to serpents and the greater part of poison.
ous reptiles, and, as such, is extremely sublime. The noise of
the rattlesnake, that most dangerous animal of all his tribe, is
very little different from the noise of a child's plaything, yet
who will deny its sublimity! The growl ofthe tyger resembles
the purring of a cat: the one is sublime, the other insignifi.
cant. Nothing can be more trifling than the ,sound produced
by that little animal, which among the common people ill called
the death.watch; yet many a bold heart hath felt its power.
The inhabitants of modern Europe would smile, if they were
asked, if there were any sublimity in the notes of chickens, or
swallows, or magpies; yet under the influence of ancient suo
perl!ltition, when such animals were considered ominous, the
bravest among the people have trembled at their sound. The
superstitions of other countries afford innumerable instances of
the same kind.

• If these illustrations are just, it should seem, that the subli.
mity of the notes of animals is to be ascribed to the associa.
tions we connect with' them, and not to any original fitness in
the mere sounds themselves, to produce this emotion.

limity of such BOunds correspond 1 In proportion to what are BOunds of all
kinds sublime 1 Of'loud sounds what is observed 1 What BOunds are men
tioned lUI examples 1 Of low or feeble BOunds what is obsel'Yed 1 How is
this illumated from that BOund to which we give the name of hiMiDa'--U1e
noi,e of \he rattlesnake-the growl of the tyger-the BOund of the death-watch
-the notes of chicken&, or swallows, or magpies 7 What afford innumerable
inatanees of the same kind 1 H theBe illustratioDB are just, what would _m

17
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II. That the BEAUTY of the notes or cries of animals arise
from the same cause, or from the qualities of which they are
expressive to us, may perhaps be obvious from considerations
equally familiar. .

It seems, at least, very difficult to account for the instances
of such sounds which are univers!illy reckoned beautiful, if we
consider the sopnds themselves as the causes of this emotion•

. The number of notes is as various as the different species
of ariimals, and amid these there are a thousand instances,
where similar sounds are by no means productive of similar ef.
fects; and where, although the difference to the ear is ex
tremely small, there is yet a great difference in their capacity
of producing such emotions. If,on the contrary, we consider
the source of their beauty as consisting in the pleasing or af.
fecting qualities with which such sounds are associated, we have
an easy solution of the difficulty, and which will be found at
the same time perfectly to agree with the facts.

It would lead to a very long and very unnecessary inquiry~

if I were to attempt to enumerate the various notes of this kind
that are beautiful, and the different associations we have with
them. That with many such sounds we have, in fact, such
associations, is a matter, I apprehend, so conformable to every
man's experience, that it would be superfluous to attempt to
prove it.

There is indeed one class of animals, of which the notes are
in a singular degree objects of beauty-I mean birds; and for
this we may assign very sufficient reasons. 1st, Such notes
approach much nearer than any other to the tones of the human
voice, and are, therefore, much mQre strongly expressive to
us of those qualities by which we are affected. 2dly, These
animals are, much more than any other, the objects of our in.
terest and regard: not only from our greater acquaintance
with them, and from the minuteness and delicacy of their

to foUow'1 Of the beauty of the notes of animals, what is obaerved 1 If we
conaider the BOunds themselves, as the cause of this emotion, what seems a
difficult task1 How is this illUBtrated from the number of notes of the diJrer
ent species of animals 1 What would lead to a very long, and very unneces
sary inquiry 1 What remark follows'1 What is remarked of the notes of
birdll'1 What is the lirst reason for this-the second; and why1 From what
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forms, which renders them, in some measure, the objects of ten.
derness; but chiefly from their modes of life, and from the
little domestic arrangements and attachments which we observe
among them so much mQre strongly than among any other
animals, and which indicate more affecting and endearing quali·
ties in the animals themselves, than in any others we know.
That we have such associations with birds is very obvious,
from the use which is made of their instincts and manner of
life, in the poetical compositions of all nations. •

That it is from such associations, that the beauty of the notes
ofanimals arises, may appear from the following considerations:

1. They whQ have no such associations, feel no emotion of
beauty from them. A peasant would laugh, if he were asked
if the call of a goat, or the bleat of a sheep, or the lowing of
a cow were beautiful; yet in certain situations, all of these are
undoubtedly so. A child shows no symptom of admiration at
those sounds which are most affecting in natural scenery to
other people. Every one will recollect, in wqat total indiffer.
ence his early years were passed, to that multitude of ,beautiful
sounds which occur in the country; and I believe, if we attend
to it sufficiently, it will be found, that the period when we
became sensible to their beauty, was when we first began to
feel them to be expressive, either from our own observation of
nature, or from the perusal of books of poetry. In the same
manner, those who travel into very distant countries, are, at
first insensible to the beauty which the natives of these coun.
tries ascribe to the notes of the animals belonging to thef!l,
obviously from their not having yet acquired the associations
which are the foundation of their beauty.' The notes which
are sacred from any kind of superstition, are beautiful only to
those who are under the dominion of that superstition. A
foreigner does not distinguish any beauty in the note of the

il it. obvious that we have luch lUlSociations with birds 1 What is said of
thoee who have no such 8J!llOCiations 1 How is this illustrated in the case of a
peasant, and of a child1 What will everyone recollect; and when did we
first become sensible to. their beauty 1 In the same manner. what is observed
of those who travel into very distant countries 1 To whom only, are the
notes which are sacred from any kind of superstition, beautiful 1 How is this
illustrated from the notes of the stork1 When only are such BOunds as are
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stork. To the Hollander, however, to whom that bird is the
object of a very popular and very pleasing superstition, this
note is singularly beautiful.

2. Such sounds as are either from experience, or from ima.
gination, associated with certain qualities capable of producing
emotion, are beautiful only when they are perceived in those
tempers of mind which are favorable to these emotions. In.
stances.of this are very numerous. The bleating of a lamb is
beautiful in a fine day in spring: in the depth of winter it is
very far from being so. The lowing of a cow, at a distance,
amid the scenery of a pastoral landscape in summer, is ex.
tremely beautiful: in a farmyard it is absolutely disagreeable.
The hum of the beetle is beautiful in a fine summer evening,
as appearing to suit the stillness and repose of that pleasing
season: in the noon of day it is perfectly indifferent. The
twittering of the swallow is beautiful in the morning, and seeDl8
to be expressive of the cheerfulness of that time; at an)' other
hour it is quite insi/Z:nificant. Even the song of the nightingale,
so wonderfully charming in the twilight, or at night, is altogether
disregarded during the day; so much so, that it has given rise
to the common mistake, that this bird sings only at night. If
such notes were beautiful in themselves, independently of all
associations, they would, necessarily, at all timf'S be beautiful.

3. In this, as in other cases before mentioned, when such as.
sociations are destroyed, the beauty of the sounds ceases to be
felt. The call of a /Z:oat, for instance, among rocks, is stri.
kingly beautiful, as expressing wildness and independe~ce.

In a farm yard, or in acommon enclosure, it is very far from
being so. The plaintive and interesting bleat of the lamb
ceases to be beautiful whenever it ceases to be the sign of in.
fancy, and the call for that tenderness which the infancy of all
animals so naturally demands. There is a bird that imitates

associated with certain qualities capable of producing emotioll8 -beautiful"
How it! this illustrated from the bleating of a lamb-the lowing of a (".ow-the
hum of the beetle-the twitter of the swallow-and the song of the nightin
gale1 H such notes were beautiful in themselves, what would follow 1- In
this, as in other cases before mentioned, when does the beauty of the sounds
cease to be felt 1 How it! this remark illustrated from the call of the goat
'he plaintive and interesting bleat of the lamb-the mocking bird-and people

..
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the notes of all other birds with great accuracy. Such imita
tio~, however, are not itl the least beautiful in it. There are
people, in the same manner, who imitate the song of birds with
surprising dexterity. It is the imitation, however, if} ,such a
case, that alone pleases us, and not the notes themselves. It is
possible, according to the curious experiments of Mr. Barring.
ton, to teaeh a bird of any species the notes of any other spe.
cies: It may however, I think, very justly be doubted, whether
the acquired notes would be equally beautiful. The connexioD
we observe between particular birds, and the peculiar scenes in
nature which they inhabit, and the different seasons at which
they appear; and the great difference in their instincts and
manner of life, render their notes expressive to us of very dis.
similar characters; and we accordingly dis:inguish them by
epithets exprelsive of this variety. The wildness of the lin.
net, the tenderness of the redbreast, the pertness of the spar.
row, the cheerfulness of the lark, the softness of the bullfinch,
the plaintiveness of the nightingale, the melancholy of the owl,
are expressions in general use, and the associations we thus
connect with them, very obviously determine the character or
expression of their notes. By the artificial education before
mentioned, all these associations would be destroyed; and, lUll

far as I am able to judge, all, or at least a great part of the
beauty we feel from their songs. It is in the same Manner that
we are generally unhappy, instead of being delighted with the

\. song of a bird in the cagP... It is somewhat like the smile of
grief, which is much more dreadful than tears, or like the play.
fulness of an, infant, amid scenes of sorrow. It is difficult
therefore to say, whether in this cruel practice there is a greater
want of taste or of humanity; and there could be, in fact, no
excuse for it, if there were not a kind of tenderness excited to·
wards them, from the reflection that tbey are altogether de.

who imUate the BOund of birds 1 What, according to Mr. Barringtou, may be
doDe; but what, however, may be justly doubted 1 What render the notes
of birda expresBive to us of dieaimilar characters; and how do we accordingly
dUitiuguiah them 1 What examples are mentioned, illustrative of this remark"
By the artificial education before mentioned, what effect would be produced "
We are geaeraJIyaffected in the IIII.ID8 manner by what; and why 1 Of thiI
crue. practice, what therefore is oblerved; and under what circumlltaJlCetl
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pendent upon our benevolence, and a very natural gratitude
awakened, by the exertions they make. for our pleasure.

I forbear to produce any farther illustrations on this subject.
From those that have been produced, it seems to me that we
have sufficient ground for concluding, that, of those sounds
which have been considered, the sounds that occur in the scenes
of nature, and the sounds produced by animals, the sublimity
or beauty arises from the qualities of which they are consi.
dered as the signs or expressions, and not from any original
fitness in the sounds tbemselves to produce such emotions.

I have only farther to add, that upon the principle of the ab
solute and independent sublimity or beauty of sounds, it is very
difficult to account for the different sounds which have been
menti~nedas productive of these emotions. There is certainly
no resemblance as BOunds, between the noise of thunder and
the hissing of Ii serpent-between the growling of a tyger and
the explosion of gunpowder-between the scream of an eagle
and the shouting of a multitude; yet all of these are sublime.
In the same manner, there is as little resemblance between the
tinkling of the sheepfold bell, and the murmuring of the breeze
between the hum of the beetle, and the song of the lark-be·
tween the twitter of the swallow, and the sound of the curfew;
yet all of these are beautiful. Upon the principle which I en.
d1lavor to illustrate, they are all perfectly accountable.

PART IJI.

OF THE TONES OF THE HUMAN VOICE.

There is a similar sublimity or beauty felt in particular notes
01: tones of the human voice.

That such BOunds are associated in our imaginations, with
the qualities of mind of which they are, in general, expressive,

would there be no excuse for it 1 From the illustrations that have been pro
duced, for what conclusion have we sufficient ground 1 What only has our
author farther to add 1 How is this remark illustrated 1 In the same man
ner. there is &I little relation between what1 How are they all perfectly
accountable 1

In what is there a similar beauty or sublimity 1. Of th_ eounds what is
obvious1 How have theee been regarded by philosophers; and of this
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and that they naturally produce in us the conception of these
qualities, is a fact so obvious, that there is no man who must
not have observed it. There are some philosophers who con
sidElr these as the natural signs of passion or affection, and who
believe that it is not from experience, but by means of an ori
ginal faculty, that we interpret them: and this opinion is sup.
ported by great authorities. Whether this is sO,or not, in the
present inquiry, is of no very great importance; since, although
it should be denied that we understand such signs instinctively,
it cannot be denied,' that very early in infancy this association

'is formed, and that our opinions and conduct are regulated
by it.

That the beauty or sublimity of such tones aris.es from the
nature of the qualities they express, and not from the nature of

.the sounds themselves, may, 'perhaps, appear from the follow
ing observations:

1. Such BOunds are beautiful or sublime, only as they ex
press passions or affections which excite our sympathy. There
are a great variety of tanes in the human voice, yet all these
tones are not beautiful. If we inquire what are the particular
tones which are so, it will universally be found, that they are
such as are expressive of pleasin~ or· interesting affections.
The tones peculiar to anger, peevishness, malice, envy, misan.
thropy.. deceit, &c. are neither agreeable n9r beautiful. The
tone of good nature, though very agreeable, is not beautiful
except at particular seasons, because the quality itself is, in
general, rather the source of complacence than pleasure: we
regret the want of it, but we do not much enjoy its presence.
On the contrary, the tones peculiar to hope, joy, humility, gen
tleness, modesty, melancholy, &c. though all extremely differ
ent, are all beautiful; because the qualities they express are
all the objects of interest and approbation. In the same man
ner, the tones peculiar to magnanimity, fortitude, self-denial,

opinion what is observed 1 Why is it not of great importance, in the present
inquiry, to ascertain whether this is eo or not 1 What remark followa1 Such
sounda are beautiful or sublime, only as they express what 1 Of the variety
of tones in the human voice, what is observed 1 What tones are eo 1 How
is this illustrated 1 Why are the tones peculiar to hope, joy, &c., beautifu11
What toDes are peculiar to the Bublime; and why 1 Of this coincidence of
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patience, resignation, &c. are all sublime; and for a similar
reason. This coincidence of the beauty and sublimity of the
tones of the human voice, with those qualities of mind that
are interesting or affecting to us, if it is not a formal proof,
is yet a strong presumption, that it is from the expression
of such qualities that these sounds derive their sublimity or
beauty.

2. The effect of such sounds in producing these emotions,
instead of being permanent, is limited by tae particular temper
of mind we happen to be in, or by the coincidence between
that temper, and the peculiar qualities of which such sounds
are expresllive. To most men, for instance, the tone of hope
is beautiful. To a man in despair, I presume it would be far
from being so. To a man in grief, the tone of cheerfulness is
simply painful. The tone of indignation, though in particular
situations strongly sublime, to a man of a quiet "and placid
temper, is unpleasant. To men of an ardent and sanguine
character, the tone of patience is contemptible. To peevish
and irritable spirits, the voice of humility, so peculiarly beau.
tiful, is provoking. Such observations may be extended to
many diversities of passion: and it may still farther be reo
marked, that those sounds in the human voice, which are most
beautiful or most sublime to us, are always those that are ex·
pressive of the qualities of mind, by which, from our particular
constitutions or habits, we are most disposed to be affected. If
the beauty or sublimity of such tones were independent of the
qualities of mind we thus associate with them, such diversities
could not happen, and the same sounds would produce uni.
formly the same emotions, as the same colors or smells produce
uniformly the same sensations.

3. Similar tones, in this case, dJ not produce similar emo
tions, as should Ileem to happen if these effects were produced

the beauty and sublimity of the tones of the human voice, what is remarked 1
By what is the effect of such BOunda in producing these emotion", limited 'I
How ill thill illuetrated from the tone of hope-the tone of cheerfuln__the
toDe of indignation-the tone of patience-the voice of humility 'I To what
may sucb obeervatioDB be extended; and what may still farther be remarked 'I
Under what circumstancee could not such diversitiee blippeD; and what
would follow 'I Of similar tones in this cue what.is obeerved 'I How ill this
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by the mere sounds themselves. There is little aftinity, for in.
stance, between. the low and depre8Sed tone of grief, and the
shrill and piereing note of joy; yet both are beautiful. There
is little resemblance between the loud sound of rage, and the
low placid tone of patience; yet both are, in many cases, Bub.
lime. The tone .of peevishness is not very different &om the
tone of melancholy; yet the one is beautiful, but the other is
positively disagreeable. The tone of pusillanimity is little dis.
tinguishable from the tone of patience; but how different in the
efteets they produce upon our minds !-observations of this
kind, it is in the power of every one to extend.

4. Whenever these tonel! are counterfeited, or whenever they
cease to be the signs of those qualities of mind of which we
have generally found them significant, they immediately cease
to be, either sublime or beautiful. Every one must have ob.
served that this is the effect of mimicry. Wherever, in the
same manner, any speciel! of deceit is li86d ; or where we know
that these tones are employed, without the existence of the cor.
respondent patlSions, we no longer feel them to be beautiful or
sublime. If the sounds themselves were the cause of these
emotions, whatever we might think of the person, the sounds
themselves would continue to produce the emotions of subli.
mity or beauty, in the Ilame manner, 8S the most absurd misap.
plication of colors never d~turbs our perception of them as
oo1ol's.

5. There is yet a farther con8ide~ion,which may, perhaps,
more clearly illustrate this opinion, viz. That the beauty 01'

sublimity of such sounds in the human voice, altogether depends
on our opinion of the propriety or impropriety of the affections
which they exprerJR. We know either from nature, or from ex.
perience, that particular sounds or tones are the expression of

remark illustrated from the tone of grief, and the note of joy-the loud sound
of rage, and the placid tone of patience-the tone of peevishness, and the tone
of melancholy-the tone of pusillanimity, and the tone of patience 1 When
do these tones cease to be either sublime or beautiful1 When must every
one have observed this to be the caae 1 Where also is the same effect pro
duced 1 If the sounds themselves were the cause of these emotions, what
would follow 1 What farther consideration may, perhaps, more clearly illus
trate this opinion 1 What do we know, either from nature or experience;
and wilh what is the perception of such ~ounds immediately accomplWoied '1

lR
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particular passions and affections; and the perception of sucb
sounds is immediately accompanied with the conception of such
affections in the person from whom they proceed. But it is
only from actual observation or inquiry, that we can know
what is the cause of these affections. Our sympathy, or our
interest, it is plain, depends on the nature of this connexion,
on our opinion of the propriety or impropriety ofsuch affections
in such circumstances. All this, however, does not, in any
degree, affect the nature of the sound, which is still the same,
whether the affection be proper or improper. It is very obvi.
ous, however, that our sense of the beauty or sublimity of such
sounds, depends on our opinion of this propriety. No tone of
passion or affection is beautiful, with which we do not sympa.
thize. The tone of joy, for instance, is beautiful in most cases
where it is heard. Suppose we find that such a sound proceeds
from some very trifling or ridiculous cause, our sense of its
beauty is instantly destroyed with olfr opinion of its propriety.
The tone of melancholy, or moderated grief, is affecting and
beautiful beyond most others: assign some frivolous reason for
it, and instantly it becomes contemptible. The tone of patience
is sublime in a great degree : tell us that it is pusillanimity, and
its effect is instantly gone. The high, imperious note of rage
is often sublime: a trifling cause renders it simply painful.
The same observation may be extended to the tones of all our
passions. It is, I conceive, extremely difficult, if not impo88i.
ble, to account for this cllitnge of emotion, on the principle of
the original and independent beauty of such sounds.
, With regard to the human voice, however, it is to be ob.

served, that besides all this, there is also a beauty in particular
degrees of the same tones. Although the expression of the
different passions is the same in all men, yet it necessarily hap
pens, that there is a sensible difference in the degree or chao

How only can we know the cause of these affections? On what does our
sympathy or interest depend? Of all this, however, what is observed? On
what is it obvious, that our sense of the beauty or sublimity of such objects

. depends? How is this illustrated from the tone of joy-the tone of melan
choly-the tone of patience-and the note of rage ? To what may the same
observations be extended? To account for what is extremely difficult?
With regard to the human voice, what is to be observed? Although the ex
pression of the different passions is t he same in all men, yet what necessarily
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mcter of these similar sounds. There is no man of any deli.
cacy of organs, who must not have been sensible of such dif.
ferences. These also are expressive to us of several qualities.
They are, in *e first place, expressive of the perfection or im.
perfection of the organs of speech, and of the health or indis.
position of the person-eircumstances which often determine
in a great degree, when either of these expressions are strong,
the pleasure or pain we have in their conversation. 2dly,
They are expressive also of the temper or character of mind.
As we are naturallyJed to judge of the character of the person,
from the peculiar tones of his voice, and to believe that such
passions have the principal dominion of his mind, which have
the most prevalent expression in his speech, so we are led, in
the same way, to judge of the degree or force of these passions,
by the degree or strength of such tones in his voice. This
kind of inference is so natural, that there is, perhaps, no per.
son who has not made it. That the beauty of such degrees of
sound arises from such associations is apparent, as it is expres.
sive to us of moderation and self.command-as it expresses
habit more than immediate impulse-as it is peculiar to such
tones only as are expressive of affecting passions or dispositions
of mind-as it is felt alone by those who are affected by such
dispositions-and as it is beautiful only in those cp.ses where
this temperance of emotion, of which it is the sign, is considered
proper. I forbear therefore any farther illustration of it.

The observations which I have offered on the subject of sim.
pIe sounds, are, perhaps, sufficient to show, that the sublimity
and beauty of these sounds arise, in all cases, from the quali.
ties with which we have observed them connected, and of which
they appear to us to be the signs or expressions; and that no
sounds, in themselves, are fitted, by the constitution of our
nature, to produce these emotions.

happens 1 Who must have been sensible of this 1 Of what qualities are
these, in the first place, expressive in us; and of what, in the second place 1
What observation follows 1 Of this kind of inference what is observed 1
From what is it apparent that the beauty of sucb degrees of sound arises
from ~t1r.h 8".nriationa 1 Th" orn.I'n-ationJ! offered on the J!ubjr.ct of simple
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It is natural, however, to suppose, that in tWi, as in every
other case, our experience should gradually lead to the forma
tion of some general rules with regard to this expression; and
that different sounds should appear to us to have a difference of
character, according to the nature of the qualities with which
we most frequently find them conjoined. This IlUpp08ition will
appear more probable, when we consider, not only that the di.
versities of sounds are few, and consequently that rules of this
kind can be more easily formed; but particullU'ly, that these
diversities of sounds are the immediate expressions of different
qualities of mind in the human voice, and consequently, that
their character becomes more certain and definite.

I believe, in fact, that something of this kind take. place
eal'ly in life, and that, long before we are able to attend to their
formation, we have formed certain general ll88OCiations, \, ith
all the great diversities of sound, and that, in after life, they
continue to be generally expressive of these characters.

To enumerate these general expressions, is a very delicate,
as well as aver ydifficult task. I hazard, therefore, the follow
ing observations, only as hints for the prosecution of the sub·
ject; and as I am sensible of their imperfection, I am willing
to rest no conclusion upon them:

The great divisions of SQund are into loud and low, grave
nod acute, long and short, increasing and diminishing. The
two first divisions are expressive in themselves: the two last
only in conjunction with others.

1. Loud sound is connected with ideas of power, and danger.
Many objects in nature which have such qualities, are distin.
guished by such sounds, and this association is farther confirmed
from the human voice, in which all violent and impetuous pas.
sions are expressed in loud tones.

sounds arc, perhaps, sufficient to show what? What is, however, in this, as
in every othor case, natural? What consineration will render the supposition
Illore prohable 'IOn this subject, what does our author believe to be the case ?
Of the enumeration of these general expressions what is remarked? What
does our author, therefore, hazard; and what is observed of them? What
nre the great. divisions of sound; and what is observed of them 7 With what
ideas is loud sound connected; and of many objects in nature which have
snch qualitie~, what is observen ~ What expression has loud sonnd; and
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2. Low !JOUnd halt a contrary exprerMon, and is connected
with ideas of weakness, gentleness and delicacy. This 8.8Il().

ciation takes its rise, not only from tbe observation of isani·
mate nature, or of animals,. where, in a great number of caees,
such sounds distinguish objects with such qualities, but parti
cularly from the human voice, where all gentle, or delicate, or
sorrowful affections, are expressed by sooh tones.

3. Grave sound is cormected with ideas of moderation, dig.
nity, solemnity, &c. principally, I believe, from all moderate,
or reatrailted, or chastened !1fleetions being distinguished by
such tones in the human voiee.

4. Acute sound is expressive of p&iD, or fear, or wrprise,
&c. and generally operates by producing some degree of as
tonishment. This association, also, seems principally to arise
from our experience of such connexions in the human voice.

5. Long or lengthened sound seems to me to have no ex
pression in itself, but only to signify the continuance of that
quality which is signified by other qualities of sound. A loud,
or a low, a grave, or an acute sound prolonged, expresses, to
us, no more than the continuance of the quality which is geoe·
rally signified by such sounds.

6. Short or abrupt sound has a contrary expression, and
sigaifies the cessation of the quality thus expressed.

7. Increasing sound signifies, in the lI8Jlle manner, t11.e in.
crease of the quality expressed: as

8. Decreasing sound signifies the gradual diminution of such
qualities.

I shall leave the reader to attend to the diversity of expres.
sion whIch anses from the different combination of these diver.
sities of sound.

The most sublime of these sounds appears to me to be a loud,
grave, lengthened, and increasing sound.

---------_...- ..-._.

with what ideas is it connected 1 From what does this association take its
rise1 With what ideas is grave sound connected; and why'! Of what is
Mute BOund expressive; and how docs it generally operate 1 From what
does this association also seem principally to arise 1 Of a long or lengthened
sound what is observed 1 How is this illustrated 1 What expression has
short or abrupt sound; and what does it signify 1 What do increasing and
decreasing sounds respectively signify 1 What does our author leave to t.he
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The least sublime, to be a low, acute, abropt, or decreasing
. sound.

The most beautiful, to be a low, grave, and decreasing BOund.
The least beautiful, to be a loud, acute, lengthened, and in.

creasing sound.
Such are the few general pri~ciples that, u.s tar as I can

judge, take place with regard to the subli~ Or beauty of
'.~ :'

sounds. The innumerable exceptions that t~e,e are to every
one of these rules, afford a sufficient pr ~at this sublimity
or beaiIty does not arise from the S9unds t ~selves. Wherever,
however, any new. sound occurs, it is,think, by its apprQ8.ch
to one or an other of these classes .~t·we determine its 'sub·
limity or beauty. / ...

/'
r·

SE,eTION II......'.
OF COMPOSED SOUNDS, OR MUSIC.

I. IN the pr,eceding illustrations, I have considered only simple
sounds as producing the emotions of sublimity or beauty.

Sounds, however, are capable of being united by certain laws,
and of forming a whole. To such a composition of BOunds we
give the name of MUSIc-an art, confessedly, of great power,
in producing emotions, both of sublimity and beauty, and the
source of one of the· finest and purest pleasures of which our
nature is susceptible.

Upon this subject, I shall beg leave to offer a few observa.
tions, although it is with great diffidence that I speak upon an
art of which I have no theoretical knowledge, and of which
I can judge only from the effect that it produces on myself.

The essence of music consists in continued sounds. The
same sound, however, when continued, has no beauty, farther

reader? Of these BOunds which are the most sublime-which the least sub
lime-which the mo3t beautiful-which the least beautiful? What remark
follows?

What only have been considered in the preceding illustrations? How are
sounds capable of being united? What name is given to such a composition
of BOunds; and what is said of it? How does our author spea4 on this suI>
ject; and why? In what does the essence of music consist; and of the same
sound when continued, what is observerl? What consequence follows?
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than as a simple sound, and when long continued, becomes
positively disagreeable: Music therefore must necessarily con.
sist in the composition of different sounds.

The succession'or composition of all different sounds is not
equally pleasing. By a peculiar law of our nature, there are
certain sounds of which the union is agreeable, and others of
which the union is disagreeable. There is, therefore, a relation
between sounds, established by nature,which cannot be violated .,.,
without pain. Music, consequently, as an art intended to pro
duce pleasure, must consist in the composition of related sounds.

These observations are sufficiently obvious. There are,
however, two other circumstances in the succession of sounds,
necessary to constitute music.

1. The mere succession of related sounds is not, in itself,
pleasing. Although the succession of any two related sounds
is agreeable, yet a whole series of such sounds, in which no
other relation was observed but the relation between individual
sounds, would be absolutely disagreeable. To render such a
series pleasing, it is necessary that it should possess unity, or
that we should discern a relation not only between the individual
sounds, but also among the whole number of sounds that con,
stitute the series. Although every word in language is signifi
cant, and there is a necessary relation among words, established
by the rules of grammar; yet it is obviously possible to ar.
range words according to grammatical rules, which yet shall
possess no meaning. In the same manner, a series of sounds
may be composed, according to their individual relations, which
yet may possess no general relation, and from which, as we can
discover no end, we can derive no pleasure. What thought is
to the arrangement of words, the key, or the fundamimtal tone,
is to the arrangement o~ sounds; and .as the one constitutes a
whole in language, by establishing a certain and definite idea,
to which all the words in a sentence bear a relation, so the other

Why is not the succession of all different sounds pleasing 1 _Of the rela
tiOD, therefore, established between sounds, what is observed 1 Of what must
music consequently consist 1 Of these observations what is remarked; yet
what foU0WIl1 Of the succession of any two related sounds, what is ob
served1 To render such a series. pleasing, what is necessary 1 How is this
fully illustrated1 Whal is, therefore, the first circumstance that distinguishes
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constitutes' a whole in music, by establishing a definite and
leading ltOund, to which all the other sounds in the series bear
a similar relation. The first circumstllDce, therefore, that dis
tinguishes musical succession, is the preservation of this rela
tion among all the individual sounds, to one key, or fundamentel
tone, which is the foundation and end of the composition.

2. The second circumstance which dilltinguishes musical
succession, is the regularity or uniformity of that succeSllion.
In natural events, succession without regularity is confusion;
and wherever art or design is supposed, is positively disagree
able. In music therefore, as an art designed to please, regu
larity or uniformity is absolutely necessary. The most pleasing
succession of sounds, without the preservation of this regu.
larity, or what is commonly called time, every one knows, is
positively displeasing. For this purpose, every succession of
sounds is supposed to be divided into certain equal intervals,
which, whether they comprehend more or fewer notes, occupy
the same space of time in the succession of these notes. To
preserve this uniformity, if there are few sounds in this inter
val, these sounds must be prolonged to occupy the whole space
of time. If there are many, they must be sounded quickly for
the same reason. The one constitutes what, in common lan
guage, is cblled slow time, the other what ill called quick. In
both cases, however, the space or portion of time allotted to
each. interval is uniformly the same, and constitutes the only
regularity of which sounds in succession are capable. A
regular or uniform succession of sounds, therefore, related to
one key or fundamental note, may be considered as conlltituting
mUllical succession, and as distinguishing it from all other sue.
cessions of· sound. The accurate perception both of this regu
larity, and of this relation, constitutes that faculty which is
generally called a good, or a musical ear•.

musical succession? What is the second? What;s observed of succession
without regularity in natural events; and what, consequently, follows in
mnale 1 What does every one know to be positively displeasing 1 For this
purpose, how is every succession of sound divided 1 To preserve this uni
formity, what is requisite? If there are many how must they be lIounded;
and why 1 In both cases, what is the case 1 Of a regular or uniform BOtlnd,
therefore, what is observed? What constitutes a good one? If music be
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II. If, therefore, we consider music to be such a successiou
of sounds as I have now described, the two circumstances
which distinguish or determine the natur~ or character of every
composition, are, the nature of the key, and the nature of the
progress; the nature of the fundamental and governing sound,
and the nature, or as it is commonly called, the time of the
succession.

With both of these characteristics of musical composition I
apprehend that we have many associations.

The key or fundamental· tone of every composition, from its
relation to thJl tones of the human voice, is naturally expres
sive to. us of those qualities or affections of mind which are
signified by such sounds. It is, perhaps, unnecessary to offer
any illustration of this, because it is so obvious to every man's

.observation. .The relation of such tones in music to the ex-
pression of the qualities of mind is i~deed so strong, that all
musicians· underStand what keys or what tones are fitted for
the·expression of thoseafl'ections, which it is within the reach
of music to express. It is also observable, that they who are
most unacquainted with music, are yet able immediately to say,
what is the affection which any particular key is fitted to ex.
press. Whether any piece of music is beautiful or not, may
be a subject of dispute, and very often is so; but whether the
sounds of which it is composed are gay or solemn, cheerful
or melancholy, elevating or depressing, there is seldom any
dispute.

That the time of musical composition is also expressive to us
of various affecting or interesting qualities, can scarcely be
disputed. In all ages, quick time, or a rapid succe88ion of
sounds, has been appropriated to the expression of mirth and
gaiety: slow time, or a slow succession of sounds, to the 'ex·
pression of melancholy or sadness. All the passions or affec.

considered such a succession of sounds as haa been described, wh,t two cir
cumstances determine the nature of every composition1 What have we
with both of these characteristics of musical composition 1 Of what is /.he
key of every composition naturally expressive 1 Why is it not necessary to
offer any illustration of this 1 Of the strength of this relation, what is
remarked 1 What is also observable 1 What observation follows 1 Ol thetime
of musical composition, what is remarked 1 How is this illustrated from the
uniform appropriation of quick time; and of slow 1 On the JJl8.IIIIer ill whioh

19
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tions, therefore, which partake of either of these ingredients',
may be generally exprelJ8ed by such circl1D18ta.nces in the com
position, and the different degrees of IlUch movements may, in
the same manner, express such affections as partake of any
intermediate nature between these ex.tremes. In what manner
the conception of such affections is associated with such circum.
stances in the progress of sound, it is not my business to ex·
plain: it is sufficient that the fact itself is acknowledged. I
cannot avoid, however, observing, that there is " very strong
analogy, not only between the progress of mUslcal sounds, and
the progress of sounds in the human voice, in the cue of par·
ticular plUlsions; but that there is, also, a similar analogy be.
tween such progress in Soundll, and the pl'ogre8ll of thought in
the case of IlUch passions. Under the influence of pleasing or
agreeable passions, the articulation is quick; in the caae of
contrary paasions it is slow: and so strong is thi. expression,
that we are disposed to judge of the plUBion with which any

.~ penon is a1fected, although we do IlO~hear the worda be utters,
merely from the slowness or rapidity of his lIl'ticul-uon. It is
observable, in the IIlU1ltl manDer, that different passions have an
influence upon the progress of our tb.ou~hts, and that they
operate very sensibly either in aeceleratiug or retarding this
progress. All the passions which belong to pleasure, are at
tended with a 'rapid IlUccession of dwughts, aDd seem to give
an unusual de~ree of vigor to our ima.giDation.· The passions,
on the contrary, which belong to pain, produce, in general, a
Illow and languid !lUCCM8&on of thought, and seem to depress
our imagination below its usual tone. Tbis is so obvious,
tRat every person mUllt have observed it, even in conversation.

The progress of musical sounde, therefore, Dll,Ly very Datu·
rally express to us the nature or character of particular pas.
sions, not QIlly from the 3lI.alogy between IlUch progress of
BOunds, and the progress of thought; but still more from its

th., passiODll or affections may be expressed, what remark follows 1 "'hat is
it nat the business of our author to explain; and what is sufficient 'I What
ob8e~ion, however, can he not avoid making'! How is this observation
illustrated 'I What is, in the same manner, oboervable'l How is this illus
tnted frOlQ the passions that belong to pleasure, and from those that belong
to pain'l \lfhere must every person have observed this to be the case 'I What
may the progreea of musical sound very uaturaDyexpress to lIB; and in what
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being, in a great gl~asure, the sign of such affections of mind,
by making use of the same sounds or tonell, and the same
varieties in the progress of these sounds, which are, in real
life, the signs of such affections ,in the human voice. Whether
these observations account for the llSSociations we have with
n.usical time or not, is at present a matter of no consequence,
88 the fact itself is sufficiently certain. The appropriation of
particular time, to particular emotions, has taken place in every
age and country, is. understood by·every man, and is not
the less certain, though no account eBn be given of the reason
of it.

It is in thus being able to e%prea both the tone of pusion
or aJrection, and that progress of thought or sentiment which
belongs to such affections, that, in as far &8 I am able to judge,
the leal foundation of musical expression CODBists, It is far
beyond the bounds which I p~8Cribe to myself in these obser.
vations, to enter into any minute investigation of the different
expressions which such sounds, and luch compositions ofsounds
in general poasel8. But if the reader will recollect, what are
the distinct associations wbich it has formerly been observed
we have with sounds or tolles, as lotld or 10ft, grave or acute,
aDd the particular associations which it has now been obsened
we have with the dUfereot progressionl of lOund, as quick, or
moderate, or slow j and will further attend to the poaible JUDJJber
of ways in which these diffilrent charac:terilltics of IDUIlic may
be combined, be will be fiilly sensible, both of the di1ferent
emotiolUl which it is in the power of lIlusic to exprellll, and of
the great variety which it aWords in the expressioa of these
emotiODll.

If I am not mistakent the real exteDt of musical exprelBion
ooiDe.ides ia a great degree with this account of it. These
IJignB in the human voice are general signs. They express par
ticulal' claues of pusiOll or emotion, but they do Dot express

manner1 What is, at present, a matter of no c0ll.lelluence; and what J'elDuk
folloWB1 In what dOllS the real BOund of musical exprM8ion ooDlrillt'1 What
ill far beyond the bounds which our author hu here preecribed to hilDlle1f~

By recollecting what, will the reader be fully 8lll18ible, both or the diJrerent
1lIDOtionII, which it ill in the power of muaic to exp~ and of the great
variety which it alford8 in the expr_ion of these emoU0IIII1 From what
doetl it appear that these aig!ItI in the blunan vllice are~ tripe' If wP
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any particular passion. If we had no other means of inter.
course or of information, we might from such signs infer, that
the person was elevated or depressed, gay or solemn, cheerful
or plaintive, joyous or sad; but we could not, I think, infer,
what was the particular passion which produced these expres
sions. Music, which can avail itself of these signs only, can
express nothing more particular than the signs themselves. It
will be found, accordingly, that it is within this limit that musi·
cal expression is really confined; that such classes of emotion
it can perfectly express; but that when it goes beyond t~iillimit,

it ceases to be either expressive or beautiful. The general
emotions of gaiety, elevation, solemnity, melancholy, or sadness,
it ill every day found to express; and with regard to such gene.
ral expreSllions there is never any mistake; but when it attempts
to go further-when it attempts to express particular passions,
ambition, fortitude, pity, love, gratitude, &c. it either fails alto.
gether in its effect, or is obliged to have recourse to the assist.
ance ofwords to render it intelligible. "It-is in general true,"
says Dr. Beattie, "that poetry is the most immediate and the
" most accurate interpreter of music. Without this auxiliary,
"a piece of the best music, heard for the first time, might be
" said to mean something, but we should not be able to say
" what. It might incline the heart to sensibility, but poetry or
" or language would be necessary to improve that sensibility
" into a real emotion, by fixing the fancy upon some definite
"and affecting ideas. A fine instrumental symphony, well
"performed, is like an oration delivered with propriety, but
"iB' an unknown tongue; it may affect us· a little, but can.
" veys no determinate feeling. Weare alarmed, perhaps, or
"melted, or soothed; but it is very imperfectly, because we
I' know not why. The singer, by taking up the same air,
"and applying wordato it, immediately translates the oration
"into our own language. Then all uncertainty vanishes, the
"fancy is filled with determinate ideas, and determinate ~mo.

"tions take possession of the heart."-Essay upon Pvetry and
Muric, part 1, chari. vi.

had no other m6l>tls of information, what might we, but what could we not
infer 1 What 'remark follows; and what will, accordingly, be found to be
true'l How is thi. illustrated1 What remark of Dr. Beattie is here intra-
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Xor is this confining the expression of which music is capll.
ble within narrower limits than is consistent with our experi.
ence of its effects. Although its real power consists in its imi.
tation of those signs of emotion or passion which take place in
the human voice, yet from its nature it possesses advantages
which these ,signs have not, and which render it, within those
limits, one of the most powerful meflne-which can be used iJ1
exciting emotion. As far as I am able to judge, these advan·
tages principally consists in the two following circumstances-

I. In that variety of sounds which it admits in conformity to
the key, or fundamental tone. In the real expression of passion
in the human voice, the sound is nearly uniform, or at least ad.
mits of v!'ry small variation. So -far, therefore, as mere sound
is concerned, the tone of any passion would, in a short time,
become unpleasing from its uniformity; and if this effect were
not forgotten, in our attention to the language and sentiments
of the person who addresses us, it would be perceived by every
ear.. In music, on the contrary, the variety of related sounds
which may be introduced, not only prevents this unpleasing
effect of ~iformity, and preserves the emotion which the pre.
vailing tone is, -of itself, able tet excite, but, by varying the
expression of it, k-eeps both our attention and our imagination
continually awake. The one resembles what we should feel
from the passion of any person, who uniformly made use of the
same words to express to us what he felt. The other, what we
feel from that eloquence of passion, where new images are con·
tinually presenting themselves to the mind of the speaker, and
a new source of delight is afforded to our imagination, in the

.perception of the agreement of those images with the emotions
from which they arise. The effect of musical composition, in
this light, resembles, in some measure, the progress of an ora·
tion, in which our interest is continually kept alive; and if it
were possiltle for us, for a moment, to -forget that the performer

duced 1 This is not confining the expression of which music is capable
within what 7 What observation follows 1 What is the first circumstance in
which these advantages consiet 1 In the real expression of passion in the
human voice, what is observed of the sound; and what remark follows 1
What, on the contrary, is the caSe in music 7 What do they respectively
resemble 1 What does the effect of musical composition, in this light, resem
ble; and under what oirculDlltances might it be ~id to resemble the effect of
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is only repeatiag a lesson, were it poasible for us to imagine,
that the sounds we hear were the immediate eXprMsioDS of his
own emotion, the effect of music might be conceived, in some
measure, to approach to the effect of eloquence. To those who
have felt tm inftuence, in the 41egree in which, in SOIlle seasons
of sensibility, it may be felt, there is no improbability in the ae.
coanta of the effectl of music in earlier times, when the profes.
sionlI of poetry and music were aot separated: when the bard,
under the inftuence of some 8trong and present impression, BC·

coDllDOdated his melody to the language of his own passion;
'aDd wheD the hearers, UDder the inftuence of the same impres.
sion, were prepared to go aIoD8 with him, in every variety of
that eJDQtion whieh he felt and exprell8ed himself.

2. But, besides this, there is &DOlher cirellJDlltance in which
,tDe 8lIpl1l8iion of IDUBic dilf6l'8 materially from the expression
'of na&aral signs, and which serves to add conaiderably to the
atrength of its effect. SueR natural sounds expre88 to us im
mediately, if they express at all, the emotion of the penon from
wbom they proceed, and therefore immediately excite our own
-emotion. AI these souods, however, have little or DO variety,
anel excite immediately their correspondent emotion, it necesa.
rily happens, that they become weaker u they proceed, uatil
at last they become positively disagreeable. In musical com
poUtioD, OB the ooatrary, U lIuch IIOUBds constitute a wbGle,
and have all a relation to the key, or fuudameBtal .ole in whicla
they close, they IWt only alford us a satisfaction u parts of a
l"IUlu- whole, but, what is of much more consequence, they
keep our attention con1iollally awake, and our expectation
excited, until we arrive at that fundameDtal ~,which is'
both the clOlle of the composition, and the eDd of our expecta
tion. Instead, therefore, as in the former cue, of'our emotion
becomiDg more languid as the sounds prooeed, it beoomes, in
the case of mUllieal compOllition, on the contrary, JJU)re strong.
The peculiar affection we feel is kept continually increasing,

eloquence 1 To those who have felt UliE inftllellce very coD8iderably, in what
&CCo_~ is there no improbability1 But besideII this there is what1 What
do such natural BOunds immediately expresa to us 1 AI these llOunds have
little or no· variety, what follows 1 ID music:al cOmpolliuoD, on the contrary,
what is their l!ffect 7 What remark follows? How is this illustrated1 In
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by meaDl'l ftf the expectation which is excited for the perfectioa
of this whole, and the one and the other are only pti6ed whee
we arrive at this desired and expected end.

In this respect, indeed, musical expression is in itself superior
even to the expreyion of languoge; and were the pO!l8iona or
affections which it can express, 118 definite or particular as those
which can be communicated by words, it may well be doubted,
whether there is any composition ~fwords, which could BO pow.
erfully affect us, as such a composition of BOunds. In langu&«e,
every pel'llOll under the influence of passion or emotion, natu.
rally begina with exprellBing the cause of bis emotion-an 00.
lMll'Y&tion, which every one must bave made ill real life, and
which might easily be confirmed by instances from dramatic
poetry. IB this cue, our emotion ii immediately at ita height,
&Ad .. it has no longer any assistance from curiollity, naturally
cools as the speaker goes on. In 1IlUlIic, on the contrary, the
menner of this communication resembles the artful, hut inter.
esting COIlduct of tbe epic or dramatic poem, wIlere we find
oUl'll6lvee at once inrolved in the progr688 of 80me great inter.
ellt, where our curiosity is wound up to itS utmollt to discover
the event, and where at every itep this intereat increases, from
bringiug us nearer to the expected end. That the effect of
musical composition is similar, that while .it excitea emotioa
from the nature of the llOUBds, it excitei also an iIlcreasing ex.
pectation aDd interest from the conduct of these IOUndB, and
from their continued dependeDce upon the close, has, I am per.
BUaded, been felt in the strongellt maDIler by tmary p8l'8On 6f
commoo BeMibility; and iDdeed is, in itself, extremely oMioue,
&om the ei'eet which ia universally produced by any pathetic
eompo8itiGil upon the audience. The mClMl8ling silenoe-the
impatieDee of intel'nlption, which am 10 evident .. tae compo.
sition goo. on-the arts by which the performer is ahnolt in.
stiaetively led to eahllQoe the merit of the 0)016, by~ to

this respect, musical exprellBion is superior to what; and what obllervation
follawa 1 In language, how does every person, under the influence ofpaseion,
begin1 Of this obllervation, what is remarked 1 In this case, what is ob
sened of the emotion 1 In mUBic. on the contrary, what does the manner of
thia communication reRmble; by which, how are we alfect.ed 1 What obser
vation follows 1 What testify, in the strongest manner, the increasing nature
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depart from it-the suppression of every sign of emotion till the
whole is completed, and the violence either of sensibility 01'

applause, that are immediately displayed, whenever a full and
harmonious close is produced; all testify, in the strongest man
ner, the increasing nature of the emotion, and the singular ad.
vantage which music thus possesses, in keeping the attention
and the sensibility so powerfully awake. '

Such seems to me the natural. effect of music on the human
mind: in expressing to us tho~e affections or emotions, which
are signified by the tones of the voice, and the progress of arti.
culate sounds; limited, indeed, in the reach of its imitation OJr

exp.ression, and far inferior to language, in being confined to

the expression only of general emotions;,but powerful within
those limits, beyond any other means we know, both by the
variety which it can afford, and the continued and increasing
interest which it can raile.

It is obvious, that the observations which I have now offered,
relate principally to vocal music, and to that simple species of
composition, which is commonly called song, or air. I believe
it will be found that this is in reality, not only the most expres.
sive species of composition, but the only one which aftects the
minds of uninstructed men. It is the only music of early ages,
the only music of the common people, the only music which
pleases us in infancy and early youth. It is a considerable
time. before we discern the beauties of more artificial composi.
tion, or indeed before we understand it. In such kinds of com·
position, a young person, whatever may be his natural taste, /
seldom discovt'rs any continued relation. He is disposed to
divide it in his own mind into different parts; to consider it as
a collection of distinet airs; and he is apt to judge of it, not as
a whole, but as the separate parts ofitare expressive to him or not.
There is nothing accordingly more common, than to find young
people expressing their admiration of a particular strain or divi.

of the emotion 1 In expressing what, does this seem to be the effect of music
upon the human mind1 In what respect is it inferior to langua,,"'ll; but what
is observed of it within those limits 1 To what do these observations obviously
relate 1 Of this species of composition, what is remarked 1 It is the only
music of whom, and of what period 1 What remarks follow 1 what, among;
young people is, accordingly, very common 1 But what are they seldom able
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sion of the composition, and such strains are always the most
simple, and those which approach most to the nature of airs;
but it is seldom, I believe, that they are able to follow the whole
of a concerto, or that they are found to express their admira.
tion of it as a whole.

With such a species of composition, however, they who are
instructed in music have many and very interesting associations.
A song or an air leads us always to think of the sentiment, and
seldom disposes us to think of any thing else. An overture,
or a concerto, disposes us to think of the composer. It is a
work in which much invention, much judgment, and much
taste may be displayed; and it may have, therefore, to those
who are capable of judging of it, all that pleasing effect upon
the mind, which the composition of an excellent poem or ora·
tion has UpO.D the minds of those who are judges of such works.
The qualities of skill, of novelty, of learning, of invention, of
taste, may, in this manner, be expressed by such compositions
--qualities, it is obvious, which are the foundation, both of
sublimity and beauty in other cases, and which may, undoubt.
edly, be the foundation of such characters in musical composi
tion, even although it shouid have no other or more affecting
expression to recommend it. Nor is this all; BUch compositions
are not read in private, but are publicly recited. There is,
therefore, the additional circumstance of the performance to
be attended to--a circumstance of no mean consequence, and
of which every man will acknowledge the importance, who
recollects the different effects the same composition has pro
duced on him, when performed by different people. There is,
therefore, the judgment, the taste, the expression of the per.
former, in addition to all those different qualities of excellence
which may distinguish the composition; and the whole effect
is similar to that which every one has felt from any celebrated

to do 'I How is such a species of composition regarded by those who are
iDatructed in music 'I How does a BOng or an air always affect us'l How, an
overture; and of it, what is observed 'I What qualities may be expressed by
IlUch compositions; and of them, what is remarked 'I As luch compositions
are publicly recited, what follows; and of this circumstance, what is remarked 'I
In addition to these advantages, what others has it; and the whole effect is
.imilar to what 'I What remark follows" While music possesses this power,

20
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piece of poetry, when recited by an able and harmonious de.
claimer. Even to the very worst music this gives an effect,
and the effect may easily be conceived when the music also is
good.

III. While music has this power in expressing some of the
most interesting and affecting passions of the human mind;
and is, in its more artificial state, significant to us of so many
pleasing and delightful qualities, it will not, I hope, be con·
sidered rash, if I presume to think that from these associations
it derives all its power in producing the emotions of sublimity
or beauty, and that wherever it does produce either of these
effects, it is by being expressive to us, either of some interest
ing passion, or of some valuable and pleasing quality in the
composition, or the performance.

When any musiool composition affects us with the emotions,
either of sublimity or beauty, it should seem that this effect
lIlust arise from one or other of the following causes: 1st, From
the nature of the single or individual sounds which enter into
the composition. 2dly, From the nature of the composition
itself, or from those laws, which, as has before been observed,
are necessary to render a succession of sounds agreeable, or
to constitute music: or, 3dly, From the aSSOC18tions we con.
nect with it, or the qualities of which it is expressive to us.
That the beauty or sublimity of single sounds is not a quality
of the sounds themselves, but arises from their expression, I
have already endeavored to illustrate. That the beauty of
musical composition does not arise h'om the second of those
CalJ,8eS, or from the circumstances of the composition itself, and
that it is altogether to be ascribed to the qualities of which it
is expressive to Uil, I am disposed to conclude from the follow.
109 considerations :

1. If the beauty of music arose from the regular composi·
tion of sounds, according to those laws, which are necessary

what opinion should not be considered rash'1 When any mWlical composition
alfects us with the emotions, either of sublimity or beauty, from what mlHt
this etrect arise ~ What has our author already endeavored to illustrate '1
From the following considerations, what is he disposed to conclude'1 If
tbe beauty of music aroae from the regular composition of sounds, &c.,
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to constitute mllSic, or an agreeable succession of 801lIlde, it
would necessarily follow, that every composition, where these
laws were observed, would be beautifill. Every man, however,
knows that there is a very wide distinetion between music and
beautiful music. If a composition is expressive of no senti.
ment, a common hearer feels no beauty from it: if it i8 quite
comlllon, and has neither novelty oor skill in it, a connoisseur
in music feels as littfe. If it has neither one nor the other, all
lhe world pronounce it bad musie. Yet such a composition
may be perfectly regular, may be in obedience to the strictest
Jawi of composition; and will give to every one that inferior
pleasure which arises from a regular succession of sounds..
As there is, therefore, a very evident distinction between that
mechanical pleasure which we receive from mere music, and
that delight which we feel from music when beautiful or
sublime, it is obvious that the mere regular composition of
related sounds, is not the cause of the emotions either of
sublimity or beauty.

2. If the beauty of music ai'o8e from any of those qualities,
either of sound, or of the composition of sounds which are
immediately perceivable by the ear, it is obvious, that this
would be expressed in langl1age, and that the terms by which
such music was characterized, would be significant of some
quality or qualities discernible by the ear: If, on the contrary.
this beauty arises from the interesting or affecting qualities of
which it is expressive to us, such qualities, in the same manner,
ought, in common language, to be aSsigned as the causes of
this emotion; and the terms by which such music is chancter·
ized ought to be signifieant of such qualities. That the last is
the case, I think tpere can be no dispute. The terms plaintive,
tender, cheerful, gay, elevating, solemn, &c. are not only con.
stantly applied to every kind of music that is either sublime or
beautiful; but it is, in tact, by such terms only that men ever

what would necessarily follow'l What, however, doee every man know'l
What remark follows; and of 8ueh a compoeitioD, what is observed 'I From
this, what conclusion is drawn 'I If the beauty of music arose from any of
th.- qualities, &c., what would obviously follow 'I ~ on the contrary, this
beauty ariaee from the interesting or aftecting qualities of which it ill ex
preaive to us, what should be the consequence 'I From what does it appellT
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characterize the compositions from which they receive such
emotions. If any man were asked what it was that rendered
such an air so beautiful, he would immediately answer, because
it was plaintive, solemn, cheerful, &c. but he never would
think of describing its peculiar nature as a composition of
sounds. In the same mannE'r, if he were accounting to any
person for the beauty or sublimity of any composition-if he
were to describe it in the most accurate way p088ible, as having
particular characters of coniposition, he might, indeed, make
him wonder at his learning, but he would leave him as ignorant
as before, with regard to the source of its beauty. Were he
to tell him, on the other hand, that it was expre88ive of melan.
choly, gaiety, or tenderness, he would make him understand, at
once, the reason of his emotion. If the beauty or sublimity of
music arose from the laws of its composition, the very reverse
of all this would obviously be the case.

It is observable, in the same manner, that even they who are
best acquainted with the principles of composition, and who
are most disposed to forget the end, in attending to the rules of
the science, never think of expressing the beauty or sublimity
of any piece of music, by terms significant of its nature as a
composition, but by such as are significant of some pleasing
or interesting association. If they forget the expression of
music, they never forget the merits of the composer. When
they speak, therefore, of the sublimity or beauty of any such
composition, if they are farther questioned upon the subject, it
will always be found, that it is either the learning, the inven
tion, or the taste, which it displays, that they assign as the
foundation of their admiration, or some other quality, either in
the composition or performance, perfectly distinct from the
mere qualities, either of sound or composition. This universal

that this last is the 'caae? H any man were asked what it was that ren
dered such an air so beautiful, what would he reply '1 In the same man
ner, if he were accounting for the beauty or sublimity of any composition,
what would be the effect of minute description, and of expression of ill
general characteristics? Under what circUmstances would the reverse of
this be the case? What, in the same manner, is also observable? If they
forget the expression of music, what do they never forget? When they speak
of the sublimity or beauty of such composition, if farther questioned upon the
.ubject, what will they assign lIS the foundation of their admiration 1 Of
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mnguage of mankind is not only a proof of the connexion be.
tween the beauty and sublimity of music, and the expressions
which it conveys; but it is impossible that this language
should ever have been either employed, or understood, if the
sublimity or beauty of music were independent of such expres
sions.

3. If the beauty or sublimity of music depended solely upon
the nature of its composition, and was independent of the qua
lities of which it is expressive, it would necessarily follow, that
the same compositions must always be beautiful or sublime,
which were once so ; and that in every situation they must
produce the same emotion, in the same manner as every other
abject of sense uniformly produces its correspondent sensation.
The truth is, however, that no such thing takes place, and that on
the contrary, music is beautiful or sublime, only when it is ac·
commodated to the emotion which it is intended to express. If
the passion of revenge, for instance, were expressed by the
most beautiful composition of sounds conceivable, which either
naturally, or from habit, were considered as expressive of ten
derness, every man, instead of being affected with its beauty,
would laugh at its absurdity. In the same manner, if love or
tenderness were expressed by any sounds, or composition of
Bounds, generally appropriated to the expression of rage, or reo
ven~e, however sublime they might be according to their own
expression, they would undoubtedly cease to be so by such an
appropriation. Instances of the same kind might easily be
multiplied. If we could suppose, that, by a miracle, the
present system of sounds in the human voice were altogether
changed; that the tones which now express mirth, should then
express melancholy, the sounds which now express rage, should
then express tenderness, &c., and that a similar revolution
should, at the same time, take place in the expression of the
progress of sounds. I think every mWl will allow, that the

what is this universal language of mankind a proof1 If the beauty or sub
limity of music depended solely Jlpon the nature of its composition, &c., whet
would necessarily happen? What, however, is the truth on this subject?
How is this illustrated from the passion of revenge- and .of love 1 Upon what
supposition would the whole system of music, of necessity, be changed; and
what would follow? In such a ellie, what woul. have undergone DO revolu-
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whole system of music must, of necessity, be changed; that a
new music must arise, ac«:ommodatcd to this change in the
system of expressive sounds, and that if it were not changed,
instead of affi>rding us any emotions of beauty or su!:>limity, it
would either be unintelligible, or absolutely absurd: yet in such
a case, all that arises from the mere mechanical structure of
sounds would remain-all that is immediately perceived by the
ear, either in sound itself, or in the composition of sound, would
have undergone no revolution. There cannot well be a stronger
proof, that the beauty or sublimity of music arises from the
qualities which it expresses, and not from the means by which
they l\le expressed.

4. It is observable, that the beauty or 9I1blimity of music is
felt by thOlle who have no perception of the relation of sounds,
either in point of tune or time, and who, consequently, must be
unconscious of any pleasure that arises from the mere compo
sition of sounds. Every one who will take the trouble of in.
quiring, will find many people who have, as is generally called,
no musical ear, who areuDlibled to learn the simplest tune, and
who can scarcely distinguish one tune from another, who are
yet sensible to the beauty or sublimity of music, and who feel
delight from different kinds of composition. The want of a
musical ear is not uncommon; but I believ~ there is no instance
,of any person who is insensible, either to the expression of dif.
ferent tones in the human voice, or who is not differently af.
fected by the different progress of sollnds. In such cases,
although music has not the same extent of expression to them,
that it has to thOlle who are born with a good ear, yet still it
has some expression; and the proof of it is, that although
they cannot tell whether any note is just or not, or whether the
time of any composition is perfectly preserved, they can still
tell whether a song is gay or plaintive, whether fitted to inspire
mirth or melancholy. They have, therefore, that degree of
delight from it, which the scenes of nature usually inspire,

tion'l Of what is this a strong proof'! By whom is it observable that the
beauty or sublimity of music is felt 'I People of what kind will every one,
who will take the trouhle of inquiring, find 'I Though the want of a musical
ear is not uncommon, yet of persons of what sort is there no instance 'I In
such cases, what is observed; and what is the proof of this 'I What de/tTee
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where a general tJut indistinct relation is observed to some in
teresting or affecting I\ualities, and where, in consequence of
this relation,such soones naturally tend to excite or to encou
rage II. correspoodent emotion; but they are insensible to that
greater delight, which; as has already been shown, every man
of a good ear feels, both from the variety of this expression,
aud from the continued and increasing interest which it awa
kellil. If the sublimity or beauty of music arose from the dis
cernment of such relations as constitute the laws ofcomposition,
it is obvious that they, who' are incapable of discerning such
relations, would be incapable, at the &arne time, of discovering
either its sublimity or beauty.

In the preceding observations, I have considered only the
permanent associations we have with musical composition, or
the expressions which are every where felt, both in the tone
and the time of such successions of sound, from their analogy
to the character and progress of sound in the human voice.
With music, however, we have often many accidental associa~

tions, both individual and national; and the influence of such
associations upon our opinions of the beauty or sublimity of
music might be shown from many considerations. On the one
haud, from the dependence of the beauty of music upon the
temporary or habitual dispositions of bur minds-from the dif.
ferent effect which is produced by the same composition, ac.
cording to the associations we happen to connect with it-and
from the tendency which all national music has to render those
who are accustomed to it, insensible to the beauty of any fo
reign music, from their asSOCIation of particular sentiments with
peculiar characters or modes of composition: And, on the
other hand, from the influence of individual or national associa.
tions, in increasing the sublimity or beauty of music, both by
increasing its natural expressions, and by rendering these ex
pressions more definite and precise. I am unwilling, how.

of delight have they, therefore, for it; but to what are they insensible? If
the sublimity or beauty of music arose from the discernment of such relations
as constitute the laws of composition, what would follow 1 In the preceding
observations, what only has our author considered1 With music, hoWever,
what llI!lSOCiations have we; and of their influence, what is observed? From
what, on the one hand, might this influence be shown 1 On the other, from
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ever, to swell these very imperfect remarks, by illustratio~

which every one can so easily prosecute for himself.
From the whole, I am induced to conclude. that music is

productive to us of two distinct and separate pleasures--
1. Of that mechanical pleasure. which, by the constitution

of our natpre. accompanies the perception of a regular succes.
sion of related sounds--

2. Of that pleasure which such compositions of sound may
produce, either by the expression of some pathetic or interest.
ing affection, or by being the sign of some pleasing or valuable
quality. either in the composition or the performance.

That it is to this last source the beauty or sublimity of music
is to be ascribed. or that it is beautiful or sublime only when it
is expressive of some pleasing or interesting quality. I hope is
evident from the preceding observations.

what 1 To do what is our author unwi~1 From the whole, what is he
induced to conclude ~ What is the first 1 What is the second 1 What, is ii
hoped, is evident, from the preceding obeervations 1
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CHAPTER III.

OF THE OBJECTS OF SIGHT.

ltil

THE greater part of the external objects, in which we disco
ver sublimity or beauty, are such as are perceived by the sense
of sight. It has even been imagined by some philosophers,
that it is to such objects only that the name of beauty is pro.
perly applied, and that it is only from analogy that the same
term is applied to the objects of our other senses. This opinion

. however, seems at first sight ill founded. The terms beauty
and sublimity are applied by all men to sounds, and even some·
times to smells. In our own. experience, we very often find,
that the same emotion is produced by sounds, which is pro.
duced, by forms or colors; and the nature of language suffi
ciently shows, that this is conformable also to general experi.
ence. There seems no reason, therefore, for limiting the ob
jects of sublimity or beauty, to the sole class of visible objects.

It must, however, be acknowledged, that by far the greatest
number of these objects are such as we discover by means of
this sense; nor does it seem difficult to assign the reason of
this superiority. By the rest of our senses, we discover single
qualities of objects only; but· by the sense of seeing, we dis.
cover all that assemblage of qualities which constitute, in our
imaginations, the peculiar nature of such objects. By our
other senses, we discover, in general, such qualities, only
when the bodies are in contact with us; but the sense of sight
affords us a very wide field of observation, and enables us to

By what sense are the greater part of external objects in which we discover
sublimity or beauty, perceived 1 What has, by some philosophers, been ima
gined 1 Why docs this opinion seem ill-founded 1 In our own experience,
what do we often find; and what does the nature of language sufficiently
show 1 For what, therefore, does there seem no reason 1 What may, how
ever, be acknowledged 1 Why is it not difficult to Ililsign the reason of this

21
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make them the objects of attention, when they are at very
considerable distances from ourselves. It is natural, therefore,
that the greater power of this sense should dispose us to
~reater confidence in it, and that the qualities of bodies which
we discover by means of it, should more powerfully impress
themselves upon our imagination and memory, than those
single qualities which we discover by the means of our other
senses. The visible qualities of objects, accordingly, become,
to us, not only the distinguished characteristics of external
bodies, but they become also, in a great measure, the signs of
all their other qualities;. and by recalling to our IIiinds the
qualities signified, affect us, in some degree, with the same
emotion which the objects themselves ca,n excite. Not only
the smell of the rose, or the violet, is expressed, to us, by their
colors and forms; but the utility of a machine, the elegance
of a design, the proportion of a column, the speed of the
horse, the ferocity of the lion-even all the qualities of the
human mind are naturally expressed to us by certain visible
appearances; because our experience has taught us, that such
qualities are connected with such appearances, and the pre
sence of the one immediately suggests, to U8, the idea of the
other. Such visible qualities, therefore, are gradually con
sidered as the signs of other qualities, and are productive, to
us, of the same emotions with the qualities they signify.

But, besides this, it is also to be observed, that by this sense
we not only discover the nature of individual objects, and
therefore naturally associate their qualities with· their visible
appearance; but that by it also we discover the relation of
objects to eaeh other; and that hence a great variety of ob.
jects in nature become expressive of qualities which do not
immediately belong to themselves, but to the object with
which we have found them connected. Thus, for instance, it
is by this sense we discover that the eagle inhabits rocks and
mountains; that the red-breast leaves the woods in winter, to

superiority 'I What is, therefore, natural 'I Ofthe visible qnalities of objects,
accordingly, what is observed 'I How is this remark illustrated; and why is
this the case 'I How are such visible qualities gradually considered; and of
what are they productive 'I But besides this, what also is to be observed ; and
hence what follows 'I How is this illustrated from the eagle-the red-hreast-
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seek shelter and food among the dwellings of men; that the
song of the nightingale is peculiar to the evening and the
night, &c. In consequence of this permanent connexion,
these animals acquire a character from the scenes they inhabit,
or the seasons in which they appear, and are expressive, to us,
in some measure of the character of these seasons and scenes.
It is hence that so many objects become expressive, which,
perhaps, in themselves, would never have been so; that the
curfew is so solemn from accompanying the close of day, the
twitter of the swallow so cheerful, from its being heard in the
morning, the bleating of sheep, the call of the goat, the lowing
of kine, so beautiful from their occurring in pastoral or roman·
"tic situations; in short, that the greatest number of natural
objects acquire their expression from their connexion with
particular or affecting scenes.

As, in this way, the visible qualities of objects become ex.
pressive to us of all the qualities which they possess; and be.
sides, in so many cases receive expression from their connexion
with other objects, it is extremely natural, that such qualities
should form the greatest and most numerous class of the objects
of material beauty.

I proceed to a more particular investigation of the sublimity
and beauty of some of the most remarkable classes of thesp
qualities.

SECTION I.

OF THE BEAUTY OF COLORS.

THE greater part of colors are connected with a kind of
established imagery in our minds, and are considered expres.
sive of many very pleasing and affecting qualities.

and the niA"htingale 1 What is the consequence of this permanent connexion1
Hence what follows 1 Why should such qualities form the greatest and most
numerous c1asB of the objects of material beauty 1 To what does our author
now proceed 1

With what are the greater part of colors connected; and how are they con
sidered 7 In what may these a'lilOCiatioDB be included 1 When we have been
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These associations may, perhaps, be included in the follow.
ing enumeration: 1st, Such as arise from the nature of tbe
objects thus perm8JJently colored: 2dly, Such as arise from
some analogy between certain colors, and certain dispositions
of mind: and 3dly, Such as arise from accidental connexionil,
whether national or particular.

1. When we have been accustomed to see any object capa.
ble of exciting emotion, distinguished by some fixed or perma
nent color, we are apt to extend to the color, the qualities of
the object thus colored; and to feel, when separated from it,
some degree of the same emotion which is properly excited by
the, object itself. Instances of this kind are within every per.
son's observation. White, as it is the color of day, is expres.
sive to us of the cheerfulness or gaiety which the return of day
brings. Black, as the color of darkness, is expressive of gloom
and melancholy. The color of the heavens, in serene weather,
is blue: blue therefore is expressive to us of somewhat the
same pleasing and temperate character.' Green is the color of
the earth in spring: it is consequently expressive to us of some
of those delightful images which we associate with that season.
The colors of vegetables and minerals acquire, in the same
manner, a kind of character from the character of the species
which they distinguish. With the expression of those colors,
which arc the signs of particular passions in the human coun.
tenance, and which, from this connexion, derive their effect,
every one is acquainted.

2. There are many colors which derive expression from
some analogy we discover between them and certain affections
of the human mind. Soft or strong, mild or bold, gay ~r
gloomy, cheerful or solemn, &c. are terms in all languages
applied to colors--terms obviously metaphorical, 8JJd the use
of which indicates their connexion with particular qualities of
mind. In the same manner, difft'rent degrees or shades of the

accustomed to sec any object capable of exciting emotion, distinguished by
some permanent color, to it what are we apt to extend; and to feel what 1
How is this remark illustrated from the colors of white-black-the color of
the heavens-grcen-and the colors of vegetables and minerals 1 With what
is every one acquainted 1 From what do lnany colors derive their apreseion 1
What arc examples; and what is observed of them 1 In the same manner,
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same color have similar characters, as strong, or temperate, or
gentle, &c. In consequence of this association, which is, in
.p-uth, so strong, that it is to be found among all mankind, such
colors derive a character from this resemblance, and produce,
in our minds, some faint degree of the same emotion, which the
qualities they express are fitted to produc·e.

3. Many colors acquire character from accidental associa.
tion. Purple, for instance, has acquired a character of dignity,
from its accidental connexion with the dress of kings. The
colors of ermine have a similar character from the same cause.
The colors, in every country, which distinguish the dress of
magistrates, judges, &c. acquire dignity in the same manner.
Scarlet, in this country, as the color which distinguishes the
dress of 'the army, has, in some measure, a character corres
pondent to its employmf'nt; and it was perhaps this association,
though unknown to himself, that induced the blind man, men.
tioned by Mr. Locke, to liken his notion of scarlet to the sound
of a trumpet. Every person will, in the same manner, proba
bly recollect particular colors which are pleasing to him, from
their having been worn by people whom he loved, or from some
other accidental association.

In these several ways, colors become significant, to us, of
many interesting or affecting qualities, and excite, in us, some
degree of the emotions which such qualities, in thmeselves, are
fitted to produce. Whether some colors may not, of them.
selves, produce agreeable sensations, and others, disagreeable
sensatio~s, I am not anxious to dispute: but wherever colors
are felt as producing the emotion of beauty. that it is by means
of their expression, and not from any original fitness in the
colors, themselves, to produce this effect, may, perhaps, be
obvious from the following considerations :-

1. The different sentiments of mankind, with regard to the
beauty of colors, are inconsistent with the opinion that such

what iii observed of different degrees or shades of the same color; and of thiB
8S8OCiation what is remarked 7 Hvw d(\es it appear that many colors acquire
character from accidental association 7 What was the effect of this associa
tion upon the blind man mentioned by Mr. Locke 7 In the same manner,
what will every person probably recollect 7 In these several ways, of what do
coloN become' significant; and what excitement do they produce 7 What is
our author not anxious to dispute I but from the following considerntiOlls,
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qualities are beautiful in themselves. It is impossible to infer,
that because any particular color is beautiful in one country, it
will also he beautiful in another: and there are, in fact, manv
instances where the same color produces very different opi.
nions of beauty in different races of men. Black, to us, is in
general an unpleasant color. In Spain, and in Venice, it is
otherwise. Yellow is, to us, at least in dress, a disagreeable
color. In China, it is the favorite color. White is, to us,
extremely beautiful. In China, on the contrary, it is-extremely
disagreeable. Instances of the same kind must have occurred
to every person.

If we inquire, on the other hand, what is the reason of this
difference of opinion, we shall uniformly find that it arisos from
the different associations which these different people have with
such colors; and that their opinion of their beauty is perma.
nently regulated by the nature of the qualities of which they
are expressive. Black is to us an unpleasent color, because it
is the color appropriated to mourning. In Venice and Spain,
it is the color which distinguishes the dress of the great. Yel.
low is in China the imperial color, and sacred to the emperor
and his property: it is therefore associated with ideas of mag.
nificence and royalty. Among us it has no distinct associa
#on, and is, therefore, beautiful or otherwise, only according to

I ,l \ ;'ls degree, or shade. White is beautiful to us in a supreme
),~i' degree, as emblematical, both of innocence and cheerfulness.

I, \ In China, on the other hand, it is the color appropriated to
mourning, and consequently, very far from being generally
beautiful. In the same manner, wherever any peculiar colors
are permanently favorite, there will always be found BOme
pleasing associations which the people have with that color,
and of which they, in some measure, consider it significant.

2. It is farther observable, that no colors, in fact, are beau.
tiful, but such as are expressive to us of pleasing or interesting

what may be obvious 1 What are inconsistent with the opinion that such
qualities are beautiful in themselves 1 What is it impossible to infer; and
of what are there many instances 1 How is this illustrated from black, yel·
low, and white 7 If we inquire what is the reason of this difference of opinion,
what shall we find it to be 1 How is this remark illustrated from the different
effects of black, yellow, and white 7 In the same manner, wherever any pe
culiar colors are permanently favorite, what will follow 1 What is farther
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qUalities. All colors obviously are not beautiful: the same
colors are beautiful only when they are expressive of such
qualities j and, in general, I believe it will be found, that among
all the variety of colors with which we are acquainted, those _
only are beautiful which have similar expressions.

The common colors, for instance, of many indifferent
things which surround us, of the earth, of stone, of wood, &c.
have no kind of beauty, and are never mentioned as such.
The things, themselves, are so indifferent to us, that they
excite no kind of emotIon, and of consequence their colors
produce no greater emotion, as the signs of such qualities, than
the qualities themselves. The colors, in the same manner,
which distinguish the ordinary dress of the common people,
are never considered as beautiful. It is the colors only of
the dress of the great, of the opulent, or of distinguished pro
fessions, which are ever considered in this light. The colors
of common furniture, in the same way, are never beautiful:
it is the colors only of fashionable, or costly, or magnificent
furniture, which are ever considered as such.

It is obaervable, farther, that even the most beautiful colors,
or those which are expressive to us of the most pleaaing asso·
ciations, cease to appear beautiful whenever they are familiar,
or when the objects which they distinguish have ceased to
produce their usual emotions. The blush of the rose, the
blue of a serene sky, the ~reen of the spring, are beautiful
only when they are new, or unfamiliar. In a short time we
observe them with the same indifference with which we ob.
serve the most common and unnoticed colors. That, in the
same malHler, our perception of their beauty depends on the
state of our own minds, and that it is only in seasons of sensi·
bility that we are conscioua of it, is • fact which every man
knows so well from his own experience, that it would be
needless to illustrate it.

It may be observed, also, that no new color is ever beau-

observable; and what remarks follow 1 How is this illustrated from the com
mon colors of many indifferent things which surround us 1-the ordinary
dress of the common people-the dress of the great ?-and common and costly
furniture 1 When do the most beautiful colors cease to appear beautifn11
What ilIl11tratioD follows 1 With what fact, ahlo, is every man so familiar,
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tiful, until we have acquired some pleasing llSSOCiatioo with it.
This is peculiarly observable in the article of dress; and
indeed it is the best instance of it, because in such cases, n()
other circumstance intervenes by which the experiment can
be influenced. Every man must have observed, that, in the
great variety of new colors which the caprice of fashion is
perpetualIy introducing, no new color appears at first to be
beautiful. We feel,on the contrary, a kind of disappointment,
when we see such a color in the dress of those' who regulate
the fashions, instead of that which used to distinguish them;
and even, although the color should be such, as in other sub.
jects we consider as beautiful, our disappointment still over'
balances the pleasure it might give. A few weeks, even a
few days, alter our opinion; as soon as it is generally adopted
by those who lead the public taste, and has become, of con·
sequence, the mark of rank and elegance, it immediately be.
comes beautiful. This, it is ohservable, is not peculiar to
colors that, in themselves, may be agreeable; for it often
happens, that the caprice of fashion leads us to admire colors
that are disagreeable; and that not only in themselves, but
also from the associatIOns with which they are connected•
.A. plain man would scarcely believe, that the colors of a glass
bottle, of a dead leaf, of clay, &c. could ever be beautiful;
yet within these few years, not only these, but some much
more unpleasant colors that might be mentioned, have been
fdhionable and admired. As soon, however, as the fashion
changes-as soon as they whose rank or accomplishments give
this fictitious value to the \colors they wear, think proper to
desert them, so soon the beauty Qf the color is at an end. A
new 'Color succeeds; a new disappointment attends its first
appearance: its beauty is gradually acknowledged; and the
color which was formerly the favorite, sinks into neglect and

that it would be needle8 to illustrate it 1 Of new colors, what is observed 1
In what is this peculiarly the case; and why is it the best instance of it 1
What must every man have observed j and when do we, on the contrary, feel
a kind of disappointment 1 When does it become beautiful 1 How doea it
appear that this is not peculiar to colors that, in themselves, may be agreea
ble1 What would a plain man scarcely believe; yet what follows 1 When
does a new color succeed; and what follows ~ Under what circWJl8tances
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contempt. If the faculty by which the beauty of colors it
perceived, had any analogy to a sense, it is obvious that such
variations, in our opinion of their beauty, could not take place.

3. When the particular associations we have with IlUch
colors are destroyed, their beauty is at the same time also de.
stroyed.

The different machines, instruments, ~c. which minister to
the convenience of life, have in general, from the materials of
which they are composed, or from the uses to which they are
applied, a futed and determined color. This color becomes
accordingly in some degree beautiful, from its being tbe ailQ
of such qualities; and although this effect is, in a great mea'
sure, lost from the frequency of observation, it is still observable
upon many occasions. Change the accustomed color of wcb.
objecl.8, and every man feels a kind of disappointment. 'fh.W
is so strong, that even if a color more generally beautiful is
substituted, yet still our dissatisfaction is the same, and the new
color, instead of being beautiful, becomes the reverse. Rose
color, for instance, is a more beautiful color than that of lOa'
hogany; yet if any man were to paint his doors and window,
with rose-color, he would certainly not add to their beauty.
The color of a polished ateel grate is agreeable, hut is not, in
itself, very beautiful. Suppose it to be painted green, or violet,
or crimson, all of which are much more beautiful colors, and
the beauty of it will be altogether destroyed. The colors of
cedar, of mahogany, of satin.wood, are not nearly 80 beautiful
as many other colors that may be mentioned. There is no
color, however, with which such woods can be painted, that
would be IiIO beautiful as the colors of the woods themselves;
because they are very valuable, and the colors are, in some
measure, significant to us of this value. Instances of this kind
are innumerable.

There are different professions in every country, which are
distinguished by different colored dresses. Whatever may

could not such variations take place 1 Of the different machines, instruments,
&c., that mini.sier to the convenience of life, what is remarked 1 From what
does this color become, in some degree, beautiful; and what is said of this ef
fect 1 Change the. accustomed color of such objects, and what will fullow 1
Of the strength of this disappointment, what is observed 1 How is this illus
trated from the color of rose-wood 'l-from a polished grate '/-and from tho

22
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have led to this appropriation, and however fanciful and extm·
vagant it may sometimes be, after it is established, there ill felt
a kind of propriety in the dress; and it is strongly associated
in our minds with the qualities which such professions l'3eem to
indicate. Weare in some measure disappointed, therefore,
when we see a professional man not in the dress of his profes
sion; and when he is in this dress, we conceive that there is a
propriety and beauty in such a: color. Chan~e the colors of
these several dresses, and all this species of beauty is destroyed.
We should not only laugh at the supposition of the army and
navy being dressed in black, and the church and the bar in
scarlet; but we should feel, also, a discontent, as if these colors
had, in themselves, a separate expression, and were in these
cases misapplied. Even in reversing the dress of individuals
of these different professions, the whole beauty of their dress
is destroyed; and we are conscious of a feeling of impropriety,
as if the qualities which are peculiar to such professions were
necessarily connected with the dress they wear. So strong is
this association even in trifles, and so naturally do colors be.
come expressive to us of the qualities with which we have found
them generally connected.

In natural objects the same circumstance is very apparent.
There are colors, perhaps, more generally beautiful than those
which distinguish trees, or rocks, or waters, or cottage~, or
ruins, or any of the ordinary ingredients of rural 'scenery;
yet no colors, but the natural, could possibly be beautiful, in
the imitation of such scenes; because no other colors could
be expressive, to us, of those qualities which are the sources
of our emotion from such objects in nature. That all the
beauty, in the same manner, of plants or animals, would be '
destroyed, if any new colors, however generally beautiful,
were substituted in the place of those by which nature has

colors of cedar, mahogany, and satin wood 1 What is remarked of colors pe_
culiar to the dresses of particular profcssions 1 When we see a professional
man not in the dress of his profession, and when he is in this dreBB, how are
we affected 1 Change the color of these scveral dresses, and what will be the
consequence 7 How is this illustrated 1 What is the effect of reversing the
dress of individuals of the different professions 1 How does it appear that in
natural objects the same circumstance is apparent 1 Of the obviousness of the
beauty of pllUlts and animals, from the same associations, what is remarked?
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8fstinguished their different classes, and which are of conse
quence associated in our minds with all the qualities which
they possess, is so obvious, that it is altogether unneceBBary to
attempt the illustration of it. That this principle applies also
to the colors of dress, and that the same color is beautiful or
not, as the expression which it has is suited to the character
01' situation of the person who wears it, every' person may satisfy
himself by a little attention. As thus there is no color what
ever, which, in all situations, is beautiful, and as, on the COIl.

trary, the beauty of every color is destroyed, whenever the as·
sociations we have with it are dissolved, it seems reasonable to
conclud.e, that the beauty of such qualities arises from their
expression, and not from any original fitness in them to produce
this emotion.

4. If the beauty of colors arose from any original fitness inI
them to produce this emotion, it is apparent, that they who are
incapable of such perceptions, must be incapable of such emo- I
tion. That the blind, however, may receive the same delight,}
from the ideas which they associate with colors, that they do
who see, is a fact of which I think every one will be convinced,
who _reads the poems of Dr. Blacklock. No man who is oot
acquainted with the history of their ingenious author, could
perceive that he had the misfortune to iose his sight in early
infancy. That from conversation, and from the perusal of
books of poetry, it was possible for him to learn the distinguish.
ing colors of certain objects, and to apply them with sufficient
propriety in his own verses, I do not deny; but the circumstance
of importance at present is this, that his poetry is full of the
same sentiments, and expresses the same admiration with
regard to the different visible qualities of matter, with that of
poets who have had no such defect; and that the same power
is ascribed to them in producing the emotions of beauty, and
wi~h as great accuracy with regard to particular instances, as in

Of what may every person satisfy himself by a little attention? What con
clusion seems reasonable? If the beauty of wlors arose from any original
fitness in them to produce this emotion, what is apparent? Of what wfll every
one be convinced, who rea.<L. the poems of Dr. Blacklock? What could no
man,. unacquainted with his history, perceive? What does our author not
deny; but at present what is the circumstance of importance 'I If our per'
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the compositions of those who have had the sense of sight in
its fullest perfection. If our perception of the beauty of
colors arose from some original fitness in such qualitiel'l to pro
duce this emotion, it is obvious, that the blind must be as inca.
pable of perceiving this beauty, as of perceiving the colors
themselves; but if the beauty of colors arises from the aliSO·

ciations we connect with them, this fact, in the case of Dr.
Blacklock, admits of a very simple solution. From reading,
and from conversation, he has acquired the same associations
with the words that express such colors, as we have with the
colors themselves; that the word white, for instance, signifie~

a quality in objects expressive of cheerfulness and innocence;
the word purple, the quality of majesty; the word black, the
quality of gloom and melancholy, &c. In this case, it is ob
'fious, that he may feel the same emotions from the use of these
'Words, that we do from the colors which' they express; and
that from the permanence of these associations in a great va
riety of cases, he may apply the terms with sufficient propriety,
either in sublime or br.autiful description. As this is, in reality,
the case, it seems to be a very strong confirmation of the
opinion, that the beauty of such qualities arises from theasso.
ciations we connect with them, and not from any original or
independent beauty in the colors themselves.

eepUOIl of*he beauty of tolora arOlHl from some original fitness in such quali
ties to produce this emotion, what is obvious; but what follows 1 From read
ing and from conversation, what has he acquired 1 What instances are men
tioned1 In this case what may he feel:, and what may he do 1 As this is, in
reality, the case, of what opinion does it seem to be a very strong confirma
tiol\ 1
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OF all material qualities, that which is most generally, and
most naturally productive of the emotions of sublimity and
beauty, is form. Other qualities may be separated from most
objects, without destroying their nature; but the form of every
material object, in a great measure, constitutes its nature and
essence, and cannot be destroyed, without destroying the indio
vidual subject to which it belongs. From whatever cause,
therefore, the beauty of any material object proceeds, it is na·
tural to ascribe it to the form, or to that quality which most in
timately belongs to the object, and constitutes its essence to
our senses. The common opinion, therefore, undoubtedly is,
that forms, in themselves, are beautiful; that there is an origi.
nal and essential beauty in some particular forms; and that
this quality is as immediately discernible in them, as the forms
themselves.

Philosophers, however, have not been satisfied with this com.
mon opinion. The siJpposition of such an original and inde.
pendent beauty in forms, has been found inconsistent with many
phenomena, and some more general principle was wanted, un.
der which the different facts upon this subject might be tolera.
blyarranged•. Many theories, accordingly, have been formed
to account for this species of beauty. Some have resolved it
into a sense of proportion, and endeavored to establish, by

Of all material qualities, which is most naturally productive of the emotions
of sublimity and beauty1 What is remarlwi of other qualities; but of form,
what is observed 1 What remark follows 1 What, therefore, is the common
opinion1 Of the supposition of such an origiDal and independent beauty in
furms, what is observed 1.Among the many theories that have been formed
to account for this species of beauty, into what have some resolved it; and
what have.they~endeavored to_establish1 What farther opinions have been
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analogy from our other senses, certain proportions which are
immediately and permanently beautiful. Others have ae
counted for this beauty from the union of uniformity and vari
ety. Some have supposed it to arise from the consideration of
utility. Others have asserted, that the beauty of forms arises
from their commonness, and that the beautiful form is that
which is most generally met with in objects of the same
kind. Mr. Hogarth, in opposition to all, considers the beauti
ful form, as being described by lines of a particular kind, and
has produced a great variety of instances in support of his
opinion.

It is not my design at present, to enter into any examination
of these several opinions. In all of them, I believe, there is
something true to a certain extent; though I believe also, that
they have arisen from a partial view of the subject, and are in
adequate to account for the greater number of the phenomena.

I may be allowed, however, to observe, that of the two, the
common opinion is by much the most defensible. To reduce
the great variety of instance\! of beauty in forms to any single
principle, seems, at first sight, altogether impossible; not only
from this variety, but also, in innumerable cases, from the con.
trary nature of the forms, which, in fact, are beautiful. As no
theory, besides, can possibly be maintained without some founda
tion in nature, the number of theories which have been pro
duced upon this subject, are, in themselves, an evidence, that
this beauty arises from more causes than anyone of these
theories comprehends.

The principle which I have endeavorerl to illustrate, with
regard to the beauty and sublimity of sounds and colors, will,
perhaps, be found to be equally applicable to the beauty or
sublimity of forms: and as far as I can judge, is' free from the
objections which may be stated, both to the common and the
philosophical opinions. In the observations which follow, I

maintained 1 What is Mr. Hogarth's opinion 1 What is not, at present, our
author's design; and what does he, of all of them, believe 1 What, however,
may he be allowed to observe 1 What seems, at first, altogether impossible;
and why1 As no theory can possibly be maintained without some foundation
in nature, what follows 1 The principle already illustrated is equally appli
cable to what; and from what is it free 1 In the observations that follow,
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shall therefore endeavor to shew, that the sublimity or beauty
of forms arit!es altogether from the associations we connect
with them, or the qualities of which they are expressive to us ;
and I shall endeavor to explain, with as much accuracy as I
am able, the different expressions of which forms are suscepti.
ble, and winch are the foundation of that sublimity and beauty
which Wp asci:ihe to them. The importance of the subject,
will, I lto}'~, IJI' :ny excuse for the length, and perhaps for the
tcdwusHess of sefilC of these illustrations.

Forms are naturally divisible into two kinds, into animated
and inanimate forms. It is the latter of th~se only which I
propose at present to consider; as it is obviously necessary first
to consider the source of the beauty of which form itself is capa
ble, before we can properly ascertain that superior beauty
which arises from animation.

With regard to inanimate forms, the principal expressions
which they have to us, seem to me to be, 1st, The expressions
of such qualities· as arise from the aature of the bodies distin.
guished by such forms; and, 2dly, The expressions of such
qualities as arise from their being the subject or production of
art. The first of these constitutes what may be called their
NATURAL beauty; the second, what may be called their RELA

TIVE beauty. There is, also, another source of expression in
such qualities from accidental association, and which, perhaps,
may be termed their ACCIDENTAL beauty.

Upon each of these sources of the beauty of forms, I shall
offer some observations.

therefore, what shall our author endeavor ·to show; and what shall he en
deavor to explain'1 Of the importance of the work, what is observed'1 Into
what two kinds are forms naturally divisible'1 Why does our author propose
to consider the latter only'1 What seems to be the principal expression of
inanimate forms '1 What do they respectively constitute '1 What other
lOurce of expression is there '1
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SECTION I.

OF THE NATURAL SUBLIMITY AND BEAUTY OF FORMB.

PART I.

OF THE SUBLIMITY OF FORMS.

THE sublimity of inanimate forms seems to arise chiefly from
two sources: 1st, From the nature of the objects distinguished
by that form; and,2dly, From the quantity or magnitude of
the form itself. There are other circumstances in the nature
of forms, which may extend or increase this character; but I
apprehend that the two now mentioned, are the only ones,
which, of themselves constitute sublimity. Both of them, I be
lieve, are productive of this effect, by being expressive to us of
qualities capable of exciting very strong emotions.

I. 1. The forms which distinguish bodies that are connected
in our minds with ideas of danger or power, are in general
sublime. There is scarcely any thing in inanimate nature
more remarkably so, than all those forms which are appropri
ated to the instruments of war. The forms of cannon, mor.
tars, &c, have all a character of this kind. Military ensigns,
although approaching to very common and neglected forms, par
take ofthe same character. There are few things more sublime
than the forms of armor, particularly the steel armor, which
was in use in the middle ages. Even the familiarity of common
use does not altogether destroy thill effect-the sword, the spear,
the javelin, the dagger, are still sublime forms, and enter with
propriety, into the sublimest descriptions, either of poetry or
painting.

From what two sources does the sublimity of inanimate forms seem to
arise 1 Of other circumstances in the nature of forms, what does our author
remark 1 How are both of them expressive to us of this effect 1 What
forms are, in general, sublime 1 Whatforms are remarkably so 1 What are
examples 1 Of military ensigns, and of the forms of armor, what is ob
served 1 What is remllrked of the effect of the familiarity of common use;
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2. The forms that in general distinguish bodies of great dUo
ration, and, which, of consequence, expre!lS to us great power
or strength, are in most cases sublime. In the vegetable king.
dom, the forms of trees are sublime, principally in proportion
to their expression of this quality•. Nothing is more sublime
than the form of rocks, which seem to be coeval with creation,
·and which all the convulsions of nature have not been able to
destroy. The sublimest of all mechanical arts is architecture,
principally from the durableness of its productions; and these
.productions are, in themselves, sublime, in proportion to their
·antiquity, or the extent of their duration. The Gothic castle
·is still more sublime than all, because, besides the desolation of
time, it seems also to have withstood the assaults of war. .

3. The forms which distinguish bodies that are conne~ted in
.our minds, with ideas of splendor or magnificence, are in
general sublime. The forms of the throne, the sceptre, and the
diadem, approach, in fact, to very common and very neglected
forms, yet they are all sublime, from being the signs of the
splendor and magnific"ence of royalty. The triumphal car, and
the triumphal arch, are sublime forms, from similar associations.

4. The forms in the same manner, which distinguish bodies
connected in our minds with ideas of awe or solemnity, are in
general sublime. The forms of temples, although very different
as forms, have, in all ages been accounted as sublime. Even
!he most common forms employed in religious service, derive

. a character of this kind from the qualities with which they are
connected. The thunderbolt of Jupiter, the trident of Neptune,
&c. seem to have been considered by the ancients as sublime
forms, although, in themselves, they are insignificant. The
forms of all those things, in the same manner, which are em.
ployed in the burial of the dead, are strikingly sublime. The
pall, the hearse, the robes of mourners, &c. even the plumes,

and what instances of illustration are mentioned '! What oiller forma are
also in most cases sublime'! How is this illustrated Irurn the forms of trres
-the forms of rocks-the forms of architecture-and the gothic castle'! What
other forms are, in general, sublime'l How is this illustrated from the forms
of the throne, the sceptre, the diadem, and the triumphal car and arch'! What
other forms are, in general, in the same manner sublime'l How is this illus
trated from the forms of temples-the forms employed in religious service-the
thunderbolt ofJupiter-and in the pall, the hearse, and the robes of mourning 'l

'23
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which in general are so beautiful, and the color of which is in
most cases so cheerful, are, in this situation, above all other
things, powerfully sublime.

That these and probably other IUI8Ociations of a similar kind,
have an efrect in bestowing sublimity upon the forms which
generally distinguish such bodies, every person, I think, will
be satisfied, both from his own experience, and from conversa.
tion. That the sublimity of such forms arises from the qualities
which they express, and not from an original fitness in aoy pee
culiar form to produce this emotion, is so apparent, from the
single consideration of the great variety of forms that are sub
lime, that I will not fatigue the reader by any further illustra
tion of it.

II. The sublimity of form!J, in many cases al!JO, arises froal
their magnitude; and this quality, alone, is often mfficient to
bestow mblimity. With magnitude, accordingly, we have
many distinct and powerful associations.

In animal forms, magnitude is st,ronglyassociated in our minds
with the idea of proportionable power or strength; and is chiefly
sublime from its expression of this quality. Animals of great
size, but feeble or harmless, are so far from being ~blime, that
they are in general contemptible-a fact which may easily be
observed, even in the opinions of children.

In inanimate forms, magnitude seems to have different ex
pressions to us, according to its different appearance or de.
scription.

Magnitude in height, is expressive of elevation and magna.
nimity. The source of this association is so obvious, and the
association itself so natural, that such qualities of mind, have,
in all ages, been expressed by these images, and such magni.
tudes described by terms drawn from these qualities ofmind.

Magnitude in depth is expressive of danger or terror, and from

Of what may everyone be satisfied, both from his own experience, and from
conversation 1 What remark follows 7 From what does the sublimity of
forms, in many caees, also arise; and of this quality, what is observed 1 In
animal forms, with what is magnitude strongly associated; and why is it
sublime 1 What is remarked of feeble animals of great size 1 According to
what, does magnitude in inanimate forms vary in its expression 7 Of what
is magnitude in height expressive; and of this association what is observed 7
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our constant experience, of images of horror. In all countries,
the popular hell is considered an unfathomable abyss, into which
the souls of the wicked are plunged.

Magnitude in length, is expressive of vastness, and when
Qpparently unbounded, of infinity; that being naturally ima.
giaed to be without end, to which we can discern none. It is
impossible to see a vast plain, and above all, the ocea,n without
this impression. In spite of the knowledge we have of the
immense space between us and the fixed stars, and of the com.
paratively trifling distance between any two points in this globe,
yet the former is not nearly so sublime as the view of the
ocean without shore, or even of a great plain without bounds.

Magnitude in breadth, is expressive of stability, of duration,
and of superiority to destruction. Towers, forts, castles, &c.
are sublime in consequence of this association, though very
often they have no other considerable magnitude. The pyra.
mids of Egypt are strikingly sublime in point of form, from this
expression, as well as from the real knowledge we have of their
duration. We are so accustomed to judge of the stability of
every thing by the proportion of its base, that terms borrowed
from this material quality, are, in every language, appropriated
to the expression of some of the sublimest conceptions we can
form-to the stability of nations, of empires, of the laws of na·
ture, and of the future hopes of good men.

For the reality of these associations, I might appeal to every
man's own experience, as well as to the common language of
mankind. That it is from such expressions, or from being the
sign of such qualities that magnitude is sublime, and not from
any original fitness in the quality itselfto produce this emotion,
seems to be obvious from the following considerations: 1st,
That there is no determinate magnitude, which is solely or
peculiarly sublime, which would necessarily be the case, were

Of what is magnitude in depth expressive 1 How is this illustrated 1 Of
what iii magnitude in length expressive; and why 1 What illustration of
this remark follows 1 Of what is magnitude in breadth expressive 1 How is
this illustrated from towers, forts, castles, and the pyramids of Egypt? What
remark follows? F-or the reality of these associations, to what might our
author appeal? From what considerations does it appear that the sublimity
"Of magnitude arises from such a3sociations1
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magnitude, itself, the cause of this emotion; 2dly, That the
same visible magnitude, which is sublime in one subject, ill
often very far from being sublime in another, and vice versa:
and 3dly, That mq.gnitude, according to its different appear.
ances, has different characters of sublimity corresponding to
the different expressions which such appearances have; whereas
if it were, in itself, sublime, independently of all expression, it
would, in all cases, have the same degree, and the same chao
racter of sublimity.

PART II..

OF THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF FORMS.

THE most obvious definition of FORM, is that of matter,
bounded' or circumscribed by lines. As no straight line, how.
ever, can include matter, it follows, that the only lines which can
constitute form, must be either angular, curved or winding lines.
Every form whatever must be composed, either by one or other
of these lines, or by the union of them.

When forms are composed .by one of these lines solely, they
may be termed SIMPLE forms. When they are composed by
the union of them, they may be termed COMPLEX forms.

For the sake of perspicuity, I shall first eonsider what it is
that constitutes the 'beauty of simple forms, and then, what con·
stitutes the beauty of complex forms.

Simple forms may be considered as described, either by
angular or winding lines. These different forms seem to me
to be connected, in our minds, with very different associations,
or to be expressive to us of very different qualities. I shall beg
leave to mention some of these, without pretending to a complete
enumeration.
( ]. The greater part of those bodies in nature, which possess
hardness, strength, or durability, are distinguished by angular

What is the most obvious definition of form 'I As no straight line, how
ever, can include matter, what follows 7 Of what mu.ot every form be com
posed 7 When may forms be termed simple forms; and when.complex'l For
the sake of perspicuity, what order does our author propose to pursue 'I How
may simple forms be cQnsidered 7 Of these different forms what is remarked?
What bodies are distinguished by angular forms; and what by winding or
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forms. The greater part of those bodies, on the contrary,
, which possess weakness, fragility, or delicacy, are distinguished
by winding or curvilinear forms. In the mineral kingdom, all
rocks, stones, and metals-the hardest and most durable bodies
we know, universally assume angular forms. In the vegetable
kingdom, all strong and durable plants are, in ~eneral, distin.
guished by similar forms. The feebler and more delicate race
of vegetables, on the contrary, are mostly distinguished by
winding forms. In the animal kingdom, in the samelplanner,
strong and powerful animals are generally characterized by
angular forms; feeble and delicate animals by forms of the
contrary kind. In consequence of this very general connexion
in nature, these different forms become ~xpressive to us of the
different qualities of strength and delicacy.

2. In all those bodies which have a progress, or which grow
and decay within our own observation, the same character of
form ill observable. In the vegetable kingdom, the infancy or
youth of plants is, in general, distinguished by winding forms.
The infancy and youth of animals is, in the same manner, distin.
guished by winding or serpentine forms; their mature and per.
feet age, by forms more direct and angular. In consequence
of this connexion, forms of the first kind become, in such cases,
expressive to us of infancy, and tenderness, and delicacy; and
those of the second kind, of rna urity, and strength, and vigor.

3. Besides these very obvious associations, it is also to be
observed, that from the sense of touch, angular forms are ex
pressive to us of roughness, sharpness, and harshness; winding
forms on the contrary, of softness, smoothness, delicacy, and
fineness; and this connexion is so permanent, that we immedi.
ately infer the existence of these qualities, when the bodies are
only perceived .by the eye. There is a very strong analogy
between such qualities as are perceived by the sense of touch,·

curvilinear '! Bow is this illustrated from the mineral, the vegetable, and the
animal kingdoms '! What is the cOl18el}uence of this very general connexion
in nature 'I In what other bodiee is the same character of form obeervable'l
What evidence of this is given from the vegetable and animal kingdoms '!
What is the col18el}uence of this connexion'! Besides these very obvious as
sociaiiOl1ll, what is al90 to be obeerved '! From the permanency of this con
neldon what do we immediately infer 'I Between what qualities is there a very
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and certain qualities of mind; as in all languages such qualitiea
are expressed by terms drawn from the perceptions of the ex.
ternal sense. Such forms, therefore, when presented to the
eye, not only lead us to infer those material qualities which are
perceived by the sense of touch, but along with these, to infer
also those qualities of mind, which, from analogy, are signified
by such qualities of matter, and to feel from them some degree
of that emotion which these dispositions of mind, themselves,
are fitted to~ produce. The epithets bold, harsh, gentle, and
delicate, are universally applied to forms. In all languages
figurative expressions of a similar kind will be found; and
whoever attends, either to his own feelings, or to the meanings,
which men, in general, annex to such words in applying them
to forms, will, I believe, be convinced, that the emotion which
they signify, and are intended to signify, is founded upon the
associated qualities, and very different from the mere agreeable
or disagreeable sensation which the material qualities alone
convey.

1. The observations which I have now made, relate princi.
pally to simple curves, or to forms in which a single curvature
takes place; as the curve of the weeping willow, of the young
shoots of trees, of the stem of the tulip, and the lily of the valley.
There is another species of form, commonly distinguished
by the llame of the winding, -or serpentine form, in which dif.
ferent curves take place, or in which a continued line winds
into several curvatures.. With this form, I apprehend we have
another, and a very important association-I mean that of ease.
From what cause this association arises, I will not now stop to
inquire; but I conceive everyone must have observed, that
wherever we find vegetables, or any other delicate or atte.
nuated body assume such forms, we are impressed with the
conviction of its being easy, agreeable to their nature, and free·

strong analogy; and why? To what inferences do. such forms, when pre
senterl to the eye, lead? What epithets are universally applied to forms 1 As
in all languages figurative expressions of a similar kind will be found, what
follows? To what do the observations now made principally relate; and what
examples are given? What other species of form is there, and what is said
of it? What assodation have we with this fonn; and what is observed of it 1
lVhen such bodies, in the line of their progress, assume an!!"U1ar forms, what
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from force or constraint. On the contrary, when such bodies,
in the line of their progress, assume angular forms, we have a
strong impression of the operation of force-of something
that either prevents them from their natural direction, or that
constrains them to assume an unnatural 0lle. That winding
forms are thus expressive to us of volition and ease, and an
gular forms of the operation of force or constraint, apJlears
from a singular circumstance in language, viz. That, in general,
all the former directions are expressed by verbs in the active
voice; a river winds, a vine wreaths itself about the elm, a
flower bends, &c. while, on' the other hand, all directions of
the latter kind are expressed, in general, by the passive voice
of verbs. I believe, also, I may appeal to the observation of
the reader, whether from the winding of a river, of the ivy,
or of .the tendrils of the vine, he has not an impression of ease,
of freedom, of something agreeable to the object: and whether,
in the contrary forms, in such cases, he has not an impression
of uneasiness, from the conviction of force having been ap
plied, or some obstacle having occurred, to constrain them to
assume a direction unnatural to them. In general, therefore,
I app.rehend, that winding or serpentine forms are expressive
to us of ease, and angular forms of force or constraint. Such
seem to me the principal associations we have with the great
division of simple forms; winding forms being expressive
to us of fineness, delicacy, and ease; and angular forms of
strength, roughness, and in some cases, of the operation of
force or constraint.

All forms, as perceived by the eye, are constituted by lines;
and their beauty is dependent upon the nature of these con
stituent parts. It is natural, therefore, to inquire, whether,
from such associations, any general principles can be formed,
which may direct the artist in the invention of beautiful forms,
by determining the character and expression of lines.

is the consequence? From what singular circumstance in la~uage, does
this appear manifestly the case? For what does onr author think' he may
a1tlo appeal to the reader? In general, therefore, what does he apprehend 7
Of what are winding forms expressive; and of what, regular 7 Of what are
all forDUl, as perceived by the eye, constituted; and upon what is their beauty
dependent 7 What inquiry, therefore, is natural 7 How do lines differ?
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. Lines differ either in regard to their nature, or their rlirec.
tion.

1. Lines differ in regard to their nature according to the dif.
ferent degrees of their consistence or strength. Strong and
vigorous lines are expressive of strength and stability when
perpendicular; and of some degree of harshne8l!l or roughness
when horizontal, or in an oblique direction. Fine and faint
lines are eXl'ressive of smoothness, fineness, and delicacy. In
any given number of straight lines, that is always most beauti.
ful which is finest, or which, while it preserves its continuity,
has the appearance of the smallest quantity of matter employed
in the formation of it. . Hence, in every subject, either of art
or nature, one of the principal causes of the beauty of delicate
outline.

2. Lines differ in their direction in two ways: they are
either even or uneven, that is, straig-ht or irregular. Irregular
lines differ again; they are either in angles or curves.

1. Even tines are expressive of softness and smoothness.
2. Uneven lines are either angular or winding.
Angular lines are expresaive of harshness, roughness, &c.
Winding lines of pliancy, delicacy, ease, &c.
The real and ac~ual beauty of lines will be found to corres

pond to those associations; and these are in fact the most
beautiful, which helVe the most pleasing or affecting expres
sion.

1. Strong and even lines express strength and smoothne8l!l:
they have therefore a degree of beauty. Fine and even lines
express delicacy and smoothness: they are, accordingly, more
beautiful than the former.

2. Strong and angular lines express strength and harshness:
they are therefore very seldom beautiful. Fine angular lines

According to what do lines differ in regard to their nature 'I Of what are
strong and rigorous lines expreaeive; and of what are faint 'I In any given
number of straight lines, which is always most beautiful; and hence, whet
follows 1 In what two ways do lines differ in their direction 1 Of what are
even lines expreBBive-of what, uneven 1 Of what, angular line&-Of what,
winrling 1 On the real and actual beauty of lines, what remark follows 'I
What do strong and even lines express; and what follows 1 What do fine
and even lines expreBB; and what is the consequence 1 What do strong
and angular lines express; and what follows1 What do fine angular linetl
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express delicacy, together with roughness: they are beautiful
therefore only, when the expression of delicacy prevails over
the other.

8. Strong and winding lines, express strength and gentle
ness, or delicacy. Their effect is mutually destroyed, and they
are accordingly indiffer~nt, if not unpleasing. Fine and wind
ing lines express delicacy and ease: they are accordingly pe
culiarly beautiful.

4. The least beautiful lines are strong and angular, and tho
most beautiful are fine and winding.

Considering, therefore, lines in this abstracted view, and in
dependent of the nature of the bodies which they distinguish,
it seems very natural to conclude, that those' forms will be the
most beautiful which are described by the most beautiful lines,
and that. of consequence, the serpentine or winding form must
necessarily be the most beautiful. It was this view of the sub
ject which seems to have influenced Mr. Hogarth, in the
opinions which he published in his analysis of beauty. He
saw clearly, and his art afforded him continual proofs of it,
that the winding line was, of all others, the most, beautiful.
He conceived therefore, that all forms must be beautiful in
proportion to the predominance of this line in their compo
sition; and his opinion falls in so much with the general
observation of mankind, that it has been very universally
adopted.

If, however, the observations which I have made upon the
different expressions of forms are just-if the winding or sere
pentine form is beautiful, not of itself, and originally, but in
consequence of the associations we connect with it, it ought to
follow, that whenever this association is destroyed, the form
should be no longer beautiful, and that wherever the same asso
ciations are connected with the contrary form, that form should
then be felt as beautiful.

express; and when only are they beautiful? Of strong and winding lines,
what is observed; and what is said of fine and winding lines 1 What arc the
least beautiful, and which· the most l:eautifullines 1 Considering, therefore,
lines in this abstracted View, what does it seem natural to eoncludc? What
was the consequence of this view of the subject to Mr. Hogarth? If the ab
lIervations which our author has made on the different expression. of (aTm.

24
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That this is actually the case, I shall now endeavor to show
from several very familiar illustrations.

1. If such forms were, in themselves, beautiful, it is reason
able to think that this should be expressed in language, and that
the circumstances of the form should be assigned as the cause'
of our emotion. If, on the contrary, such forms are beautiful
from their being expressive of particular qualities, it is equally
reasonable to think, that, in common language, this expression
should be assigned as the cause of the emotion. That the
latter is the case, cannot, I think, well be disputed. No man,
when he is speaking of the beauty of any form, unless he has
some theory in his mind, thinks of ascribing it to the peculiar
nature of the form, or of describing its beauty to other people,
as consisting in tRis form. The terms, on the contrary, which
are genenlly used upon these occasions, are such as signify
I'lome quality of which the form is expressive; and the epithets
by which the beauty of the form is marked, are such as are
significant of these qualities. Among these qualities, those of
gentleness, fineness, or delicacy, as far as I can judge, are the
most remarkable, and the most generally expressed in common
language. In describing the beautiful iQrms of ground, we
speak of gentle declivities, nnd gentle swells. In describing
the beautiful forms of water, we speak of a mild current, gentle
falls, soft windi~gs, a tranquil stream. In describing the beau.
tiful forms of the vegetable kingdom, we use a similar language.
The delicacy of Bowers, of loliage, of the young shoots of
trees and shrubs, are expressions every where to be heard,and
which every where convey the belief of beauty in these forms.
In the same manner, in those ornamental fonns, which are the
production of art, we employ the same language to express our
opinion of their beauty. The delicacy of a wreath, of a festoon,

are just, what ought to follow? If such forms were, in themselves, beautiful,
what would be reasonable? If, on 1he contrary, they arc beautiful from being
expressive of particular qualities, what is equally reasonable? How does it
appear that the latter is the case? What, on the contrary, are the terlllll
which are generally used on such occlll!ions; and \~hatepithets are employed?
Among these qualities, which are the most reasonable? How is this illu....
trated from our deacriptiolljl of the beautiful forms of ground-the beautiful
forms of water-the beautiful forms of the vegetable kingdom-and the deli
cncy of flowers? In the same Il1nnner, in what forms do we use the 'same
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~·drapery, of a column, or of a vase, are terms universally
('U}ployed, and employed to signify the reason of our admira.
tion of their forms.

It may be observed also, that in comparing similar forms, and
determining with regard to their beauty, we employ the same
language j and that the reason we assign for our preference of
one form to another, is in general, from its superior expression
of fineness or delicacy. In comparing two vases, or two
wreaths, or two festoons, or any other ornamental forms, a
person unacquainted with the theories of philosophers, when
he is asked the reason of his preference, very readily answers,
because it is more delicate j' but never thinks of assigning any
circumstance of the form itself, as the foundation of his admira.
tion. The least attention to the common language of mankind
on such subjects, will sufficiently show how much the expres.
sion of delicacy determines the beauty of all ornamental forms.
In describing any beautiful form, in the same manner, to other
people, we usually employ the same language, and this Ian.
guage is not only perfectly understood, but also immediately
conveys to others the conception of the beauty of this form.
If we were to describe the most beautiful vase in technical
terms, and according to the distinguished characteristics of its
furm, no one but an artist would have any tolerable conception
of its beauty j but if we were simply to describe it, as pecu.
liarly delicate in all its parts, I believe it would leave, with
every one, the impression of the beauty of its form. If how
ever, there were any original and independent beauty in
particular forms, the description of this form would be alone
sufficient to convey the idea of its beauty, and the circumstance
of its delicacy or fineness would be as little able to convey this
idea, as that of its color.

. -~- - ----._-----

1anguage; and what are mentioned as examples? In comparing similar
forms, what may also be observed; and for our preference, what reason do
we assign 1 How is this illustrated from the comparison of two vases 1
What will the least attention to the common language of mankind, on sucb
subjects, sufficiently show 1 In describing any beautiful form to others, what
course do we pursue; and of the language we we what is observed 1 How
is this remark illustrated in the description of a Vase 1 If, however, there
were any original and independeut beauty in particular forms, what would
fullow 1 What only does our author farther observe upon ihis subject 1 How
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I shall only farther observe upon this wbject, that the Ian.
guage and opinions of children, and of common people, are
inconsistent with the notion of any original or absolute beauty
in any particular forms.· Every form is beautiful to children
that distinguishes objects which they love, or in which they
take pleasure; and so far are they, or the common people,
from having any conception of the abstract beaufy of any pe
culiar forms, that it is very seldom they distinguish between·
the form and the subject formed, or feel any other emotion from
it, than as it is expressive to them of the qualities of the object
distinguished by that form. If, on the contrary, there were
any original and independent beauty in any peculiar form, the
preference of this form would be early and decidedly marked,
both in the language of children, and in the opinions of man·
kind.

As there appears, therefore, to be no form which is peculiarly
or solely beautiful, and as in winding or curvilinear fgrms, the
general nature of language seems to ascribe this beauty to tbeir
expression of delicacy, and not to the mere circumstance of
form itself, it appears probable, that the beauty of such forms
arises from this expression, and not from any original fitn88ll in
such forins to excite this emotion.

2. When this association is destroyed, or when winding or
curvilinear forms cease to be expressive of tenderness or deli.
cacy, I believe it will be found, that they cease also'0 be felt
as beautiful. The origin of our association of delicacy with
such forms arises, as I have before observed, from our general
experience, that bodies of such a kind are distinguished by
such forms. This association, therefore, will be destroyed,
when such forms are given tp, or assumed by bodies of a COD·

trary kind.
The greater part of beautiful forms in nature, are to be found

in the vegetable kingdom, in the forms of Bowers, of foliage,
of shrubs, and in those assumed by the young shoots of trees.

is this remark illustrated'1 If; on the contrary, there were lUlyoriginal and in
dependent beauty in any peculiar form, what conaequence wouldfolJow '1 What
conclusion is drawn from the preceding remarks 1 When this ~ciation ill
destroyed, what is the coWlequ~nce1 From what does the origin of our a.ao
dation of delicacy with such forms arise; and when will this alSociation be
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It is from them accordingly, that almost all those forms have
been imitated, which have been employed by artists for the
purposes of omament and elegance: and whoever win take the
trouble of reviewing these different ornamental fonns, will find
that they are a1m08t invariably the fonns of such vegetables, or
~f such parts of vegetables, as are distingqished by the delicacy
and tendemess of their texture.

There are many parts, however, of the vegetable kingdom,
which are not distinguished by this character of delicacy.
The stem of some species of flowers, and of almost all shrubs,
the trunk and branches of trees, are distinguished by opposite
s:haracters, and would, indeed, be unfit for the purposes of
vegetation if they were not. In these subjects, accordingly,
the winding or serpentine form is very far from being beau.
tiful, as it has no longer its usual expression of fineness or deli
cacy.

In the smaller and feebler tribe of flowers, for instance, as
in the violet, the daisy, or the lily of the valley. the bending of
the stem constitutes a very beautiful form, because we immedi· •
ately perceive that it is tbe consequence of the weakDeSlt and
delicacy of the flower. In the rose, on the contrary, and thl'
white lily, and in the tribe of flowering shrubs, a class of vege.
tables of greater strength, the same form assumed by the stem
is felt as a defect, and instead of impressing us with tbe idea of
delicacy, leads us to believe the operation of some force to
twist it into tbis direction. In the young and feeble branches
of such plants, however, this form is again beautiful, when we
perceive that it is the consequence of the delicacy of their
texture, and of their being overpowered by tbe weight of the
flower. In the vine or ivy, in the same manner, the willding

destroyed 'J Where are the greater part of. beautiful forms in natme to he
found 'I From them, accordingly, what have been imitated; and what will
the person find who will take the trouble of reviewing them 'I There are
many paris of the vegetable kingdom, however, that are not distinguished in
what manuer'l What illustrations of thiil remark are given 'I In these sub
ject&, accordingly, of the winding or serpentine form, what is obeerved 'J
From the smaller aDd feebJer tribe of flowers, &AI the violet, &c., how is un.
illuatratecl- how from the rose, the white lily, &c. 'I In the youDg and feeble
bnux:heI of IUcb plan.. wbeD is this form again beautiful 'I In the viDe or
ivy, what CODStitutes very beautiful form.; and where are such fol"lJUl felt u
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of the young shoots and feebler branches, constitutes vfftY'
beautiful forms. In the direction of the stem, on the other
hand, such forms are felt as a defect, 88 no longer expressive
of delicacy, but of force. In the growth of the stronger vege
tables, as of trees, where We know and expect great strength,
nothing can be so far. from being beautiful, as any winding or
serpentine form assumed by the trunk. The beautiful form of
such objects is of so very different a kind, that it is in the. op
posite form only that we perceive it. In the 4irection of the
branches, the same character is expected, and a similar defect
would be felt in their assuming any regularly winding or cur
vilinear form. It is only when we arrive at the young shoots,
and that only in their infant season, in spring, that we discover
again the serpentine form to be beautiful, because it is then
only that we perceive it to be really expressive of tenderness
or delicacy. Observations of this kind are within every per
son's reach, and I believe it will be found, that, in the vegeta
ble kingdom, the winding or serpentine form is no longer beau
tiful than while it is expressive of some de~ree of delicacy or
fineness, and that it ceases to be beautiful, whenever it is as
sumed by b~ies of a different kind.

All the different bodies which constitute the mineral king
dom, are distinguished by a greater degree of hardness and
solidity, th",n is to be found in any other of the productions of
nature. Such bodies, however, by different exertions of art,
may be moulded into any form we please; but the beauty of
the serpentine form, in such cases, is lost, from our conscious
ness of the absence of that delicacy which, in general, accom
panies such forms. It is possible, for instance, to imitate the
winding of the ivy, the tendrils of the vine, or the beautiful
curves of the rose tree, in iron, or in any other metal. It is
possible also, to color such imitations in so perfect a manner,
as at first to deceive the spectator. If I am not mistaken,
however, the moment we are undeceived, the moment we know

a defect ~ In the growth of tr_ where is the beautiful to be found. and
where is it not 7 As obeervations of this kind are in every pel1lOll'S reach,
what will be found true ~ How are the different bodies which consUtate the
mineral kingdom distinguished ~ In such bodill8, how is the beau~ of the
serpentine form lost ~ How is this remark illustrated 7 When is the beauty
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that the subject is so different from that which characterizes
such forms in real nature, the beauty of the forms is destroyed,
and instead of that pleasing sentiment of tenderness which the
delicacy of the vegetables excites, a sentiment of disappoint.
ment and uneasiness succeeds-of disappointment, from the
absence of that delicacy which we· generally iufer from the
appearance of such forms; and of uneasiness, from the con.
victIon of force having been applied to· twist the subject into so
unnatural directions. If the same observation is further pur.
sued, I think it will be found, in general, that wherever the deli·'
cate forms of the vegetable world are imitated in metal, or any
other hard and durable substance, the character of the form is
lost,.and that instead of that lively emotion of beauty, which
we receive from the original forms, we are conscious of a feeling
of discontent, from the seeming impropriety of giving to such
durable substances a character which does not belong to them.

There are, however, undoubtedly, cases in which curvilinear
forms in such subjects are beautiful; I apprehend, that
this takes place only when a kind of adventitious delicacy
is given to such substances, and consequently the same chao
racter is retained by the form which we have generally asso
ciated with it in real nature. This effect is, in general, pro.
duced by the following cause8--lst, When the quantity of
matter is so small, as to overcome our sense of its strength and
durability: and 2dly, When the workmunship is so excellent,
as to produce an opinion of fineness or delicacy, independent
of the nature of the subject upon which it is employed. In
either of these cases, such forms may be beautiful, though as·
sumed by the hardest or most durable substances.

A bar of ir~n, for instance, or of any other metal, may be
twiated by force into the most perfect spiral fopo; but in such
a case, the conviction of force and labor destroys, altogether,
the beauty of the general form. Suppose this bar lengthened,
until it becomes as slender as lhe wires which are made use of

ofmch forms destroyed? What sentiment succeeds; and why? If the same
observation is extended, what will, in general, be found to be the case?
What cases, however, are these; and when only, does this take place?
By what c~uses is this effect, in general, produced? In either of these cases,
what is observed 'I How is this illustrated from a bar of iron-how, from a
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in musical instruments, and as delicate as such wires are, and
the form becomes immediately beautiful. The same bar may
be bent by force into the form of any given curve. In such a
case the curve is not beautiful. Make the same experiment with
a ohain of iron, or of any other metal, which in some respects is
yielding and pliant, and where we know that no force is requi·
site to make it assume such forms, and the curves which it
produces will be found very different in point of beauty. The
imitation of any vegetable form, in the same mllJlDer, as the
vine, or the rose, in any kind of metal, and as large as it is
found in nature, would be very far from being beautiful. The
imitation of such forms in miniature, and in relief, when the
character of the substance is, in some measure, forgotten in the
diminution of its quantity, may be, and very often is, extremely
beautiful. The embellishments of a vase, or of an urn, which
in general consist in the imitation of vegetable fonns, are beau.
tiful, both from the diminution of their size, and' from the deli.
cacy of their workmanship. . If either of these circumstances
were wanting, if they were mWlsy in their substance, or imper.
feet in their execution, I apprehend a proportionable degree of
their beauty would be lost. In the same mllJlDer, although Done
of the forms of the greater vegetables are beautiful, when imi.
tated in their full size, many of the smaller and more delicate
plants may be imitated with propriety, because such imitations
suppose, not only small quantities of matter, but great acouracy
and perfection of art.

The same observation may be extended to the ornaments of
architecture.. These ornaments being executed in a very hard
and durable substance, are, in fact, beautiful only when they
appear WI minute parts of the whole. The great constituent
parts f;)f every building require direct and angular lines, because
in such parts we require the expreSllion of stability and streJ1Bth.

chain of iron 1 How is the same principle illustrated from the imitation of
any vegetable form 1 When is such imitation beautiful 1 How is this illus
trated in tho embellishment of a vase 1 If either of these circumstances
were wanting, what wouldJoliow 7 What remark follows1 To what may
the same observation he extended 7 These ornaments being executed in very
hard substances, what follows 1 What do the great constituent parts of every
building" require; and why 1 Where only are ornaments attempted with
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It is only in the minute and delicate parts of the work, that
any kind of ornament is attempted with propriety; and when.
ever such ornaments exceed, in size, in their quantity of matter
or in the prominence of their relief, that proportion which, in
point of lightness or delicacy we expect them to hold with re
spect to the whole of the building, the imitation of the most
beautiful vegetable forms does not preserve them from the cen
sure of clumsiness and deformity. A balustrade might with
equal propriety be finished in waving lines; but certainly it
would not be beautiful. A twisted column, though affording
very pleasing curves to the eye, is acknowledged to be less
beautiful than the common and regular one. In short, if the
serpentine form were the only form of beauty, it might, with
sufficient propriety, be introduced into a great number of the
ornamental parts of architecture. The fact, of which every
person may assure himself, that such forms are beautiful only
in those parts where the quantity of matter is minute, the re
lief small, and the workmanship more exquisite, affords a strong
presumption, that such forms cease to be beautiful, when the
general association we have with them is destroyed.

It is the same limit which seems to determine the beauty of
those forms which are executed either in wood or plaster, for
the ornament of our houses. Every person must have ob
served in old houses, the absolute deformity of those figures
with which the roofs were decorated; and in comparing them
with those of modern times, will perceive that the great superi
ority of the latter consists in the greater delicacy of the forms,
as well as in the greater perfection of the execution. In both,
flowers and foliage are imitated; but in the one in full relief,
and upon a scale sometimes greater than that of nature. In
the other, with the simplest relief, and the finest lines, that
are consistent with the preparation of the subject. The terms,

propriety; and of such ornaments what is observed 1 How is this illustrated
from a balustrade, and a twisted column 1 If the serpentine form were the
only form of beauty, how extensively might it be introduced 1 Of what fact
may every person assure himself, and of what doea it afford a strong pre
sumption 1 What does the same limit seem to determine 1 What must every
perl!lOn have observed; and in comparing them with those of modern times,
what will he perceive 1 In both, what are imitated, and to what extent 1 By
what terms, accordingly, do we express our contempt or admiration of them 1

25
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accordingly, by which we expresl! our contempt or our admira
tion of them, are those of heaviness or lightness-terms whicb
in this subject are synonymous with massiness or delicacy.
The subjects, however, are the same, and no other circum
stanees intervene, but the superior delicacy of the forms, and
the greater accuracy of the workmanship.

It would lead me into too long a digression, if I were to enter
into any detail on these subjects. The hints which I have of.
fered, may, perhaps, lead the reader to satillfy himself by his
own observation, that the winding or curvilinear form is beau.
tiful only in those subjects which are distinguished by softness or
delicacy of texture ; that in substances of a hard and durable
nature, it, in general, ceases to be beautiful; and that, iIi those
cases where it is found to be beautifyl, it arises from .that ad.
ventitious delicacy, if I may 80 call it, which is produced,
either when the quantity of matter employed is so small as to
overcome our opinion of its strength or durability, or when the
workmanship is so excellent, as to bestow, on the subject, a
character of delicacy which does not properly belong to it. If
in this manner it is found, that when the association is destroyed,
the curvilinear form ceases to be beautiful, it is obvious, that
this beauty is to be ascribed, not to the form itself, but to the
quality of which it is expressive.

3. As the beauty of the winding or curvilinear form is thus
destroyed, when those associations of tenderness and of deli.
cacy, which we, in general, connect with it, are dissolved, so,
in the same manner, it may be observed, that all other forms,
when they have this character or expression, are considered
and felt as beautiful. If there is any form, or species of forms,
which, by the constitution of our nature, is fitted immediately
to excite the emotion of beauty, and independent ofall associa.
tion, it is obvious, that there never could have been a doubt

AJ the subjects are the same, what circumstances only intervene? What
Would lead into too long a digression? Of what may the hints already
offered, lead the reader to satisfy himself? If, in this manner it is found,
that when the association is destroyed, the curvilinear form ceases to be beau
tiful, what will be obvious ~ Ai the beauty of the winding or curvilinear
form is thus destroyed, &c., 80 what may be observed? If there is any form,
which, bl the constitution of our nature, is fitted to excite the emotion of
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upon the subject; and that, in every class of objects, we should
have been as able to point out the beautiful form, as to point out
its color or smell. The fact is, however, that in no class of
objects is there any such permanent form of beauty; and, be.
sides the disagreement ofdifferent ages and nations in the beauty
of forms, every man must have perceived, in the course of his
experience, that every general rule on this subject is liable to
innumerable exceptions, and that there is no one form, or spe
cies of form, which, to the exclusion of all others, demands and
obtains admiration.

That angular forms, accordingly, are also beautiful when
they are expressive of fineness, of tenderness, of delicacy, or
such affecting qualities, may, perhaps, appear from the consi.
deration of the following instances.

In the vegetable world, although it is generally true that
winding forms are those that are assumed by young, or feeble,
or delicate plants, yet this rule is far from being uniform, and
there are many instances of similar productions being distin.
guished by forms of an angular kind. There are, accordingly,
many cases in which this form is considered beautiful, be
cause it is then expressive of the same qualities which are gene
rally expressed by forms of the other kind. The myrtle, for
instance, is generally reckoned a beautiful form, yet the growth
of its stem is .perpendicular, the junction of its branches form
regular and similar angles, and their direction is in straight or
angular lines. The known delicacy, however, and tenderneSs
of the vegetable, at least in this climate, prevails over the ~ne.
ral expression of the form, and gives it the same beauty which
we generally find in forms of a contrary kind. How much
more beautiful is the rose tree when its buds begin to blow,
than afterwards when its flowers are full and in their greatest
perfection: yet in this first situation, its form has much less
winding surface, and is much more composed of straight lines
and of angles, than afterwards, when the weight of the flower

beauty, what is obvious 'I What, however, is the fact; and besides this dis
agreement, what must every man have perceived 'I When are angular forms,
also, beautiful 'I In the vegetable world, what is generally true i yet of what
are there many instances 'I Why, accordingly, is this form, in many cases
couidered beautiful? How is this remark illustrated from the myrtle; and



weighs down the feeble branches, and describes the easiest and
most varied curves. The circumstance of its youth-a cir.
cumstance in all cases so affecting; the delicacy of its blossom,
so well expressed by the care which nature has taken in sur·
rounding the opening bud with leaves, prevail so much upon
our imagination, that we behold the form itself with more de
light in this situation, than afterwards, when it assumes the
more general form of delicacy. It is on a similar account that
the leaves of vegetables form a very common, and a very beau.
tiful decoration, though they are less distinguished by winding
lines, than almost any other part of the plants. There are an
infinite number of the feebler vegetables, and many of the com·
mon grasses, the forms of which are altogether distinguished
by angles and straight lines, and where there is not a single
curvature through the whole, yet all of which are beautiful;
and some of which also are imitated in different ornamental
forms with excellent effect, merely from the fineness and deli.
cacy of their texture, which is so very striking that they never
fail, when we attend to them, to afford us that sentiment of
interest and tenderness, which, in general, we receive from the
opposite form. There are few things in the vegetable world
more beautiful than the knotted and angular stem of the bal.
sam; merely from its singular transparency, at which it is im.
possible to look, without a strong impression of the fineness
and delicacy of the vegetable. Such observations, with regard
to flowers or plants, every person has it in his power to pursue.
There is not, perhaps, any individual of this kingdom, which,
if it is remarkable for its delicacy or tenderness, is not also
considered beautiful in its form, whether that form be winding
or angular.

It deserves also to be remarked, that the form Qf the great
constituent parts of all vegetables, whether strong or delicate,
is nearly the same; the growth of the stem and the direction
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also from the rose tree 1 On a similar Recount, what is observed of the leaves
of vegetables ~ What remark, on an infinite number of feebler vegetables,
follows? How is this illustrated in t.he case of the balsam? How does it
appear th"t c\'ery person hili! it ill his power to pursue such observations ?
What also df'serves to be rf'marked; and why? Where do they principally
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of the branches being in both alike, and in both also either in
straight or in angular lines. It is principally in the more delicate
parts of the first in the young shoots, and in the foliage, that
they deviate from this form, and assume winding or curvilinear
directions. It is in these parts only, as I have before observed,
that we discover beautiful forms. In the class of feeble or
delicate plants, on the contrary, the forms which we neglect
in the first, are regarded as beautiful, because they have that
expression which is found only in the opposite forms of the
other. The same form has thus a different effect from the
difference of its expression; and the straght lines and angular
junctions, which are merely indifferent in the elm and the oak,
are beheld with delight in the plant or the flower, when we are
convinced that they are accompanied with tenderness and deli.
cacy.

In many of those arts, where the beauty of form is chiefly
consulted, the same circumstance is observable. In aU of
them, the beauty of form is principally determined by its ex.
pression of delicacy; but as in many of them the curvilinear
form is necessarily less expressive of this quality than the an.
gular one, it is accordingly less beautiful.

In the manufacture of glass, for instance, the great beauty
of the form is in proportion to this expression. Nothing is less
beautiful than thick and massy glass, which, from its quantity,
seems intended to compensate tor its fragility. Nothing, on the
contrary, is more generally beautiful, than thin and transparent
glass, which, from experience, we know to be tne most decisive
sign of its delicacy and weakness. In such a manufacture,
winding lines cannot be observed without necessarily increas
ing the quantity and thickness of the material, and of conse.
qaence diminishing its fineness and transparency. Such forms,
accordingly, are less beautiful than those composed of more
direct and angular lines, which, while they admit of greater

deviate from this form; and of these parts, what was before observed 'I In
the class of feeble or delicate plants, on the contrary, what is remark
ed'l What, from this circumstance, follows 'I In arts of what kind is
the same circumstance observable 1 In all of them, how is the beauty of
form principally determined; yet what follows ~ How is this remark fully
illustrated from the manufacturing of glass; and what very common instance
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transparency, express also greater delicacy and fineness. To
take a very common instance; the stalk of a wineglass might,
with equal ease, be fashioned into serpentine or winding forms,
as into the angular compartments in which we generally find
it; yet I am much deceived if it would be nearly as beautiful,
because these lines could not admit of that apparent fineness
of surface, or transparency of matter, which is obtained by its
angular divisions. In a lustre, in the same manner, one of
the most beautiful productions of this manufacture, all is angu
lar. The form of the prism-one of the most regular and
angular of all forms, obtains every where; the festoons even
are angular, and instead of any winding or waving line, the

. whole surface is broken into a thousand little triangles; yet I
conceive no person will deny itsbeauty. A lustre, on the other
hand, composed of the most beautiful curves, and studiously
varied into the most waving surface, would not be nearly so
beautiful; because the necessary thickness which it would
give to the glass, would, in this case, be expressive of strength
and of solidity, instead of delicacy, and would diminish, alto.
gether, that fine transparency, which, in this manufacture, is
immediately the sign of tenderness and fragility.

The same observation will apply to the manufacture of steel,
or any other of the metals. The greatest expression of delicacy
which a hard substance like steel can receive, is from the
fineness and brilliancy of its surface. It demands, of conse
quence, angular forms, which, by admitting greater perfection
of polish, or, at least, by displaying it better, are more beautiful
than curves, which require both greater solidity, and have less
brilliancy. A sword hilt, or a watch chain, are infinitely finer
and more beautiful, when they are composed of angular forms,
than when they are composed of curves. In the forms which
are given to jewels, the same rule universally obtains. The
delicacy of such subjects is in their brilliancy. The only
form, therefore, that is beautiful in them, is that which dis
plays it.

is taken ~ How is the same thing further illustrated from a lustre and a
prism 1 To what will the same observation apply 1 From what do hard sub
stances receive their greatest expression of delicacy 1 What does it conse
quently demand; and why? What examples are mentioned 1 Where is the
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'rhere is no subject of this kind, in which beauty of form is
more generally consulted, or indeed more generally found,
than in the different articles of household furniture. Such
objects, by being composed of the uniform material of wood,
and that a hard and durable one, admit of little difference in
point of delicacy, but in the quantity, or in the form which is
given to this material. With regard to the first, all furniture,
I apprehend, is beautiful in proportion to the smallness of its
quantity of matter, or the fineness or delicacy of its parts.
Strong and massy furniture is every where vulgar and un
pleasing; and though, in point of utility, we pardon it in
general use, yet wherever we expect elegance or beauty, we
naturally look for fineness and delicacy. The actual progress
of taste in this article is from strength to delicacy. The first
articles of furniture in every country are strong and substan
tial. As taste improves, and as it is found that beauty, as well
as utility, may be consulted in such subjects, their strength and
solidity are gradually diminished, until at last, by successive
improvement, the progress terminates in that last degree of
delicacy, and even of fragility, which is consistent, either with
the nature of the workmanship, or the preservation of the
subject.

In this progress, it is discovered, that where the material
which is employed is hard and durable, the greatest delicacy
which can be given to the form, is rather in the use of direct
and angular lines, than in winding and serpentine ones; and
chiefly from the reason I have before mentioned, that curves
cannot be employed without a proportionable and very obvious
increase of solidity, and by these means, destroying, in a great
measure, the expression of delicacy. Whoever will look into
any of those books, which have made us acquainted with the
forms of Grecian or Roman furniture, in their periods of culti.
vated taste, will perceive accordingl!, that in scarcely any of

beauty of forms very generally consulted; .and of such objects, what is
remarked 'I With regard to the first, what is apprehended 'I Ho,", is this
illustrated from strong and maaay furniture; and from the first articles 0'
furniture in every country 'I What is the effect of an improvement in tasts '!
In this progress, what is discovered; and why is this the case 'I What illus
tration is given from Grecian and Roman furniture, in their periods of culti-
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them, is the winding or serpentine form observed; and that, on
the contrary, the lightest and most beautiful of them, are
almost universally distinguished by straight or angular lines,
and by the utmost possible diminution of solidity, that is con
sistent, either with convenience or use. What is there, for
instance, more beautiful in this kind, than the form of the
ancient tripod, in the best periods of Roman taste 1 The feet
gradually lessening to ~he end, and converging as they approach
it; the plane of the table placed, with little ornament, nearly
at right angles to the feet; and the whole appearing to form
an imperfect triangle, whose base is above. There is scarcely
in such a subject, a possibility of contriving a mare angular
form, yet there can be nona more completely beautiful;
because this form itself is more immediately expressive of
delicacy, than almost any other whioh could have been ima
gined: the slightness of the whole fubric, the decreasing pro
portion of the feet as they descend to the ground, the conver
gence of the feet themselves, and the narrowness of the base
for the superstructure, expressing not only the utmost degree
of delicacy that is consistent with use, but impressing us alS()
with the further conviction of the necessity of approaching or
handling it with tenderness, for fear of destroying its slight
stability. From this elegant model, accordingly, or from
others, in which the same principle obtains, the greater part of
the most beautiful articles of modern furniture are imitated.
It is the form which prevails in the construction of chairs,
tables, sofas, beds, &c. and it is the delicacy which it so well
expresses, that bestows upon them the greater part of their
beauty. The application of winding or serpentine lines, or of
the more general form of beauty, would tend only to diminish
their effect, by bestowing upon them the appearance of a
greater de~ree of solidity, and thus lessening, instead of
increasing, the expression which is the cause of this effect.

vated taste 1 What instance is mentioned 'I What description of it is
given 'I Though in such a subject, there is scarcely a pOBBibility of
contriving a more angular form, yet why can there be none more completely
beautiful'! From this, or from other models, what is imitated 'I How is this
illustrated from chairs, tables, sofas, &c. '! What would tend to diminWt
their effect; and how 'I In the course of these observations, upon what sup-
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In the course of these observations, the J;'eader will observe,
that I have all along gone upon the supposition, that there is,
in reality, only one specie. of windi~ or curvilinear form;
and that I have confined my observations upon their expreSBion
to this general character of form. Every one knows, however,
that such forms admit of great variety, and that the number of
different curvatures that may be produced are almost infinite.
Whoever then will take the trouble of pursuing this investiga
tion, may, I think, easily satisfy himself, that among these,
there is none uniformly and permanently beautiful; that the
same curve which is beautiful in one case, is very often not
beautiful in others; and that in all cases, that curvature is the
IJ198t. beautiful, which is most fully expressive of delicacy or
ease in the subject which it distinguishes. As forms of this
kind differ also in the number, as well as in the nature of their
curvatures, he will perceive also, that the same dependence
upon their expressions continues; that the same number of
curvature. or windings which are beautiful in one subject, are
Dot beautiful in others; and that whenever, in any subject, the
numbeLof windings exceeds our opinion of ease or facility, it,
ffom that period, becomes unpleasing, and expressive only of
force or constraint. The limits 'which I IDUIt prescribe to my.
self in th~se observations, oblige me, in this, as in every other
part of them, to refer much of the illustration which might be
prodllced, to the reader's own reflection and investigation.

If the observations which I have DOW offered OD the natural
beauty of forms, or that beauty which ar1sea from the con·
sideration of form itself, be just, we may perhaps, withOut
much impropriety, rest in the folloWing conclusion. on the sub.
ject-

1. That the beauty of BUch form. arises from the qualities of
Menes., delicacy, or elUle, of which they are expressive;

2. That in every .ubject, that form, whether angular or cur·

paeition has our author goDe'l What, however, dOO8 every one know 'I Of
what may anyone easily I!&tiafy~ who will take the trouble to purauc
tbis inYelltlgation 'I As forms of thu kind difi'er in the number, 88 well
11II in the nature of their curvatures, what will he aJ.o perceive 'I To do what
ia our author obliged 'I If theBe obMlrvationa are true, what is the first con
clusion in whtcb we may relit 'I Wbai u the second ~ What is thf' third ~

26
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vilinear, which is most expressive of thele qualities, is the most
beautiful fonn: and

3. That, in general, the curvilinear or winding fonn, as
most frequently expressive of these qualities, is the most beau
tiful.

With regard also to those arts which are employedin the imi
tation or invention of ornamental forms, the following observa
tions may not be without their use:

1. That wherever natural fonns are imitated, those will be
the mOSl beautiful, which are most expressive of delicacy and
ease:

2. That wherever new or arbitrary fonns are invented, that
form will be the most beautiful which is composed by the' most
beautiful lines, or in other words, by lines which have the most
pleasing' expression: and

3. That wherever the subject of the form is of a bard or
durable nature, that fonn will be the most beautiful, in which
the smallest quantity of matter is employed, and the greatest
delicacy of execution exerted.

The truth of these remarks I leave to be detennined alto
gether by the observation of the reader. I shall only observe,
that in the prosecution of this inquiry, it is necessary to leave
out of consideration every circumstance of design, of fitness,
or of utility, and to consider forms in the light only of their
appearance to the eye, without any relation, either to' an
author or an end. These relations, as will afterwards be
shown, are the foundation of a distinct species of beauty, to
which the principles of their natural beauty do not apply.

Although, however, I have thus been led to conclusions dif.
ferent from those of Mr. Hogarth, yet it is but justice to a
performance of uncommon ingenuity, to acknowledge, that the
principle which he has endeavored to establish in hig analysis
of beauty, is perhaps, of all others the justest and bem founded

With regard to those arts which are employed in the imitation or invention
of ornamental forms, of the observations which may not be useless, what is
the first-the second-and the third 1 By whom does our author leave the
truth of these observations to be determined 1 In tho prosecution of this
inquiry, what is necessary 1 Of what are these relations the foundation 1
Although our author has been led to conclusions, differing from those of Mr,
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principle which has hitherto been maintained, in the investiga
tion of the natural ~auty of forms. The instances which I
have produced, and many others of the same kind, that will
probably occur to every man of reflection, seem to me very
strongly to show, that the principle of the absolute beauty of
serpentine forms is to be considered only as a general principle,
subject to many exceptions; and that not only this form is
beautiful, from being the sign of particular, interesting, and
affecting qualities, but that, in fact, forms of the contrary kind
a~ are likewise beautiful, when they are expressive of the
8ame qualities.

PART DI.

OF THE COIIPOSIT10N OF FOKJl[S.

I. The preceding observations relate altogether to simple
fOrms, or to such forlns as are descrIbed by a single line.

It is obvious, however, that there are few forms of such a
kind. In the greater part of beautiful forms, whether in nature
Qr in art, line. of different descriptions unite, and there is Ii

beauty felt in certain combinations of these lines, or in the
production of a complex form. The principles, therefore,
which account for the beauty of simple forms, cannot be sup.
posed to account also for that peculiar beauty which arises
from the union of such forms in composition.

Simple forms are distinguished to the eye, by the uniformity
or similarity of the line by which they are described. . Com.
plex forms are distinguished by the mixture of similarity and
dili8imilarity in these lines, or, in other words, by iheir unifor
mity and variety. The same principle which leads us to as.
cribe the beauty of simple forms to some original beauty in
these forms themselves, leads us also to ascribe the beauty of

Hogarth, yet what is it but justice to acknowledge ~ 'l'he instances produced,
seem strongly to show what1

To what do the preceding observations altogether relate ~ Why are there,
however, few forms of such a kind 1 Of the principle, therefore, that accounts
for the beauty of simple forms, ·what is observed ~ How are simple forms
distinguiahed to the eye; and how complex1 What remark follows 1 What
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complex forms to some original fitness in the composition of
uniformity and variety, to produce this emotion.

That the composition of uniformity and variety, in forms, is
agreeable, or is fitted, by the constitution of our nature, to ex
cite an agreeable sensation in the sense of sight, I am not dis
posed to dispute. That these qualities are also capable of
conveying, to us, very pleasing and very interesting expressions,
and that in this manner they are felt Il8 beautiful, I shall endea
vor to show in the next chapter j but that the union of such
material qualities as perceived by the eye, and without refer-

. ence to any expression, is not in itself, and essentially beautiful,
is obvious from the following considerations, the illustration of
which I shall impose upon the reader himself.

1. If the composition of uniformity and variety in forms
were, in itself, beautiful, it would necessarily follow, that in
every case where this composition WIl8 found, the form would
be beautiful. The greater part of forms, both in art and na
ture, are possessed of this union: the greater. part of these
fOrDls, however, are not beautiful.

2. If it is said, that it is not the mere union of uniformity
and variety, but a certain union of them, which is beautiful,
then this peculiar unibn must, in all cases, be necel8arily beau
tiful. The only difference between forma in this respect, must
be either in the number or in the degree of their uniform, or
of their varied parts. Let any particular or certain composi
tion of these parts be fixed upon, and it will be found, that 80

far i. this union of uniformity and variety from being, in itself,
beautiful, that it cannot be extended to objects of any different
kind, without altogether destroying their beaut,.

3. If it is farther said that it is not any certain, but a proper
composition of uniformity and variety which is beautiful, then it
is obvious, that this propriety is not the object of our external

is oar author not dl8pOlled to d!Bpnte 1 What will be endeavor to show in
the next chapter 'I But from the following considerations, what is obvious 'I
If the composition of uniformity and t'llriety in (orms were, in ltse~ beautiful,
what would follow; and for what reason 'I Under what circumstances mus t
this peculiar union, in all cases be beautiful; and why 'I Let any particular .
or certain composition of these parts be fixed upon, and what consequtnce will
follow 'I If it is farther aaid that it is not any certain, but a proper composi
tion of uniformity and variety which is beautiful, what then is obvious 'I If,
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senses, Bnd that whatever beauty arises from the composition of
these qualities, is to be ascribed to some other principle rather
thBn to the mere material qualities alone.

II. If, on the other hand, the account which has been given
of the natural beauty of timns, as expressive of certain affect.
ing or interesting qualities, is just, it seems natural to suppose,
that in the composition of forms, Rame propriety should arise
from the composition of EXPRESSIoN-that as lines are distin
guished by different characters, the mixture of different lines
should produce confusion, instead of beauty-and that the
composition of form should then only be beautiful, when the
same relation is preserved amid variety, which is demanded in
all oth6l' cases of composition.*

That this is really the case, will, I trust, appear probable,.
from the following considerations--

1. I conceive it.will be found, that the union of such qualities
is felt to be beautiful, only in those cases where the object, itself,
bas some determinate expression; and that in objects where
no such general e~pression is found, no beauty is expected in
their composition.

In the present case, uniformity Bnd variety mean similarity
and dissimilarity of form. Every one knows, however, that the
mere union of similarity and dissimilarity does not constitute a
beautiful form. In the forms of ground, of water, of vegeta
bles, of ornaments, &c. it is difficult to find any instance of a
perfectly simple form, or in which lines of different descriptions
do not unite. It ill obvious, however, that such objects arc not
beautiful in so great a proportion, and that on the contrary, in
all of them there Bre cases where this mixture is mere confu
sion, and in no respect considered beautiful. If we inquire
farther, what circumstance it is, which distinguishes beautiful
objects of these kinds, it will be found, I believe, that it is

on the other hand, the account which has been given is just, what does it
_m natural to suppose 1 In what cases only, is the union of such sounds
feli to be beautiful 1 In the present case, what do uniformity and variety mean ?
What, howen" does every one know 1 What illustration,s are given 1 What,
however, is obvious 1 If we inquire farther what circumstance it is which
distinguishes beautiful objects of these kinds, what will it be found to be?

• Essay I, chap. 2, sect. 3.
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some determinate character or expression which they have to
US; and that when this expression is once perceived, we im.
mediately look for and expect, some relation among the different
parts to this general character.

It is almost impossible, for instance, to find any form of
ground which is Dot complex, or in which different forms do
not unite. Amid a great extent of landscape, however, there
are few spots in which we are sensible of any beauty in their
original formation; and wherever such spots occur, they are
always distinguished by some prominent character-the chao
racter of greakless, wildness, gaiety, tranquillity, or melan.
choly. As soon as this impression is made-as soon as we
feel the expression of the scene, we immediately become sen.
sible, that the different forms which compose it are suited to
this character; we perceive, and very often we imagine a cor.
respondence among these parts, and we say, accordingly, that
there is a relation, an harmony among them, and that nature
has been kind, in combining different circumstances with so
much propriety, for the production of one effect. We amuse
ourselves, also, in imagining improvements to the scene, either
in throwing out some circumstances which do not correspond,
or in introducing new ones, by which the general character
may be more effectually supported. All this beauty of com.
position, however would have been unheeded, if. the scene
itself had not some determinate character; and all that we
intend, by these imaginary improvements, either in the pre.
servation of great uniformity, or in the introduction of greater
variety, is to elJtl!-blish a more perfect relation amoDg the dif·
ferent parts to this peculiar chd11lcter.

In the laying out of grounds, in the same manner, every
mlln knows, that the mere composition of similar and dissimilar
forms does not constitute beauty; that some character is ne·
cessary, to which we may refer the relation of the different

To find what is it almOllt impossible; yet what remark, however, follows ~

As BOOn as this impression is msne, of what do we become «WIible; what
do we perceive; and what do we say ~ In imagining what, do we also
amuse ourselves ~ Under what circumstances would all this beauty of com
position have been unheeded; and what only is all that we intend by these
improvements 'J In the laying out of grounds, what does every man know ~
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parts; and that where no such character can' be created, the
compOsition, itself, is only confusion. It is upon these princi.
pIes, accordingly, that we uniformly judge of the beauty of
such scenes. If there is no character discernible, no general
expression, which may afford our imaginations the key of the
scene, although we may be pleased with its neatness, or its
cultivation, we feel no beauty whatever in its composition; and
we leave it with no other impression than that of regret, that
so much labor and expense should be thrown away upon IlO

confused and ungrateful a subject. If, on the other hand, the
-scene is e~pressive, if the general form is such all to inspire
some peculiar emotion, and the different circumstances such as
to correspond to this effect, or to increase it, we immediately
conclude, that the' composition is good, and yield ourselves
willingly to its influence. If, lastly, amid such a scene, we
find circumstances introduced, which have no relation to the
general expression; if forms of gaiety and gloom, greatness
and ornament, rudeness and tranquillity, &c. are mingled
together· without any attention to one determinate effect, we
tum with indignation from the confusion, and conclude that the
composition is defective in its first principles. In all cases of
this kind, we become seDllible of the beauty of composition,
only when the scene has some general character, to which the
differt'nt forms in composition can refer; and determine its
beauty by the effect of this union in maintaining or promoting
this general expression. The same observation may be ex
tended to the forms of wood and water; but I willingly refer the
reader to Mr. Whateley's excellent" Observations upon Modem
Gardening," for the full illustration of this remark, with regard
to the different objects of natural scenery.

In tAe vegetable world, also, if the mere composition of
uniformity and variety were sufficient to constitute beauty, it

Judging of the beauty of such scenes upon these principle;" if there is no
character discernible, what follows 1 If on the other hand the scene is ex
pressive, what do we immediately'conclude 1 Lastly what is remarked 1 In
all cases of this kind, when only do we become sensible of the beauty of com
position 1 To what may the same observations be extended; but to what
work does our author willingly refer the reader, and for what purpose1 In
the vegetable world also, if the mere composition of uniformity and variety
were sufficient to constitute beauty, to lind what would it be almost impos-
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would almost be impossible to find any instance where vegeta.
ble forms should not be beautiful. That this is not the ease
every one knows; and the least attention to the language of
mankind will show, that wherever such forms are beaytiful, they
are felt as characteristic or expressive; and that the beauty
of the composition is determined by the same principle which
regulates our opinion with regard to the composition of the forms
of ground~ The beautiful forms which we ourselves remark in
thilt kingdom-the forms which have been selected by sculp.
tors for embellishment or ornament, by painters for the effe~

oflandscape, by poets for description or allusion, are aliluch as
have some determinate expression or association: their beauty
is generally expressed by epithets significant of this character;
and if we are asked the reason of our admiration, we immedi.
ately assign this exprellSion as a reason satisfactory to ourselves
for the beauty we discover in them. As soon also as we feel
this exprell8ion in any vegetable fonn, we perceive or demand
a relation among the different parts to this peculiar character.
If this relation is maintained, we i~mediately feel that the com·
position of the form is good. We show it as a beautiful inlltance
ofthe operation of nature, and we speak of it, as a fonn in which
the utmost harmony and felicity of composition is displayed. If,
on the corttrary, the different parts do Bot seem adjusted to the
general character--if instead of an agreement among these
parts in maintaining or promoting this expression, there appears
only a mixture of similar and diBBimilar parts, without any cor.
respondence or alliance, we reject it as a confused and insigni
ficant form, without meaning or beauty. If, in the same man.
ner, the general form has no expreSsion, we pass it by without
attention, and with a conviction, that where there is no cha
racter to which the relation of the .different parts may be reo
ferred, there can be no propriety or beauty in it. composition.

sible1 What will the least attention to the language of mankind show'! What
are the beautifnl forlDll which we ourselves remark in this kingdom 1 If we
are asked for the reason of our admiration, what reason do we 8BIllgn '! When
we feel this expression in any vegetable form, what follows'! If this relation is
maintained, what do we immediately feel, and what is the consequence 'I If the
different parts do not seem adjusted to the general character, how do we treat
it 1 If, in the same manner, the general fonn hlLfl no ~reaiOD, with what
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In the different species of vegetables which possess expres·
sion, and which consequently admit of beauty in composition',
it is oosetvlI.ble .w.o. that every individual does not ~sess this
beauty: and it ill the same principle which determines our
opinion of the beauty of individuals, that determines our
opinion of the beauty of different species. The oak, the
myrtle, the weeping willow, the vine, the ivy, the rose, &c. are
beautiful eluses of plants: but every oak and myrtle, &c.
does not constitute a beautiful form. The many physical causes
which affect their growth, affeet also their exprestion; and it
is only when they possesa, in purity, the peculiar character of
the clasa, that the individuals are felt to be beautiful. In the
judgment, accordingly, that we form of this beauty, we are
uniformly guided by the circumstance of their expression.
When, in any of these instances, we find an accumulation of
forms, different from what we generally meet with, we feel a
kind of disappointment; and however much the composition
may exhibit of mere uniform and varied parts, we pUll it by
with lOme degree of indignation. When the discordant parts
are few, we lament that accident sbould have introdueed a
variety which is so prejudicial, and we amuse ouraelvea with
fancying how beautiful the form would be, if thell8 parts were
omitted. It is ODly when we discover a general eorreapoDdence
among the different parts, to the wbole of the chara"!ter, and
.perceive the uniformity of this character maintained amid all

\ their varieties, that we are fully satisfied With the beauty of the
form. The superiority of the productions of sculpture BJJCi
painting, to their originals in nature, altogether consl8t& in the
power which the arts have to correct these accidental defeet8,
by keeping out every circumstance which can interrupt the
general expreB8ion of the subject or the form, and by present-

convictiOD do we pIUIII it by!! In the different IIpl!dee of vegetables which
poaes8 expreesion, what is observable; and what remark fol1oWll1 What
examples are given illustrative of this remark; and what is flB.id of them 'I
In the judgment that we form of this beauty, by what are we uniformly
guided 1 When do we feel a kind of. dinppointment; and what effect is pro
duced 1 When the discordant parts are few, what do we lament? When only
are we fully 1ati8fied with the beauty of the form 1 In what 110M the superi.
ority of scalplUI'll and paiBting, to their originals ill nature, altogether con-

27
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ing pure and unmixed, the character which we have auocillited
with the objects in real nature.

The eme observation extends to every species of artifieial
form; but the pursuit of it would nece8ll8.rily lead to a very
long, and I believe, a very unnecessary discussion.' With regard
to this subject, I shaD leave the reader to his own observation,
and shall only beg of him to reflect, whether, if the composi
tion of uniformity and variety were necessarily beautifiIl, every
species almost of artificial form would not be found to be
beautiful, whether, on the contrary, the beauty of composition
is not perceived in those subjects only where the form itself
has some character or expression, or where it affords him some
distinct principle, to which the relation of the different parts
may be referred; and whether he does' not determine the
beauty of the composition, by the effect of this union ofdiffer.
ent parts in exciting one definite emotion 1 It is perhaps
unnecesll8.rY to remark, that, in pursuing such observations, it
is proper to leave out every consideration of design or of utility,
and that the fittest subjects for such experiments are ornameD
tal forms, or those forms in which no other object is sought,
but the mere production of beauty.

I shall content myself with observing, upon this subject, that
whatever is the source of the beauty of complex forms, it is
natural to IlUppose, it should be expressed in language; and
that if uniformity and varielY were beautiful in themselves, and
by the constitution of our nature, it is reasonable to think, that,
in describing beautiful forms, such qualities should be a.ssigned
as the foundation of their beauty. If I am not deceived how.
ever, this is very far from being the case. In describing such
objects, we never satisfy ourselves with distinguishing them by
such characters, and if any person were in such terms to de.
scribe any from to ourselves, we should be at as great a loss as
ever, with regard to its beauty. I apprehend, on the contrary,
that the natural and uniform method we take for this purpose is,

sist'l To what do the same observations extend; but why is it not persued'l
With regard to this subject, what refiectioI18 does our author beg the reader
to make 'I What remark is, perhaps, unnecessary 'I With observinO' what
will our author content himself 'I From what does it appear that this is very
far from being the case 'I On the contrary what does Oil( author apprehend
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first, to convey, to our hearers, the ide" of its character or ex
pression; and after having given them this general conception
of it, we enter into the detail of its composition, and endeavor
to explain to them, with how great propriety the different parts
are accommodated, to preserve and to promote this charac.
teristic expression: and if we succeed in this description, we
never fail, not only to be understood, but to convey also to those
who hear us, a perfect belief of the excellence and beauty of
the. composition. If the mere mixture of uniformity and variety
were beautiful, independent of any relation to expression, all
this natural process could never take place, and ifit did, it could
naver convey any opinion of beauty.

2. I believe it will be. found that different proportions of
uniformity and variety, are required in forms of different cha.
racters; and that the principle from which we determine the
beauty of such proportion, is from its correspondence to the
nature of the peculiar emotion which the form, itself, is fitted to
excite. Every one knows, that some emotions require a greater
degree of uniformity in their objects, and others a greater de.
gree of variety; and perhaps, in general, all strong or power.
ful emotions, and all emotions which border upon pain, demand
uniformity or sameness, and all weak emotions, and all emotions

.which belong to positive pleasure, demand variety or novelty•
.Upon this constitution of our nature, the beauty of composition
seems chiefly to depend; and the judgment, which Wt' form of
this beauty appears, in all cases, to be determmed by the corres·
pondence of the different parts of the composition in preserving
or prQmoting the peculiar expression by which the object, itself,
is distinguished.

I(l the forms of ground, for instance, there is very obviously
.no certain proportion of uniformity and variety, which is per.
manently beautiful. The same degree of uniformity which is
pleasing in a ~cene of greatness or melancholy, would be elisa.

to be the natural and tmiform method that we take for this purpose ~ What
remark follows? What are required in forms of different characters; and
how do we determine the beauty of such proportion? What does everyone
know; and what remay k follows? Upon this constitution of our nature what
depends, and how does the judgment which we form of this beauty appear to
be determined? From the different forms of ground, how is this illustrated 1
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greeable or dull in a scene of gaiety or splendor. The same
degree of variety which would be beautiful in these, would be
distressing in the others. By what rule, however, do we de.
termine the different beauty of these proportions 1 Not surety
by -the composition itself, else one determinate compOt'litiod
would be pennanently beautiful: but by the relation of this
composition. to the expression or charaeter of the scene; by
its according with the demand and expectation of oUr minds;
llnd by its being suited to that particular state of attention or
of fancy, which is produoed by the emotion that the llCene in
spires. When this effect is, accordingly, produced, when the
proportion either of unifonnity or variety corresponds to tbe
Bature of this emotion, we conclude that the' composition is

- good. When this proportion is violated, when there is more
unifonnity of expression than we chooae to dwell upon, or
more variety than we can follow without distraction, we can·
clude that the composition is defective, and speak of it either as
dull or confused. Whatever may be the Dumber of dillti.nct
characters, which the forms· of gtound possess, there is aa
equal number of different proportioDl required in the composi.
tion of them: and 80 strong is this natural determination of
the beauty of composition, that after admiring the comp08ition
of one scene, we often in a few minutes afterwards, find equal
beauty in a composition of a totally ditrerent kind, when it dis
tingliishes a scene of an opposite character.

U The !tyle of every part," says Mr. Whately, in the con.
clusion of his observations upon ground, U must be accommo.
"dated to the character of the whole; for every piece of
"ground is distinguished by certain properties: it is either
"tame or bold, gentle or rude, continued or broken ; and if
" any variety incon3istent with thes8 properties be obtruded, it
"has no other etrect than to weaken one idea, without raising
u another. The insipidity of a flat is not taken away by a few
"l1cattered hillocks; a continuation of uneven ground can
"alone give the idea of inequality. A large, deep, abrupt

By what rule, however, do we determine the different beauty of these propor
tions 7 When do we, I1Ccordingly, conclude thlLt the composition is good; and
when do we speak of it, either as dull or confused 7 What remark follows 'I
What says Mr. Whately inhis observations upon ground ~ After observing that
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" break, among easy swells and falls, seelDl:J at best but a piece
.. left unfinished, ud which ought to have been softened: it is
"not more natural, ~ecause it is lDOI'e rude. 00 the other
cc hand, a small, fine polished form, in the midst of rough, mis.
e< sbapea ground, though more elegant than all about it, is gene.
" rally DO better than a patch, itself disgraced, and disfiguring
e< the scene. A thousand instances might be added, to show,
.. tbat the prevailing idea ought to pervade evety part, so far at
c. least mdispensably, as to exclude whatever distracts it; and as
"much furtber as possible to accommodate the character of
" the lP'Ound to that of the scene it belongs to."

After obsemng that the same principle extends to the pro
portion, and to the number of the parts, he observes, "That
" ground is seldom beautiful or natural without variety, or even
e< without contrast; and the precautions which bave been given,
4C eneBd no farther, than to prevent variety from degenerating
.. into inconsistency, and contrast into contradiction. Within
cc the extremes Bature supplies an inexhaustible fund; ud va
U riety thus limited, 80 far from destroying, improves the gene·
.. ral effect. Each distinguished part makes a separate im·
" pression; and all bearing th. same stamp, aU concurring to
40 the same end, every one is an additional support to the pre.
u vailing idea. An accurate observer will -ee in every rorm
<c several circumstances, by which it is distinguished from every
" other. If the SCeDe be mild and quiet, he will place together
" those which do not differ widely, and he will gradually depart
4C from the similitude. In ruder scenes, the B\lcceuion will be
" leM regular, and the transitions more BuddeR. The eharaeter
" of the place must determine the degree of difference betwee.
4C contiguous forms. An assembl~e of the most elegant forma,
.. in the happiest sitoations is to a degree indiscriminate, if they
" have not been selected aDd arranged with a design to produce
" certain expressions: an air of magnifioenc,e or of simplicity,
.. of che£'rfulness, tranquillity, or some other general character,
"ought to pervade the whole; and objects pleasing in them.
"selve!!, if they contradict that character, should therefore be
" excluded; those which are only indifferent must sometimes
0' make room for such as are more significant; many will often.
"'be introduced for no other merit than their expression; and
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.. llome which are in general rather disagreeable, may occa.
"sionally be recommended by it. Barrenness itself may be
" an acceptable circumstance in a llpot dedicated to solitude and
.. melancboly." As the great secret of gardening seems thus
to consist in the accurate preservation of the character of every
scene, whether original or created, so it is the ssme principle
that determines the opinion of men with regard to its beauty ;
and whoever will read Mr. Wnlltely's excellent book with
attention, will perceive, that all hill mles with regard to the
forms of ground, of water, of wood, of rocks, and of buildings,
may be referred to this leading principle; and that they are
nothing more than investigations of the character of these dif
ferent forms, and directions how to apply them in scenes of
different expression.

Our opinion of the beauty of vegetable forms seems directed
by the same principle. Many of the classes of trees have dis
tinct characters: there. are therefore different compositions
which are beautiful in their forms; and in all of them, that
composition only is beautiful which corresponds to the nature
of the expression they have, or of the emotion which they ex
cite. The character, for instance, of the weeping-willow, is
melancholy, of the birch and of the aspin, gaiety: the charac.
ter of the horse.chesnut, is solemnity, of the oak, majesty, and
of the yew, sadness.. In each of these cases, the general form
or composition of the p,arts is altogether different; all of them,
however, are beadtiful; and were this proportion in point of
composition changed-were the weeping.willow to assume an
equal degree of variety with the oak, or the oak to show an
equal degree of uniformity with the weeping-willow, we should
undoubtedly feel it to be a defect, and conclude that, in this
change of form, the beauty of the character and of the com
position was lost.

the same principle extends to the proportion, and t<> the number of the parts
what does he observe 1 As the great secret of gardening S('ems thus to con
sist in the a.ceurate preservation of the character of every scene, what follows 'J
What will he perceive who reads Mr. Whately's excellent book with atten
tion 1 From what does it appear that our opinions of vegetable forms seem
to be directed by the same principle 1 How is this illustrated from the weep
ping willow, &c. In each of these cases, what are dift"erent; but of all 0
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It is in,this manner, accordingly, that we judge of the beauty
of individuals, in these different classes. All these individuals
are not beautiful; and wherever they appear to be beautiful, it \
is when their form adheres perfectly to their character-when \
DO greater degree, either of uniformity or variety is assumed,
than suits that peculiar emotiOI~ which their expression excites
in our minds. An oak, which wreaths not into vigorous or
fantastic branches, a yew, which grows into thin and varied
forms, a plane.tree, or a horse.chesnut, which assumes not a.
deep, and almost solid mass of foliage, &c. appear to us as im
perfect and deformed productions. They seem to aim at an
expression which they do not reach, and we speak of them,
accordingly, as wanting the beauty, because they want the
character of their class.

In the formation of beautiful groups, the same adherence to
expression is necessary; and whatever may be the character
of the group, the real limit to variety is correspondence in this
expression. The permanent character of trees arises from
their form or their color. So far as form is concerned, forms of
different character are never found to unite, or to constitute a
beautiful composition~ A mixture, for instance, of the light
and upright branches of the almond, with the falling branches
of the willow, the heavy branches of the horse.chesnut, and
the wild arms of the oak, would be absolute confusion, and
would be intolerable in any scene where design or intention
could be supposed. The mixtures of trees, on the other hand,
that correspond in their forms, and that unite in the production
of one character, are found to constitute beautiful groups: we
speak of them accordingly as beautiful from this cause. When
we meet with them in natural scenery, we are pleased with the
fortunate, though accidental connexion, and we say, that they

them, what is observed 1 Of individuals in these different classes, what is
obM>rved; and when do they~ beautiful 1 How is this illustrated from
the oak, the yew, and the horse-chesQut 1 At what do they seem to aim 'J
Where is the same adherence necessary; and there what is the real limit to
variety 1 From what does the permanent character of trees arise 1 So far as
form is concerned, what never unite 1 From the almond, the willow, &e.
how is this illustrated 1 The mixture of what trees, on the contrary, form
'beautiful groups; and how do we, accordingly, speak of them 1 When we
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could not have been better united by the hand of art. WOO..
we meet with them in cultivated .cenes; we pra~ the taste of
the artist, and say that the composition is' pure and harmoniolls

.. Trees:' says Mr. Whately, "which differ bat in one oflhese
"circumstances, whether of shape, of green, or of gtowtb l

"though they agree in every other, are sufficiently distinguish.
ce ed for the purpose, of variety; if they differ in two or three,
"they become contrasts: if in all, they are opposite, and sel.
"dom group well together. Those, on the contrary, whicb
fC are of one character, and are distinguished only 88 the cha.
ce racteristic mark is strongly or faintly impressed upon them,
ce as a young beech, and a birch, an acacia, and a larch, all
" pendant, though in ditferedt degrees, form a beautiful mass,
"in which unity is preserved without sameness." How far
the same principle extends to landscape.painting, they who are
acquainted with the art will be at no loss to determine.

In all the different kinds of ORlIiAMENTAL forms, in the same
manner, instead of there being anyone determinate proportion
of uniformity and variety beautiful, there are, in fllct, as many
varieties of beautiful composition, as there are varieties of chao
racter; and the rule by which we judge of this beauty. in every
particular case, is by the I"orrespondence of the composition to
the character, which the form is intended to· express. To give
the same proportion of uniform or of varied parts to every
species of ornamental form-to forms of splendor, of magnifi.
cence, of gaiety, of delicacy, or of melancholy, would be to
sin against the very first principle of composition, and would
immediately be detected, even by those who never heard of the
principles of composition. The beautiful form of the vase,
for instance, is employed in many different kinds of ornament,
and may either be magnificent, elegant, simple, gay, or me.
lanoholy; in all these -s, however, the composition is dif.
ferent. A greater proportion of uniformity distinguishes it

meet with them in Datural acenery. and when in cultivated scenes, how are
we affected 1 What says Mr. Whately on this subject 'I 10 all the different
kiodfl of ornamental forms, what do we find, and by what rule do we judge of
their beauty 'I What would be a sin against the very first principlee of <:om

position; and what is said of it 'I How is this remark illustrated from the
beautifql form of the tOile 1 When does a greater proportion of unUonnity,
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when destined to the expression of simplicity, magnificence, or
melancholy, and a greater proportion of variety, when destined
to the expression of elegance or gaiety. We immediately
perceive also that there is propriety and beauty in this differ.
ence of composition; and if we are asked why it is so, we
readily answer, because it accords_with.the peculiar character
whicl the form is there intended to have. If, on the other

.hand, this proportion is inverted-if the vase upon a tomb has
all the varieties of a goblet, or the latter all the uniformity of

.the funeral urn, we immediately perceive an impropriety and
deformity, and as readily explain it, by saying, that the com·
position is unfitted to the _expression which _the object is in·
tended to have.

The orders of architecture have different characters from
several causes, and chiefly, I believe, from the differentquan.
tities of matter in their entablatures. The Tuscan. is distin·
guished by its severity; the Doric by its simplicity; the Ionic
by its elegance; the Corinthian and Composite by their light·
ness and gaiety. To these characters their several ornaments
are suited with consummate taste. Change these ornaments
give to the Tuscan the CoriIithian capital, or to the Corinthian
the Tuscan, and every person would feel, not only a disap.
pointment from this unexpected composition, but a sentiment
also of impropriety, from the appropriation of a grave or sober
ornament to a subject of splendor, and of a rich or gaudy
ornament to a subject of severity. Even in the commonest of
all forms, the forms of furniture, the same principle is obvious.
Chairs, tables, mirrors, candlesticks,· &c. may have very dif.
ferent characters; they may be either simple, elegant, rich,
or magnificent. Whatever, this character may be, we demand
a correspondence in the composition. The same number of
uniform parts, which is beautiful in any simple form, is insipid

and when of variety distinguish it 1 What do we also immediately perceive;
and if asked why it is so, how do we readily answer? If, on the other hand,
the proportion is inverted, what follows; and how do we explain it1
Why have the orders of architecture different characters 1 What illustration
of this remark is given? Of their ornaments what is observed; and should
they be changed, what would follow 1 In what common forme, is the same
principle obvious; and what instances are mentioned? Whatever this chao
,acter may be, what do we demand in the composition 1 How is this illus-

28
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in an elegant, and mean in a rich or magnificent one. The
I18me variety of parts which is beautiful in a form of splendor
or magnificence, is confused in an elegant, and tawdry in a
simple one.

In these, and a thousand other cases of the IIame kind, it
will be found, that no certain proportion of uniformity and
variety is permanently felt to be beautiful; that, on the con
trary, wherever the form, either in itself, or from its situation,
has any determinate expression, the beauty of composition
arises from its correspondence to that expression; and that
wherever fonns differ in character, a different composition is
approved, and is said to be approved, upon this account. I

, shall only add to these hints upon the subject, that the natural
language of men is uniformly guided by this principle; and
that whenever they attempt to describe the excellence of any
compositio~, it is not by explaining the peculiar proportions of
uniformity and variety which may obtain in it, but by showing
how well this proportion accords with the expression by which
the object, itself, is distinguished.

If the illustrations which I have now offered are just, we
shall have reallon to conclude, that the mere composition of
uniformity and variety is not beautiful in itself, or from the
original con.titution of our nature-that it is felt as beautiful
'only in those cases, where the form is distinguished by some
character or expression-and, that the beauty of the compolli.
tion arises, in every case, from its correspondence to the
nature of that emotion which this expression is fitted to excite.

These conclusions seem to lead to a very different rule for
the composition of beautiful forms, from that which Mr. Hogarth
has laid down in his analysis of beauty. "The way," says he,
" of composing forms, is to be accomplished by making choice
" of variety of lines, as to their shapes and dimensions; and
"then again by varying their situations with each other, by all
"the different ways that can be conceived, and at the same

trated 1 In these and a thousand other cases of the !!ame kind, what will be
found 1 To these limits, what only does OUr author add on this subject 1 If
the illustrations now offered are just, what shall we have reaBOll to conclude 1
To what do these conclusions seem to lead 1 What does he say is the way to
compose pleasing forms 1 Though our author differs, with much diffidence,
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"time, if a solid figure be the object of the composition, the
"contents or space that is to be inclosed within those lines,
"must be duly considered and varied too, as much as possible
"with propriety." Although it is with much diffidence that I
differ from 1\[r. Hogarth, yet I cannot help being of opinion, 80

far, at least, as the natural beauty of forms is concerned, that
this rule might ,be followed in a thousand cases, without the
production of any degree of beauty-that if the distinguishing
form is inexpressive or indifferent, all this variety would only
create confusion; and that in its application to forms of differ.
ent characters or expression, it would excite a sentiment of im.
propriety, instead of pleasure.

On the other hand, the view which I have now given of the
subject, would seem to lead to the following rules for beautiful
composition-

1. That wherever beautiful form is intended, some charac.
teristic or expressive form should be selected, as the ground or
subject of the composition-And,

2. That the variety, whether in the form, the number, or the
proportion of the parts, should be adapted to the peculiar na·
ture of this expression, or of that emotion which this expres.
sion is fitted to excite in the mind of the spectator.

3. Forms of this kind are either single or dependent. In
single, or in dependent forms, their character is at the pleasurll
of the artist ; and that will be always most beautiful, in which
the character is best preserved.

4. In dependent forms, on the contrary, or those which are
designed for particular scenes or situations, their character
must be determined by that of the scene or situation; and that
also will be the most beautiful form, in the composition of which
the alliance to the general character is most precise and deli.
cate.

III. The same principle seems to extend to the composition
of COLORS. The mere mixture of colors is not beautiful. In

from Mr. Hogarth, yet of what opinion can he not help being. What is the
first rule to which the view which has now been given of the Bubject, would
seem to lead 1 What is the second 1 What is the third 1 What is the fourth 1
To what does the same relation seem to extend 7 How does it appear that the
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the different colors that are mingled upon a painter's pallet, or
in a book of patterns, we say there is no beauty, because there
is no relation. What then is the relation which is necessary
to constitute beautiful composition? It is not their mere rela
tion as colors, because colors of very different kinds are found
to produce beautiful compositions. It is not any established
relation between particular colors which is beautiful from our
original constitution, because, in different subjects, different
compositions are necessary. I humbly apprehend, that it is
the relation of expression.

In natural scenery, for instance, the colors of the great in.
gredients, ground, water, wood, rocks, and buildings, are very
different, and lire susceptible of great varieties. In every Bcene,
however, which is expressive, we look for and demand an unity
in the expression of these different colors. We often find fault,
accordingly, with the color of particular objects in such scenes,
and say that they are too rich, too solemn, or too cheerful for
the rest of the scene. The vivid green, for instance, which is
so pleasing in a cheerful landscape, would ill suit a scene of
melancholy or desolation. The brown heath, which so singu.
larly accords with scenes of gloom or barrenness, would be in.
tolerable in a landscape of gaiety. The grey rock, which
throws so venerable an air over grave or solemn scenes, would
have but a feeble. effect in scenes of horror. The blue and
peaceful stream, which gives such loveliness to the solitary
valley, would appear altogether misplaced amid scenes of rude
and savage majesty. The white foam and discolored waters
of the torrent, alone suit the wildness of their expression.

The great difference in the colors of trees, requires atten
tion in their composition into groups. If the oak, the yew, the
birch, the fir, the aspin, the willow, &c., were mixed together
indiscriminately, everyone would exclaim at the impropriety of

mere mixture of colors is not beautiful 1 What then is not, and what is the
relation which is necessary to constitute beautiful composition? In natural
scenery, what is observed of the colors of the great ingredients 1 In every
scene, however, which is expre,;.ive, for what do we look? With what do we,
accordingly, often find fault? How is this remark illustrated from the vivid
green ?-the brown heath ?-the grey rock ?-the blue and peaceful stream 1
-and white foam 1 In what order does the great difference in the colors of
trees require attention? How is this illustrated? If such trees only are
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the composition, and say that there was no relation, and no
character preserved. Unite however, only such trees, as are
distinguished by colors of a similar character, the composi.
tion will be beautiful, and the variety will only serve to enhance
and strengthen the expression. If any other rule but their ex.
pression were followed, would the effect be the same 1

Different compositioDs of color!! also are necessary in the
different appearances of trees, whether as a clump, a thicket,
a grove, or a wood. The same degree of uniformity in color
ing which is beautiful in a wood, is displeasing in a thicket or
open grove; the same degree of variety which is beautiful in
these, is unpleasing in the other. To what principle shall
these differences be referred, but to the difference of charac.
ter-to the airiness and gaiety of the one, to the majesty and
solemnity of the other 1

The scenes of nature often derive their character even from
the season of the day in which they are viewed, and the aspect
which they regard. How much the beauty of the composi.
tion of colors, in such scenes, arises from the composition of
their expression, is beautifully illustrated in the following ob
servations of Mr. Whately.

" Some species and situations of objects are in themselves
" adapted to receive or to make the impressions which charac.
" terize the principal parts of the day; their splendor and so.
"briety, and other peculiarities recommend or prohibit them
" upon different occasions: the same considerations direct the
" choice also of their appendages: and in consequence of a
" judicious assemblage and arrangement of such as are proper
" for the purpose, the spirit of the morning, the excess of noon,
" or the temperance of evening, may be improved or corrected
" by the application of the scene to the season.

" In the morning, the freshness of the air allays the force of
" the sun..beams, and their brightness is free from glare; the
" most splendid objects do not offend the eye, nor suggest the

united as are distinguished by colors ofa similar character, what will be the
effect1 Where are different compositions of colors also necessary 1 How is
this illustrated 1 To what principle shall these differences be referred 1
Whence do the scenes of nature often derive their characted Repeat Mr.
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"idea of heat in the extreme; but they correspond with the
" ghtter of the dew which bespangles all the produce of the
" earth, and with the cheerfulness diffused over the whole face of
"creation. A variety of buildings may therefore be introduced
"to enliven the view, their color may be the purest white with.
" out d~nger of excess, though they face the eastern SUD; and
" those which are in other aspects should be so contrived, that
" their turrets, their pinnacles, or other points, may catch
"glances of the rays, and contribute to illuminate the scene.
" The trees in general ought to be of the lightest greens, and
" so situated as not to darken much of the landscape by the
"length of their shadows. Vivacity in the streams and trans
" parency in a lake, are more important at this than at any other
" hour of the day; and an open exposure is commonly the most
" delightful, both for the effect of particular objects, and the
" general character of the scene.

" At noon, every expedient should be used to correct the ex
"cess of the season; the shades are shortened, they must
" therefore be thick, but open plantations are generally prefer
" able to a close covert: they afford a passp,ge, or at least, ad
" mittance to the air, which, tempered by the coolness of the
" place, soft to the touch, and refreshing at once to all the senses,
"renders the shade a delightful climate, not a mere refuge
"from heat. Groves, even at a distance, suggest the ideas
" which they realize upon lhe spot, and by multiplying the ape
"pearances, improve the sensations of relief from the extremity
" of the weather; grottos, caves, ana cells, are on the same
"account agreeable circumstances in a sequestered recess:
" and though the chill within be hardly ever tolerable, the eye
"catches only an idea of coolness from the sight of them.
" Other buildings ought in general to be cast into shade, that
"the glare of reflection from them may be obscured. The
"large expanse of a lake is also too dazzling: but a broad
"river moving gently, and partially darkened with shadow, is
" very refreshing, more so perhaps than a little rill, for the viva.
" city of the latter rather disturbs the repose which generally
" prevails at mid.day: every breeze then is still; the reflection
" of an aspin leaf scarcely trembles on the water; the animals
"remit their search of food, and man ceases from his labor;
" the stream of heat seems to oppress all the faculties of the
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.. mind, and all the active powers of the body; and any very
"lively motion discomposes the languor in which we then de.
0< light to indulge.

"In the everting, all splendor fades; no buildings glare, no
c, water dazzle., the calmness of a lake suits the quiet of the
"time, the light hovers there, and prolongs the duration of day.
0< An open reach of a river has a similar though a fainter effect,
" and a continued stream all exposed preserves the last rays of
"the sun along the whole length of its course, to beautify
"the landscape. But a brisk current is not so consistent as a
.. lake, with the tranquillity of evening, and other objects
" should in general conform to the temper of the time: build·
"ings of a dusky hue are most agreeable to it. No contrast
" of light and shade can then be produced; but if the planta.
" tions, which by their situation are the first to be obscured, be
" of the darkest greens, if the buildings 'which have a western
.. aspect be of a light color, and if the management of the
"lawns and the water be adapted to the same purpose, a diver.
" sity of tints will be preserved long after the greater effectiJ are
.. faded."

There are few subjects where the beauty or tleformity of the
composition of colors is more observable, or, at least, more
commonly observed, than in the article of DRESS. The follow.
ing hints may, perhaps, lead the reader to perceive, that this
beauty is also dependent upon expression:

1. It may be observed, that no dress is beautiful, in which
there is Dot some leading or predominant color displayed, or in
which, if I may use the expression, there is not some unity of
coloriDg. A dress in which different colors were employed in
equal quantities, in which one half of the body was distin
guished by one color, and the other by another, or in which
each particular limb was differently colored, would be ridic·
lous, instead of being beautiful. It is in this way accordingly,
that mountebanks are dressed, and it never fails to produce the

Whately's beautiful illustration ofthis remark, throughout. In what is the
beauty or deformity of the composition of colors particularly observable 1 To
what, perhaps, may the following hints lead the reader 1 No dress is beauti
ful without what 1 A dress of what sort woulrl be ridiculous instead of being
beautiful1 Who dress in this way, and what is its effect 1 No dress is re-
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effect that is intended by it-to excite the mirth and the ridicule
of the common people.

2. No dress is ever remarked to be beautiful, in which the
prevailing color has not some pleasing or affecting expression.
There are a variety of colors which are chosen for common
apparel, which have no character or expression in themselves,
and which are chosen for no other reason, than because they
are convenient for the peculiar occupations or amusements in
which we are engaged: such dress accordingly has no beauty.
When we say, that it is a useful or a convenient color, we give
it all the approbation to which it is entitled. There are on the
cOlII.trary, a variety of colors which are expressive from pecu.
liar associations, which are either gay, or delicate, or rich, or
grave, or melancholy. It is always such colors that are chosen
for what is properly called dress, or for that species of apparel,
in which something more than mere convenience is intended.
When we speak of such dress, accordingly, we generally
describe its beauty by its character, by its being delicate or
rich, or gay or magnificent, or in other words, by its being dis.
tinguished by some pleasing or affecting expression. We
should feel an equal impropriety in any person's choosing the
color of ornamental dress, on account of its convenience, as in
his choosing the color of his common apparel, because it was
gay, or delicate, or splendid.

This difference of expression constitutes the only distinction
that seems to subsist between the colors that are fit for common,
and those that are fit for ornamental apparel. But besides this,
there is another constituent of the beauty of the prevailing
color-its relation to the character or situation of the person
who wears it. The same color, which would be beautiful in
the dress of a prince, would be ridiculous in the dress of a
peasant. We expect gay colors in the dress of youth, and
sober and temperate colors in the dress of age. We feel a

marked to be beautiful, without what 1 How is this illustrMOO from the
colors chosen for common apparel? When do we give it all the approbation
to which it is entitled? There are, on the contrary, a variety of what colors ;
and what is observed of them1 When we speak of such colors, accordingly,
by what do we generally describe them 1 In what should we feel· an equal
impropriety 7 What does this difference of expression constitute 1 Besides
this, what other constituent of the beauty of colors is there? How is this
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pfGptiety In the cheerful colors of a marriage, and in thtl me
lancholy coloring of mourning. There is a propriety of rela.
tion also, between the colol'8 that distinguish the dress of cer.
tain 8ituations, and these situations themselves, which we never
see violated without some degree of pain. Besides all this,
there is a relation of a still mor~ delicate kind, between the

. CDlors of dress, and the character that distinguish~s the coun.
tenance of the person who wears it; which, however little
attended to, is one of the most important articles in the com·
position of dre88, and which is never observed or violated with.
out either increasing or diminishing the beauty of the perl!On it
distinguishes. As the general beauty of ,dress depends upon
the predominant color being distinguished by some pleasing or
interesting expression, 80 the beauty of dress in any particular
situation or character, depends upon this exprell8ion being suited
to that character or situation.

3. No dress is ever considered beautiful, in which the com.
position of the inferior colors iSoDot adapted to the peculiar ex
pression of the prevailing color. The mere accumulation of'
different colors, without any regard to the general eolor
of the dre8ll, every one knows to be proverbi ally expres.
sive of ignorance and vulgarity. To suit- these colors, on
the other hlllld, to the prevailing color, is considered the
great criterion of taste in this kind of composition. If you in.
quire, accordingly, why, in any particular case, such colors
are not suited to the dress, you will be ~old, that they are eithet
too glaring, too fJOlemo, too gay, or too delicate, for the pre.
dominllllt color; in other words, that they do not aceord with
the expression of the dress, and that on this account the com.
position is not beautiful. Wherever in this article, it is said,
that colors either suit, or do oot suit, what is melint or felt, I
believe is, that their expressions eithe,r agree or do not agree.

illustrated'l In what other relation is there also a propriety 'I What relation
of a still more delicate kind is there; and what is said of it 'I What remark
follows'! Without",hat adaptation is no dress ever considered beautiful 1 What
~ every one know to be expressive of ignorance and vu1A'arity: and what
is considered the great criterion of taste in this kind of \;omposition 'I If you
inquire, accordingly, why, in any particular case, such colors are not sUited
to the drClll, what will you be told 'I Wherever it is said that colors suit or
do not sait, what is meant. 'I Of what do different colors in drc",", on the eam~

29
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It is upon the same account that different colors in dres!,
admit of very different degrees of variety, in the composition of
Ule subordinate colors. Rich colors admit of little variety:
grave or melancholy colors of less. Delicate colors admit
more of contrast than of variety: gay or cbeerful colors de.
mand a great proportion of variety. In all these cases, the
proportion which is beautiful is that which accords with the
peculiar nature of the emotion that the predominant color
excites. Strong emotions, and emotions which bQrder upon
pain, require Uniformity in their objects: rieh, or magnificent,
or mournful dresses, require therefore a great proportion of
uniformity in the composition of the coloring. Weak emotions
require to be supported and enlivened: dresses of a gentle or
delicate character are therefore best illustrated by contrast.
Emotions which belong to pleasure, demand variety in their
objects; dresses of a gay character,.admit therefore of a greater
proportion of variety in their coloring, than 'lily of the others.

These slight hints, and the Jlubject deserves no more, may
perhaps lead the reader to conclude, that the beauty of dress,
so far as it relates to the composition of colors, depends upon
the unity of expression; and that taste, in this respect, consists
in the accurate perception of the expressions of colors, and of
their relation, both to each other, and to the character or situa.
tion of the person for whom they are destined.

There is one subject in which some attention to these princi.
pIes might, perhaps, be productive of no unimportant effect: I
mean dramatic representation. Every one has perceived the
impropriety of the greater part of the dresses which are seen
upon the stage. The confusion of rich and tawdry, gay and
grave drapery, in the same performance-the neglect of every
kind of correspondence between the dress, and the character it

aecount admit 'I How is this remark illustrated 'I In all these cases, what is
the proportion which is beautiful 'I What do strong emotions require ~ and
what do rich, or magnificent, or mournful dreescs require 'I Of weak emo
tions what is observed; and what follows 'I What do emotions which belong
to pleasure require; and what is the consequence 'I To what may these
slight hints lead the reader 'I To what subject might attention to these prin
ciples be productive Of important effects 'I What has everyone perceived 'I
What are left to be determined by the caprice or vanity of the actor 'I What
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distinguishes-comedy and tragedy clothed in the same colors;
and instead of any relation among the different dresses of the
same performance, or any correspondence t«;l the character of
that performance, each particular dIess at variance with an.
other, and all of them left to be determined by the caprice or
vanity of the actor. If instead of this, we were to find, in each
distinguished character, some agreement between the expres.
sion of the dress and the nature of that character-if different
ages and professions, and situations, were attired with the same
regard to propriety that we expect in real life-if the whole of
the dresses, in every particular performance had some relation
to the character of that performance, and to the emotion it is
destined to excite in our minds-if no greater degree of variety
was admitted in this respect, than was consistent with this unity
of expression-and if the whole were so imagined, as to com.
pose a beautiful mass or group of coloring, in those scenes
where any number of personages were assembled together;
some addition, I conceive, would be given to the effect of an
art, which has the capacity, at least, of becoming one of.the
most powerful means we know, both of strengthening virtue,
and of communicating knowledge.

Whether the principle which I have now explained may not
extend to what is called the harmony of'coloring in historical
painting-whether the beauty of the prevailing color is not
dependent upon the agreement of its expression, with that pecu.
liar expression or character which distinguishes the scene-and
whether the beauty of the composition of the subordinato
colors is not determined by its effect in preserving this unity
of expression, I shall leave to be determined by those who are
more learned in the art, and better acquainted with instances
by which the truth of the observation may be tried.

_. ~ ~----------

would be giving some addition to the effect to this art; and of the art itself what
is remarked 1 What does our author leave to be determined by those who are
more learned in the art than he 18 himself?
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SECTION ll.

OF THE RELATIVE BEAUTY OF FORMS.

Besides those qualities of which forms,in themselves, are
expressive to us, and which constitute what I have called their
NATUJlAL beauty, there are other qualities of which they are
the ligns, from their being the subjects of art, or produced by
wisdom or design, for some end. Whatever is the effect of
art, naturally leads us to the consideration of that art which is
its cause, and of that end or purpose for which it was pro
duced. When we discover skill or wisdom in the one, or useful.
ness or propriety in the other, we are conseious of a very
pleasing emotion; and the forms which we have found by
experience to be associated with such qualities, become natu
rally and necessarily expressive of them, and affect us with
the emotions which properly: belong to the qualities they
sigDlfy. There is, therefore, an additional source of beauty
in forms, from the expression of such qualities; which, for the
s~e of perspicuity, I shall beg leave to call their RELATIVE

beauty. •
Every work of design may be considered in one or other of

the following lights' :-Either in relation to the art or design
which produced it-to the nature of iUl construction, for the
purpose or end intended--or to the nature of the end which it
is thus destined to serve; and its beauty accordingly depends,
either upon the excellence or wisdom of this design, upon the
fitness or propriety of this construction, or upon the utility of
this end. The considerations of design, of fitness, and of
utility, therefore, may be considered as the three great sources

Besides the natural beauty of forms, from what are they the signs·of other
qualities 1 Whatever is the effect of art; naturally leads us to what considera.
tion 1 When we discover skill or wisdom in the one, or usefulness or pro
priety in the other, of what are we conscious; and of the forms, what is
remarked 1 From what is there, therefore, an additional80urce of beauty in
forms; and what is it called 1 In one or the other of what light.>, may every
work of design be considered; and upon what does its beauty, accordingly,
depend? Wh&t ~ay, therefore, be considered lIll the three great sources of
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of the relative beauty of forms. In many caSes, this beauty
arises from all these expressions together; but it may be useful
to consider them separately, and to remark the peculiar influ.
ence of each, upon the beauty of forms.

PART I.

OF THE INFLUENCE OF DESIGN UPON THE BEAUTY OF FODS.

I. That the quality of design, is, in many cases, productive of
the emotion of beauty, seems to me too obvious to require any
illustration. The beauty of design in a poem, in a painting, in
a musical composition, or in a machine, are expressions which
perpetually occur, both in books and in conversation, and
which sufficiently indicate the cause or source of the emotion.

Wherever we discover fitness or utility, we infer the exist.
ence of design. In those forms, accordingly, which are dis.
tinguished by such qualities, the discovery of an end immedi.
ately suggests to us the belief of intention or design; and the
same material qualities of form, which signifY to us this fitness
or usefulness, are the signs also of the design or thought which
produced them:

It is obvious, however, that we often perceive the expression
ofdesign in forms, both in art and nature, in which we discover
neither fitness nor utility. By what means then do we infer the
existence of design in such cases; and are there any qualities
of form, which are, in themselves, expressive to us of design
and intention 1 I apprehend that there are-that there are
certain qualities of form which are immediately and perma.
nently expressive to us of these qualities of mind, and which
derive their beauty from this expression.

the rel&tive beauty of forms 1 From what, in ma.ny cases, does this beauty
arise; but in what manner may it be useful to conaiderthem 1

What seems too obvious to require illust! atiun1 What expressions perpe_
tually occur, both in books and In conversation, and what do they sufficiently
indicate 1 Where do we infer the existence of design 1 What remark follows 1
Where is it obvious, however, that we oft~n perceive the expression of .design
In forDl81 What interrogatioD Co11owB; and oC it, what is apprehended 1 In •
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1. In this view, it will easily be observed, that the material
quality which is most naturally and most powerfully expressive
to us of design, is UNIFOllllITY or REGULARITY. Wherever in
any form, we observe this quality, we immediately infer design.
In every form, on the contrary, where we discover a total want
of this quality, we are disposed to consider it as the produc.
tion of chance, or of some power which has operated without
thought or intention. "In all cases," says Dr. Reid, "regu
" larity expresses design and art: for nothing regular was ever
"~e work of chance." In what manner this connexion is
formed, whether it is derived from experience, or to be eonsi
dered as an original principle of our nature, I do not inquire.
It is however, very obvious in children, at a very early age:
and it may be observed, that the popular superstitions of all na
tions are, in a great measure, founded upon it; and that all
uniform or regular appearances in nature are referred by them
to some intelligent mind.

The terms regularity and uniformity are used so synony
mously' that it is difficult to explain their difference. As far
as I am able to judge, the following account of this difference
is not very far from the truth.

With regard to both terms, when applied to forms, two things
are obserVable. 1st, That they are only applied to such ob.
jects as compose a whole; and that they express a relation
either between the parts of it considered'separately, or among
the parts considered as constituting the whole. The relations
between different wholes, or the parts of different wholes, are
expressed by other terms. '2dly, That they express always
similarity or resemblance of parts. With regard to uniformity,
the term itself is an evidence of it; uniformity being nothing
but similarity of form. With regard to regularity it is not less
evident. A regular form is a form where all the parts are simi.

this view, what will be easily observed 1 Wherever we observe this quality,
what do we infer 1 In every form, on the contrary, where we discover a total
want of this quality, to what are we disposed 1 What says Dr. Reid 1 What
does our author not inquire 1 In whom is it very obvious; and what may be
farther observed1 How are the terms regularity and uniformity used 'J
With regard to both terms, when applied to forms, what two things are ob
servable 7 With reglU'd to uniformity, wha.t ill observed j and what, witll
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lar: an irregular form is a form where all the parts are dissi.
milar. A form partly regular lUtd partly irregular, is a fomt
where some parls are similar and others dissimilar. This is, I
conceive, the literal meaning of regularity, as applied to forms,
and what we always mean by it when applied to natural objects.
There is, however, another meaning of the term, when applied
to works of art, viz. the imitation of a model. Thus, we saYI
that a pillar is regular, that a poem is regular, that any compo.
sition is regular, when they have the same proportions, and the'
same parts, which are found in the model, or prescribed by the
rule. In this case it is still the similarity of parts which con.
stitutes regularity; the similarity between all the parts in the
copy, and those in the original from which it is borrowed.

Considering then regularity and uniformity as both express
ing similarity of parts in a 'whole, it is plain, that we may con.
sider every form composed of parts, either in relation to the
similarity of individual parts, or in relation to the similarity of
the whole parts. In the first case, the resemblance of any two
or more parts constitutes its uniformity. In the second, the reo
semblance or similarity of all the parts constitutes its regularity.
Thus, we say that any two sides of a prism are uniform, but
that the prism itself is a regular figure; that the sides of a cube
are uniform, but that the ('ube itself is regular; that the sides
of many of the different crystals are uniform, but that the crys
tals themselves are regular solids.

In this view, both uniformity and regularity are constituted
by similarity of parts ; and the difference between them is,
that uniformity expresses the similarity of parts considered se.
parately, and regularity the similarity of parts as constituting
the whole. There may therefore be uniformity without regu-

regard to regularity 1 What is a regular form; and what is an irre~r

one, What is a form partly regular and partly irregular1 Of this defini
tion, what is observed 1 What otber meaning has tbe term wben applied to
works of art; and what example of illustration is given 1 In this case, what
is it that coustitutes the regularity 1 Considering their regu~rity and uni
formity as botb expressinK similarity of parts in a whole, what plainly fol.
lows 1 In the first case, what constitutes uniformity; and in the second, what
constitutes regularity1 How is this illustrated 1 In this view, bow are both
uniformity and regularity coustituted; and what is the difference between
them1 Why may there, therefore, be uniformity without regularity; but
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larity, because there may be a similarity between any two or
more parts of a form, without a general similarity among the
whole; but there cannot be regularity without uniformity, or
without this general resemblance of the whole parts to each
other.

Whatever may be the truth of this explanation, it seems suffi.
ciently obvious, that both these qualities are naturally expres.
sive to us of design, and that from the appearance of the
one, we are disposed to infer the exertion of the other.

I believe also it will be found, that the beauty of sucb quali.
ties in forms, arises from this expression of design, and that
they are not beautiful in themselves, independently of this ex
pression.

1. Whenever we knoy that such appearances in nature are
the effect of chance, or seem to have been produced without
any design, they arp not beautiful. Of this every one must
have had many instances in his own experience. We often
meet with vegetable productions, which assume perfectly regu
lar forms, and which approach to a resemblance to animals..
However exact such a resemblance mllY be, or however regu
lar the form, we never consider such productions beautiful. We
say only that they are curious: we run to see them as novelties7

but we never speak of their beauty or feel from them. that emo
tion of delight which beauty excites. In many stones, in the
same manner, we often find resemblances to vegetables, to ani
mals, and to the human countenance. We never say, however,
that such instances are beautiful, but that they are curious.
The appearance of regularity or uniformity in rocks or moun·
tains, or in any of the ingredients of natural st!lllmery, is every
where considered as a defect, instead of a beauty, and is beheld$
with no other emotion than that of surprise. If uniformity or
regularity were beautiful in themselves, it is manifelrt, that such

what can there not be ~ Whatever may he the troth of this ellpression, what
seems su1Iiciently obvious ~ From what will it aleo be found that the beauty
of such qualities in fOrmJI an- ~ When are such appearancee not beautiful'l
How is this remark illustrated in the case of vegetable productions ~ In
many stones, in the same manner, what do we often find; and what is-ob
!!Crved of them ~ How is the appearance of regularity in rocks or mountains,
every where considered; and how is it beheld ~ If uniformity or regularity
were beautiful in themselYe~what is manifest 1 As uniformity is not, in
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productions of chance would be equally beautiful with those
that are produced by design.

2. It is obvious, that uniformity is not, in every case, equally
beautiful, and that this beauty is, in all cases, proportioned to
the difficulty of its attainment, or to the more forcible expres
sion of design or skill. In simple forms, or such as are .con
stituted by lines of one kind, uniformity is beautiful but in a
very small degree. Increase the number of parts, and its
beauty increases in proportion to their number. We 'are not
much struck with the uniformity of two leaves of a tr~e :. the
uniformity of the whole number of leaves is a very beautiful
conSideration. The uniformity of these minute parts in every
individual of the class, in every trce of the same kind in
nature, .is a consideration of still greater effect, and can
scarcely be presented to the mind, without awakening a very.
powerful conviction of wisdom and. design. It is upon this
principle chiefly, I apprehend, that we detennine the beauty of
mathematical figures, when we consider th~m simply as
figures, without relation either to their connexion with science"
or with any of the productions of art. An equilateral triangle
is more beautiful than a scalene or an isosceles, a square than .
a rhombus, a hexagon than' a square, an ellipse than a

'parabola, a circle d;'an an ellipse ; because the number of their
uniform parts is greater; and their expression of design more
complete. In general, in this subject regular figures are
more beautiful than irr~gular, and regular figures of a greater
number of parts more beautiful than the same figures of a
smaller number of parts; they cease only to be beautiful when
the number of their parts is so great as to produce confusion,
and of consequence to obscure the expression of design. It is
the same principle which seems to produce the beauty of
INTRICACY. Nothing is more delightful, than in any subject

every case, equally beautifu~ to wilat, is this beauty~ all cases proportioned'J
In what forms is it beautiful in a very small degree; and how may it be
increased 1 How is this illustrated from the leaves of a tree 'I What is a
consideration of still greater effect, and without what, can it not be presenied
to the mipd'l The beauty of what figures are determined in this way; and
how 'I What examp.es of illustrations are given? What remark follows;
and when only do they cease to be beautiful'J What beauty also does the
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where we at first perceived only confusion, to find regularity
~dually emerging, and to discover, amid the apparent chaos.
90me uniform principle which reconciles the whole. To reduce
a number of apparently dissimilar particulars, under one gen
erallaw of relemblance, as it is one of the strongest evidences
of the exertion of wisdom and design, so it is also productive
of one of the stroDge~ emotions of beauty, which design can
excite.

II. 'l'Le view which I have now given of the beauty of regu
&arity and uniformity, arising from the expression of deaign,
seems also very sufficiently to account for a fact, which every
one that is conversant in the hj~tory of the fine arts ml18t
have observed: I mean in the universal prevalence of unifor
mity, in the earlier periods of these arts: and perhaps a gen
eral view of the progreM of taste in this respect is the best
method, by which I can explain the influence of design upon
the beauty of forms•

.1. In the infancy of society, when art was first cultivated.
and the attention of men fil'l!lt directed to works of design, it is
natural to imagine, that such forms would be employed in those
arts which were intended to please, as were most strongly expres.
sive of design or skill. This would take place from -two
causes-1st, From their ignorance of those more interesting
qualities which such productions might express, and which the
gradual advancement of tke arts alone could unfold; and,
2dly, From tbe peculiar value which design or art itself, in
sneh periods, poesellSed, and the consequent admiration which
it raised. When any art was discovered among a rude people,
the circumstance that would most strongly affect them, would
be the art itself, and the desigft or skill which it exhibited: of
the real capacities or consequences of the art, they must be

same principle seem to produce1 What sight is most rlelightful1 What is
obeerved of reducing a number of apparentl~ dissimilar parts under one
general law of resemblance 1 The view which has now been given of the
beauty of regularity and uniformity, eeems also sufficiently to account for
what; and what remark fo11ows1 In the infancy of society, what is it natural
to imagine 1 From what two causes would this take place 7 When any art
was discovered among a rude people, what circumstance would most strongly
affect them1 Of what must they be altogether ignorant 1 Upon what would
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altogether ignorant. That, upon which the artist would value
himself, would be the production of a work of skill. What the
spectator would admire, would be the invention or ingenuity of
the workman who was capable of imagining and executing
such a work. What the workman, therefore, would study,
would be to give his work as full and complete an expression
of this skill or design as he could: he would naturally, there·
fore, give it the appearance of perfect uniformity. In propor
tion as it had this appearance, it 'would more or less testify the
exertion of this skill, and, consequently, more or less excite
the admiration of the spectator. The circumstance of art
itself would thus naturally prevail over every other expression
of form; and the value as well as the uncommonnells of such
talents would give, to uniformity, a degree of beauty, which it
is, perhaps, difficult for those to imagine who are 'accustomed
to the advancement of the arts in a polished age. How
naturally all thill would take place, may stin, however, be seen
in the tastes and opinions of children. What they perpetually
admire is uniformity and regularity. The first little essays
they make in art, are all distinguished by this character; the
opinion they form of the value or beauty of any object that is
shown to them, is from the prevalence of uniformity in its com·
position; and the triumph which they display, when they are
able to produce any kind of regularity in their little produc
tions, very sufficiently indicates the connexioD that subsists iii.
their minds, between such qualities and the expression of
design. '

In the earlier periods of society, therefore, it seems reason·
able to imagine, that all those arts which were directed only to
ornament, or to the production of beauty, should employ, in
preference to all others, the admired torm; and that the artist
should attempt to give to e~ery thing that constituted"the fine

the artiat value himself; and what would the spectator admire 1 What would
the workman, therefore, study; and what appearance would he naturally give
it 1 In proportion lIB it had this appearance, what would it testify; and what
effect would it, consequently, produce 1 Over what would the circumstance
of this art naturally prevail; and what would follow1 Where may the
facility with which all this would take place be seen; and how is this fully
illustrated 1 In the earlier periods of society, therefore, what does it seem
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arts of such an ag~, that uniformity, which was expressive of
the quality most valued, and most admired among them. It is
found, accordingly, that this is the fact, and that the form, which,
in such periods, universally characterizes the productions of
taste, is uniformity or regularity.

The first appearance of the arts of sculpture and painting,
has, in every country, been distinguished by this character.
The earliest attempts to imitate the human form could ha've little
merit, as an imitation, and could be valued only for the skill
and dexterity they appeared, at such a period, to exhibit.
What the spectator admired, was not so much the resemblance
to man, as the invention and art which produced this resem
blance; what the artist therefore would study, would be to
make hill work as expressive of this skill as possible. He eauld,
however, do this in no way so effectually, as by the production
of uniformity-by making choice of an attitude in which both
sides of the body were perfectly similar, and every article of
drapery, &c. upon:the one side, having a correspondent article
of the same kind upon the other. Such a work carried with it
immediately the conviction of design, and of course, excited
the admiration of an agc to which design was not familiar.
The figures of the gods, and of the heroes of rude nations, are
accordingly represented by every traveller, as fashioned in this
manner; and whoever will take the trouble of reading the Abbe
Winkelman's laborious History of Ancient Sculpture, will find
that the earliest period even of Grecian art, was distinguished
by the same character.

As the favorite form of such an age would be regularity, the
first step of the progress of the art would naturally consist in
the ~reater perfection of this form, in the higher finishmg of
the parts, and in the increase of their number. 11 is at this'
period that the Egyptian sculpture seems to have stopped; the

reasonable to imagine 1 What is, accordingly, found' to be the fad? The
first appearance of what arts, has in every country, accordillgly, beeu distin
guished by this character 1 Of the earliest attempts to imitate the human
form, what is ob.ervcd 1- What did the spectator admire, and what would the
artist, con~equently, study 1 In what way could he most effectually do this'!
What did such a work carry with it; and what was its effcct 1 How are the
figures of the gods, &c., represented; and what remark follows? As the
fa,-,'dle form of such an age would be reg-ularity, what would be the first step
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accuracy and the delicacy of its workmanship appear not to
have been exceeded by any other people; but the possibility
of adding variety to uniformity, or of copying the more grace
ful attitudes of the human form, seems, either to have been
unknown, or unattempted among them. From what cause this
peculiarity arose, it is now difficult to explain, if it may not be
conceived to have been the effect of a law of religion, by which
the artists were forbidden to give any other appearance or atti
tude to the objects of their'wor~hip, than those which were to
be found in their ancient sculptures. Every history of painting
sufficiently 'shows, that the first periods of this art have been
uniformly distinguished by the same character.

The art of gardening seems to have been governed, and long
governed, by the same principle. When men first began to
consider a garden as a subject capable of beauty, or of bestow
ing any distinction upon its possessor, it was natural that they
ilhould endeavor to render its forms as different as possible
from that of the country around it; and to mark, to the spec
tator, as strongly as they could, both the design and the labor
which they had bestowed upon it. Irregular forms, however
.convenient or agreeable, might still be the production of nature ;
but forms perfectly regular, and divisions completely uniform,
immediately excited the belief of design, and with this belief,
all the admiration w.hich. follows the employment of skill, or
even of expense. That this principle would naturally lead the
first artists in gardening to the production of uniformity, may
easily be conceived, as even at present, when so different a
system of gardening prevails, the common people universally
follow the first system; and even men of the best taste, in the
cultivation of waste or neglected lands, still enclose them by
unilorm lines, and III regular divisions, as more immediately

in the progress of the art 1 How does it appt;ar that the Egyptian sculpture
here stopped 'I It ill now difficult tv explain from what Cause this peculiarity
arose, if lt may 11vt be c011ceived to have been what 'J What does every his
tory of pai11ting sufficiently show 1 Whal art seems to have been governed
by the same principle 1 When men first began to consider a garden as a
subject capable of beauty, what WllB natural 1 \\ hat might stiU be the pro
dW1fon of nature; but forms perfectly regular, and divisions completely un~

form, produced what excitemeftt 1 From what may it be conceived that thlS
principle would naturally lead the first artists in gardening to the production
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signifying what they wish should be signified-their industry or
spirit in their improvement.

As gardens, however, are both a costly and permanent sub·
ject, and are, consequently, less liable to the influence of fash
ion, this taste would not easily be altered; and the principal
improvements' which they would receive, would consist, rather
in the greater employment of uniformity and expense, than in
the introduction of any new design. The whole history of an
tiquity, accordingly, contains not, I believe, a single instance
where this character was deviated from, in a Bpot considered
solely as a garden; and till within this century, and in this
country, it seems not any where to have bee~ imagined, that a
garden was capable of any other beauty, than what might arise
from utility, and from the display of art and design. It deserves
also farther to be remarked, that the additional ornam~ts of
gardening, have in every country partaken of the same charac.
ter, and have been direoted to the purpose of increasing the
appearance and the beauty of design. Hence Jet d'Eaus, ar·
tificial fountains, regul~r cascades, trees in the form of animals,
&C. have, in all countries; been the principal ormaments of
gardening. The violation of the usual appearances of nature
in such objects, strongly exhibited the employment of art.
They, therefore, perfectly accorded with the character which
the scene was intended to have; and they increased its beauty
as they increased the effect of that quality upon which this
beauty was founded.

The same principle which has thus influenced the taste of
men ill the earli~r periods of society; with regard to sculpture
and gardening, appean to have extended to every other art
Which was employed in the beauty of form. The art of dancing,
one of the fine arts of a rude people, and which is capa.

of uniformity 1 Why would not this taste be easily altered; and in what
wollid the principal improvements which they would receive, consist. 1 Ac
cordiugly, what does not the whole history of antiquity contain; and what
remark folloW1l1 What deserves also farther to be remarl<ed 1 How ia this
illustrated 1 What does the violation ot the principles of nature, in such ob
jecta, strongly exhibit? With what did they, therefore, perfectly accord; and
in what degree did they incr~ ita beauty? To what does the l&JIle pri.{lci
ple appear to have extended 1 What is obeerved of the art of dancing illus
trative of this remark? What is obeerved of general motiODB of the human
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hie indeed of being one of the fine arts of the most improved
people, is distinguished, in its first periods, by the same cha.
racter, and from the same cause. The common or general
motions of the human body are acquired in so early infancy,
and are performed with so little reflection, that they appear to
be more the exertion of a natural power, than an acquisition of
labor or art. When men then first began to take pleasure in
the exertion of their agility, and to expect praise or admiration
for their skill, it is obvious, that the motions and gestures, which
they would adopt, would be such as were farthest removed
from the natural or easy motions of the body, and which, from
thia difference, were most strongly expressive of the address or
agility of the dancer. Hence naturally arose the invention of
all thOle uniform attitudes, in which the two aides of the body
wereroodered perfectly correspondent; those artificial gestures,
in which the same motion of the limbs is repeated, without any
change of place; and as the art advanced, those regular figures
in which dle same form is perpetually described; and those
more complicated dances, in which a number of performers
are ellgaged in repeating some intricate figure, within a definite
interval. Such gestures and figures, as are essentially cllifer.
ent from the usual gestures of the body, were immediately ex.
pressive, both of design and skill. The performer would study·
to excel in them; the spectator would admire bim in proportion
88 he did ellcel; and hence the art would almost neceearily
assume the same character of regularity or uniformity that
dilltinguished the other arts whieh were destined to pleue.

It would be very euy to illustrate the same observation,
from a variety of other particulars in the ornamental forms of
rude nations, if it did not lead to a very minute, and I believe a
very unnecessary inl'estigation. The reader, will perhaps,
forgive me, if I avail myself of this opportunity to hazard a
conjecture, whether the same principle is not the cause of
the invention of rhyme and measure in poetry, and whether

body 1 When men fint began to take pleuure in the eIertions of their
agility, what course would they obviOUBly pursue 1 Hence, naturally aroee
what illYeIltion 'J And as the art advanced, what 1 Of what were those ges
tures immediately expressive" What would the performer 8tudy; and the
spectator admire; and hence, what would the art 8.88UDle'l :f<'rom what
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it may not serve to account for a very remarkable fact widi
wlfich every one is acquainted, viz. the precedence of poetical,
over prosaic composition.

The use of language is acquired so early in life, and is prac
tised upon common occasions with so little study or thought,
that it appears to a rude people, as it does to the common peo.
pIe of every country, rather as an inherent power of our nature,
than as an acquisition of labor or study; and upon such occa·
sions, is considered as no more a-xpressive of design or skill,
than the notes of birds, or the cries of animals. When, there.
fore, men first b~an to think of composition. and to expect ad
miration from their skill in it, they would very naturally elldea
vor to make it as expressive as they could of this skill, by dis.
tinguishing it, as much as possible, from common language.
There was no way so obvious for this, as by the production of
some kind of regularity or uniforinity-by the production either
of regularity in the succession of these sounds, or of uniformity
or resemblance in the sounds themselves. Such qualities in
composition would immediately suggest the belief of skill and
design, and would, consequently, excite all that admiration
which, in the commencement of every art, such qualities S()

strongly and so justly raise. The same cause, therefore,_
which induced the sculptor to give, to his performances, that
form which was most strongly expressive of his skill, would
induce the poet to employ that regularity or uniformity of
sounds, which was most immediately expressive also of his skill,
and which was most likely to excite the admiration of his peo.
pIe. Rhyme or measure then, according to the nature of the
language, and the superior difficulty of either, wouid naturally
come to be the constituent mark of poetry, or of that species of

would it be very easy to illustrate the same ob.rervation? What conjecture
does our author hazard? 'What is the consequence of the early period at
which language is acquired, and the little study with which it iB practised on
common occasions? When men, therefore, first began to think of composi
tion, and to expect admiration from their Bkill in it, what would t4ey very
naturally do; and how? For this, what was the most natural way 1 What
would Buch qualities immediately suggest 1 How would the same callBC,
therefore, operate both in the case of the BCulptor, and the poet 1 Of what
would rhyme or measure thlln naturally become the constituent mark 1 For
what \Vo~uld it be the simplest resource of the poet; and in what proportion
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composition which was destined to affect or to please. It would
be the simplest rellOurce of the poet, to distinguish his produc.
tions from common language; and it would, accordingly, please,
just in proportion to the perfection of its regularity, or to the
degree in which it was expressive of his labor and skill. With
the greater and nlore important characteristics of the art, a
rude people must necessarily be unacquainted: and what would
naturally constitute the distinction to them between poetry and
common language, would be the appearance of uniformity or
regularity in the one, and the want of them in the other.

As thus, the first instances of composition would be distin.
guished by some ilpecies of uniformity, every kind of composi.
tion would ~radually borrow, or come to be distinguished by.
the same character. If it was necellSary for the poet to study
rhyme or measure, to distinguish his verses from common Ian.
guage, it would be equally necessary for the lawgiver to study
the same in the composition of his laws, and the sage in the
comp06ition of his aphorisms. Without this character, they
had no dilltinction from usual or familiar expression-they had
no mark by which they might be Im9wn to be the fruit of
thought or reflection, instead of the immediate effusion of
fancy. Before the invention of writing, the only expedient by
which it seems possible th8.t composition could be distinguished
from common language, must have been some species of uni
formity or regularity, which might immediately convey the
belief of art or design, and thus separate it from that vulgar
language which appeared to imply neither. It is bence that,
in every country, proverbs, or the ancient maxims of wisdom,
are distinguished by alliteration, or measure, or some other
artifice .of a like nature; that in many countries the earliest
laws have been written in verse; and, in general, that the arti.

,1,

would it please 1 With what must a rude people neeessarily be unacqnainted ;
and what remark followa 1 As tIlUll, the first instances of compo8ition would
be distinguished by some species of unit"onnity, what would ~ethe COIIIIe

qUeDce1 If it was necessary for the poet to study rhyme Or measure, to dis·
tinguish his verses from common language. what would be equally necessary'!
Without this character, what did they not poIICllll1 What &eemII to be the
only expedient by which composition could be distiDguished from comDlon
language, before the invention of writing 1 Hence, whIlt arose 'J What
influence did the invention of writing exe~ 'J PrOllCl, tberefore, wheu written,

31
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ucial composition which is now appropriated to poetry alone-,
Rnd distinguished by the name ofpoetical compoaition, was natu
rally the prevailing. character of composition, and applied to
every subject which was the fruit of labor. or meditatioo; as
the mark, and indeed the only mark that could then be given,
of the employment of this labor and meditation.

The invention of writing occasioned a very great revolution
in composition: what was written,was of itself expressive of
design. Prose, therefore, when written, was equally expres
sive of design with verse or rhyme; and the restraints which
these imposed, led men naturally to forsake th,at artificial com
position, which now no longer had the value it bore, before this
invention. The discovery of writing, seems, therefore, natu
rally to have led to composition in prose. It might be expected
also, that the same cause should have freed poetry ftom .the
restraints with which the ignorance or the neceSliities ofa rude
age had thus shackled it;. and that the great distinctions of
imagery, of enthusiasm, of being directed to the imagination,
instead of the understanding, &c. should have been sufficient
distinctions of it from prosaic composition, without preserving
those rude inventions, which were founded solely.upon the ex
pression of art. There are, however, two causes which Berve
to prevent this natural effect, and which it is p~bable will every
where continue to appropriate rhyme or measure to poetical
composition-1st, The permanence of poetical models, and
the irresistible prejudice we have in their favor, even from no
other cause than their antiquity: and 2d}y, The real difficulty
of the art itself, which, in opposition to the general history of
art, remains still as difficult, and perhaps more so, than in the
first periods of its cultivation; and which consequently renders
it still as much the object of admiration, as when it first began
to be cultivated. The generality of men judge of poetry by
the perfection or imperfection of its rhymes; and the art or
skill of the poet, in the management of them, constitutes a very
great share of the pleasure they have in the perusal of it.

Wll.S equally expressive of design with what; and to what did the restraints
wqich these imposed lead men? What remark follows 1 What might also
be C%pected 1 "'nat two caulll!lil serve to prevent this natural effect 1 How
do the generality of man judge of poetry; and what coIllltitutes a very great
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Whatever truth there may be in this conjecture, with regard
to the origin of rhyme and measure, it is a fact sufficiently cer
tain, that the first periods of the history of the fine arts, are dis.
tinguished by uniformity and regularity; and perhaps the ob
servations which I have offered may lead the reader to believe,
that this arises from the early, and perhaps instinctive associa.
tion we have of such qualities in (Orm, with design and skill,
and the great and peculiar value they nece8/larily have in such
a period of society.

2. When, however, the fine arts have made this progress,
circumstances arise which alter, in a great measure, the taste
of mankind, and introduce a different opinion with regard to
the beauty of design. Two causes more especially conspire to
this-1st, The discovery that is ~radually made, that other and
more affecting qualities are capable of being expressed by
forms, than that of mere design: and 2dly, The progress of
the arts themselves, which naturally renders easy what at first
was difficult, and conseqQently renders the production of regu
larity or uniformity less forcibly the sign of skill than at first.
Both tend immediately to the introduction of VARIETY. '

When the painter and sculptor, for instance, had advanced
so far in this art, as to be able to imitate exactly the form of
the human body, it could not well be long before they applied
themselves to particular imitations of it. Some forms are
beautiful, others not. They woultl study therefore to imitate
the former; and perhaps endeavor to investigate the circum
Btances which constituted the difference between such cases,
The imitation of the beautiful, from the imitation of mere form,
was itself, a grent step in the art, but was of still greater con.
sequence in leading to another. Beautiful forms were more
beautiful in one attitude than in another-under the influence
of some passions. or affections, than· under the influence of

£hare of the pleasure they have in the perusal of it1 Whatever truth tl;J.ere
may be in this conjecture, what fact is sufficiently certain; and what may the
ob&ervations made lead the reader to believe 1 When, however, the fine artlI
have made this progr6ll8, what follows 1 What two causes especially conspire
to this 1 To what do both immediately tend 1 How is this illuatrated from
the painter and sculptor 1 All some forms are beautiful and others not, what
would they study, and endeavor also to d01 OUhe imitation ofthe beauJiful
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others. To imitate such objects, therefore, it was necesll8.ry
to study, not only the general beauty of form, but such attitudes
and expressions, as were the signs of BUch passions or affec
tiollS. The most beautiful fOrms in real life, were still in some
respects deficient, and it was difficult to find instances, where
sllch forms might display the most beautiful attitudes or expres.
sionll. The imagination of the pninter, or the sculptor, could
alone lRJpply this want; he would endeavor by degrees, there.
fore, to unite the beauty of form with the beauty of expres
sion; and would thus gradually ascend to conception of ideal
heauty, and to the production of form and of attitude, more
beautiful than any that were to be found in nature itself. In
these various l!I1eps, the uniformity of the earlier ages would
insensibly be deserted. Beautiful attitudes have little unifor
mity, and in the expression of passiM or affection, every
variety of form must be introduced which takes place in real
life. The artitrt, therefore, would not only be undet the neces
8ity of introducing variety, but the admiration of the spectator
would, necessarity, keep pace with its introduction; both be.
cause the expression which his forms now lll!llumed, was, of
itlelf, much more pleasing and interesting, than the mere ex.
pre!8ion M design, and because tkis variety was, in fact, BOW

significant of ~eater skiU and dexterity ill the artist, than the
mere Uniformity of the former age. In those arts, therefore,
variety of form would Dot only be COOllidered as expre88ive of
desi«n, but as that which distinguished the old aM the modem
school, was the uniformity of the one, and the variety of the
other, it would be eot1sidered as the peculiar sign of elegant
or of improved design.

In all the other arts, which were either directed to the pro.
duction of beauty of form, or which were susceptible of it, the
same' causes would produce the same effect. In all of them,

from the imitation of mere form, what is observed 1 To imitate such ob
jects, therefore, what WlUl it necessary to study 7 What remark follows '!
What could alone supply this want; what would he endeavor by degrees,
therefore, to do; and what would tbIIow 1 In these variouslteps, what would
be deeerled 'J or bea'utiful attitadcs what is observed 1 From this, what
cOnseqt1en.ce wonld follow, both to the artist, and to the admiration of the
apectator7 In thOlle arts, therefore, how would varietyofform beconsidercd 1
Whllt would be the ca'" in all the other arlo? Why would the difficulty be
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in proportion as the art was cultivated, the difficulty of it would
decrease; the same' form which was beautiful, and solely beau
tiful, when the circumstance of art or skill only was considered, .
would every day ~ome less beautiful, as that skill became
more common: the natural rivalship of artists would lead them
to deviate from this principle of uniformity, and by the intro
duction of some degree of variety, to give greater proofs of
their art and dexterity :-it would not fail to be observed, that
in such inventions some were more beautif)ll or more pleasing
than others: some farther qualities, therefore, would be sought
for in forms, than that which was merely expressive of design :
the forms which were beautiful in nllture, would be imitated in
the productions of art; succeeding ages would gradually refine
upon these beginnings of improvement; until, at last, the most.
common forms would receive all that degree of beauty, which
Wllll consistent with their usefulness or ends.

The forms, however, that are beautiful in nature, are, in ge~

neral, such as are distinguished by variety: in the imitation ot:
them, therefore, variety would necessarily be introduced. The
imitation of such forms, the application of them to common
objects, was, in itself, more laborious, more difficult, and de
manded more skill in the artist, than the production of mere
uniformity. The variety, therefore, which took place in this
period of the arts, would naturally become the sign of improved
or of elegant design, as uniformity had formerly been the sign
of design itself; and as the one distinguished the rude period of
these arts, and the other the improved and elegant one, unifor
mity, in this, as in the former case, would come to be con·
sidered as the sign of rude or imperfect design, and variety, of
that which was refined and cultivated. The application of
these principles to the different arts, which are conversant
in the beauty of fOlln, is far beyond the limit of these observa
tions.

increased in proportion lUI the art was cultivated; and what would be the
effect of the natural rivalship of artists 1 What would not fail to be ob
served; and what would follow 1 What are the forms that are beautiful in
nature; and:in the imitation of them, what is the' consequence 1 Of the ap
plication of such forms to common objects, what i. remarked 1 Of the va
riety, therefore, that took place in this period of the arts, what is observed 1
What is beyond the limit of these observations 1 How would society
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By such means as these-by the imitation of nature-by the
invention which rivalship would naturally excite, and by the
natural progress of art itself, variety would gradually be intro.
duced; in different degrees indeed in different arts, according
to their nature, and the costliness and permanence of the sub.
jects upon which they were employed, but still, in all, in some
degree, and according to the measure in which they admitted
it. As it thus also became the principal visible distinction be.
tween the rude and the improved state of these arts, it would
become the sign of this improvement and refinement; the ex·
cellence of the artist would, in a great degree, be measured by
the proportion of it which he was capable of giving to his
works; and as the love of uniformity had distinguished the
earlier periods of society, the love of variety would, from the
same cause, distinguish the· periods of cultivation and refine·
ment. It is found accordingly, that this is the great charac·
teristic of the taste of polished ages: and so strong is this prin
ciple, that wherever, in the arts of any country, variety is found
to predominate, it may be safely inferred, that they have long
been cultivated in that country; as, on the oiher hand, wherever
the love of uniformity prevails, it may with equal safety be
inferred, that they are in that country but in the first stage of
their improvement.

There is one art, however, in which the same effect seems
to have arisen from very different causes. The variety which
distinguishes the modem art of gardening in this island, beau.
tiful as it undoubtedly is, appears not, however, to be equally
natural to this art, as it has been shown to be to others. It is,
at least, of a very late origin: it is to be found in no other
country, and those nations of antiquity, who had carried the
arts of taste to the greatest perfection which they have ever
yet attained, while they had arrived at beauty in every other
species of form, seem nevel' to have imagined, that the princi.
pIe of variety was applicable to gardening, or to have devi.

gradually be introduced; and in what order? What is remarked as a con
sequence of this? This being the great characteristic of a polished people.
of the strength of this principle what ill observed 'I In what art does the
same effect aeem to have arisen from very different causes; and what is
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ated, in any respect, from the regularity or unifonnity of their
ancestors.

Nor doe!! it indeed seem to be either a very natural or a
very obvious invention. A garden is a spot surrounding or
contiguous to a house, and cultivated for the convenience or
pleasure of the family. When men began first to ornament
such a spot, it was natural that they should do with it, as they
did with the house to which it was subordinate, viz. by giving
it every possible appearance of unifonnity, to show that they
had bestowed labor and expense upon the improvement of it.
In the countries that were most proper for gardening, in those
distinguished by a fine climate and a beautiful scenery, this
l~or and expense could, in fact, in no other way be expressed
thall by the production of such uniformity. To imitate the
beauty of nature in the small scale of the garden, would have
been ridiculous in a country, where this beauty was to be
found upon the great scale of nature; and for what purpose
should they bestow labor or expense, for which every man
expects credit, in erecting a scene, which, as it could be little
superior to the general scenery around them, could, conse·
quently, but little communicate, to. the spectator, the belief of

.. this labor or this expense having been bestowed 1 The beauty
of landscape, nature had sufficiently provided. The beauty,
therefore, that was left for man to create, was the beauty of
convenience or magnificence; both of them dependent upon
the employment of art and expense, and both of them best ex.
pressed by such fonns, as immediately signify the employment
of such means, In such a situation, therefore, it does not
seem natural, that men should think of proceeding in this art
beyond the first and earliest fonns, which it had acquired; or
that any farther improvement should be attempted in it, than
merely in the extension of the scale of this design.

In this view, I cannot help thinking that the modern taste in

remarked of it 1 V\;hy does it not seem to have been a very natural, or a very
obvioua intention1 In fino countries how only could this expense be express
ed 1 In a country of what sort would it have been ridiculous to imitate thc
beauties of natura on the small scale of a garden; and what remark follows'l
As nature, therefore, had provided the beauty of landscape, what beauty was
left for man to create; and of both of them, what is observed1 In such 1\

iituation, therefore, what does not seem natural 1 In this view, to what two
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gardening, or what Mr: Walpole very justly, and very empha.
tically calls the art of creating landscape, owes its origin to
two circumstances, which may, at first, appear paradoxical,
viz.-To the accidental circumstance of our taste in natuml
beauty being founded upon foreign models; and to the dif.
ference or inferiority of the scenery of our own country, to
that which we were accustomed peculiarly to admire.

The influence of these circumstances will, perhaps, be suffi.
ciently obvious to those who recollect that the compositions
which serve most early, and indeed most universally, to fix our
taste in this respect, are those which have been produced in
Italy and Greece; in countries much superior to our own, in
the articles of climate and of natural beauty; which are almost
sacred in our imaginations, from the events by which they
have been distinguished, and which, besides all this, have an
additional charm to us, from the very compositions in which
they are celebrated. The poems of Homer and Theocritus,
of Virgil anll Horace, have been now for a considemble length
of time, the first poetical compositions to which the youth of
modem Europe are accustomed; and they have influenced ac
cordingly, in a very sensible degree, the taste of all those who
have been so early engaged in the study of them. Besides
this, the effect of painting, and particularly of landscape paint.
ing, has been very great, both in awakening our taste to natu
ral beauty, and in determining it. The great masters in this
art have been principally Italians-men who were born amid
scenes of distinguished beauty, who passed their lives in copy
ing those features either of real or of adventitious expression
with which Italy presented them; and whose works have dis
seminated in every country where they found their way, the
admiration of the scenes which they copied. From both
these causes, and from the strong prejudice, which, since the
revival of,letters, we so early and 80 deeply feel, in 'favor of

circumstances does the modern taste in gardening owe its origin '1 To whom
will the influence of these circumstances be sufficiently obvious '1 Of those
countries, what is observed'1 Hoy. is this illustrated from the poems of Ho
mer, &c. '1 Besides this, what has been the effect· of painting'1 What is
remarked of the great masters of this art'1 What is the effect of both these
"auses; and what remark folioWE' '1 With these impression. whllt was very
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every thing tbat relates to Grecian.or to Roman antiquity. the
imagery of Italian scenery had strongly ohtained pOMeaiiOD of
our imagination. Our first impreBIioIls of the beautyofnatuie
had been gained from the compositions which delineated Illoh
scenery; and we were gradually aeeustomed to coilsicler them
as the ltandard of natural beauty.

With these impressions, it was very aattIral for the inhabit
ants of a country. of which tn -ery. however beautiful
in itlRllf; was yet. in Rumy~ wry difFerent fnJm that
which they were aectlStomfJd tlJ' consider sa Iiohll, or supremely
heautiful. to attl!mpt fe imitate wb1tt they did nOt poI88M; to
impert, as it ....ere; the belftlti~ which wet6 !lOt or _ir own
grbd: and in tact to c~atej aCcordiltg tfj Mr. Walpole'S
'rigorous &i:presSion, tb," scenetywbieli Dlliute and f«f1'tUJle had
denied them.

Such improvemeilts; however, being eJrtremely ~xpeaaive,

could not be, at first, upon a very large scale. They cowd,
for "MUUS reasons, oCcup1 only that spot of ground Which sur
rounded the house: and Il8 they thus supplanted wbat bltt1 fur.
merly beeb the ~ardeD, they clIDJe, very Dldurally, to be coDSi.
deted only as another species of gardening. A. seene df 10

peculiar a ltibd; cOlIld not well uni~ with the country' &round :
it 1'iould gradUally, thetefOre, extend, 80 as to embrace aU the
ground tlmt was within: tiew, at in the posse_n of the impro
ver. From the garden, it naturally extendl!d to the park, which
became, therefore; alst1 the subject. of thifJ new, but very fortu.
nate mod~ of imprevernent : aml1hll&, from the nature ofmodern
etlaeatien, and the habit we are hi of ~i.ibg our first rudi.
melltB of tailte from foreign models, together with the admira.
tiou which 10 many elldsee have eon$pired: ~ exoite in our
minds 1rith regln'd to antiquity; 8eems, very probably; to have
arisen tha& lIlCJiIHrtt taslle in gardeiriog, 1vllicb ill !IO different hm
f1V8f"J other that men lnmJ folloWed, and wbicn has tended .,
much to the ornament of this country.

Ilatura1 'I WlIy could not noJi. ~emel!lWj at firlIt, Ie on .. '""1 large
8CIIle; mel how did they oome to be~ oaIy • uiotIIer IIplIi:i* t:4
pr~'1 As. scene ot so pee1lUat Ii Idtid CO'II1d Ilo& well aait6 wHb the
oounVy round, in what~r~ it gtadually lixtelld'l Afid thue what
feJlowed 1 In caalrll!iatioli- at wwt haa been Rid, wbat ii a1lIo to be 00-
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It is to be observed also, in confirmation of what I have
said, that the firat attemptB of this kiDd in England, were very
far from being an imitation of the general scenery of nature.
It was solely the imitation of Italian scenery: and it is not.im.
probable, that they who firat practised the art, were, themselves,
ignorant of the possible beauties which it at length, might ac·
quire. Statues, temples, urns, ruins, colonades, &c., were the
first omaments of all such scenes. Whatever distinguished
the real scenes of nature in Italy, was here employed in artifi·
cial scenery with the most thoughtless profusio~; and the ob
Ject of the art in general was the creation, not of natural, but
of Italian landscape. The fine satire of Mr. Pope upon this
subject, is a sufficient proof of the degree to which.this fashion
was carried; and it deserves to be remarked, to the honor of
his taste, that he so soon saw the possible beauties ·of this in.
fant art, and was so superior to the universal prejudices upon
the subject.

It was but a short step, however, from this state of the art, to
the pursuit of general beauty. The great step had. already
been made, in the destruction of the regular forms. which eon.
stituted the former system of gardening, and in the imitation of
nature, which, although foreign, and very different from the ap
pearances or the character .of nature in our own country, was
yet still the imitation of nature~ The' profusion which was
lavished upon temples, ruins, statues, and all the other adventi
tiousarticles of Italian scenery, soon became ridiculous. The
destruction of these, it was found, did not destroy the beauty
of landscape. The power o( simple nature was felt and acknow.
ledged, and the. removal of the-articles of acquired expression,
only led men more strongly to attend to the natural expression
of scenery, and to study the means by which .it might be main.
tained or improved. The publication also, at this time, of &he
Seasons of Thomson, in the opinion. of a very _competent

served 'I As it was solely the imitation of Italian scenery, what is not proba
ble; and what remark follows 'I Of what is the fine satire of Mr. Pope a
.ufliCient proof I and what. de8erves to be remarked 'I What, however, WIllI
but a'ihorhiep from this state of the art; and in what had the great step
already been made 'I What soon became ridiculous 'I How does it appear
that the destruction of these did not destroy the beauty of IandJcape'l What.
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judge,* contributed, in no small degree, both to inftuence and
direct the taste of men in this art. The peculiar merit of the
work itself, the singular fehcity of its descriptions; and· above
all, the fine enthusiasm which it displays, and which it is so
fitted to excite, with. regard to the works of nature, were most
singularly adapted to promote the growth ofan infant art, which
had for its object the production of natural beauty; and by
diffusing every where, boUt the admiration of nature, and the
knowledge of its expression, prepared, in a peculiar degree,
the minds of men in general, both to feel the effects, and to
judge of the fidelity, of those scenes in which it was imitated.
By these means, and by the singular genius of some late mas·
ten, the art of gardening has gradually ascended from the
punuit..r particular, to tOO pursuit of general beauty-to real.
ize whatever the fancy of the painter has imagined. and to ere·
ate a scenery, more pure, more harmonious, and more expres.
sive, than any that is to be found in nature itself.

From the slight view which I have now given of the progress
of those arts, which respect the beauty of form, the reader
may, perhaps, be satisfied, that this progreu, itself, produces a
difi"erence in the sentiments of men with regard to the bell\1t)"
of design, and to those material qualities in forms, which are
expressive of it: that the same degree of art or skill which is
the object of admiration in an early agE', ceases to be so,· in an
age of greater improvement; and that hence as UNIFOBIllITY is
the distinguishing form of beauty in the first periods of these
arts, VABIETY is, from the same cause, in the latter.

These qualities, however, though in a great measure cha
racteristic· of the rude and the improved periods of the arts, are

WII8 the effect of the publication of Thomson's Seaaona1 What properties of
the work were most singularly adapted to promote the growth of an art,
which had f~r its object the production of natural beauty 1 By clift\uiDg
every where, both the admiration of nature, and the· knowledge of itlI 0:.

preesion, for what did it prepare the minds of men 1 By these means, and
by the lingular geniue of lOme late muters, to what baa the art ofgardenfDg
gradually ascended 1 From the elight view which haa now been given of the
progress of those arts which reepect the ~uty of form, of what may the
reader be satisfled 1 Of theBe qualities, hoWlmlr, what is oblerved 1 Where

• Dr. Warton. •



neith8l' oppesite nor iJ'reeoilciliple. In every peneet farm of
....Uly they I8UIt ... uaited, and d1e~IIU~ty of cieflip or
.au _biola it tM fOUllclation (If tbtlir ~",,*Y. aft'~ ~ the
... of their UlUon.

EY8JY _QIk of an IUPJlOII«lS unity ~f dllliF, p, iOm6 QM

elld~ the U1iIt ¥d .. view ill ita.IQ'uQture Or com~Uou.
In f~, however, considered rrimply ~ e~preuile ~ desiga.
uul witbout any other relatioo, the only po.ibIe ,ign of unity
efd~, is UDiCoanity or r~ty. It ill this which ~e
~ the productions of c:.!,wlce, frQlD~ of desip i
qcJ w8bout the .Ppeara,DCe oItlU, vuiety iI, cc.nf..-dJy, ~ly
CGDf.UaieD.

In eYerJl .autiful work of art, something more tban mere
desip ia cleJIaaDded, N. elegant 01' embel.lisbad desigu. me
om, ma&eri~ eip of this is Yariety. It is this which di8tin.
1JlIiIi\u, ill~, Hautit\d frwo plaiD fOlDUl i lUlcl yithout
thia, in some d681'8e, uDitOrmity is oo1y llullne.. and iMipidity.
~ tol'lDll, dafJrefvro, mull nee....my be composttd IJoth
of unmrmitJ aM Yariety; lUld this~ will~ ~rfect, "'laea
the~OQ Df~ c\Qe!II net OIlCl'QMh Qp:o.q the beaqJY
of 1lIIlbeHiahID~Md the PfGPOJ$iQll of variety clQet UQt AID·
eroach upon tile beauty of unity.

Couidel'iDg, therefOlle, iQrru ill tAia light, as beautiful.erely
from their "PreBoll of "go, the Obae"atioD of Dr. HUtehe
80D may, pemaps, be considered ~ uiom ~th regard~ their
bealIty. That ~heM the UDifOmUty ill equl, dle beauty of .
forms is in pJOpOItiea to taeu vuieay; aIlli w~en taeu variety
is equal, their. beauty. ia ill prQportiQJ1 to their unifOl'lllity: taat
is, acoordiDg to tIM view wbi~ I have DOW pl'e8ented to the
rev.d_er, wben tJ1e '!Jlitt ~f ~e~igJl is equ~, the ~e$uty of (orms
will be in pro.p9rtiOD to their embellishm«!nt; and when the

_ 1 1. _'.

m~~. be wdtect and what f\lrQIII tb~ la.w 9f their QJlion'1 What~
~ worlt of arlauppo8e '1 In fol'lJlll, however, what is obeerved; and what
remar~ ~oUo. 'I In e,"ery ~utiful wor~ of art, what ia demanded; and of
tw.,W~~ the only material,ip 'I What dOlll1 this, in general, distinguish;
and wit.W>~ it, wqat (9I!owa'l or what m~ beautiful forlDB, therefOre, be
~pI!IedI and when will tqis uniqn be perfect 7 Cclnaidering, therefore,
forms as beautiful merely from their expression of design, what observation
or Dr. Hutche&on may, perhapll, be considered an axiom, with regard to their
beauty 'I In the view ll.oW presented to the reader, how have the qualitiel of
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embellishment of forms ill equal, their beauty will be in pro
portion tQ thl;' unity of their design.

Ill. In the view which t ~ve now preaented to the reader,
the qualities of umformity and variety are considered 88 be...
tiful from their expression ofdesign. In the preceding section,
on tbe other hand, these qualities are considered 88 bel!lltiful,
from the effect of their composition, in maintainm, and pro
1Q0ting t~e eQlotion which the subject, itself, is cap~ble of ex
citing, That tll~ qu.aijties are in fact beautiful from both
these causee-.-th!J.t their composition is in some cases beautiful
froQl being e~pr88Sive of the skill and taste of the artist; and
in others, from being cqrrelWOn«.lent to the character 9r expres
sion of th~ subject, ~re propositions. so obvio~, that I will not
de~ U1~ reader by~y ilhJ.stratioJl, of t)lem. The confounding
of thealt distiJlct expressions has also, I believe, been the cause
of tAG lJ'e~r plp't of miatakes which hQ.ve been made in the
my~!J.ti9D of the beauty of thelle qv.~i.ea.

The be~qty of these I;'xpresaWD,8, lll~'WeV8r, is very di6'~rent;

and M it is iJl the power of the artiat, either to sacrifice the
beauty ofd~ to th~ of cblJl1lcter or expreasion, or to 8aC)ri.
fice tta" be!l,\l~y ()f ch~ter to that of desip, there is Dot,
peJ'b"P!lt q,py~~~e of ~ore impqrt~ce to lUm, or to
the arts Qf tMte mitmeAl. thap a propqr comprehe.won 9f
the dijf~rellceof this \J~uty, .md of the PIU l4uperiority which
the Qne has over ~e ~r. The superiority of thCl beauty of
eXpfel!JlioD Qf cb~~"r"~~ to consist ~ three thinK.....11lt,
In tlle P~W1" llftd P\o~ ~ectiq emotio.. whjch it! produced
by it, thlUl that wlPcb. ift produce~ by the ~Clre e~p~n of
de4ip; ~,1p. Utili be/l.lKy be~ more uWveraaUy felt, it
being depeQdent only ~pol;lll6Q8lbility, while the beauty of de
sign is fully felt only by thole who are proficients in the art,
and who are able, accordingly, to judge or the skill or taste
which is displayed: and 3dJy, in the permanence of this beauty,

uniformity and variety 1Ieen cODSiderod 'J How were tIley coll8idered ia &he
procediDg _tioD., To illustrate wlW, will our Ilutaor~ detaia the reader 'J ,
What haa \leeR the eft'ed of confounding UIe8e distiuct Opr.mOll8 'J The
helwiy of th_ apr_OIlS beiDg very dilferent, w1llli rel1llU'k folloft 'J .ha
wbai three Wup cloee &he lIUperiority of tbe beaut} of expl'elliOD or chanc-
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arising from certain invariable principles of oui nature, while
the. beauty of design is dependent upon the period of the art
in which it is displayed, and ceases to be beautiful, when the
art has made a farther progress, either in improvement or de.
cliRe. In all those arts, therefore, that have, for their object, the
production of beautiful forms, it may be considered as a first and
fundamental principle, tha~ the expression of design should be
subject to the expression of character; and that in every form,
propo~ion of uniformity and variety, which the artist should
study, ought to be that which is accommodated to the nature of"
this character, and not to the expression of his own dexterity or
skill. As in the mechanical arts, the object of which is utility.
and in which the ability of the artist is more surely displayed
by the production of useful form, it would be absurd in him
to sacrifice this utility, to the display of his own dexterity 01'

address; so in the arts of taste, the object of which is beauty.
and il'l which the taste or genius of the artist is in like manner
most surely displayed by the production of beautiful form, it is
equally absurd to sacrifice the superior beauty of character or
expression, to that meaner and less permanent beauty, which
may aril'le from tbil display of his own ability or art.

However obvious or imPilrtant the principle which I have
now stated may be, the fine arts have been unfortunately
govemed by a very different principle; and the undue prefer
ence which artists are naturally disposed to give to the display
of design, has been one of the most powerful causes of that
decline and degeneracy which has uniformly marked the his.
tory of the fine arts, after they have arrived at a certain period
of perfection. To a common spectator, the great test of ex·
cellence in beautiful forms is character ·or expression, or, in
other words, the appearanoe of some interestillg or affectinr:
quality in the form itself. To the artist, on the other hand,

ter seem to consist 1 In all thoee arts, therefore, that have, for their object,
the production of beautiful forms, what may he coD8idered as a fundamental
principle1 As in the mechanical arts, it would be absurd in him to eacrifice
this utility, to the display of his own dexterity or address; 10 in the artII of
lute what is equally absurd 1 However obvioUi or important the principle
now stated may be, on the fine arts what remark fol1oW81 To a common
spectator, what is the great test of excellence in beautiful forms; and what to

\
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the great test of excellence is skill-the production of some· '
thing new in point of design, or difficult in point of execution.
It is by the expression of character, therefore, that the gene.
rality of men determine the beauty of forms; but it is by the
expresston of design, that the artist determines it. When,
therefore, the arts which are conversant in the beauty of form,
have attained to that fortunate stage of their progra88, when
this expression of character is itself the great expre_n of
design, the invention and taste of the artist take, almost ne.
cessarily, a different direction. When his excellence can no
longer be distinguished by thee production of merely beautiful
or expre88ive form, he is naturally led to distinguish it by the
production of. what is uncommon or difficult; to signalize his
works by the fertility of his invention, or the dexterity of his
execution; and thus gradually to forget the end of hi!! art, in
his attention to display his superiority in the art itself. While
the artist thus insensibly deviates from the true principles of
composition,•other causes unfortunately tend. to mislead also
the taste of the public. In the mechanical arts, the object of
which is utility, this utility is itself the. principle by which we
determine the perfection of every production: utility, however,
is a permanent principle, and necessarily renders our opinion
of this· perfection as permanent. In the fine arts, the- object
of which is beauty, it is by its effect upon our imagination
alone, that we determine the excellence of any production.
There is no quality however, which has a more powerful effect
upon our imagination than novelty. The taste of the generality
of mankind, therefore, very naturally tails in with the inven.
tion of the artist, and .is gratified by that ~ontinued production
of novelty which the art affords to it. In the mechanical arts,
which are directed to general utility, all men are, in some mea.

the artist 'I How do they, therefore, respectively determine the beauty of
forms 'I When, therefore, doea the invention of the artist almost necessarily
take a ditrerent direction 'I When hia excellence can no longer be distin
guished by the production of merely beautiful or expressive form, to what is
he naturally led 'I While the artiat thus insensibly deviates from the true
priDciple of composition, what ia the effect of other cauaea 'I How ia this
remark illU8tl'ated from the mechanical, and.from the fine arts 'I Of novelty,
and of its effect upon the generality of mankind, what ia remarked 'I In the
mechanical arts, why are all meo. judgeil of the exeell8ll.04l of their produc-
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~~ judges of the excellence of their productions, because
they are, in some measure, judges of this utility. But in the
fine arts, which seem to require peeuliar talents, lllld which
reqllire al least talents that are not generally exerted, all meo
Beither ate, Bor conceive themselves to be judges. They wil.
lingly, therefore, submit their opiniens to the guidance of those,
who, by their practice in these arts, appear yery naturally the

. m_ competent to judge with regard to their beauty; and
wbile the BttlI amuse them with petpetual ,novelty, .,ery readily
take fOl' gtanted, thal what is new is also beautiful. By
these melltlS-o-by the preference which artists are 80 naturally
disposed to gi\'e to the exprellBion of design, above the expres.
sion of characte~y the nature of these arts themael.,es,

. which afford ao permanent principle of judgins; and by the
disposition of meD in general to lIUbmit their opinions to the
opinions of those who have the strOD~est propensity, and the
greatest interest in their corruption; baye the arts of taate, in
eyert country, after a certain period of perfection, degenerated

: iato the mere expre8llions of the skill and execution of the
artiat, and gradually suok into a state of barbarity, almost lIS

great as that from which they jiJ'8t arose. " Alit IIlmwatio in.
" gema," lays VelIeius Paterculus, in speaking of the same
subject, " et nune invidia, nune admiratio ineitationem Becan
" dit; naturaque quod 8lUII1JlO studio petitum elll, adseelidit in
"Sl1D1lDum, difficiliaque in perfecto mora est: natutaliterque
" quod prucedere non potest, recedit; ot ut primo, ad COWIe.
"qllelldoa quos priores ducimus, acceodimur, ita, ubi aut prill
"teriri aut lIlqUari eo8 poMe desperavimus, Mudium cum spe
" l8Jleacit, 8t quoo assequi non poteat, lequi desiBit: et velut
.. eccupatamretinqaens materiam; quaint BOV... ; pl'llllteritoqu8
.. eo, in quo eminere Donpellli1lDlUB, _liquid iA qua mtmlur COD.
" quirimua."- Yell. PQJercvl. L. 1. tillja...

.. Emulation nourishes genius; envy and admu'atioo alternately excite it.
TlW which is sought after and obtained by the pe&t.eBt zeal, naturally reaches

tiona; bat of tbe ftne attI what ill~ 1 TO' whom do the" therefore,
wWmgly iubD!llt their opi1don; Md.. wJill( do tht; nl&dily take for gruMd 1
On ille Diam:Ier iD 'II'hieh the iirilf of tlislAf 1ulvlf....rated, wtat remark taI
IOWlll 1I18fKl1101dng of tile sun_ subject, vm. .JIr Ve1leiwJ Paterc:tduI '! To
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Nor is this melancholy progress peculiar to those arts which
respect the beauty of form. The f$aIDe causes extend tb every
other of those arts which are employed in the production of
beauty; and they who are acquainted with the history of the
fine arts of antiqui.ty, will recollect that the history of statuary,
of painting, of music, of poetry, and of prose composition,
have been equally distillguished, in their later periods, by the
lIlUlle gradual desertion of the end of the art, for the display
of the art itself; and by the !fame pr evalence of the expression
of design, over the expression of the composition in which it
was employed. It has been seldom found in the history of any
of these arts, that the artist, like the great master of painting
in this country,* has united the philosophy with the practice of
his art, lUld regulated his own sublime inventions, by the chaste
principles of truth and science.

For an error, which 80 immediately arises from the nature,
and from the practioe of these arts themselves, it is difficult,
perhaps impossible, to find a remedy. Whether, as I am wil.
ling to believe, there may not be circumstances in the modem
state of Europe, which may serve to check at least, this un.
fortunate progression-whether the beautiful models ofantiquity
in every art, may not serve to fix, in some degree, the stand.
ard of taste in these arts-whether the progress of philosophy
and criticism may not tend to introduce greater stability, as' '\lell
as greater delicacy of taste; and whether the general diffusion
of scieace, by increasing in so great a .propQrtion the number

the. summit.. It is difficult to keep perfection atationary-that which cannot
proceed, naturally ruedu, and, &8 at first we are ambitious of following those
whom we deem pre-eminent, ao when we despair of equalling or· BUrplUllJWg
them, our zeal fIag1! with our hop~ and we cease to follow that which we can
never overtake. A. 'new occupatio~ issubstituted for the one relinquished, and
forsaking that in which we cannot become eminent, we seel!: something else
in which we may shine.

",nat is not this melancholy progress peculiar 'I To what do the same causes
extend; and what will they, who are acquainted with the fine arts of antiquity,
recollect 'I What h&8 seldom been found in the history of any of these
ana 'I For this error, what is a difficult task; and what is far beyond the

* Sir Joshua Reynolde.
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of judges, may not rescue these arts from the sole domini!)ri o(
the artists, and thus establish more just and philosophical princi
ples of decision, it is far beyond the limits of these essays to
inquire. But I humbly conceive, that there is no rule of criti.
cism more important in itself, or more fitted to preserve the
taste of the individu8J, or of the public, than to consider every
composition as faulty and defective, in which the expression of

i the art is more striking than the expression of the subject, or
in which the beauty of design prevails over the beauty of chao
raeter or expression.

PART II.

GF THE INFLUENCE OF FITNESS UPON THE BEAUTY OF FORHS.

THE second source of the relative beauty of forms is FIT

NESS, or the proper adaptation of means to an end.
That this quality in forms, is productive of the emotions of

beauty, everyone must probably have perceived. In the forms
of furniture, of machines, and of instruments in the different
arts, the greater part of their beauty arises from this consi.
deration; nor is there any forin which does not become beau
tiful, where it is found to be perfectly adapted to its end. " A
" ship which is well built, and which promises to sail well,"
says Mr. Hogarth, "is called by sailors a beauty." In every
profession, in like manner, all machines or instruments are
called beautiful by the artists, which are well adapted to the
end of their arts. Even the most common and disregarded
articles of convenience, are felt to be beautiful, wheQ we for~'
their familiarity, and consider them emly in relation to the pur.
poses which they serve.

That fitness is not the only sourcll of beauty in forms, is suf
. ficiently obvious. But I apprehend that the elegant and inge·

Hmjts of these e8Says to inquire? What rule of criticism is of the greatest
importance?

What is the second source of the relative beauty of forms? What must
every one probably have perceived? How is this illustrated from the forms
of fllnliture, &C. 'I What says Mr. Hogarth? In every other professiOlIl,
what practice is followed; and when are the most common articles of conve
nience felt to be beautiful? Though fitness is not the only source of beauty
ill forms, yet of the author of the" Essay upon the sublime and beautiful,"
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mous author of the" essay upon the sublime and beautiful,"
has yielded too much to the love of system, when he will not
allow it to be any source of beauty at all. The common ex.
perience and common language of mankind are at variance
with this opinion, nor does it seem to be sufficiently supported
by any of the instances he brings. " On this principle," says
he, " the wedge.like snout of the swine~ the little sunk eyes, and
.., the whole make of the head, 80 well adapted to its offices of
.. , digging and rooting, would be extremely beautiful. The great
" bag hanging to the bill of the pelican, a thing likewise highly
.., useful to this animal, would be likewise as beautiful in oureyes•
.c, The hedge-hog, so well secured against all assaults by his
'" prickly hide, and the porcupine, with his missile quills, would
" be then considered as creatures of no small eleganee. There
... are few animalswhos~ parts are better contrived than those
" of the monkey. He has the hands of a man, joined to th&
" spriagy limbs of a beast; he is admirably calculated for ND·

... ning, lellping, grappling, and climbing: and yet there are
'" few animals which seem to have less beauty in the eyes of all
'" mankind,".* ,,"c. In these instances, and in all the others he
mentions, it is clear, that the animals are not, in general, consi
dered as beautiful; but if I am not deceived, the reason of this
is, not that the fitness of their construction is not a consideration
capable of producing the emotion of beauty, butthat, in gene
ral, we never consider the animals in the light of this fitness
of their construction. Such forms are not naturally beautiful,
or have no~e of those ingredients which were before 'mentioned
as constituting the natural beauty of forms. It is the natural
beauty of forms, however, which first strikes us, because
it demands neither any previous knowledge, nor any fixtld
attention. Such animals, besides, have many unpleasing qua.
lities from their inStincts, their characters, and their modes of
life. It is in the light of these qualities, however, that we

what is apprehended 7 What· are at variance with this opinion 7 Repeat the
passage introduced to illustrate this remark. In these instances, and in all
the others that he mentions, what is cleu; but what is tho rellllOn of this OJ

Of such forms, what is observed 7 What is it that first strikes us; and why 7
From what have such animals many unpleasing qualities 7 Why is it in tho
Jjg-ht of these qualities that we generally consider them 7 When do their

+ Burke, revised by Milts.
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generally consider them; because painful or disagreeable qua.
lities much more suddenly, as well as more powerfully affect
us, than qualities of an opposite kind. But whenever we can
prevail upon ourselves to disregard these unpleasing consi.
derations, and to consider the animals in the light of the fitness
of their construction, I believe it is agreeable to every man's
experience, that their forms then became, in some degree ob.
jects of beauty. To say at first that the head of the swine
was a beautiful form, might perhaps expose the person who
asserted it to ridicule; but if the admirable fifilcss of its COD

struction, for the necessities of th,e animal, are explained, there
is no person who will not feel, from this view of it, an/emotion
'of beauty. There is nothing more common, accordingly, in
books of anatomy, or natural history, than the term of beauty
applied to many common, and many disagreeable parts of the
animal frame: nor is there any reader, who considers the sub
ject in the light of their fitness alone, who does not feel the
same emotions with the writers. A physician talks even of a
beautiful theory of dropsies or fevers, a surgeon of a beautiful
instrument for operations, an anatomist of a beautiful subject
or preparation. The rest of the world, indeed, hear this laD
guage with some degree of astonishment, it is in the light only
of horror or disgust that such objects appear to them; but to
the artists these qualities have lo~ disappeared, and the only
light in which they regard them, is their fitness for the purposes
of their arts. These instances are, perhaps, sufficient to show,
that even the objects which are most destitute of nll.Jural beauty,
become beautiful, when they are regarded only in the light of
their fitness; and that the reason why th8Y do not always ap
pear beautiful to us, is, that we, in general, leave this quality
out of our consideration. That pleasing or agreeable forms re
ceive beauty from their fifiless; and that the most perfect form
of natural beauty may receive additional beauty from its being
wisely adapted to BOrne end, B1'O facts too obvious to require

forms become objects, of beauty'1 What might expoee the person who
_rted it to ridicule j but what' folloWll '1 From books of anatomy, &c., how
is this illustrated'1 Who feels the same' emotion '1 Of what do physicians
and surgeoIlll talk'1 How do the reBt of the world hear this language; and
why '1 But. of the artiEts what is remarked '1 To show what, are these
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any illustration. It is only to be observed, that this quillity, ill
its effect of producing the emotion of beauty, is subject to the
same limitations with every other quality of emotion. Such
qualities, when either familiar or minute, fail in producing an
emotion sufficiently strong to be the foundation of beauty; and
as the emotion which we receive from fitDess, is in itself greatly
inferior to many other emotions of pleasure, there are, perhaps,
more instances, where this quality is. observed, without the
sentiment of beauty, than in most other qoalities of a similar
kind with which we are acquainted. Unless when it is either
great or new, the generality of men feel little beauty in any
expreBBion of fitness.

PROPORTION.

OF THE BEAUTY OF PROPORTION.

I apprehend also, that the beauty of PROPORTION, in forms,
is to be ascribed' to this cause; and that certain proportions af.
feet us with the emotion of beauty, not from any original capa.
city in such qualities to excite this emotion, but from· their
being expressive of the fitness of the parts to the end designed.
It is impossible for me, within the bounds which I prescribe to
myself, to enter fully into the investigation of the nature of pro.
portion. All I intend is, to produce some of the considerations
which induce me to join with Mr. Hogarth in this conclusion.

1. I conceive that the emotion of pleasure which proportion
affords, has no resemblance to any pleasure of sensation, but
that it resembles that feeling of satisfaction which we have in
other cases, where means are properly adapted to their end.
When a chair, or a table, or any other common object is well-

instances suftieient" What facts are too obvioUs to require any illustration ~.

What only is to be observed 1 Of such qualities, when either familiar or
minute, what is observed; and what remark foUows1 Only when do the
generality of men feel little beauty in any expression of litneils" Of the
beauty of propcrrtion in forms, what does our author apprehend 1 Why do
certain proportions affect us with the idea of beauty 1 What is it impossible
to do; and what is all that is intended to be done" To whp.t has the emotion
of pleasure, which proportion affords, no resemblance; but what doea it
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ilroportioned, as far as I can judge, what we feel, is not a mere
sensation of pleasure, from a certain arrangement of parts, but
an agreeable emotion, from the perception of the proper dis_
position of these parts for the end designed. In the same
manner, the effect of disproportion seems to me to bear no reo
semblance to that immediate painful sensation which we feel
from any disagreeable sound or smell, but to resemble that
kind of dissatisfaction which we feel, when means are unfitted
to their end. Thus the disproportion in the legs of a chair or
table, does not affect us with a simple sensation of pain, but
with a very observable emotion of dissatisfaction or discontent,
from the unsuitableness of this construction for the purposes
which the objects are intended to serve. Of the truth of this,
every man must judge from his own experience.

The habit, indeed, which we have in a great many familiar
cases, of immediately conceiving this fitness from the mere
appearance of the form, leads us to imagine, as it is expressed
in common language, that we determine proportion by the eye;
and this quality of fitness is so immediately expressed to us by
the material form, that we are sensible of little difference be.
tween such judgments and a mere determination of sense; yet
every man must have observed, that in those cases, when either
the object is not familiar· to us, or the construction intricate,
our judgment is by no means so speedy ; and that we never dis.
cover the proportion, until we previously discover the principle
of the machine, or the means by which the end is produced.

2. The nature of language seems also very strongly to show :
the dependence of proportion upon fitness, and that it produces
the emotion of bea!lty, by being considered as the sign of this
quality. If a common person were asked, why the proportion
of some particular building, or machine, or instrumentpleased
him, he would naturally answer, because it rendered the object
fit or proper for its end. If we were describing a machine or

resemble ~ How is this illustrated from a chair or table1 In the same man
ner, of the effect of disproportion, what is remarked 1 How is this illus
trated 1 In many familiar cases, what habit hll.ve we; and what does it lead
us to imagine ~ Of this quality of fitness, what is remarked I yet what must
every man ha,:;e observed1 What does the nature of language also seem
very strongly to show 1 How is this remark illustrated from the case of a
common peroon; and from the dl'Scription of a machine or instrument '1
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ibstrument, to any person who was unacquainted with the
meaning of the term proportion, and wished to inform him of
the beauty of this proportion, we could do it perfectly well by
substituting the term fitness instead of it, and'explaining to him
the singular accuracy with which the several parts were adapted
to the general end of the machine; and if we succeeded in
this description, he would have the same emotion from the
consideration of this fitness, that we ourselves have from the
consideration of, what we call, its proportion. It very often
happens, in the same mannet, that we read or hear accounts
of forms which we have never seen, and consequently of the
proportions of which, if proportion is a real and original quality
in object8, it is impossible for us to judge; yet I think, if we
were convinced that the form is well contrived, and that its
several parts are properly adjusted to their end, we immediately
satisfY oU1'lleives that it is well-proportioned; and if we per
fectly understand its nature or mechanism, we never hesitate
to speak of its proportion, though we never have seen it. If
proportion on the contrary consisted in certain determinate re
lations, discoverable only by a peculiar sense, all this could
not possibly happen. The conSideration of fitness could no
more influence our opinion of proportion, than any other con
sideration; and we could as little collect the belief of pro
portion in any form from the consideration of its fitness, as
from that of its sound or color.

In a great variety of cases, the terms fitness and proportion
are perfectly synonymous. There is, however, a distinction
between them, which it may be necessary to explain, as it will
afford a more accurate conception of the nature of proportion,
and of the foundation of its beauty.

Every form which is susceptible of proportion, may be con
sidered in either one or other of the following lights. 1st, In the
light of its whole or general relation to the end designed, or
when it is considered as a whole, without any distinction of

--------------

What, in the same manner, very often happens; yet what remark follows '1
'Under what circumatancee, would not all this be JlOiI8ible; and why 'I In a
great variety of caBell, what terms are synonymous 'I Why, however, is it
necessary to explain the distinction that exists between them 'I In oDe or the
other of what lights may every form susceptible of comparison be coo-
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parts: or ~y, Ip the light of the relati08 of its several parts
to this end. Thus, in the case of a machine, we may some.
times consider it in the light of its general utility for the end it
iJ destined to serve, and sometimes in the light of the propriety
of the different parts, for the attainment of this ead. When
we consider it in the fim light, it is its fitness which we properly
consider: and when we cousider it ip the second light, it is its
proportion we consider. Fitness may therefore be supposed
to express the general relation of propriety between means
and an end, and proportion" pe~uliar or subordinate relation
oftbis kind, tlU. the proper relation of parts to an end. Both
agree in expressing the relation of propriety between means
and their ends. Fitness expresses the proper relation of the
whole of the means to the end. Proportion the proper relation
of a part, or of parts to their end.

In common language, accordingly, whenever we speak of
this relation in a Ilubject which hll8 no division of parts, the
terms are used synonymously. Thus we say, that a man's
expenses are fitted, or are proportioned to his income-that a
man's ambition is fitted or proportioned to his talenta--tbat an
undertaking is fitted or proportioned to one's powers.

In subjects which are capable of division into parts, on the
other hand, the terms fitness and proportion are not used syno.
nymously, but according to the explanation which I have now
given. Thus we say, that the .form of the eye is admirably
fitted for vision-that the telescope is fitted for discovering ob.
jects at a distance-that the steam.engine is fitted for raising
water: but we could not say, in any of these cases, that they
were proportioned to their ends. When we consider these sub.
jects as composed of parts, IWd attend to the form of these parts
for the attainment of their ends, we immediately speak of the
proportion of these parts. The just proportion of such parts

lidered 1 How ia this illustrated from a machine1 When we consider it in
the firlIt light, what do we properly consider; and what, when in the second 'J
What may they, therefore, be .uppoeed respectively to expreas1 In what, do
they both agree; and how 1 When are the terms, accordingly, used synony
mously; and what iillustrations follow 1 In .ubjects, which are capable of
diviaion into parts. how are they used 1 How ia tbia illustrated 1 When do
we immediately speak of the proportion of the parts of th_ ~bjects1 What,
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is, accordingly, nothing more than that peculiar form or dimen.
sion which has been found from experience best fitted for the
accomplishment of the purpose of the instrument or the mao.
chine. Proportion therefore may, I apprehend, be considerei
applicable only to forms composed of parts, and to express
the relation of propriety between any part, or parts, and the
end they are destined to serve.

3. It may be farther observed, that forms ate just suscept1.ble
of as many proportions, as they are susceptible of parts neces.
sary to the end for which they are intended: and that every
part which has no immediate relation to this end, is unsuscep.
tible of any accurate proportion. In many forms of the most
common kind, there are a great number of parts which have
no relation to the end or purpose of the form; and which are
intended to serve the purpose of ornament rather than of Use.
In such parts, accordingly, we never expect or perceive any
accurate proportion, nor is there any settled and permanent
opinion of beauty in them, as there is in the great and neces'

_sary parts of the form. In the form of a chair, for instance.
or table or sofa, or door or window, several of the parts are
merely ornamental-they have no immediate relation to the
fitness of the form, and they vary accordingly almost every
year in their lorms and sizes. All that is required of them is.
that they should not obstruct the general fitness: wi~in that
limit they are susceptible of perpetual and pleasing variety.
There are other parts, however, of the same forms, which are
necessary to the general end or purpose of their constructionf
as the height of the chair for the ('.onvenience of sitting, oC
the table for its peculiar purpoaes, &c. These parts accord.
ingly, have all a proportion, whioh is immediately discerned,
and which is never greatly violated without producing an emo·
tion of disiatisfaction. If, on the contrary, proportion was

•
accordingly, is the just proportion of such parts? To what may proportion,
therefore, be considered applicable 'I What may be farther observed' In
many forms of the most common kind, there are what 'I In such parts, accord
ingly, what do we not expect? In the form of a chair, &c., how is this illus
trated' What is alI that is required of them 'I Of other parts of the s&me
form, however, what is observed; and what do these parts possess' If, on
the coatrary, proportion was something absolute and independent in formB,

::14
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IIOmething absolute and independent in forrIl8, it seems difficult
to imagine, that it should be foqnd in those forms only, which
are susceptible of fitness, and in those parts only of such for0:J8
as admit of this qnality.

4. Our sense of proportion in every form, keeps pace with
our knowledge of the fitness of its construction. Where we
have no acquaintance with the fitness of 8.Qy form, we have
no sense of its peculiar ~roportions. No man, for instance,
ever presumes to speak of the proportions of a machine, of the
use or purpose of which he is ignorant. When a lIew machine
is shown us, we may prunounce with regard to the simplicity
or the complexness of its construction, but we never venture
to pronounce with regard to the propriety or impropriety of its
proportions. When our acquaintance is greater with the uses
or purposes of any particular class.of forms, than the generality
of people, we are sensible of a greater number of pleasing
proportions in such objects, than the rest of the world; and
the same parts upon which others look with indifference, we
perceive to be beautiful, from our knowledge of the propriety
of their construction for the end designed. This every person
must have observed in the language of artists, upon the subject
of the instruments of their own arts; in the language of ana.
tomists, and proficients in natural- history, on many different
subjects of their science; as well WI in the increase of his
own sense of proportion in different forms, with the increase
of his knowledge of the ends that such forms are destined to
lIerve. When any improvement, in the same manner, is made
in the constRIction of the forms- of art, so that different propor
tions of parts are introduced, and produce their end better than
tpe former, the new proportions gradually become beautiful,
while the former lose their beauty. In general. it may be ob.
served, that the certainty of proportion, is in aU cases dependent

what does it seem difficult to imagine 1 With what does our sense of pro
portion in every form keep pace; and what remark follows? How iii thi~

illustrated? When a new machine is shown us, with regard to wbat may we
speak; but of what may we not? What results from greater acquaintance'l
In whose language must every one have observed this? When an,. improve
ment, in the same manner, is made in the coustruction of the forms of ari,
what resultll1 The certainty of proportion is, in all cases, dependent upon
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upon the certainty of fitness. Ist, Where this fitness is abso
lutely determined, as in many cases of mechanics, the pro.
portion is equally determined. 2dly, Where it is determined
only by e~perience, the opinion of the beauty of .proportioil
varies with. the progress of such experience. 3dly, Where
tbis fitness cannot be subjected to experience, as in the case of
natural forms, the common proportign is generally coneeived to
be the fittest, and is therefore considered the most beautiful.
It is impossible, I apprehend, to reconcile these cases of the
dependence of our sense of proportion upon our opinion of fit.
ness, to the belief that there are any certain and established

.proportions in forms, which are originally and independently
beautifu1.

These illustrations seem to me very strongly to show the in.
timate connexion which subsists between proportion and fitness;
and to afford a much more easy and simple solution of the de.
light which proportion produces, than the opinion of its being
a real and independent quality in objerts.

There is, however, one ease, in which it may$ill be doubtecJ.
whether this explal;llltion of the Dature of proportion is suffi.
cient to account for the phenomena-the caire Of-ARCHITECTURE.

The writers OIl this ilubject who have best understood the art,
have been unanimous in considering the proportions which have
been discovered in it, as deriving their effect from the original
constitution of our nature, and as beautiful in themselves with·
out relation to any expression. They have been willing also,
Ilometimes, to support their opinion by analogies drawn from
proportions in other subjects, and have remarked several cases
in which similar proportions are beautiful in music and in
numbel'lil. The futility o( all reasoning from such analogies
has been so often exposed, and is in itaelf, indeed, so very
obvious, that I shall not stop to consider it.

what1 How is this remark illustrated 1 To recoilCile w1Jlri, i. it imp0B8i
ble 1 What do these illustrations show, and what do they afford 'I There ii,
however, oue c....e, of which what is observed 1 From what have the writers.
who have best understood the art, considered the proportions discovered in it,
to derive their effect 1 How have they been willing to support their opinion;
and what have they remarked 1 On the futnity of such reasoning, whitt
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I flatter myself, therefore, that it will not be considered all

unnecessary.digression, if I endeavor to show, that the beauty
of the proportions in this art, are resolvable into the same
principle, and that they please us, not from any original law of
our nature, but as expressive of fitness.

The proportions in ARCHITECTURE relate either to its EXTt:R.
1'1.0. or its INTERNAL parts. I shall offer some observations
lIpon these subjects separately.

ARCffiTECTURE.

OF THE EXTERNAL PROPORTIONS OF ARCHITECTURE.

THE propriety or fitness of any building intended for the
habitation of man, as far as its external appearance is concerned,
consists chiefly in tWo things-let, in its stability; and 2dly, in
its being sufficient for the support of the roof. Walls, in every
country, at the same period of time, are nearly of an equal
thickness. It is easy, therefore, for the spectator to judge from
their external appearance, whether they are or are not.suffi
cient for these two purposes. In plain buildings, intended
merely for use, and without any view to ornament, it is these
considerations which chiefly determine our opinions of propor·
tion. When the walls are of. such a height as seems sufficient,
both for their own stability, and for the support of the weight
which is imposed upon them; and when the distance between
them is such, as to appear sufficient for supporting the weight
ef the roof, we consider the house well or as properly propor
tioned. When any of these circumstances, on the contrary,
are different-when the walls are either so high alJ to seem in.
$eeUre, or the roof 80 large as to seem too heavy for its sup-

remark follows? What does our author flatter himseU; therefore, will not be
an unnecessary digression 1 To what do the proportions of architecture
relate 1

In what two things does the propriety or fitness of any building, intended
for the habitation of man, consist? Of the walls of buildings, in every coun
try, at the same period, what is remarked; and what, therefore, is an eaey
task? In plain buildings, when do we consider the house well and properly
proportioned? When do we say the building' is ill proportioned? In such
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port, or the side walls so distant lllI to induce an opinion of its
insecftrity, we say, that the building, in such particulars is
ill·proportioned. In such cases, what we mean by proportion,
is merely fitness for the ends of stability and support; and as
this fitness cannot be very accurately measured, and is, in
itself, capable of wide limits, there are, accordingly, no accu.
rate proportions of this kind, and no architect has ever at.
tempted to settle them. The general conclusions that we have
formed from experience, with regard to the fitness of such
forms, are the sole guides of our opinion, with respect to
these proportions. It may be observed also, that our senti.
ments of the proportion of such buildings depend upon the
nature of the buildings themselyes, and even upon the mate.
rials of which they are composed. Gothic buildings, the walls
of which we know to be considerably thicker than those of
modem days, admit of greater height, and of a greater appear.
ance of weight in the roof, than buildings of the present age.
A house built of brick or of wood does not admit of the same
height of wall, ekc. with a house built of stone, because the
walls are seldom so strong. A house which is united with
others, admits of a greater height than if it stood alone, be.
cause we conceive it to be supported by the adjoining houses:
and a building which has no roof, or nothing· which it appears
to support, as a tower, or spire, admits of a much greater height
than any other species of building. These principles are all
that seem to regulate the external proportions of simple build·
Hags; all of them 90 obviously depending upon fitnelB8, that it
is llnnecessary to illustrate them farther.

It is not in such buildings, accordingly, that any very aeen•.
rate external proportions have ever been settled. Thi. is pe
culiar to what are called the orders of architecture, in which
the whole genius of the art has been displayed, aDd in which

cllJle8, what do we mean by proportion; and what remark follows? What are
the sole guides of our opinion, with respect to these. proportions; and what
also may be observed? Bow is this illustrated from Gothic buildings-from
a house built of brick or of wood-from a honse united with othere-and from
a building which has no roo[1 Of these principles, what is remarked 1
What remark follows; to what is it peculiar, and what is observed of it?
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the proportions are settled with a certainty so absolute, as to
forbid almost an attempt at innovation.

There are generally said to be five orders of architecture,
viz. the Tuscan, the "Doric, the Ionic, the Corinthian, and the
Composite. There are properly, however, only four, and
some writers have further reduced them to three. What con
stitutes an order is its 'Proportions, and not its ornaments. The
Composite having the same proportions with the Corinthian,
though very different in respect of its ornaments, is properly,
therefore, considered only as a corrupted Corinthian.

Every order consists of three great parts or divisions-the
base, the column, and the entablature; and the governing pro
portions relate to this division.· The whole of them compose
the wall, or what answers to the wall of a common building.
and supports the roof.

There is one great difference, however, to be observed be
tween a common wall and that assemblage of parts which con~

stitutes an order. A common wall is intended to support II.

roof, and derives its proportions, in a great measure, from this
destination. To an order, the consideration of the roof is un
necessary." It is complete without any roof, and where a roof
is necessary, it is generally so contrived as not to appear. The
weight which is supported, or which appears. to be supported in
an order, is the entablature. The fitness of a wall consists in
its appearing adequate to the support of the roof. The fitness
of an order, or of the proportions. of an order, it should from
analogy seem also reasonable to conclude, consists in their ap_
pearing adequate to the support of the entablature, or of the
weight which is imposed upon them.

That this is really the case, and that it is from their being
expressive of this fitness, that the proportions of these different
orders appear beautiful, may, perhaps, seem probable from
the following consideratIOns-

What are the live orders of Architecture; and what remark follows 1 What
is it that constitutes an order; and of the Composite, what is, therefore,
observed? Of what does every order consist; and what relates to this
division 1 What do the whole of these compose 1 What great difference,
however, is there to be observed, between a common wall, and that assemblage
of parts which constitutes an order 1 In what does it seem reasonable, from
analo/U' also, to conclude that the fitne88 of an order consists 1 What remark
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i-. The appearance of these proportions themselves, seems
very naturally to lead us to this conclusion. In all the orders,
the fitness of the parts to the sapport of the peculiar weight,
or appearance of weight in the entablature, is apparent to
every person, and constitutes an undoubted part of the pleasure
we receive from them. In the Tuscan, where the entablature
iR heavier than in the rest, the column and base are proportion
ably stronger. In the Corinthian, where the entablature is
lightest, the column and base are proportionably slighter. In the

.Doric and Ionic, which are between these extremes, the forms
of the column and base are in the same manner proportioned
to the reeiprocal weights of their entablatures, being neither
80 strong as the one, nor so slight as the other. If the beauty
of such proportions is altogether independent offitness, and de
rived from the immediate constitution ofour nature, it is difficult
to account for this coincidence; and as the beauty offitness in
these several cases is universally allowed, it is altogether un
philosophical, to substitute other causes ofthe same effect, until
the insufficiency of this cause is clearly pointed out.

2. Tht' language of mankind upon this subject, seems to con·
firm the same opinion. Whenever we either speak or think of
the proportions of these different orders, the circumstance of
weight and support enter both into our consideration and our
expression. The term proportion, in ltS general acception, im
plies them; and if this term is not used, the same idea and the
same pleasure may be communicated by terms expressive of
fitness for the support of weight. Heaviness, and slightness
or insufficiency, are the terms most generally used to ex.
press a deviation on either side, froln the proper relation; both
of them obviously including the consideration of support, and
expressing the want of proportion. When it is said that a

follows? What seems very naturally to lead us to this conclusion? In all the
orders, what is apparent to every person; and what does it constitute? How
is this illustrated from the Tuscan, the Corinthian, the Doric, and Ionic?
Under what circumstances is it difficult to account for this coincidence; and
what is altogether unphilosoph,cal? What seems to confirm the same opi
nion? How is this illustrated? Of the term proportion, in its general accepta
tion, what is observed? For what are the terms heaviness and slightness
most generally used; and what do they both obviously include? What illus-
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hue, a column, or an entablature is disproportioned, it is the
same thing as saying, that this part is unfitted to the rest, and
inadequate to the proper end of the building. When it is said,
on the other hand, that all these several parts are properly ad
justed to their end, that the base appears just BIlfficient for, the
support of the column, and both for that of the entablature,
every person immediately concludes that the parts are perfectly
proportioned I and, I apprehend that it is very possible to give
a man a perfect conceptilln of the beauty of these proportions,
and to make him feel it in the strongelt mlUlner, without ever
mentioning the name of proportion, but merely by explaining
them under the consideration of fitness, and by showing him
from examples, that these fonns are the most proper that
can be devised for the end to which they are destined. If our
perception of the beauty of proportion, in such cases, were
altogether independent of any such considerations, I think that
these cireumlltances in language could not p08l!ibly take place;
and that it would 'be as possible to explain the nature and
beauty of proportion by terms expressive of sound or color,
as by terms expressive of fitness or propriety.

3. The natural sentiments of mankind on this BIlbject, seem
to have a different progress from what they would naturally
have, if there were any ab80lute beauty in such proportionll
discoverable by the eye. It cannot surely be imagined, that
an infant will perceive, or does perceive, the beauty of such
proportions in the lame maDner in which he perceives the ob.
jects of any other external sense. It is not found either, that
the generality of mankind, even when come to mature age, ex
prellS any sense of the abllOlute beauty of such objects. It is
true, indeed, that very early in life, we are sensible of dispro.
portion in building, because the ideas of bulk and support ue
80 early and 80 necessarily acquired, and the eye is 80 lOon
habituated to judge of weight from visible figure, that what is

tratioD of this remark follows 1 What does our author apprehend to be very
possible; and in what manner 1 Under what circum8tances could not these
things take place i and what remark follow87 Of the natural sentiments of
mankind, on this subject, what is observed 7 How is this remark illustrated
from the case of an infant, and from the generality of mankind 7 Of what
are ....e, in very early life 8ensible 7 What ill it t.hat a common peJ'!l()n, upon
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fit for the support of weight, is very soon generally ascertained.
What a common person, therefore expresses upon the view of
such proportions, is rather satisfaction, than delight. It is not
the proportions which most affect him: it is the magnificence,
the grandeur, and the costliness which such buildings usually
display; and though he is much pleased with such expressions,
he is generally silent with regard to the beauty of those pro.
portions with which connoisseurs are so much enraptured. If
proportion, on the contrary, were something absolutely beauti
ful in such objects, the progress of taste would be reversed: the
admiration of the infant would be given to these proportions,
long before he was able to judge of their fitness; and the sa
tisfaction which arises from the expression of fitness, would be
the last ingredient in his pleasure, inste.ad of being, as it now
is, the first.

4. The nature of these proportions, themselves, seems very
strongly to indicate their dependence upon the expression of
fitness. The beauty of such forms on the supposition of their
absolute and independent beauty must consist, either in their
beauty, considered as individual objects, or in their relation to
each other. If the effect arises from the nature of the indi
vidual forms, then it must obviously follow, that such forOlS. or
proportions must be beautiful in all cases. I think, however,
that there is no reason to believe this to be the case. The base
of a column, for instance, taken by itself, and independent of
its ornaments, which in this inquiry are entirely to be excluded
from consideration, is not a more beautiful form than many
others that may be given to tbe same quality of matter. Th(l
peculiar form which its proportions give it, is very far from being
beautiful in every other case, as would necessarily happen. if
it were beautiful in. itself, and independent of every expression.
A plain stone of the same magnitude may surely be carved into

the view of such proportions, expresses 'I What is it not, and what is it that
mosts affects him; and what consequence follows 'I H proportion, on the con
trary, were something absolutely beautiful in mch object., what would
follew'l What does the nature of these proportions, themselves, seem very
strongly to indicate 'I In what must the beauty of such forms consist. 'I If
the effect arieee from the nature of the individual forms, what mUlltobvioWlly
follow 'I From what does it appear that this i. not the case'l How is ijUs

35
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very different forms from those which constitute the bases of
any ofthe orders, and may still be beautiful. In the 88m.e man.
ner, the celumn, considered as in the former case, merely in
relation to its peculiar form, and independent of its ornaments,
is not more Mautiful, as a fonn, and perhaps aot so beauttful
as many otller fel'JDll of a similaY kind. The trunk of many
trees, the IB&St of a ship, the long and "dender Gothic coItlln..
and maay othel' similar objects, are equally as beautiful, when
considered merely as forms, without relatioll to allY end, as any
oftlle coluBID8 in architecture. If, on the contrary, these forms
were heautifu} in themselves, and as individual objects, no other
similar forms could be equally beautiful, but such as had the
same preportions. The same observatioft will apply equally to
the form of the entablature. It would appear, therefore, tbat
it is not from any absolute beauty in these forms, considered
individually, that our opinion of their beauty itt eomposmon
arises.

Ifit ifl said, on the other hand, that the beauty of proportiOD in
sueD cases arises from the relation of these parts, and that there

• is something in the relation of such forms and magnitudee, in
itself beautiful, independent of any consideration of fitness,
there seem ff) be eqv.al difficulties. Besides the relation of fit.
neeB for the support of weight, the only relations which take
plaee among these parts are, the relations of length and breadth,
and the relation of magnitude. If this beauty arose from tbe
relation of length, it is neeessary to &how, that such a propor
tion of three parts in point of length, is solely and permallently
beautiful: if from the relation of hreadth, there is the same
necessity of showing, Ot.at Buch a J1roportion of three parts in
point of breadth is as permanently beautiful: if frem &oth to
gether, then the same proportions only ought to be felt as beau
tiful, in all cases to whieh the relatioM of length and breadth
~av. apply. If. jlgain, this beauty arose from the relation of

fariher illustnted lirom the trunk of trees, the mast of a. ship, Gothic coI.tImD"
IIIIMl :maD1 other similar ObjecUl'l I1; OJ> the contrary,~ forms were bea.u
tifW· in t8euuIelvea, what cOIlIflqUence would fOUow'l To what will the same
obae~~ apply; IIoIId what cODBequeJaCe folloWll'l What remark
pI'-U equal cliIJicultiee i and why 'I If thiI ~ty _ from the relaiioa
of length, breadth, or from both t&geUIer, what is it IlflCIIIllloly to now'j. H,
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maguimde, it is necessary, in tbe same DJBDIIer, to Allow, that
three magnitudes, or quantities of matter, have ill fact DO~r

beautiful proportiOD8 bot tBose which take place in lOCh orden.
But 8S it is very obvious, that there is DO foandation for sup.
JIOSing any such law in our na.ture, and that, OD. the CMWtrary,in
innumerable cases of all such relation., different aDd COIltnry
proportions are beautiful, it cannot be IUppoeed that ..ch ,pro.
portions are absolutely beautiful from any of thellerelatioas.

The only relation, therefore, that remaias, is the relation of
fitness; and if the same inquiry i. earned a, I beIRml it will
soon be foond, tbat a certain proportion of parts i. aecellllU"ily
demanded by this relation; and very probably allO, that this
certain proportion is, in fact, that of each of thele orders, ac.
cording to the particular bulk or weight that is ginm.

If an order is considered as an UHemblage of weight, and
parts to IUpport that weight, our experience immedi8ely leads
us tb conceive a proper relation of these parts to their eDd. If
the entablature be considered as the weight, then, of coune, a
certain form and size in the column is demanded for the .p.
port of it, and in the base for the support c:Jf both. A plain.....e,
for iostance, IJflt upon its end, has DO proportion further then fur
tbe purpoee of stability. If it appelU'S Rrm, it has all the pro.
portions we desire or demand, and its form Dlay be varied ill •
thou8&Rd ways, without interfering wida oar BeDlle of itll pro.
portion. Place a column or any other weight upOD 1'hY trtone,
and another proportion is immediately demanded,-ia propor.
tion to the support of this weight. The form I!UpPO"", bow.
ever, hall no proportion farther than that which is Deee-a:ry for
its stability, or for continuing in its situation. It may be more
or less beautiful in point of form, from otber consideratiou, but
not upon account of its proportion. Above this again place an
additional body, and the intermediate fona immediately c1e.

again, this beauty aroee from the relation of magnitude, whai, in tho .
manner, would be neceIIBIU"Y 1 But what is ~ry obvious 1 What ill Ule ClIlly
relation that remains; and what remark follows 1 If an ordllr ill ccmsidenlcl
as an Il8llflmblage of weight, and parte to support Ulat weight, to CQDC8in
what, doesour experience immediately lead us1 If theontablature be eomi
dered u the weight, what is demanded 7 How is this illlutrUed 1 What p"?""
portion only, hllll the form supported 7 and what remark folloWll1 Ab<n'e thIS
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mands a'new proportion, viz. to the weight it supports; and the
1irlIt part, or the base, demands also another proportion, in con·
sideration of the additional weight which is thus imposed upon
it. In this supposition, it is obvious, th~t the consideration of
fitness alone, leads us to expect a certilin proportion among
each of these parts; the parts are beautiful or pleasing, just as
they answer to this demand; and where the parts are few, and
experiments easy, it seems not difficult at last, to arrive at that
perfect proportion which satisfies the eye, as sufficient for the
purposes of support and stability. If we leave, therefore, every
thing else out of consideration, the consideration of fitness
alone seems sufficient to account, both for the origin of such
proportions in architecture, and for the pleastlre which attends
the observation of them.
i Although, however, the influence of the expression of fit.
ness upon the beauty of proportion should be allowed, and the
doctrine of the original beauty of proportion should he deserted,
as inconsistent with experience, yet it may still be doubted
whether this expression is sufficient to account for the delight
which most men feel from the orders of architecture; and it
may naturally be asked, why mankind have so long adhered .to
these forms, without attempting to deviate from them, if they
are not solely and peculiarly beautiful. The satisfaction
which we feel from the observation of fitness, it may be said,
is a moderate and feeble pleasure, when compared with that
delight with which the models of architecture are surveyed:
and the uniform adherence of men to the established propor
tions, is too strong a proof of their absolute or peculiar beauty,
to be opposed by any arguments of a distant or metaphysical
kind.

With regard to the first of these objections, I acknowledge,
that ,the mere consideration of fitness is insufficient to account

again, place an additional body, and what will follow'1 In this supposition
...h&t is obvious'1 For what does the consideration of fitness alone, seem suf
ficient to account 7 Although the influence of the expreseion of fitness upon
the beauty of proportion should be allowed, y~t what may still be doubted;
and what question may be asked'1 Of the satisfaction which we feel from
the observation of fitneEs; what may be said; and what remark followa '1 With
regard to the first of these o~jection8, what i. acknowledged; but what at the
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for the pleasure which is generally derived from the established
orders. But r apprehend, that this pleasure arises from very
different causes, than their proportions, and that, in fact, when
these proportions only are considered, the pleasure which is
generally felt, is Dot :greater than that which we experience,
whea we perceive, in any great work, the proper relation of.
means to an end.

The proportions of these orders, it is to be remembered,.are
distinct subjects of beauty from the ornaments with which they
are embellished, from the magnificence with which they are
executed, from the purposes of elegance they are intended to
serve, or the scenes of grandeur they are destined to adorn.
It is in such scenes, however, and with such additions, that we
are accustomed to observe them; and while we feel the effect
of all these accidental associations, we are seldom willing to
examine what are the causes of the complex emotion we feel,
and readily attribute to the nature of. the architecture itself, the
whole pleasure which we enjoy. But besides these, there are
other associations we have with these forms, that still more
powerfully serve to command ·our admiration; for they are the
GRECIA.N orders: they derive their origin from those times,
and were the ornament of those countries, which are most hal.
lowed in our imaginations; and it is difficult for us to see them,
even in their modern copies, without feeling them operate upon
our minds, as relics of those polished nations where they first
arose, and of that greater people by whom they were after
wards borrowed. While this species of architecture is attend.
ed with so many and so pleasing associations, it is difficult,
even for a man of reflection to distlOguish between the differ.
ent sources of his emotion; or in the moments in which this
delight is felt, to ascertain what is the exact portion of his
pleasure which is to be attributed to these proportions alone;
and two different causes combine to lead us to attribute to the
style of architecture itself, the beauty which arises from many

I

same time, is apprehended 1 Of the proportions of these orders, what is to be
remembered 1 Observing them, however, in such scenes, what is the conse
quence 1 But besides these, what other associations have we with these
forms 1 While this species of architecture is attended with so many, and with.0 pleasing associations, what is a difficult task 1 What two different causes
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other associations. In the timplaee, while it is -oer our
eye, this architecture, itself, is the ,greut object of our~
and the central object of all these 8880Ciationll. It is the ma
terial sign, in fact, of all the TarioOI aifuctimg qualities whicb
are connected with it, and it dispolIe8 us ita this, 8S in every
other case, to attribute to the sign, the effuct which is produced
by the qualities signified. When we reflect, UpOll the other
haqd, in our calmer moments, upon the source of our emotion,
another motive arises to induoe IHl ro eonRcler these propol't;iQna

81 the BOle or the principal CIlUlle of QUI' plell88l'8; Wr the....
propor(wDS are the only qualities of the object which arepel'.
feedy or accurately ascertained--they have received tile assent
of aU ages eince their discol'ery--they are the .obJoMe~e.

objectl of beauty; and having thus ponessitla of 8De uudoubte4l
principle, our natural love of system induces us to ascribe tJle
whole of the effilet to this priBeiple Bleile, and easilysatisUes
our miods, Ity saving 118 the trouble of a long aad tedious in·
"litigation. . That this cause has had its full e4fect is tJUs case,

# will, I believe, appear very evident to mOlle, who attend to the
enthusiasm witJa. whicb, in geDel'8J., the writers upon &1clIitec.
ture speak of the betwty of proportion, and c.-pare it wish
the common sentiments of men upon tbe suhjeet of thifJ beaaty.
Both these causes COIIIlpire to mislead our judgment in this
point, and to induce us to attribute to one quality in sach ob
jects, that beauty wlUcla in trIi1h reRlts from many writed qua.
lities.

It will be round, I believe, on the other hand, that the real
belI.lIty of sueh proportions is in fact not greater than that mch
we feel in JDB.Ily C88es where we perceive meaDS properly
adapted to their end; and that the admiration we feel &om the
prospect of the orders of antiquity, is neces811rily to be ascribed
to othl'r causes besides these proportiOD.l. Common people,
undoubtedly, feel a very inCeriOl' emotioo of beauty from such
objects, to that whiell is felt by men of liberal education, be-

combine, to lead us to attribute to the styie of architecture il1lelf the beaaty
which arises from many other lISllOCiations 1 To whom will it appear evident
that this cause has, in this cue, had its full effect1 To do what do both con
spire 1 What wil~ on the other hand, be found to be true 1 How is this illus
trated from common people, and from the man of letteJ1l1 How may the
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cause they have none of those associatioll8 which modem edu
catioD 80 early connects with them. The man of letters feels
also a weaker emotion than that which is felt by the CODDois-.
seur or the architect; because he ha.a none of the associations
which be10Dg to the art, and never considers them in relati.oD to
the genios, OJ' skill, or invention which they display. Deprive
these orders, in the mJIl6 maDDer, of their euatomary oma.
me ts, aad leave Oilly the great and goveming proportions; or
change only in the slightest degree theil' forma, without altering
these proportions, and their beauty will be, ia a great measure,
destroyed. Preserve, on the other hand, the whole of the gr.

ders, bot diminish in 'a 81'e&t degree their scale, aDd though tbey
will still be beaubful, yet their beauty will be infinitely inferior
to that riieh they have upon tbeir usual scale of magDificeaee.
It is poSllible, iD the form of a candlelltick, or lOme other trifling
uteDlil, to imitate with accuracy, any of these orders. It is
possible in lIlany of the common articles of furniture, to imi·
tate SoIDe of the greatest models of this art; but who does not
know that their great beauty in such an employmem would be
kist? yet atill their propomoas are the same, if their propor
tions are the sole cause of tbeir beauty. Destroy, in the same
manner, aU the associationa of elegance, of lDagoi6cence, of
costlinea, and still more than all, of antiquity, which are so
1tr000gly oonneeted with such forms, and I coaceive every man
will acknowledge, that the pl.eamre which t1leir proportions
would aJfurd, would not, in fact, be greater than that which
we feel in other cases, where means are properly adapted to
their end.

With .regard to u.e aecond objection, viz. That the uniform
IMHlerenee of maakiad to these proportions, is ia itself a auti.
clent proof of their sole or absomtebeauty; I oonceive that
many otbr causes of this adherence may be assigned, aDd that
these causes are sufficient to account for the effect, without
supposing any peculiar law of our nature, by which such pro-

IleaDty of u-e ordeN, la & gra.i _reo be dHtroyed 1 Wh&t will render
this beauty, iDferiar to ibM which they haWl upllIl their uaua.l8Ca1o of magni
icenoe'l IJow \a ibIa illl:a*ated'l If the associatiou of elegance, antiquity,
6c:. be delIboyed, what wiD ffMrJ man IlClmowledge1 With I't!f!'ord to the
IIllCOBd objection, what opinion doea our author conceive 'I Of' what will tboee
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portions are originally beautiful. They who have had opportu.
nities of remarking the extensive influence which the associa
tions of antiquity have upon our minds, will be convinced, that
this cause alone has had a very powerful effect in producing
this uniformity of opinion: and they who consider, that the real
effect of proportion is to produce only a very moderate delight,
will easily perceive, that an almost insutmountable obstacle has
been placed to every invention or improvement in this art,
when such inventions could oppose only a calm and rational
pleasure, to that enthusiasm which is founded upon so many,
and so interesting associations.

But besides these, there are other causes in the nature of the
art itself, which sufficiently account for the permanence of taste
upon this subject. In every production of human labor, the
influence of variety is limited by two circumstances, by the
costliness, and the permanence of the materials upon which that
labor is employed. Wherever the materials of any object, whee
ther of use or of luxury, are costly-wherever the original price
of such subjects is great, the influence of the love of variety is
diminished: the objects of a great intrinsic value, independent
of their particular form or fashion; and as the destruction of the
form is in most cases the destruction of the subject itself, the
same form is adhered to with little variation. In dress, for in~

stance, in which the variation of fashion is more observable than
in most other subjects, it is those parts of dress which are least
costly, of which the forms are most frequently changed': in
proportion as the original value increases, the disposition to
variety diminishes j and in some objects, which are extremely
costly, as in the case of jewels, there is no change of fashion
whatever, except in circumstances different from the value
of the objects themselvell j as in their setting or disposition. Of
all the fine arts, however, architecture is tlie·most costly. The

be convinced, who have had opportunities of remarking the extensive influ
ence, which the l1llsociationB of antiquity have upon our minds? What will
those euily perceive who consider, that the real effect of proportion is to pr0

duce only a very moder~ight'J In every production of human labor,
by what two circumstances is the influence of variety limited? Where is
the influence of the. love 6C variety diminished; and why? How is this
remark fully illustrated from dress 'J What is the collllequence of the exceed-
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wealth of individuals is frequently dissipated by it; and even
the revenue of nations is equal only to very slow, and very in.
frequent productions of this kind. The value, therefore, of such
objects is, in a great measure, independent of their fonna: the
invention of men is little excited to give an additional value to
subjects, which in themselves are so valuable; and the art
itself, after it has arrived at a certain necessary degree of per.
fection, remains, in a great measure, stationary, both from the
infrequency of cases in which invention can be employed, and
from the little demand there is for the exercise of that inven.
tion. The nature of the Grecian orders very plainly indicates,
that they were originally executed in wood, and that they were
settled before the Greeks had begun to make use of stone in
their buildings. From the period that stone was employed,
and that of course public buildings became more costly, little
farther progress seems to have been made in the art. The
costliness of the subject, in this as in every other case, gave a
kind of permanent value to the form by which it was distin.
guished.

If, besides the costliness of the subject, it is also permanent
or durable, this character is still farther increased. Those
productions, of which the materials are perishable, and must
often be renewed, are from their nature subjected to the influ.
ence of variety. Chairs and tables, for instance, and the other
common articles of furniture, cannot well last above a few
years, and very often not so long. In such articles accordingly,
there is room for the invention of the artist to display itself, and
as the subject itself is of no very great value, and may derive
a considerable one from its form, a strong motive is given to the
exercise of this invention. But buildings may last, and are
intended to last, for centuries. The life of man is very inade·
quate to the duration of such productions: and the present pe.
riod of' the world, though old with respect to those arts, which
are employed upon perishable subjects, is yet young in relation

ing costliness of architecture, as a fine art 'J What does the Il&ture of the
Greeiai> orders very plainly indicate i and what remarks follow 'J How is this
character still farther increased 'J What productions are, from their nature,
subject to the influence of variety'J What examples are given, and 01 them
what is observed'J But of buildings what is remarked; and what cODiequence
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to an art, which is employed upon 110 durable materials as thOllti
of architecture. Instead of a few years, therefore, centuries
mUlt probably pass before such productions demand to be reo
newed, and long before that period is elapsed, the sacredness
of antiquity is acquired by the subject itself, and a new motive
given for the preservation of similar forms. In every country,
accordingly, the •same effect has taken place: and the same
causes which have thus served to produce among us, for so
many years, an uniformity of taste with regard to the style of
Grecian architecture, have produced also among the nations of
the east, for a much longer course of time, a similar uniformity
of taste with regard to their ornamental style of architecture;
and have perpetuated among them the same forms, which were
in use among their forefathers, before the Grecian orders were
invented.

It is impossible for me to pursue these speculations, with reo
gard to the foundation of beauty in architecture, to the extent
to which they would lead. The hints which I have now offer
ed, may, perhaps, satisfy the reader, that the beauty of the ex
ternal proportWns of architecture, is to be ascribed to their
expression of fitness j that this beauty is in fact not greater
than what is often felt from similar expression in other subjects;
and that both tbe admiration of mankind, and the uniformity of
their taste with regard to the style of Grecian architecture.
is to be ascribed to other causes, besides any absolute or in
dependent beauty in the proportions by which it is distin
guished.

ARCHITECTURE.

OF THE INTERNAL PROPORTIONS OF ARCHITECTURE.

By the internal proportions of architecture, I mean that dispo
sition of the three dimensions of length, breadth, and height.
which is necessary to render a room or apartment beautiful or

follows'1 How does it appear that, in every country, the same effect bas taken
place'1 As it is i~poseible for our author to pursue these speculations, to the
extent to which they would lead, of what may the hints which have been
offered, ss.tis1Y the reader '1

By.ihe intenla1 proportions of architecture, what ill meant'l To say what
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pleasing in its form. Every man is able at first sight to say,
whether a room is well or ill-proportioned; although, perhaps,
it is difficult to say, what is the principle from which this pro.
priety is determined. Many of the writers upon architecture
consider certain proportions ofthis kind beautiful, from the ori.
ginal constitution of our nature, and without relation to any
expression. I apprehend, on the contrary, that the beauty of
proportion, in this, as in the former case, arises from its expres.
sion of fitness.

I have already observed that a plaia wall is susceptible of
no other proportion, than that proportion of height which is
necessary for the expression of strength or stability. If it ap.
pears firm and sufficient, it has all the proportion we desire.
Suppol>le any space inclosed by four walls, the same proportioR
remains: we require that the height should be such as to indio
cate stability, and if this is answered, we require no more.
The form of the inclosure may be more or less beautiful, from
other causes; but we never say that it is beautiful on account of
its proportion. Add a roof to this inclosure, and immediately
a variety of other proportions are demanded, from the consi.
deration of the weight which is now to be supported. If the
walls are very high, they have the appearance of insufficiency
for this support; if very low, they indicate an unnecessary and
unusual weight in the roof: a certain proportion therefore in
point of height is demanded. If the length of the inclosure is
great, the roof appears also to be insufficiently supported, and
from the laws of perspective its weight seems to increase as it
retires from the eye: a certain proportion, therefore, in point
of length, is demanded. If, in the last case, the breadth of the
inclosure is very great, a still stronger conviction of its insuffi.
ciency arises from the distance of the supporting walls: a cer.
tain proportion, therefore, in point of breadth is demanded, for

--------------- .. _-----------

is every man able j yet what may be difficult? From what do many of the
writers upon architecture consider certain proportions of this kind beauti
ful; but what, on the contrary, is apprehended? Of a plain wall, what has
already been observerl; and why? Of a space inclosed by four walls, what
do we require j and of the form of the inclosure what is remarked? If a
roof be added to the inclosure, what consequence will follow? Why is a cer
tain proportion in point of height demanded-why in length, and why in
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the same end. Wherever a form of this kind is produced
-wherever walls are united for the support of a roof, these
proportions are necessarily required: and 80 far are they from
being remote from common observation, that there is no man
who is not immediately sensible of any great violation of them.
Every apartment, however, is an inclosure of this kind: it seems
natural, therefore, to imagine, that the proportions of an apart.
ment will be pleasing, when they appear sufficient for the fun
and easy support of the roof j and that they are beautiful from
being expressive of this fitness. This proposition may, per·
haps, be more obvious from the following considerations:

1. It may be observed, that the real beauty of proportion in
this case, is not greater than that which attends the expression
of fitness in other cases; and that this expression is perfectly
sufficient to account for the whole of the delight which men in
general feel from these objects. Artists, indeed, very frequently
talk, with enthusiasm, of the beauty of such proportions, and
are willing to ascribe to the proportions themselves, that emo
tion which they in reality receive from the associations which
their art and their education have connected with them j but
whatever may be the language of artists, the uniform Ian.
guage of the bulk of mankind is very different. What they
feel from the appearance of a well proportioned room, is satis
faction, rather than positive delight; they are hurt with the want
of proportion j but they are not greatly enraptured with its
presence. That with which they are delighted in apartments
where this beauty has been studied, is their decoration and their
fumiture-the convenience, or elegap.ce, or magnificence
which they exhibit. Every one ~nows, accordingly, that the
best proportioned room, before it is finished, and while nothing
but its proportions are discernible, produces only a very calm
and moderate pleasure, in no respect greater than that which
we feel from a well.constructed machine, or convenient piece

breadth 1 Why are these proportions necessarily required; and what remark
follows 1 As every apartment is an inclosure of this kind, what seems na
tural'J Of the real beauty of proportion in this case, what may be observed "
How do artists very frequently talk of the beauty of such proportions; and
what are they willing to do 'I But what follows'J How is this illustrated 'I
With what are they delighted 7 Of the belt proportioned rooms, what does
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of furniture. Remove even the furniture from the most finish.
ed apartment, and the delight which we receive from it is im.
mediately diminished; yet the proportions are altogether in·
dependent of the furniture, and are much more discernible
when it is removed. No person in the same m~er, remarks
the proportiomJ of the miserable room of a cottage, or any
other mean dwelling; yet the most regular proportions may,
and sometimes are to be found in a cottage. If the apartments
in such a building were purposely constructed according to the
most rigorous law of proportion, I apprehend, that they would
produce no emotion greater than that of simple satisfaction;
yet if these proportions were themselves originally beautiful,
they ougqt in this case to produce the same delight that they pro.
duce in the senate.house or the palace. If therefore, as seems
to be evident, certain proportions are demanded in a room, Iii

expressive of fitness; and if the emotion that is produced by
the established and regular proportions, is no greater than that
which we receive in other cases, from the expression of this
quality, it seems reasonable to conclude, that these proportions
are in fact beautiful, from the expresllion of this fitness.

2. The general language of mankind seems to confirm the
same opinion. Whoever has had occasion to attend to the
common language of men on this subject, must have observed,
that the usual terms by whjch they express their sense of pro.
portion, or of the want of proportion in a room, are those of
lightness and heaviness-terms which obviously suppose the
belief of weight and of support, and which couldnot have been
used, if the beauty of form, in this case, did not depend upon
the fitness or propriety of this relation. The terms proportion
and disproportion are in truth altogether unintelligible to the
common people; and to describe to them, any apartment, in
such terms, leaves them as ignorant as ever of iis beauty; but
there is hardly any man who does not readily apprehend, that

every one, accordingly, know 1 What will be the effect of removing, even
the furniture from the most finished apartment 1 What d05 no man, in the
Ame manner, remark; yet what follows 7 How is thie remark illustrated 'I
What conclusion seems reasonable 7 What must "he have observed, who
attends to the common language of men, on this liubject 7 Of the terms pro
portioll, and disproportion, to the common people, what is observed 7 What
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an apartment is of a pleasing form, when he is told that the
walls are neither too high, nor too low, nor too wide for the
support of the roof; or who will not as readily apprehend the
contrary, when he is told, that in either of these respects, an
appearance of insecurity is produced. A room which is low
or wide in the roof, is, in general, said to be heavy.: a room,
on the contrary, which is high in the roof, and in which this
weight seems to be properly and easily sustained, is said to be
light. If we were under the necessity of interpreting, to a
common person, the language of artists, or of explaining to
him in what the beauty of form in this respect consists, I appre.
hend we should naturally do it, by representing it alJ light, or
as so contrived that the support was perfectly adapted to the
weight: and, on the other hand, if we were to explain to him
in what respect any room was deficient, we should as naturally
do it, by pointing out where the construction was deficient in
fitness, and had the appearance of heaviness or insufficient
support. In this manner also, without ever hearing of the terms
of proportion ordisproportion, or considering the subject in any
other light than that of fitness,· he might acquire a perfect coo_
ception of this b~auty; and be led in fact, to the same conclu.
sions with regard to the proper composition of these dimensions,
that are already established under the title of proportion. If
these proportions, however, were originally and independently
beautiful, no explanation of them from another sense could pos.
sibly be intelligible; amI. the substitution of the term fitness
would be as unmeaning as that of ·sound or color. I am far
from contending, that the generality of men are very accurate
in their notions of the propriety of the relation of weight and
support, or in this respect very proper judges of the perfection
of proportion. But I apprehend, that the terms of heaviness
and lightness which they employ, and universally understand,
are a sufficient evidence of the principle upon which their

does every may readily apprehend 7 How is this illustrated 7 IT we should
be under the necessity of interpreting. to a common person, the language of
artists, how should we do it? How should we explain to him in what respect
any room was deficient 7 In this· manner. without what, what might he re
quire 7 IT these proportions, however. were independently beautifu~ what
would be the consequence 7 For what is our author far from contending;
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judgments are formed, and that they show, that it is from the
expression of fitness for the support of weight that their admi.
ration is determined.

The same observation which was made with regard to the
pro~ress of taste, in the external proportions of thi~ art, is ap
plicable also to its internal proportions. If they were origi
nally and independently beautiful, the earlier period of life
would be m,ost remarkable for the discovery of them: and it
would be only in later life, and in proportion to our experience,
that we could discover the additional beauty which they derive
from their fitness. Every one knows, however, that the. real
progress is different-that during the years of infancy and
childhood no sensibility whatever is shown to this beauty-that
it U! only as our experience enables us to judge of the relatio,n
between weight and support, that we begin to be sensible of
it-that they whose occupations have prevented them from
forming any very accurate judgment of this kind, are propor.
tionably deficient in the accuracy of their taste; and that, in
general, the bulk of mankind have no farther conception of this
species of beauty, than that which arises from the consideration
of fitness for the support of weight.

3. If there were any absolute and independent beauty in such
proportions, it seems reasonable to imagine, that every viola
tion of them would be equally painful j and that the deviation
from them in each of these dimensions, would be attended with
a similar emotion of discontent. All these proportions relate
either to the height, the length, or the breadth of an apart·
ment. Every man, however, must have observed,that it is with
very different feelings he regards the want of proportion in
these three respects. Too great a height in a room is not
nearly so painful as too little height; and too great a length
produces a trifling emotion of discontent, compared with that

but what does he apprehend? To what is the same observation which was
made with regard to the progress of taste, in the external proportions of this
art, oleo applicable? If they were originally and independently beautiful,
what would follow? What, however does every one know? If there were
any absolute and independent beauty in such proportions, what does it seem
reasonable to inquire? To what do all these proportions relate? What,
however, must any man have observed; and how is this illustrated1 What
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which we feel from too great breadth. Whether a room is a
few feet too high, or too long, few people observe ~ but every
one observes a much less disproportion, either in the diminution
of its height, or in the extent of its breadth. The most gene
ral faults, accordingly, which common people find with apart
ments is either in their being too low, or too broad. To the
proportions of height and length they seldom attend, if they
are not greatly violated. These facts, though not easily re
concilable with the doctrine of the absolute beauty of these
proportions, agret' very minutely with the account which I have
given of the origin of this beauty. If this beauty arises from
the expression of fitness, the proportions, the violation of which
should affect us the most, ought to be those which are most ne
cessary for the production of this fitness. These, however,
are very obviously, either too little -height, or too great breadth;
the first immediately indicating an unusual weight in the roof,
and the other expressing the greatest possible insufficiency for
the support of this weight. The most unpleasing form of an
apartment, accordingly, that it is possible to contrive, is that of
being at the same time very broad, and very low in the root
Too great height, and too great length, on the other hand, have
not so disagreeable expressions. By the first, at least, fitness
is, in no material degree, violated, and what we feel from it is
chiefly a slight emotion of discontent, from its being unsuited
to the general character or destination of rooms. Our indif
ference to the second disproportion, or to too great length, arises
from a different cause, viz. from our knowledge that the beams
which support the roof are laid latitudinally, and our consequent
belief that the difference of length makes no difference with
regard to the sufficiency of support. Change, accordingly, in
any apartment, this disposition of the beams j let the spectator

do few people observe; but what does every one notice 1 What. accordingly,
are the mOilt general faults that common people find 1 To what do they some
times attend; and of these facts what is observed 1 If this beauty arises from
the expression of fitness, the violation of what proportions should the most
affect us 1 What, however, are these, and what do they indicate 1 What,
accordingly, is the most unpleasing form of an apartment, that it is possible
to conceive 1 What have not so disagreeable expr_ions i and why 1 From
what does our indifference to the second disproportion. arise1 If in. any
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l!erceive, that they are placed according to the length, and not
as usual according to the breadth of the room; and whatever
may be its other dimensions, ot however great length these
dimensions may require, no greater length will be permitted
without pain, than that which is expressive of perfect sufficiency
in the beams for the support of the roof. As there is thus no
uniform emotion which attends the perception of these propol'·
tions, wlllch would necessarily be the case, if their beautY'
were perceived by any peculiar sense; and as the emotion
which we in fact receive from them is different, according to
their different expressions of fitness, it seems reasonable to as
cribe their -beauty to this eXllression, and not to any original
beauty in the proportions themselves.

4. If there were any original beauty in suCh proportions,
they would necessarily be as certain as the objects of any
other sense; and there would be one precise proportion of the
three dimensions of length, breadth, and height, solely and per.
lllanently beautiful. Every one knows, however, that this is
not the case; n,o artist has ever presumed to fix on such pro.
portions; and so fat is there from being any permanent beauty
in anyone relation of these dimensions, that the same propor
tions which are beautiful in one apartment, ate not beautiful in
others. From whatever causes these variations in the beauty
of pr!>portion arise, they conclude immediately against the doc
trine of their original beauty. There seem, however, to be
three principal causes of this difference in our opinion of the
beauty of proportion, with barely mentioning which I must
be satisfied, without attempting the full illustration of them.

1. The first is the consideration of the weight supported. As
all roofs are supported by the side walls, and composed, in gene.
ral, of the uniform material of wood, there is a certain, though
not a very precise limit which we impose to their breadth, from

apartment this disposition be changed, what will be the consequence 'I Why
does it seem reasonable to ascribe their beauty to this expression 'I If there
were any original beauty in such proportions, wbst would follow 'I What,
however, does every one know, and what has been the consequence 'I From
whatever causes these variations arise, against what do they conclude 'I There
are how many causes of this difference of opinion, 8Jld what is observed of
them 'I What is the first 1 As all roofs are supported by the side walls, what.
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our knowledge that !f they pass. this limit, they are insufficient
and insecure. To the length and to the height, on the other
hand, we do not impose any such rigorous limits, beclluse:
neither of these proportions interfere materially with eur opi
nion of security. Within this liDlit of breadth,. there rna:.; be
several proportion~ to the length and height. which shall be
universally pleasing. But beyond this limit, these proportions
eease to be pleasing, and become painful in the same degree in
which they pass this boundary of apparent security. Thus, a
room of twelve feet square, may constitute a pLeasing form;.
but a room of sixty feet square would be positively disagreea
ble. A room twenty.four feet in length, by eighteen in breadth,.
may be sufficiently pleasing; but a room sixty feet in length,.
by fifty in preadth, would constitute a very unpleasing lorm.
Many other instances might easily be produced, to show, that
the beauty of every apartment depends on the appearance of
proper support to the roof;. and that, on this account, the same
proportion of breadth that is beautiful in one case, becomes
positively painful in others.

2. A second cause of this difference in our opinion of the
beauty of proportion, arises from the character of the apart
ment. Every one mast have observed, that the different forms
of rooms, their difference of magnitQde, and various other
causes, give them distinct charaeters, as those of gaiety, sim_
plicity, solemnity, grandeur, magnificence, &c. No room is
ever beautiful which has not some such pleasing' chara~ter. the
terms by which we express this beauty are significant of these
characters; and however regular the proportions of IW apart.
ment may be, if they do not correspond to the general expres.
sion, we consider the form defective or imperfect. Thus', the
same proportion of height which is beautiful in a room of gaiety,.
or cheerfulness,. would be ff;lt as a defect in an apartment of

consequence follows 1 Why do we not impose such rigorous limits to the
length and to the height1 What may be found wiibin this limit of breadth 1
What is remarked of ibese proportions beyond ibis limit; a.nd what illustra.
tions are given 1 To show what, might many oiber instances easily he pro
duced 1 From what does a second cause of this difference arise 1 Whal
must every one have observed 1 No room is ever beautifulwithout what; and
what remark follows 1 How is this fully lllustrated 1 In proportion liS apa~t-
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~'hich the character was severity or melancholy. The same
proportion of length which is pleasing in an elegant or conve
nient room, would be a defect in an aparynent of magnificenoe
or splendor. The great proportion of breadth which suits a
temple or a senate.house, according with the severe and solemn
-character of the apartment, would be positively unpleasing in
any room which was expressive of cheerfulness or lightness.
In proportIOn also as apartments differ in size, di.fferent propor
tions become necessary in this respect, to accord with the
.characters which the difference of magnitude produces. The
same proportion of height which is pleasing in a cheerful room,
would be too little for the hall of a great castle, where vastness
is Decp-ssary to agree with the sublimity of its character; and
the same relation of breadth and height which is so wonderfully
.affecting in the Gothic cathedral, although at variance with all
the classic rules of proportion, would be both absurd and pain
ful, in the forms of any common apartment. In general, I be.
lieve it wiIlbe found, that the great and positive beauty of
.apartments arises from their charact.er-that where no charac.
ter is discovered, the generality of men express little admira
tion even at the most regular proportions-that every difference _
.of character requires a correspondent difference in the compo.
sition of the dimensions; and that this demand is satisfied, ora
beautiful form produced, only, when the composition of the dif
ferent proportions is such as to produce one pure and unmin•
.gled -expression..

3. The third cause of the difference of our opinion of the
beauty of proportion arises from the destination of the apart
ment. All apartments are intended for some use or purpose of
human life: .we demand, .therefore, that the form of them should
be accommodated to these ends; and wherever the form is at
variance with the end, however regular, or generally beautiful
its proportions may be, we are conscious of an emotion of dis-

menta differ in size, what follows 1 How is this remark illustrated 1 From
what will it be found that the great and positive beauty of apartments, in
gener...!, arises 1 Fr<>m what dues the third cause of the difference of oor
opinion arise 1 As aU apartments are intended for some one purpose of
hOmaDlife, in the form what do we demand; and when are we con",ioUjl of
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satisfaction and discontent. The most obvious illustration of
the dependence of the beauty or'proportion on this species of'
utility may be taken from the common system that natural taste
has dictated in the proportion of different apartments in great
houses. The hall, the saloon, the anti.chamber, the drawing
room, the dining.room, the bed.chamber, the dressing.room, the
library, the chapel, &c., have all different forms and different
proportions. Change these proportions--give to the dining
room the proportions c..f the saloon, to the dressing.room those
of the library, to the chapel the proportions of the anti.chamber.
or to the drawing-room those of the hall, &c., and every one
will consider them unpleasing and defective forms, because
they are unfitted to the ends they are destined to serve.

The observations which I have now offered on the beauty of
the internal proportions of architecture, seem to afford sufficient
evidence for concluding in general, that the beauty of these
proportions is not original and independent, but that it arises, in
all cases, from the expression of some species of FITNESS.

The fitness, however, which such proportions may express, is
of different !,{inds; and the reader who will pursue the slight
hints that I have suggested upon the subject, may perhaps
agree with me in the following conclusions-

I. That one beauty of these proportions arises from their
expression of fitness for the support of the weight imposed

2. That a second source of their beauty consists in their ex,
pression of fitness for the preservation of the character of the
apartment--

3. That a third source of their beauty consists in their ex,
pression of fitness, in the general form, for its peculiar pur
pose or end.

The first two expressions constitute the PERMANENT beauty,
and the third the ACCIDENTAL beauty of an apartment.

an emotion of dissatisfaction and discontent 'I- From what may the most
obvious illustrations of the dependence of the beauty of pfOportion on this
species of utility, be taken 1 Repeat the illustration that follows. For what
conclusion do the observations now offered, seem to afford sufficient evi
dence'l- Of the fitness which such proportions may express, what is observed ;
~nd what follows'/. What are they, and what is observed of them ~ In every
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In every beautiful apartment, the first two expressions must
be united. An apartment, of which the proportions express
the most perfect fitness for the support of the roof, but which
is, itself, expressive of no character, is beheld rather with satis.
faction than delight, and is never remarked to be beautiful. The
beauty of charactp.r on the other hand, is neglected, if the pro.
portions of the apartment are such as to indicate insufficiency
or insecurity. The first constitutes what may be called the
negative, and the second the positive, beauty of an apartment;
and every apartment, considered only in relation to its propor.
tions, and without any respect to its end, will be beautiful in the
same degree in which these expressions are united, or in which
the same proportions that produce the appearance of perfect
sufficiency, agree also in maintaining the general character of
the apartment.

When, however, the apartment is considered in relation to
its end. the beauty of its proportions is determined in a great
measure by their expression of fitness for this end. To this,
as to every other species of apartment, the expression of secu.
rity is necessary, and such an apartment will accordingly be
beautiful, when these expressions coincide.

The most perfect beauty that the proportions of an apart.
ment can exhibit, is perceived when all these expressions
unite; or when the same relations of dimension which are pro.
ductive of the expression of sufficiency, agree also in the pre.
servation of character, and in the indication of use.

PART III.

OF THE INFLUENCE OF UTILITY UPON THE BEA.UTY OF FORMS.

The third source of the RELATIVE beauty offorms is UTILITY•

That the expression of this quality is sufficient to give beauty

beautiful apartment, which of these expressions must be united; and why'!
When, on the other hand, ill the besuty of character neglected 1 What do
they respectively constitute, aDd in what degree will they be beautiful 1 When
the apartment is considered in relation to its end, by what ill the beauty of its
proportions determined; and what remark follows 1 When is the most per
fect beauty that the proportions of an apartment CaD exhibit, perceived1

What ill the th4'd llOurce of the relative beauty of fOrmll; and relative to it,
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to forms, and that forms of the most different and opposite
kinds become beaytiful from this expression, are facts which
have often been observed, and which are within the reach of
every person's observation. I shall not therefore presume to
add any illustrations on a subject, which has already been so
beautifully illustrated by Mr. Smith, in the most eloquent work*
on the 8Ilbjeet of 1I0BALS, that modern Europe has produced...

SECTION III.

I

OF THE ACCIDENTAL BEAUTY OF FORlIS.

Beside the expression!! that have now been enumerated, and
which constitute the two great and permanent sources of the
beauty of forms, there are others of a casual or accidental
kind, which have a very observable effect in producing the
same emotion in our minds, and which constitute what may be
called, the ACCIDENTAL beauty of fonns. Such associations,
instead of being common to all mankind, are peculiar to the
individual. They take their rise from education, from peculiar
habits Qf thought, from situation, from profession; and the
beauty they produce is felt by those only, whom similar causes
have led to the formation of similar aliso<!iations. There are
few men who have not associations of this kind, with particular
forms, from their being familiar to them from their infancy, and
thus connected with the gay and pleasing imagery of that period
of life; from their connexion with scenes to which they look
back with pleasure, or peeple whose memories they love: and
such forms, from this accidental connexion, are never seen,
without being, in some measure, the signs of all those affecting
and endearing recollections. When sueh associations are of
a more general kmd, and are common to many individuals, they

what facta have often been observed 1 What will our author, therefore, not
presume to do1

With what remark is this section commenced 1 Of such auociatioDB what
is observed i whence do they take their rise, and what is remarked of the
beauty which they produce1 There are few men without whlAtassociations;
and without what are such forms never seen'l When sQCh lI8llOCiaiiODB are

• Theory of Moral Sentiments.
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tlOJlletimes acquire a superiority over the more permanent prin.
ciples of beauty, and determine, for a time, even the taste of
ijQ.tions. The admiration which is paid to the wrms of archi·
tecture, of furniture, of ornament, which we derive from an
tiquity, thou~h unrloubtedly very justly due to theae forme
themselves, originates, in the greater part of mankind, from
the ~ssociatioDs which they connect with these forms. These
associatlOlIs, however, are merely accidental; and were these
forms much inferior in point of beauty, the admiration which
modern Europe bestuws on them would not be less enthu.
siastic than it is now. There are even cases, where in a few
years, the taste of a nation, in such respects, undergoes an abo
80lute change l from lL8I!lociations of a different kind llecoming
general or fashionable; and where the beautiful form is always
found to correspond to the prevailing association. They who
are familiar with the history of dress, will recollect maDy in.
stances of this kind. In every other species of ornament it ilJ
also observable; a single instance will be sufficient.

In the succession of fashions which have taken place, within
these few years, in the article of o~namental furniture, every
ODe must have observed how much their beauty h. been de·
termined by accidental associations of this kind, and how little
the real and permaneJ;lt beauty of Iluch forms has been reo
garded. Some years ap;o, every article of this kind was made in
what was called the CHINESE taste, and however fantastic and
uncouth the forms in reality were, they were yet universally·
admired, because they brought to mind those image. of eastern
magnificence and splendor, of which we have heard so much,
and which we are always willing to believe, becaU8e they ate
distant. To this succeeded the GOTHIC taste. gvery thing
was now made in imitation, not indeed of Gothic furniture, but
in imjtation of the forms and ornament of Gothic halls and
cathedrals. This slight association, however, was sufficjent to

of a more general kind, what is the consequence 'I What remark follows;
and what is observed of these associations 'I How is tbis illustrated 'I Who
will recollect many instances of this kind; and what remark follows 'I In the
succession of fashions, wbich have taken place within these few years, in the
article of ornamental furniture, what must everyone have observed 'I What
ilIustra.tion of this rema.rk is given 'I Why was this slight asaociation suffi.-
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give beauty to such forms, because it led to ideas of Gothic
manners and adventure, which had become fashionable in the
world from many beautiful compositions both in prose and
verse. The taste whieh now reigns is that of the ANTIQUE.

Every thing we now use, is made in imitation of those modele
which have been lately discovered in Italy; and they serve, in
the same manner, to occupy our imagination, by leading to
those recollections of Grecian or Roman taste; which, from
the studies and amusements of our youth, have so much the
possession of our minds.

I shall only farther observe Upon this subject, that all such
instances of the effect of accidental expression, in bestowing
a temporary beauty upon forms, conclude immediately against
the doctrine of their absolute or independent beauty; and that
they afford a very strong presumption, if not a direct proof,
that their permanent beauty arises also from the expressions
they permanently convey to us.

From the illustrations that I have offered in this long chapter,
on the beauty of FORMS, we seem to have sufficient reason for
concluding in general, that no forms, or species of forms, are
in themselves originally beautiful; but that their beauty in all
cases arises from their being expressive of some pleasing OF

affecting qualities.
If the views also that I have presented on the subjeet are

just, we may perhaps still farther conclude, that the principal
sources of the beauty of forms, are, 1st, the expressions we
connect with peculiar forms, either from the form itself, or the
nature of the subject thus formed: 2dly, The qualities of de
si~n, and fitness, and utility, which they indicate; and 3dly,
The accidental associations which we happen to connect with
them. The consideration of these different expressions may
afford, perhaps, some general rules that may Dot be without

cient to give beauty to such forms 'I What is the taste which now reigns 'I
In imitation of what is every thing we now use made, and in what manner do
they serve to occupy our imaginations 'I What only is farther observed upon
this subject 'I From the illustrations offered, on the beauty of forms, for what
conclusion do we seem to have sufficient reason 'I If the views presented
be just, what may we, perhaps, still farther conclude 'I What may the consi·
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their use, to those arts that are employed in the production of
beauty.

All forms are either OR:'i'AMENTAL or USEFUL.

I. The beauty of merely ORNAMENTAL forms appears to arise
from three sources:

1. From the expression of the form itself:
2. From the expression of design:
3. From accridental expression.
The real and positive beauty, therefore, of every ornamental

form, will be in proportion to the nature and the permanence
of the expression by which it is distinguished. The strongest
and most permanent emotion, however, we can receive from
such expressions, is that which arises from the nature of the
form itself. The emotion we receive from the expression of
design, as I have already shown, is neither so strong nor so
permanent; and that which accidental associations produce,
perishes often with the year which gave it birth. The beauty of
accidental expression, is as variable as the caprice or fancy of
mankind. The beauty of the expression of design, varies
with every period of art. The beauty which arises from the
expression of form itself, is alone permanent, being founded
upon the uniform constitution of the human mind. Considering,
therefore, the beauty of forms as constituted by the degree and
the permanence of their expression, the following conclusions
seem immediately to suggest themselves--

1. That the greatest beauty which ornamental forms can reo
ceive will be that which arises from the expression of the form
itself-

2. That the next will be that which arises from the expres.
sion of design or skill. And,

3. That the least will be that which arises from accidental or
temporary expressions•.

deration of th~Be different exoreesions, atTorn? All forms are one of what
two kinds? From what thre~sources does the beauty of merely ornamental
forms appear to arise 1 In proportion to what, wiII the real and p<lllitive
beauty uf every ornamental form be? What is the strongest and most per
manent emotion, that we can receive from such expressions; and what re
marks follow? Considering, therefore, the beauty of forms as constituted by
the degree and Permanence of their expreesion, what conclusions seem im-

38
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In all those arts, therefore, that respect the beauty of r~
it ought to be the unceasing study of the artist, to disengage his
mind from the accidental associations of his age, as well lUI the
common prejudices of his art; to labor to distinguish bis pro
ductions by that pure and permanent expression, which ma)' be
felt in every age; and to disdain to borrow a transitory fame,
by yielding to the temporary caprices'of his time, or by exhi.
biting only the display of his own dexterity or skill. Or if the
accidental taste of mankind must be gratified, it is still to be reo
membered, that it is only in those arts, which are employed
upon perishable subjflCts, that it can be gratified with safety;
that in those greater productions of art, which are destined to
last for centuries, the fame of the artist must altogether depend
upon the permanence of the ell.pression, which he can commu
nicate to his work; and that the only expression which is thus
permanent, and which can awaken the admiration of every suc
ceeding age, is that which arises from the nature of form itself;
and which is founded upon the uniform ooDstitution ofman and
of nature.

II. The beauty of USBFUL forms arises, either from the e.
pression of fitness or of utility.

With regard to this species of beauty, it is necessary at pre
sent only to observe, 1st, that it is, in itself, productive of a
much weaker emotion, than that which arises from the different
sources of ornamental beauty; but, 2dly, that this emotion is
of a more constant and permanent kind, and much more uni
formly fitted to excite the admiratiori of mankind.

To unite these different kinds ofbeauty":""to dignify ornamental·
forms also by use, and to raise merely useful forms into beauty,
is the great object of ambition among every class of artists.
Wherever both these objects can be attained, the greatest pos
sible beauty that form can receive, will be produced; but as

medill-tely to suggm themselves 7 In all these acts, therefore, that respect the
beauty of form, what should be the unceasing study of the artist 7 If the acci
dental taste of mankind must be gratifiul, what is still to be remembered 7
From what does the beauty of useful forma arise 7 With regard to this epe
cies of belLUty, what only is it necessary at presellt. to observe 7 WhU is the
great object of ambition among every class of anists ~ ";hen both th_
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this can very seldoni be the clise, the following rules seem im
mediately to present themselves, for the direction of the artist

1. That where the utility of forms is equal, that will be
the most beautiful, to which tile most pleasing expression of
{orin is giveo-'-

2. That when those expressions are at variance, when the
utility of the form cannot be produced, without sacrificing its
na.tural beauty, or when this beauty of form cannot be presel'V'ed
without sacrificing its utility, that form will be most univer
sally and most permilDeritly beautiful, in which the exprell'siun
of utility is most fully preserved.

To human art, indeed, this union will always be difficult,
and often impossible; and the artist, whatever may be his
genius, must be content to suffer that sublime distress, which a
great mind alone can feel, "to dedicate his life to the attain'
" ment of an ideal beauty, and to die at last without attaining
" it."* Yet, if it is painful to us to feel the limits that are
thus set to the inventiOn' of man, it is pleasing, from the narrow
schools of hUma"' art, to turn our regard to the great school of
nature, and' to observe the stupendous wisdom With which these
expressions are united in almost every form. " And here, I
think," says Mr. Hogarth, "will be the most proper place to
" speak of a most curious difference between the living rna
" chines' of nature in respect of fitness, and such poor ones in
" comparison with them, as men are only capable of making.
" A clock, by the government's order, has been made by Mr.
" Harrison, filr the keeping of true time at sea; which is per
" haps one of the most exquisite movements ever made.
" Happy the ingenious contriver! although the form of the
" whole, or of every part of .this curious machine, should be
" ever so confused, or displeasin,:.:ly shaped to the eye, and
" although even its movements should be disagreeable to look
"at, provided it answers the end proposed: an ornamental

objects can be attained, what will follow 7 But as thiscan seldom be the case,
what rules seem to suggest themselves for the direction of the artist? Of
this union what is observed j ansi what must the artist be content to suffer?
Yet if it is painful to WI to feel the limits that are thus set to the invention of
man, what in pleasing task? On this subject what says Mr. Hogarth? Of

• Sir Joshua Reynolds.
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" composition was no part of his scheme, otherwise than as a
" polish might be necessary; if ornaments are required to be
" added to mend its shape, care must be taken that they are
" no obstruction to the movement itself, and th~ more as they
" would be superfluous as to the main design. But, in nature's
" machines, how wonderfully do we see beauty and use go hand
" in hand! Had a machine for this purpose been nature's
" work, the whole and every individual part might have had
"exquisite beauty of form, without danger of de~troying the
" exquisiteness of its motion, f'ven as if ornament had been
" the sole aim; its movements too migh~ have beeu graceful
" without one superfluous title added for either of these lovely
"purposes. Now this is that curious difference between the
"fitness of nature's machines, and those made by mortal
" hands."

The application of this fine observation, to. innumerable in
stances, both of inanimate and animated forms, it is in the
power of everyone to m'lke; and I am much more willing to
leave the impression which it must produce upon every mmd
entire, than to weaken it by any illustrations of my own.

the application of thi, fine observation, what is observed; and what remark
f"llows?
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CHAPTER v.

'OF THE BEAUTY A.ND S11BLIMITY OF MOTION.

:lOl

MOTION is in man" cases productive of tht> emotions of subli.
mityand beaLu)' : with tlus quality, accurJingly, we have many
interesting lind atfec'IU;i; assllciations. ThesH associations arise,
either from the nature uf motion itself, or from the nature ~f the
bodies moved. The Col ()wing illustrations may, perhapl!l, show
that the beauty und suh'imity of motiun arisel! from thest' associ.
a.tions, and that we havH no reason to believe that this quality
of matter is, in itsdf, either beautiful or sublime.

I. All motion is produced either by visihle or invisible power:
by some cause which we perceive, or by some which is DOt the
object of sense.

With all motions of the latter kind, we connect the idea of
voluntary power; und such motions are in fact expressive to us
of the exertion of power. Whether this association is the con·
sequence of experience, or whether it is the effect of an origi.
nal principle, it is not at present material to inquire. The in.
stance of children, and even of animals, who uniformly infer
life, where they perceive motion without any material cause, are
sufficient evidences of the fact~

That the sublimity and beauty of motion arises from their
expression of power, seems to be evident from the two follow
ing considerations-

Of what is motion in many cases productive; and what is the consequence?
From what do these aasociations arise 'I The following illustrations may
ahow what 1 How is all motion produced 1 With all motions of the latter
kind, what ideas do we connect; and of what are they expressive? What is
it not at present material to inquire; and what are sufficient evidellces of the



All motion, when rapid, is, I
idea of great power: when

S:UBLIll£ITY AND BBAUTY

1. There is no instance where motion, which is the apparent
effect of force, is beautiful or sublime. It is impo88ible to con.
ceive the motion of a bod" that is draf!:ged or visibly impelled
by another body, to be either sublime or beautiful.

2. All beautiful or sublime motion is expresspd in lan~uage

by verbs in the aclive voice. We say even in common language,
that a torrent pours-a stream gliiles-a rivulet winds-that
lightning darts-that light stre;lms.-Change the~e expressions,
by means of'any verbs in the plillsive voice, and the whole
beauty of their motion is destroyed. In poetical composition,

. the llame circumstance is uniformly obsenable. If motion were,
in itself, beautiful or sublime, or if Hny p..rticular kinds of motion
were so, these circumstnnces could no: happen; and such
moti~ns "'ouk! still be beautiful or sublime, whether they were
expressive of pOWtlf or not.

The Chllral'ter of power varies according to its degree, and
produces, according to this ditlerence, difierent emotions in 0111'

mind. Great power produces an emotion of awe and admira
tion: gentle, or moderate, or diminutive power, produces an
emotion of tenderness, of interest, of affection. To every spe
cies of power that is pleasing, the idea of superiority to obstacle
is necessary. All power, wheiher grPllt or small, which is infe.
rior to obstacle, induces the idea of imperlection, and is consi.
fired with a kind of diBfttillfaction.

These considerations will probably explain a great part of the
-absolute sublimity and heauty of motion.

Motion differs according to its DEGREE, and according to its
Dm}~CTION. ,

I. Of the DEGBFolll of MOTION.

apprehend, Ilccompanied with the

fact 1 That the sublimity and beauty of motion arises from their expression
of power, seen.s evident from what lwo considC'ratiou81 Ho'" may the whole
beautvof their moti'ln be d('stroyC'd; dno of podry what is observed 1 Under
what circumstalJces could Dot this happE'lJ; and what follows ~ According to
whal docs the chlll'acter of power vary, and what does il produce~ How is
this iUustrated " To evC'ry epecies of po" er that is pleasing, what idea is
necessary; and why1 What wiU these con"id('ratioDB probably eIplain1 Accord
ing to what does motion diEter 1 v. Ith w hat IS all motion wben rapid accom.
panied; and with what when a1ow~ For the 4rutb of thia remark, to w~
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-.slow, on the otl-ter hand, with the idea of gentle or diminutive'
power. For the truth of this remarl\, I must appeal to the read.
er's own ohservation. Rapid motion, accordingly, is sublime,
slow motion beautiful.

II. Of the DlRIWTION of MOTION. Motion i~ either in- a
straight line, in an angular line, or in a serpentine or curvilinear
line.

1. Motion in a straight line chiefty derives its expression
from its degree. When rapid, it is simply suhlime : whE'n slow,
it is simply beautiful.

2. Mo:ion in an angular line is expressive of obstruction, or
of imperfect power: when considered therefore in itself, and
witbout relation to the body moving, it is simply unpleasing.

3. Motion in curves is expressive of ease, of freedom, of
playfulness; and is consequently heautiful.

The truth of this account of our associations with motion, I
refer to the examination of the reader. The real heauty and
sublimity of the different appearances of motion, seem to me
to correspond very aceurately with the expressions which the
different combinations oftlie degree, and the direction of motion,
con\·ey.

1. Rapid motion, in a straight line, is simply expressive of
great power: it is, accordingly, in general, sublime. Rapid
motion, in angular lines, is expres~ive of great, but imperfect
power-of a power which every obstacle is sufficient to over·
come: I believe that motion of this kind is accordingly very
seldom sublime. Rapid motion in curve lines is expressive of
great power, united with ease, freedom, or playfulness: motion
of this kind, accordingly, though more sublime than the pre.
ceding, is less sublime than the first species of motion. The
course of a torrent, when in a straight line, is more sublime
than when it winds into curves, and much more sublime than

does 'Illr author appeal; and wbat re·mark follows? What are tbf' directioD8
of motion 1 Fran. wbat does motion in a straight line chielly derive ite expres
sion; and wbot is obser"ed of it when rapid. and when slow1 Of wbat •
motion in an aug-ular line expressive; and what follows 1 Of what is motion
in eurves expressive; a.nd what is the consequence 1 To wbat is tbe truth
of tbis account of our associations referred 1 Witb what dues the real beauty
and sublimity of the different appearances of motion seem to correspond 1
How is tbis remark illustrated 7 Of what is rapid motion in curve liDee 0:

pressive; and wbat follows 1 How. this remark illuatrated from the course
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':'hen it is broken into angles. The impetuous shooting of the
eagle wf)uld lose much of its sublImity, if it wp.re to deviate
from the straight line, and would be simply painful, ifit were to
dege'1erate into an angn'ar line.

2. Slow mo\ion, in a straight line, iF simplv expressive ofgentle
and delicate power; it is accordingly beantiful. Slow motion, ill
angular lines, is expres!<ive of gentle power, and of imperfec.
tion or obstruction; these expressions, however, do not well
accord, llnd mu:ually destroy each olhpr. ~olion of thi8 kind, is~

accordingly, very seldom heuutiful. 810\\ motion in curves is ex
pressive of gentle power, united with case, freedom, and pIa) ful.
ness; it is accordingly peculiarh beautiful. The soft gliding of B.

stream, the light traces of a Sllmm(~r breeze upon a field of corn.
are beautiful when in a straight line; they are much more beau.
tind when they describe serpen!.ine or winding lines: but they
are scareely beautiful, when their direction is in sharp angles,
and sudden dpviations.

Th ' mo:;t sublime motion, is that of rapid motion in a straight
line: Ihe Dlflst beautiful, is that of Slow motion in a lille of
curves. I h'lInhly apprehend, that these cOIlc/usions are Dot
very distunt from common experience upon this suuject.

II. Besides these, howev;>r, which may be called the perma.
nent expressiontl of mOlion, there urI' others which arise from
the nature of the bodies moved, and whiclt have a very obvious
effect in giving heauty or sublimity to the pf'culiar motions by
which they are dis,ingllished. Instances of thIS kind are so
familiar, that it will be necessary only to point out a few.

Slow motion is, in general, simply beautiful: where, how.
ever, the body IS of great magnitude, slow motion is sublime.
The slow motion of a first rate man of war; the slow ascent

of a t, ,rr"nt,· and from th" imp<'tuclIls sh..,tinl!" of the "al'le? Of .low motion
in str ight, a',d of slow mdion in anguLlr Ihr., what is observed? As the
expre,.ions do not well accord, what is the coust'qm'nee? Of what is slow
motiun in curves expressive; and what is its ehara< ter? What illustration
of t~lis n'lllark f"lI"ws? \0\ bat is the nlOst sublime, am) what tl.e most beau
tiful mution? Of these eonclusiuns, what i. apprehended? Besides these
p<'ronanellt cxpre&<ions uf motion, what otlwrs are there? Of instances of this
kind what j" ol,.erved? Thoug-h sluw motion i' l in gcn(Ta~ simply beau
tiful, yet when is it sublime 1 How is this illustrated1 Though rapid motion
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of a great balloon; the slow march of an embattled army, are
flU sublime motions, and no person can observe

The cloud BtupendolJll, from th' Atlantic wave,
High tow'ring sail along the horizon blue,

without an emotion of this kind.
Rapid motion is, in general, sublime; yet where the bodies

excite only pleasing or moderate affections, motion of this kind
becomes beautiful. The rapid shooting of the Aurora Borealis,
the quick ascent of fire-works, a sudden .stream of light from a
small luminous object in the dark, are familiar instances of this
kind. The motion of the humming.bird is more rapid perhaps
than that of the eagle, yet the motion of the humming-bird is
only beautiful.

Motion in angular lines is, in general, productive of an emo·
tion of discontent, rather than of any emotion either of sub.
limity or beauty. Yet the motion of lightning, which is com.
monly of this kind, is strikingly sublime-the same appearance
in electrical experiments is beautiful.

Slow'motion in waving lines, is, in general, the most beauti.
ful of all : .but the motion of snakes or of serpents, is of all
others the most disagreeable and painful.
. In these instances, and many others that might be mentioned,

it is obvious, that the sublimity or beauty of the motion arises
from the expression or character of the bodies moved, and that
in such cases, the .expression of the body predominates over
the general expre88ion which we associate with the motion by
which it is distinguished.

From the facts that I have mentioned we may conclude:
1st, That the beauty and sublimity of motion, arises from the

associations we connect· either with the motion itself, or with
the bodies moved-

2dIy, That this sublimity or beauty; in any particular case.
will be· most perfect, when the expression of the motion, and
that of the body moved, coincide.

is, in general sublime, yet when does it become simply beautiful 1 How ill
this illustrated 1 Of what emotion, is motion in IUlgUw lines productive;
yet of the motion of lightning, what is observed 1 Of slow motion in waving
lines, what is observed 1 In these instaDces, and many others that might be
mentioned, what is obvioua1 From the facts mentioned, what concluaiOnB
may be drawn1
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CHAPTER VI.

SECTION I.

INTllODUCTOBY.

Tm: preceding inquiries relate only to the beauty and SI1b_
limity of iJaaDimllte matter. I proceed to consider the oripo
of the beauty or sublimity which we perceive in the counte
nance and form of JIlAN-the being, amid all the innumerable
cl.... of material exiBteoee, who, in tbi8 re-pect enjoys the
molt uacloubted pre.emineuce; and to whom the liberality of
nature has been most conapicuous, in accommodating the ma
jesty BDd beauty of his estemal frame to the supreme rank
which _ baa usigned him among her works.
. The full inftStigatioo of the principles of human beauty, md
the application of them to the arts of painting aDd of statGal'y,
would furnish one of the JIlOIIt pleasing speculations which the
science of taste affords. I am necessarily restrained to a more
humble inquiry; and mUllt coa6ne myaelf to the eDmination
of a single qu&IIboo-Whether the beauty of the human species
is to be ascribed to lIDy law of our nature, by which certain ap.
pearances in the countenance and form are originally, and in.
dePendently, beautiful or IUblime 1 or whether, as in the case
of inanimate matter, it ill to be aseribed to the Yarioua pleasing
or interesting expressions we CODDeCt with IUch appearances t

In entering upon this investigation, it is impollllible not to ob.

To what 01111 do the preceding iDquirie8 relaie 1 To consider what does
our author now proceed; and of thia being what is oboJerved 1 What would
famiIh oaeoftileDlOll&pleMiD« lIpClCulatiou which the science of taste aft'ordII 'f
To whatis our author necelllllUiJy restrained, and towhat questionmU8t he c0n

fine himself1 In eutering upon this mveet.igatioD, what is it impollible not
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serve, that if the human frame is, of all material objects, that in
which the greatest degree of beauty is found, it ill al80 the object
with which we have the most numerous, and the most interest.
ing associations. The greatest beauty of inanimate matter
arises from some resemblances we discover between particular
qualities of it, and certain qualities or dispositions of mind:
but the effect which such resemblances or analogies produce,
is feeble, in comparison of that which is produced by the im.
mediate expression of such qualities or dispositions in the human
frame. Such resemblances also are few, as well as distant;
but to the expressions of the human frame there are no other
limits than those that are imposed upon the intellectual or moral
powers of man. .

That a great part of the beauty of the human countenance
and form arises from such expressions, is, accordingly, very
generally acknowledged. It is not, however, supposed, that
the whole beauty of the eountenance and form is to be ascribed
to this cause; and the term upt'eaaion is very generally used to
distinguish that species of beauty which arises from the direct
expression of mind, from that which is supposed to consist in
certain "isible appearances in the countenance and form. I
shall endeavor now to show, that the same principle of expres.
sion is also the foundation of all the beauty or sublimity that is
supposed to consist in certain visible appearances in the coun.
tenance and form; and that the whole beauty or sublimity
which is to be found in the external frame of man, is to be
ascribed to the various pl~ng or interesting qualities, which
are either directly or indirectly expr!lssed by such appearances.

All that is beautiful or sublime in the human frame, may,
perhaps, be included in the following enumeration :

1. In the countenance-
2. In the form-
3. In attitude-
4. In gesture.

to observe" From what does the greatest beauty of inanimate matter arise ;
but of the eft'ect which such resemblances produce, what is observed ., What
remark follows" What is, accordingly, very generally acknowledged"
What, however, is not supposed, and for what is the term ezprufttm very
generally used., What will our author now endeavor to show" In what
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J.

For the sake of perspicuity, I am under the neceuity of con
sidering these subjects separately.

SECTION II.

OF THE HUlllAN COUNTENANCE.

The beauty or sublimity of the human countenance arises
from three sources: lst, From its colors: 2dIy, from the
forms of the features; and 3dly, From the composition of these
colors and features.

PART I.

OF THE COLOll8 OF THE COUNTENANCE.

There are two distinct species of color in the human coun·
tenance which produce the emotion of sublimity or beauty: 1st,
The perma1ttmt; and 2dly, the 'IXJriable colors of the counte.
nance. The first are the general and characteristic colors of
the countenance, the peculiarity of its complexion, the color
of the eyes, the lips, the hair, the beard, &c. The second
are, those colors which are produced by particular or tempo
rary affections of the mind, as the blush of modesty, the pale
neSB of fear, the glow of indignation, the vivid light which ani
mates the eye of joy, or the dark cloud which seems to hang
over the eye of melancholy and grief, &c.

With both of these species of colors, I think it will be ac
kil.owledged that we have distinct and important 8.88Ociations.

enumeration may all that is beautiful or IlUblime in the human frame, be
included 'I For the sake of perspicuity, how are these to be considered 'I

From what three sources does the beauty of the human countel1ance
arlee')

What are the colora of the human countenance that produce emotions of
beauty or IlUblimity') What are the first of these colors ') How are the
lIeCOnd produced, and what are they 'I With both of these species of colors,
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1. Such colors have expression to us simply as colors, and
upon the same principles which have formerly been stated.·
It is thus that the pure white of the countenance is expressive,
according to its different degrees ofpurity, fineness, and gaiety:
the dark complexirm, on .the other hand, is expressive of
melancholy, gloom, or sadness. Clear and uniform colors are
significant of perfection and consistency: mixed or mottled
complexions, of confusion and imperfection. In the color of
the eyes, blue, according to its different degrees, is expressive
of softness, gentleness, cheerfulness, ~ serenity: black, of
thought, or· gravity, or ofsadness. A bright or brilliant eye is
significant of happiness, vivacity, and gaiety; a dim and turbid
eye, on the contrary, of confusion, imperfection, or melan.
choly. The reality of such associations is too well evinced
by common experience and common language, to need any
farther illustration.·

2. Certain colors in the countenance are expressive to us
of youth or of age, of health or of disease, and convey all the
emotions which we thus understand them to express. There
is no child .who does not distinguish between the bloom of
youth, and the paleness of old age-who dbes not understand
the difference between the brilliant eye of health, and the lan
guid eye of disease; and who has not, therefore, acquired asso.
ciations which are to govern his future life, and to make these
permanent signs of the accidents of the human frame, signifi
cant to him of the state or condition they express.

3. It is yet farther to be observed, that certain colors in the
permanent complexion, are expressive, and very powerfully
expressive too, of peculiar characters or dispositions of mind.

what will it be acknowledged we have 1 Of the expression of the pennanent
colors of the countenance, what is remarked 1 How is this remark fully illus
trated 1 Why do not the reality of such associations need any farther illus
trations 1 Of what are certain colors in the countenance expressive; and
what do they convey 1 How is this remark illustrated 1 Of what is it farther
to be observed that certain colors in the permanent complexion are express

• Essay II. Chap. iii. Sect. 2.
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In this respect all men are physiogomists. The oplDlons we
form at first sight of the character of strangers, the language
of the young, and the loose opinions we hear every day in the
world, are all significant of some propell8ity to judgment from
these external signs: and when we investigate the foundation
of theBe judgments, we shall find them chiefly to rest upon the
allllOCiationl we have connected with the colors of the counte.
nance.

The complexion, in this view, admits of four principal Vari.
ations: It is either dark or fair, or pale or blooming. Each
of these has established expressions. Dark complexions are
expressive of strength, of gravity, and melancholy: fair com
plexions, of cheerfulness, feebleness, and delicacy. The com.
plexion, in the same manner, when pale, is expressive of gen.
tleness, tenderness, and debility i when blooming, of gaiety,
and vigor, and animation.

It is in the same manner that the eyes admit of four principal
varieties of permanent color, wh~ch are accompanied with as
many different expressions: they are either black or blue,
brilliant or languid. Black eyes are expressive of thoughtful_
ness, seriousness, melancholy; blue eyes, on the contrary. of
softness, serenity, or cheerfulness. Brilliant eyes are expres.
sive of joy, vivacity, penetration; languid eyes, on the contrary,
of mildness, sensibility, or sorrow. The different compositions
of such colors in the eyes, or in the complexion, produce a
correspondent variety or diversity of expression.

Whatever may be the foundation of such associations, there
seems to be no doubt of thoir reality, and a day scarcely passes
in which, either in our own experience, or in the language of
conversation around us, we may not be sensible oftheir existence.
There seems, however, to be a sufficient foundation for some

ive 1 What are all significant of some propensity to judgment from these
external signs; and when we investigate the foundation of these judgments,
on what shal1 we find them chiefly to rest 1 Of what variations does the com
plexion in this view admit 1 Of each of these what are the est&bliahed ex
prell8ions 1 Of the varieties of permanent colors of the eye, what is, in the
same manner observed 1 Of what are they respectively expressive? What
do the different compositions of such colors in the eyes, or in the complexion
produce 1 What remark follows? In what, however, does there seem to be
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UIlociations of this kind, in our experience of the permanent
connexion of certain qualities of mind, with certain external
appearance. of color in the human countenance. The two
great varieties of complexion, the fair and the dark, are, in
fact, very generally found to be connected with the opposite
characters of cheerfulness and melancholy; and so far is this
from being a fanciful relation, that it is generally admitted by
those who have the best opportunities of ascertaining it-the
professors of medical science. The foundation of our associa.
tion of paleness of complexion with delicacy and debility, and
of bloom with vigor and animation seems to be equally solid, as
these colon are in general the signs of health, or of indisposi.
tion, and as commonly united with such qualities of body and
such dispositions of mind as they generally produce. The ex.
pression of color in the eyes, seems to arise from two different
source". Blaek eyes are commonly united with the dark, and
blue eyes with the fair complexion: they have, therefore, the
different expressions of these different complexions. With re
spect to the brilliancy or languor of the eye, on the other hand,
we have often reason to observe, that all joyful or animating
affections, and all vigorous exertions of mind, give lustre and
brilliancy, and that all80rrowful, or dispiriting, or pathetic emo
tions, give softness and languor to the colors of the eye. Such
appearances, therefore, are early and strongly associated with
the qualities of mind with which they have 80 generally been
found to be accompanied, and are naturally regarded as the
signs of these qualities.

The expression of the IXlriabIe colors of the countenance is
still more distinct and precise. That the affections and passions
of the human mind have correspondent appearances in the
colon of the countenance, is a fact which all men understand,

a sufficient foundation for some 8JI8OCiations of this kind 7 With what are
the two great varieties of complexion, the fair and the dark, very generally
found to be connected; and of this relation what is remarked 7 The founda
tion of what lUIBOCiation seelJl8 to be equally solid; and why7 From what
two clliI"erent sources does the expression of color in the eyes seem to arise .,
With respect to the hilarity or languor of the eye, on the other hand, what
have we often reuon to obeerve" Of such appearances, therefore, what is
observed ., What expretlllion II still more distinct and precise" What fact
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and have understood from infancy. There is no man who does
Dot distinguish between the blush of modesty and the glow of
indignation; the paleness of fear and the lividness of envy; the
sparkling eye of joy, and the piercing eye of rage; the dim and
languid eye of grief and the open and passive eye of astonish
ment, &c. These appearances are so uniform in the human
countenance, and are so strongly associated with their corres
pondent affections of mind, that even the first period of infancy
is sufficient to establish the connexion: it seems to me, there
fore, altogether unnecessary farther to illustrate the J,'eality of
these associations.

I have thus very briefly stated some of the associations we
have with the colors of the human countenance, or some of
the characters or dispositions of mind of which they are'
expressive. It remains for me now to show, that such color~

owe their beauty or sublimity to this cause; and that, when
these expressions are withdrawn, or no longer accompany them,
our sentiment of beauty or sublimity is withdrawn with them.

The beauty of colors, in this instance, must obviously arise
from one or another of these three sources-

Either, 1st. From some original beauty in these colors them
selves: 2dly. From some law of our nature, by which the ape
pearance of such colors in the countenance is fitted imme.
diately and permanently to produce the emotion of beauty:
or,3dly. From their being significant of certain qualities capa.
ble of producing pleasing or interesting emotion.

1. That such colors are not beautiful simply as colors, or as
objects of sensation, has been already sufficiently shown in the
former chapter of colors.

2. That we have no reason to suppose any law of our nature,
by which certain colors in the human countenance are imme.
diately and permanentlv beautiful, may, perhaps, be obvious
from the following considerations-

do all men understand, and have understood from infancy'1 How is this
illustrated 7 Of these appearances what is remarked, and what, therefore,
seems altogether unnecessary? What has our author thus very briefty
stated; and what does it remain for him now to show 7 From one or another
of what three sources, must the beauty of color, in this instance, obviously
arise'1 What has already been sufficiently shown; and what may, perhaps,
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1. If there were any such law of our nature, it would be
obvious, like every other, in infancy. The child would mark
its love or admiration according to the complexion or colors of
the countenances of those who IlUrround it; and its averSion
would be shown to all who varied from these sole and central
colors of beauty. The reverse of this is so much the case,
that every one must have remarked it. For the first years 0('

life, no sense of beauty among individuals, in this respect, is
testified by children. The countenances of the old, on the con·
trary, with all their 1088 of coloring, are more delIghtful to them,
than those of youth and infancy; and if there ate any colors
that appear to them peculiarly beautiful, it is the pale counte.
nance of the mother, in whose looks they read her affection, or
the faded complexion of the aged nurse, for whose looks they
mingle love with reverence.

2. If there were any such law of beauty, our opinions of
such a kind would be permanent. One central color in every
feature or portion of the countenance, would alone be beautiful,
and every deviation from it would be felt as a deviation from
this original and prescribed beauty. How much the reverse of
all this is the case, every man must have felt from his own ex
perience. In countenances of different character, we look for
different tones of complexion, and different degrees of color.
In different individuals we admire not only different, but oppo
site colors of eyes, of hair, of complexion; and what is still
more, iD the same individuat, we admire, at different times, very
different appearances of the same colors, on the same complex.
ion. Such facts are altogether irreconcilable with the belief of
any sole or central color, which alone is beautiful.

3. If there were any such law of the beauty of colors, it
would, like all the other laws of our nature, be uni11er,al, and

be obvioUli from the following oorurideratiou1 If there ........ _,. such law of
our nature, when would it be obvious; and why 1 From what does it appear
that the revet'88 of this is the case I -and if there are any colors that appear
to them peculiarly beautiful, what are they? If· there were any such law of
beauty, what would follow 'I What would alone be beautiful, and what would
be the coll8elluence of every deviation from it ~ . In countenances of diJferent
character, fOl" what do we look 'I In diJferent individuals what do we admire I

and what is still more surprising? With what are such facts altogether irre
conclJeable'l If there were any such law of the beauty of colors, how exten-

40

.,
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all ,nations would have agreed on some certain colors of the
human countenance, which alone were beautiful. How far
this is from being true, and how much, on the contrary, every
nation. has its own national and peculiar sense of beauty in this
respect, it wOl;lld be very unnecessary to attempt to illustrate.

The remaining supposition is, that the beauty of colors in the
human countenance is derived from their being significant of
certain qualities, capable of producing pleasing or interesting
emotion.

That this is the case, and that the common sentiments of
mankind are govemed by this principle, may, I trust, appear
from the following simple illustrations-

I. The same color which is beautiful in one countenance is
not beautiful in another: whereas if there were any law of na
ture, by which certain colors were permanently beautiful, these
colors alone would be beautiful in every case. Of the truth of
the fact which I have stated, no person can be ignorant. The
colors which we admire in childhood are unsuitable to youth :

. those. which we. admire in youth, are as unsuitable to man·
hood: and both are different from those which we expect, lind
which we love 'in age. Reverse the order; give to age the
colors of manhood, to manhood those of youth, or to youth
those of childhood: and while the colors are the same, every
eye. would discover that there was somethi~ unnatural in tbeir
appearance, and that they were significant of very different
expressions, from those which we were in the habit of connect·
ing with them.

The distinction of the sexes, and the very different expecta
tions we form from them, afford another illustration. If any
certain colors are instinctively beautiful in the human counte
nance, they 'must be equally beautiful in every countenance.

mvely would it prevail; and OIl what would all nations have agreed 1 Wha.t
would it be very unnecesaary to attempt to illustrate1 What is the remain
ing supposition; and what may appear from the following simple illustra.
tiol1ll1 How is the same color which is beautiful in one countenance, regarded
in another; and what remark follows 1 From what does the truth of this
remark appear 1 How may the order be reversed; and then what will follow'J
What affords another illustration 'J If any certain colon are instinctively

I

I

I

I
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Yet there is no one who does not, at least, expect a very difl"erent
degree of color in the two sexes; and wha does not find, that
the same color which is beautiful in the one, as 'expressive of
the character he expects, is positively painful and disagreeable
in the other. The dark red or the firm brown of complexion,
so significant in man of energy and vigor, would be simply
painful in the complexion of woman; while the' pearly white,
and the evanescent bloom which expresses so well all the gen.
tlene!l!l, and all the delicacy of the female character, would be
simply painful, or disgusting to us in the complexion of man.

The same observation may be extended to all the professions
,of human life. In the shepherd and in the warrior, in the sage
and in the citizen, in the tyrant'and in the martyr, we imagine,
and we expect very different colors of complexion. To these
expectations, the painter and the poet have always instinctively
yielded, and in the imagination of color, have not less exhibited
their powers, than in the conception of feature, and in the dis.
posal of attitude or gesture. Every color of the human coun·
tenance we feel to be beautiful only when it corresponds to the
the character which is presented to us; and every color, on the
contrary, which is contradictory to the character that is meant
to be expre!l!led, we feel to be imperfect or displeasing. Such
feelings or conclusions, it is obvious, could never occur, if there
were any certain or precise colors of the human countenance
which were beautiful by some previous laW' of nature.

II. The most different, and even opposite colors are felt to be
beautiful, when they are significant of pleasing or of interesting
qualities in the countenances to which they belong.

There is nothing more opposite in point of coloring, than the
bloom of youth to the paleness of old age; yet both, we know,

beautiful in the human countenance, what is the inference 'I Yet there is no
one who does not, at least, expect, and find what 'I How is this remark
illustrated 'I To what may the Bame observation be extended 'I In whom do
we imagine and expect very different Golor. of complexion 'I To theoe ex
pectations who have inlltinctively yielded, and in the imagination of colon,
what have they done 'I When only do we feel the colora of the human coun
tenance to be beautiful; and what colora, on the contrary, do we feel to be
imperfect or diopleasing 'I Under what circumotancell could not ouch feelingB
or conclwions occur 'I When are the moot diJferent, and even oppDBite colon
felt to be beautiful 'I How is this remark illUltrated'l In the reclU*! Btu-
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are beautiful. We love the dazzling white of complexion of
the infant in its cradle: we love afterwards the firm brown of
color which distinguishes the young adventurer in exercise or
arms. In the recluse student, we expect the pale complexion,
which signifies watching, and inidnight meditation: in the
soldier and sailor we look for a complexion hardened to climate,
and embrowned with honorable toil. In all the variety of classes
into which society has distributed mankind, we look for, in the
same manner, some distinct coloring as significant of this clas.
sification. We meet with it in the descriptions of the poet, and
the representations of the painter; and we feel our minds un·
satisfied if we do not discover it in real life.

No colors can be more different than those of the eyes and of
the hair. The. dark and blue eye, the fair and the black hair,
are not only different but almost opposite; yet who will pretend
that they have not felt beauty in all of them 1 and to what prin
ciple are we to ascribe the effect, if we maintain that there
are only certain colors in this respect which natUre has made
beautiful1

It is still farther observable, that even in the aame counte.
nance the most different colors are beautiful, when they are
expressive of pleasing or interesting qualities. The blush of
modesty is very different from the paleness of sensibility. The
glow of indignation is equally different from the pallid hue of
concentrated a1Bictien: the bloom of health and joy, from the
languor of sickness and sorrow. Yet in the same person we may
often witness these striking contrasts; .and .perhaps it would be
difficult for us to say when the same countenance was most
beautiful. In the color of the eyes, the same differences are
observable: the dark and brilliant eye may sometimes be veiled
in dimness and distress. The softness of the blue eye may be
exalted to temporary vigor and brilliancy: the manly eye of
the soldier may be suffused with pity; and the timid eye of

dent, what do we expect; and in the soldier and the sailor for what do we
look1 In the same manner, for what do we look, in all the variety of classes
into which society has distributed mankind 1 Where do we meet with it;
and when do we feel our minds uDsatisfied'1 Of the different c{)lors of the
eyes and the hair, what is observed '1 What is still farlher observable'1 How is
thisilluetrated'1 How does it appear that the same dift'erences are observable
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woman burn with just resentment or with dignified scorn. In
all such differences of color, we may still feel the emotion of
beauty; an effect which could not possibly happen if there were
any law of our nature, by which certain colors only in the
human oountenance were productive of this emotion.

III. In pursuing these observations, it is still more important
to observe, that our feelings of beauty in the colors of the hUe
man countenance, are so far from being precise and definite,
as they would necessarily be, if they arose from any orIginal
law of our nature, that. in> reality, they are altogether d~pend.

ent on our moral opinions, and that, not only in respect to the
dispositions they signify, but eveu in respect to the degree of
these dispositions. Of this very important fact, I shall offer
only a few illustrations, because every one of my readers will
be able to illustrate it himself.

The difference of the permanent colors of the countenance
is obvious to every one: every one, however, has not observed,
that the same colors have affected him with very different emo·
tions, in different circumstances. There is a paleness of com·
plexion which arises from grief, from sensibility, and from study.
There is a similar paleneSll which arises from envy, from guilty
fear, and froin deep revenge. If the color alone were beautiful,
its beauty would remain in every case; but no one will say that
this is tru.... The beauty of the color is always dependent upon
the disposition it signifies: the same color varies in its effect
with the expression, of which it is the sign; aud the painter,
while he spreads it upon his pallet, knows that by the same
mechanical means, he can either create beauty or disgust, and
make us, nccordinF; to the expression which it signifies, glow
with moral admiration, or thrill with moral terror.

in the color of the eyes 1 In all such differences of color, what emotions may
we still feel; and of this effect, what is remarked 1 In pursuing these ob
servations, what is it still more important to ohserve1 Of this very impor
tant fact, why does our author offer only a few illustrations 1 Though the
difference of the permanent colore of the countenance is obvious to everyone,
yet what has not anyone observed 1 How is this remark illustrated 1 If the
color alone were beautiful, what would follow 1 Upon what is the beauty of
the color always dependent; anQ how does the same color vary in its effect 1
Of the painter, what remark follows1 To wbat is the opposite color of the
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The opposite color of the countenance, the blooming or florid
complexion, is subject to the same moral criticism. It is the
sign in many cases, of joy, of hope, of enthusiasm, of virtuous
indignation, and of kind and benevolent affections. In all such
eases, it is, to a certain degree, beautiful. In other cases it may
be the sign of pride, of anger, of intemperate passion, or of
selfish arrogance. In such cases it is not only not beautiful,
but positively- painful. How often are we deceived in this
respert, III our first specula~ion upon any human countenance!
and how permanently do we return to interpret the sign by the
qualities we find it to signify, and to feel it either beautiful or
otherwise by the nature of these qualities! Theaversion which
mankind have ever shown to the painting of the countenance,
has thus a real foundation in nature. It is a sign, which de
ceives, and, what is worse, which is intended to deceive. It
never can harmonize with the genuine character of the counte.
nance ; it nevel' can vary with those unexpected incidents which
give us our best insight into human character; and it never can
be practised except by those who have no character but that
which fashion lends them, or those who wish to affect a eha.
I'BCter different from their own. The same Observation may
be extended to the colors of the eye. If we had no other
principles of judgment than some original law of our nature,
cettalO colors, or degrees of coloring, would alone be perma
nently beautiful. How little this is the case; how much we
appreciate the language of the eya, on the contrary, and how
strikingly its beauty is determmed by the emotions or passions
it si/lnifies, I leave with confidence to my readers to verify by
their own experience.

In the variable colors of the countenance, or those which
arise from present or transitory feelingll, the same fact is easily

countenance suhject; and of what is it the .ign 7 In all such cases wbat is
obsen"ed of it? In other cases, of what may it be tbe sign; and in sucb
case., what i. observed 01 it "l,bt c:.c!uDlatiol•• follo.., and has thus
a real foundation in nature 7 As a sign what is observeQ of it? With what
can it never harmonize; with what can it not vary, and by whom alone can
it be practised 7 To what may the same observation be extended; and why?
On the contrary, what languase is much appreciated; and what is left to the
reader to verify by his own experience? In what colors is the same fact
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discernible. No things, in point of coloring, are so analogous
'8S the blush of modesty, and that of conscious guilt; yet, when
we know the emotions they signify, is their effect the same 1
The paleness of fear is beautiful, because it is ever interesting,
in the female countenance. Tell us, that it arises from some
trivial or absurd cause, and it becomes immediately ridicu.
lous. There is a color of indignation or of scorn, whitlb. may
accord with the most heroic beauty; say to us, that it arises
from som'- childish source of etiquette or precedence, and our
sentiment of beauty is instantly converted into disgust. There
is a softness and languor both in the light and in the motion of
the eye, which we never see without deep interest, when we
consider it to be expressive of general sensibility, or of occa.
sional sorrow. Tell us, that it is affectation, that it is the man·
ner of the ill.judging fair one who has adopted it, and instead of
interest, we feel nothing but contempt. Illustrations of this
kind might be easily extended to every emotion or passion of
the human mind. I leave them to the prosecution of my
readers; and I flatter myself they will see that. such varieties
in our sense of beauty could never exist, if there were any
certain and definite colors in the human countenance, which
alone were originally and permanently beautiful.

PART II.

OF THE FEATUllES OF THE HUlIlAN COUNTENANCE.

There is a similar division of the features of the counte.
nance of men, to that of its colors, in what may be called,
though with some restriction, the permanent and the oariable.
The permanent feature!, are such as give the individual distinc.

easily discernible 'I How is this illustrated 7 Why is the paleness of fear
beautiful i but when does it become ridiclllous? Of the color of SCorn also
what is observed 'I What is remarked of a softness and languor which we
sometimes perceive, both in the light and in the motion of the eye i and when
does it produce only contempt 'I How far might illustrations of this kind be
elUlily extended 'I To whom does our author leave them, and of what does he
ftatter himseln

In what is there a similar division of the features of men, to that of its
colors'! Which are the permanent features'1 What examples are given 'I
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tion, or form the peculiar character of the countenance in mo.
ments of tranquillity and repose. Such are the peculiar form
of the head, the proportion of the face, the forms of the fore.
head, eyebrows, nose, cheeks, mouth, and chin, with their rela.
tion to the forms of the neck, shoulders, &c. The variable
features are such forms of the permanent features, as are as·
sumed under the influence of occasional or temporary passions;
as the contracted brow of anger, the elevated t"ye.brow of sur·
prise, the closed eye.lids of mirth, the open eye of astonish.
ment, the raised lip of cheerfulness, the depressed lip of sor
row, &c. &c.

With both of these appearances, I apprehend that we have
distinct and powerful associations; or in other words, that they
are expressive to us, either directly or indirectly, of qualities
of mind capable of producing emotion.

1. Such forms in the countenance, have expression simply as
forms, and are beautiful upon the same principles, as I have
endeavored to illustrate. Independent of all direct expression,
small, smooth, and well.outlined features, are expressive of
delicacy or fineness: harsh and prominent features, with a
coarse and imperfect outline, of imperfection, roughness, and
coarseness. The union of the features, perhaps the most im.
portant of all physical observations, admits in the same man·
ner, either of a flowing and undulating outline, or of harsh
and angular conjunction. The first is ever expressive of ease,
freedom, and of fineness, the second of stillness, of constraint,
and of imperfection. These indirect expressions prevail, not
indeed over the more direct expressions which mtimacy or
knowledge gives: but that they govern us in some degree with
regard to those who are strangers to us; that we are disposed
to attribute to the character of those who are unknown to us,
the charactor which their physical features exhibit; lind that

Which are the variable features; and of them what are examples 7 With
both of these we have what, or of what are they expressive 7 As what have
such forms expression, and upon what principle are they beautiful 7 Inde
pendent of all direct expression, what are expressive of delicacy or fine
ness; and what of imperfection, roughness, and coarseness 7 Of what doeli
the union of features, in the same manner, admit '! Of what are they re
spectively expressive 7 Where do they not, and where do these indirect ex-
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even with regard to those we love most, we are sometimes apt
to lament that the form of their features'is 80 little expressive
of their character, are facts which every one bows, and
which need not. be illustrated.

I a'
2. Such formsllf features are, in genel'kl, directly expressive

of particular characters or dispositions of mind. That certain
appearances or conformations of the features of the human
countenance, are significant of certain qualities or distinctions
of mind, is a fact which every child knows, even in its nune's
arms, and which, whether it arises from any original instinct, or
from experience, is yet sufficient to establish a natural lao.
guage, long before any artificial language is fonned or under.
stood. There are probably three sources from which these
associations. arise-1st, The expression of physical form,
which I have just stated: 2dly, Experience of the uniform COD·

nexion of such appearances with certain characters or disposi.
tions of the human mind; a fact of which no evidence can be
greater· than that of the distinction which the infant makes be.
tween the countenance of children, of women, and of men :
and 3dly, The observation of the influence which habitual pas.
sions have upon the permanent conformation of the. feature8,
and the consequent belief that the sign indicates the disposi
tion usually signified.

Of the variable features it is unnecel'l8ary to enter into any .
explanation. That the human countenance possesees a degree
of expressien in this respect, beyond every other animated
being; that, in its genuine state, it is the mirror of whatever
passes in the mind; and that all that is great or lovely in hu.
man character may there be read, even by the material eye,
are truths which every one knows, and upon which the paintel',
the sculptor, and the poet, have formed the most exquisite pm.
ductions of their arts. I cannot therefore fatigue my readers
with any enumeration of efl"ectS which all have ~noWD; and all
must have felt.

preesions prevail" Of what &re such forms of feature,- in general, directly
expressive 'I What does every child, even in ita nurse's arms, Imow; and of
it what is remarked 'I From what three 8OU1'Ce8 do th_ alIllOCiations ari8e 'J
Of what features is it unnecessary to enter into any exp1aDation'1 What are
t,rutha which every one knows; and upon them, wbat have the painter, the

41
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That the beauty or sublimity of the forms which occur in the
features of the human countenance arises from such expressions
alone, and not from any original beauty in such forms them.
selves, may perhaps be evident from the followi~illustratio~

1. If there were any original beauty in ~eculiar forms of
this lUnd, altogether independent of the expressions of mind
we associate with them, it would necessarily follow, that the
same forms of features would be permanently beautiful, and
that every form that deviated from this original and prescribed
form would, in the same degree, deviate from the form of
beauty.

The slightest experience is, I apprehend, sufficient to show
the fallacy of this opinion. It is impossible to conceive a
greater difference to take place in the same beillg, in the form
and construction and proportion of features, than that which
uniformly takes place in the progress of man from infancy to
old age. Ia this progress there is not a single feature which is
not. changed in form, in BiEe, or in proportion to the rest: yet

. in all these, we not only discover beauty, but what is more im.
portant, we discover it, at different ages, in forms different, if
not opposite, from those in which we had discovered it before.
The round cheek, the tumid lip, the unmarked eyebrow, &c.

, which are all so beautiful in infancy, yield to the muscular
cheek, the· firm and.contracted lip. the dark and prominent eye
brow, and all the opposite fonus which create the beauty of
manhood. It is again the want of all this muscular power, and
the new Ichange of all the torms which it induce&-the eol
lapsed cheek; tae trembling lip, the gray eyebrow, &c. which
constitute the beauty of age. The poet and the painter know
it; but were they. from any visionary theory, to alter these Big.
natures of expression; were they to give to manhood the fea
tures of infancy, however beautiful, or to age those of manhood,
however eloquently commented upon, is there anyone who for

poet, and the sculptor, fonned 1 What remark follows 1- What may, perhaps
be evident from the followiDg illustraiiona 1 H there were any origiual
tJeauty in peculiar fOI"lllll of thia kind, what would neceMari1y fonow '! What
is au1licient to ahow the fallacy of thla opini0l11 How is this remark fully
illus&rated, in the progreaa of D1aIl from infancy to old age'l UDder what
circumatanca, could no one look upon the productions of the poet and the

. ~
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a moment could look upon their representations 1 It is need.
less for me to say, that the same observation extends equally to
the features that are characteristic of sex; that the form or
proportion of the same features is very different in the different
sexes; that even in that sex where alone they are the general
objects of emotion, these forms vary with the progress of time ;
and that, in general, no forms of features are beautiful, but
those which accord with the character we expect in the age or
period of the person we contemplate.

With regard to the variable leatures, the proposition I have
stated is yet more generally observable. If there is any pecu.
liar form of any feature which is permanently beautiful, let the
inquirer state it to himselt~ and then let him examine the coun.
tenances of actual nature, or the representations of the painter
by this standard. He will find, if I mistake not, not only that
this peculiar form has no permanency of beauty, but, on the
contrary, that it is often the reverse: that there is some other
law that governs his opinion upon the subject; and that the
most different conformations of the same-features are beautiful,
or otherwise, according to the emotions they signify. If the
smooth and open brow of youth and gaiety is instinctively
beautiful, the dark and wrinkled brow of indignation, or passion,
ought to be positively displeasing: yet the experience of nature,
and of the represent.ation of the imitative arts, will show us
how false would be the conclusion. If the elevated eyebrow
of hope or mirth ;'s beautiful, how shall we aecount for the still
more powerful beauty of the contracted, and even convulsed
eyebrow of fear, of horror, or of guilt1 The form ofthe Gre.
cian nose is said to be originally beautiful: and in JIlany cases,
and in the manner in which the artists of antiquity employed it,
it is undoubtedly beautiful, because it is the conformation of
that feature which best expresses the character they wished to

painter 1 What observation is it needless for our author to make 1 With
regard to what features, is the proposition statOO, yet more observable1 What
remark follows; and by doing this, what will the inquirer find 1 If the
smooth and open brow of youth and gaiety, is instinctively beautiful, what
should follow; yet what will the experience of nature; &C. show us 1 If the
elevated eyebrow of hope or mirth is beautiful, for what shall we find a diffi·
culty to account 1 Of the form of the Grecian nose, what is observed; and
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reprellent. Apply, however, this beautiful form to the countl'l.
nance of the 'Warrior, the bandit, the martyr, &c., 'Or to any
countenance which is meant to express deep or powerful pas
sion, and the most vulgar spectator would be sensible of dissa.
tisfaction, if not of disgust. Is the mouth of youth, of hope, of
rapture, beautiful? No contrast of the same feature can be so
great as that of the same mouth, under the influence of grief,
of age, or of melancholy. And yet the painter ilt able to ren.
der these conformations beautiful, and they who have lived but
a little in the world, have known, that they are in fact more
beautiful, than all that the same feature can receive from hope,
or yOllth, or joy. It would be unpardonable to extend theBe
illustrations to a greater length, it is enough to lead my readers
to observe for themselves, and to 'attend tG the general truth,
that, if there were any forms of features originally and perma
nently beautiful, these, and these Oldy, could be beautiful in all
situations: and that every form that deviated from this pre
scribed and central form, would necessarily be the object, either
0f disgust or disappointment.

2. It is very easy to see, in the 2d place, that the most differ
ent forms of feature are actually beautiful ; and that their
beauty uniformly arises from the expressions of which they are
significant. The OpeD forehead is expressive of caBOOr and
generosity, and suits a countenance which has that expressiOB.
The low forehead, on the contrary, is expressive of thought, of
gloom, or melancholy: it becomes, therefore, a different ex
pression of countenance. The full and blooming cheek suits
the countenance of youth, and mirth, and female loveliness:
the sunk and faded-cheek, the face of sensibility, of grief, or
of penitence. The raised lip, the elevated eyebrow, the rapid
motion of the eye, are all the concomitants of joyous beauty.
The reverse of all these, the depressed lip, the eontracted eye.
brow, the slow and languid motion of the eye, are the circum-

by what /l-pplicatioll of it, will its beauty be destroyed 1 What is remarked
of the mouth of youth, of hope, and of rapture; y~ what Is the painter able
to do; and what have those lmOWll, 'who have lived bll~ little in the world 1
Why would it be unpardonable to extend these illwitraUollS to a greater
length1 In the second place, what is it very easy to Bee 1 How is this illus
U:ated, from ~e forehead, f.hIl blooming 'Cheek, &C. 't Wh.ere do we expect
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stances which we expect and require in' the countenances of
sorrow or of sensibility. Change any of these conformations;
give to the open and candid coontenance the low forehead: to
the face of grief, the fre$h and bloomig cheek of joy; to the
mourner the raised til', or the elevated eyebrow, which are ex~

pressive of cheerful or joyous passions j and the picture be.
comes a monster, from w~ich even then the most vulgar taste
would fly, as from something unnatural and disgusting. If there
were any real or original beauty in such conformations, nothing
of this kind could happen; and however discordant our emo·
tions of beauty and sentiment might be, we should still feel
these conformations beautiful, just as we perceive, under all
circumstances, colors to be permanently col~rs, or forms to be
forms.

3. The slight illustrations which I ha\'eno'W offered seem to
me sufficient to conviuce those who will prosecute them, that
there is no original beauty in any pecnliar or distinct forms of
the human features. "There is another illustration which per.
haps may still more strongly show the real origin of such beauty
to consist in the expressions of which they are significant, viz.
That the same form of feature is beautiful or not, in proportion
as it is expressive'or not of qualities of mind which are amiable
or interesting.

With regard to the permanent features, every one must have
remarked, that the same form of feature which is beautiful in
the one sex is not beautiful in the other: that as we expect a
different expression, there are different signs by which we ex·
pect it to be signified; and that consequently the same signs
are productive of very different emotions, when they are thus
significant, improper, or of unamiable expressions. They who
llre cconversant in the production of the fine arts, must have
equally observed, that the forms and proportions of features,

and require the reverse of all these? How may the picture be rendered a
monster, from which even the most vulgar taste would l1y? Under what cir
cumstances could nothing of this kind happen; and what remark follows?
For what are the slight illustrations, now offered, sufficient? What may be
shown by another illustration; and what is it? With regard to the perma.
nent features, what must every one have remarked? What must they, who
fire conversant -in the productions of the fine arts, have equally observed ,7
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which the sculptor and the painter have given to their worke,
are very different, according to the nature of the character
they represent, and the emotion they wish to excite. The form
or proportions of the features of Jove are different from those
of Hercules, those of Apollo from those of Ganymede, those of
the fawn from those of the gladiator. In female beauty, the
form and proportions in the features o(Juno are very different
from those 0 1' Vcnus, those df Minerva from those of Diana,
those of Niobe from those of the Graces. All, however, are
beautiful, because all are adJlpted, with exquisite taste, to the
charactel'll they wish the countenance to express. Let the
theorist change them, and substitute for this varied and signi
ficant beauty, the form!! which he chooses to consider solely
beautiful, and the experiment will very soon show, that the
beauty of these fotms is not original and independent, but rela
tive and significant; and that when they cease to be expressive
ef the character we expect, they cease, in the same moment,
to be beautiful.

The illustration, however, may be milde still more precise;
for even, in the same countenance, and in the same hour, the
same form of feature may be beautiful or otherwise. Although.
there is an obvious distinctioll between the permanence of some
features of the countenance, it is at the same time true, that
even the permanent features are susceptible of some change of
form; that they vary with the employment of the muscles
which move them ; and that, therefore, their permanence is
rather relatively than positively true. The forehead 'changes
in its form and dimensi-ons, with various passions. The line of
the nose is varied by the elevation or depression of the muscles
of the eyebrow; and its whole form is still more altered by
the contraction or expansion of the nostrils. The cheeks sink
or swell, as they are influenced by different emotions; and no
one need to be told that the mouth is so susceptible of variety

How is (hil~ illustrated? Why are all, however, beautiful? Should the theo
rist change them, what would the experiment soon show? Why may the
illustration be made still more precise? Although there is an obvious dis
tinction between the permanence of some of the features of the countenance,
yet, what is, at the same time, true? How is this remark illustrated; and of
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of form, that from that feature alone, every one is able to in.
terpret the emotion of the person: the sune observation is
applicable to the rest of the features. If there were, there.
fore, any original form in all these features which was instinc.
tively beautiful, it would follow, that in all these changes, there
was one only that was beautiful, and that all the rest would,
according to- their variations, be, so far, deviations trom beauty.
The real fact however is, that everyone of these varieties are
beautiful, when they are expressive of emotions of ~hicb we
approve, and in which we sympathize; thai none is beautiful
when it has not this expression; that any feature unsusceptible
of these changes, would be felt as imperfect or monstrous; and
that the degree of change or variatIOn, which is beautiful or
otherwise, is always determined by its correspondence to our
sentiment of the propriety or impropriety of the emotion which
it signifies. The reader will find innumerable illustrations of
this truth, both in his observation of common nature, and of the
representations of the painter and the sculptor.

With regard to themriable features, those which are expres.
sive of momentary Of local emotion, that the beauty of their
forms does not arise from their approach to anyone standard,
but from the nature of the expressions they signify, is a truth
which may be easily observed in the study, even of the same
countenance. Nothing ~lU1 be more different in point of form,
than what occurs in the same face, in the muscles of the eye.
brow, in the c1os~ or open conformation of the eyelids, in the
contraction or dilatation of the nostrils, in the elevation or de.
pression of the lips, in the smoothness or swelling of the muscles
of the throat and neck: yet all of these are beautiful, or at
least susceptible of beauty. It may have been our fortune to
see all these variations of form take place in the -samt' counte.
nance, within the space of a few hours. And if we recollect

the mouth, what need no one be told 7 As the same observation is appli
cable to the rest of the features, what follows 7 What, however, is the real
fact on the subject 7 Where will the reader find innumerable illustrations of
this truth 7 With regard to the fJariahle features, what may be easily ob
served in the study, even of the same countenance 7 What illustration fol
lows 7 Where may it have been our fortune to see all these variations of
form take place 7 If we recoUec\ otlr IlentilIlents, what shall we find 7 if
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our sentiments, we shall find that all of them were nat only
beautiful, when they were the genuine signs of emotions with
which we sympathized, but what is more, that they were the
only forms which, in such circumstances, could have been beau
tiful: that their variety corresponded to the variety of emotions
which the mind experienced; and that any other conformations
of feature, however beautiful in other cKcumstances, would
then have been painful or distressing. If any of my readers
have not felt this in their own experience, let them attend, while
it is yet in their power, to the countenance of Mrs. Siddons, in
the progress of any of her great parts in tragedy. Let them
observe how the forms and proportions of every feature vary
with the passions which they so faithfully express--Iet them
mark almost every v~riety of form, of which the human coun
tenance is capable, to take place in the space of a few short
hours -let them then ask themselves wbat is the common
source of this infinite beauty; and although, in this examina.
tion, they will still have but a feeble salllle of the excellencies
of this illustrious actress, they will be sensible, that there is no
original or prescribed form of feature which alone is beautiful,
but that every conformation is beautiful when it is expressive
of the emotions we expect and approve.

PART m.

OF 'tHE COMPOSITION OF THE COLO:as AND FEA-TUBES IN THE

HUlUN COUNTENANCE.

The illustrations which I have given in the two lOrmer sec
tions, relate to tbe beauty of the colors ot features of tM coun
tenance, as single or individual objects of observation. It IS
very obvious, however, that all these are only parts of a vi1wle:
that some relation, at least, exists between those parts of the

any reader has not felt thie in hlll own experience, to what should he attend"
What should he obilerve ; what ftlark, and what should he then ask himself"
In this examination what will he still have, yet of what will he be _ibis 'I

To what do the illustrations given in theiwoformer sections relate 'I What,
however, ie obvious 'I What will aft'ord aa.additional proof of the real nalure·
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countenance, and the countenance itself; and that there isSOme
harmony or accordance which we expect and demand in the
composition of these ingredients, before we feel that the whole
is beautiful. The investigation of the principles which govern
us in our sentiment of composition will, I trust, afford an addi.
tional proof of the real nature and origin of human beauty.

If there were anOy original and independent beauty in any
peculiar colors or forms, it would neceBBarily follow, that the 0

union of these beautiful forms and colors would compose a
countenance of beauty, and that every deviation, in composi.
tion, from these original principles of beauty would, in propor
tion to this deviation, affect us with sentiments, either of indif.
ference or disgust. If such were the constitution of our nature,
the painter and the sculptor would po88e88 a simple and deter.
minate rule for the creation of beauty; the beautiful. forms and
colors of the human countenance would be as definite as the 0

proportions of architecture; and the production of beauty
.might be as certainly attained by the artist, as arithmetical truth
is by the arithmetician. That this is not the case-that the
beauty of the human countenance is not governed by such
definite rules; and that there are some other qualities neces.
sary for the painter and the sculptor, besides the mere observa
tion of physical appearances, are truths with which every one
is acquainted, and which, therefore, it is unnecessary to attempt
to illustrate.

If, on the other hand, the principles which I have before
attempted to illustrate are just, if the beauty of every indivi
dual color or form in the countenance is determined by its ex
pre88ion of some pleasing or interesting quality, then it should
follow, as in all other cases of composition, that the expre88ion
of the whole ought to regulate the beauty of the parts-that the
actual beauty of these parts, or ingredients, ought to depend
upon their relation to the general character; and that the com·
position, therefore, should only be beautiful, when this relation

and origin of human beauty 'I If there were any original and independent
beauty in any peculiar colors or forms, what would neee.ari1y fOllow 'I If
Buch were the constitution of our nature, what would be the co~uence'I
What, on the contrary, are truths with which every one is acquainted 'I 11; on

42
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of expression was justly preserved, and when no color or fea.
ture was admitted, but what tended to the production of one
harmonious and unmingled emotion.

That this is really the case-that our opinion of the beauty
of the human countenance is determined by this law; and that,
in every particular case, our sense of the beauty of the con.
ltituent parts is decided by their relation to the prevailing chao
racter or expression of the countenance, may, perhaps, be ob
vious from the following considerations-

I. I fonnerly endeavored to show, that in the case of phy·
sical ronna, no fonn was, in reality, beautiful, which was not
the sign of some pleasing or interesting expression; or which,
in other words, was not productive of some emotion. It is na
tural to think, that the same law should be preserved in the
[onns, &c., of the human countenance; and it is still more
natural to think so, when we consider, that the expressions of
the countenance are direct expressions of mind. That the
beauty, therefore, of every countenance, arises from its ex·
pression of some pleasing or interesting quality, in which our
imagination loves to indulge; and that no countenance is ever
felt to be beautiful where such indirect or direct expressions
are not found, is a proposition which I trust the readers of the
previous illustrations will both expect and demlUld. The truth
of it may, perhaps, be made clear by the following illustra
tions-

1. I would appelU, in the first place, to common experience.
If the real beauty of the human countenance arises from the
union of cettain fonns and colors that are originally beautiful,
then every man ought to feel the sentiment of beauty in those
cases alone, where those certain appearances were united. Of

•
the other hand, the principles which our author has attempted to illus
trate, are just, then what should follow 1 What may, perhaps, be obvious
from the following considerations 1 What did our author formerly endeavor
to show; and what is it natural'to think 1 What proposition, therefore,
will the readers of the previous illustrations both expect and demand" In
the first place, to what does our author appeal1 If the real beauty of the
human countenance, an- from the union of certain forms and colors, that
are originally beauW'uJ, then what ought every man to feel 1 Of the truth of
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the truth of this proposition every man is a judge. I will pre.
sume, on the contrary, to say, that there is no man who has
ever felt the sentiment of beauty, who will not acknowledge
that he has f~lt it in the most various and even opposite confor'
mations of features; that he has felt, that instead of being go
verned by any physical law of form or color, it has been go.
verned by the individual circumstances of the countenance;
that whenever it has been felt, it has been felt to be significant
ofsome pleasing or interesting disposition ofmind; that the union
of every feature and color has been experienced as beautiful,
when it was felt to be expressive of amiable or interesting sen
timent; and that, in fact, the only limit to the beauty of the
human countenance, is the limit which separates vice from vir
tue-which separates the dispositions or affections we approve,
from those which we disapprove or despise.

If this evidence should be insufficient, there is a yet stronger
one, which arises from the usual language of mankind. We
hear, every day, the admiration of beauty:-Ask, then, the
enthusiast to explain to you, in what this beauty consists. Did
he feel that it were in any certain conformation of features, or
any precise tone of coloring that beauty consists, he would tell
you minutely the forms and proportions and colors of this ad
mired countenance; and were this the law of your nature, you
could feel it only by this physical description. But is it thus,
in fact, that the communication is made 1 Is it not, on the
contrary, by stating the ~e81ionwhich this countenance con
veys to him 1 Are not the forms and magnitude of the features,
and the tone and degree of coloring, all made subservient in
his description, to the character of mind he wishes to cOJ,1vey
to you 1 And do you not feel, at the same time, that if he suc
ceeds in persuading you of the lovely or interesting expression
of the countenance, you take for granted, at once, that what
ever may be the form of .the features, or the nature of the co
loring, the countenance, itself, has that simplicity and strength

this proposition, what is remarked? What does our author on the contrary
presume to say? If this evidence should be insufficient, whence ari8es a
Btronger one 1 The admiration of what do we daily hear 1 Should we uk
the enthusiast to explain in what this beauty consists, what would he tell us?
Repeat the following interrogations. Only upon what principle ill aU thill in-
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of expression which justifies the admiration of the person who
describes it 1 All this, however, which may happen every day,
is utterly inexplicable upon any other principle, than the foun
dation of beauty in expression; and the language itself would
be unintelligible, if it arose only from some definite form of
features, or definite appearance of color.

The observation may be extended to the usual and habitual
,language of the world. There is no one who must not have
observed, that the description of human beauty in common life,
is always by terms significant of its expression. When we say
that a countenance is noble, or magnanimous, or heroic, or
gentle, or feeling, or melancholy, we convey at once to every
hearer, a belief of some degree of sublimity or beauty; but
no one ever asks us to describe the form of the features which
compose it. When we differ, in the same manner, with regard
to individual beauty, we do not support ourselves by any phy
sical investigation of features. It is the ckarader of the coun
tenance in which we disagree: and when we feel that this cha
racter is either unmeaning, or expressive of unpleasing dispo
sitioos, no conformation of features, and no splendor of colors,
will ever render it beautiful. How much this is the case in
society-how much the opinion of beauty is dependent upon
the character of the mind which observes it-how profusely
the good find beauty in every class of mankind around them
how much, on the contrary, the habits of vice tend to obliterate
all the genuine beauty of nature to the vicious, must, to every
man of common thought, have been the subject both of pleas.
ing and of melancholy observation.

It is observable, in the same manner, that the most beautiful
countenance is not permanently and uniformly beautiful, as it
necessarily would be, if this beauty arose from any original law
of our nature; but that its beauty is always dependent upon
the nature of the temporary dispositions or qualities of mind

explicable; and under what circumstances would the language itself be un
intelligible 'I To what may the observation be extended; and what must every
one have observed 'I When we say that a countenance is noble, &c., what
belief do we convey; but what does no one ever ask us to do 'I When we, in
the same manner dilfer, what is observed 'I In what is it that we agree; and
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which it signifies. Every man who has had the good fortune to
live in the society of beautiful women, must often have observed,
that there were many days of his life, and many hours in every
day, when he was altogether insensible to their beauty. The
little unmeaning and uninteresting details of domestic life, the
usual cares and concerns of female duty; sometimes, perhaps,
the irritations and disturbances of domestic economy, produce
expressions which are neither interesting nor affecting; and,
while they produce these, the beauty of the countenance, how
ever latently great, is unfelt and unobserved. Whenever the
countenance assumes the expression of any amiable or inter
esting emotion, the beauty of it immediately returns.

While there is scarcely any countenance that thus remains
beautiful under the expression of vulgar or un~terestingemo
tions, and none which can preserve it under the dominion of
vicious or improper dispositions, it may, at the same time, be
observed, that there are very few countenances which are not
raised into beauty, by the influence of amiable or lofty expres
sion. They, who have had the happiness to witness the effects of
sudden joy or unlooked.for hope in the countenances, even of
the lowest of the people; who have attended to the influence
of sorrow, or sympathy, in the expression of faces unknown to
affectation-they, still m~re, who have ever looked steadily
upon the bed of sickness or of death, and have seen the influ
ences of submission and of resignation upon every feature of
the suffering or expiring countenance, can, I am persuaded,
well tell, that there is scarcely any form of features which such
interesting and lofty expressions cannot, and do not, exalt into
beauty. It is on the same account that the young who live

when will nothing ever render it beautiful? What must, to every man of
common thought, have been the subject, both of pleasing and of melancholy
observation 1 What is, in the same manner, observable 1 What must every
man have often observed, who has had the good fortune to live in the society
of beautiful women 1 What produce expressions which are neither interest
ing nor affecting j and what follows 1 When docs the beauty of it immedi
ately return 1 While there is scarcely any countenance that thus remains:
beautiful under the expression of vulgar Or uninteresting emotions, what
may, at the same time be observed 1 Who can well tell that there is scarcely
any form of features, which interesting and lofty expressions cannot exalt
into beauty 1 On the same account, how are the young, who live familiarly
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familiarly together, are so seldom sensible to each other's
beauty. The countenance, however beautiful, must often ap
pear to them with very unmeaning and uninteresting expres
sions: the quiet detail of domestic life gives birth to no strong
emotions in the countenances of either; they meet without ani.
mation, and they separate without tenderness: the habits of
simple friendship call torth no transports of passion, and they
go abroad into less known societies, to look for those agitations
of hope or fear which they do not experience at home. To
lovers, on the contrary, and for the same reason, every lo·ok and
every feature is beautiful, because they are expressive to them
of the most delightful emotions which their age CaL. feel; be
cause the countenance is then animated with expressions the
most amiable a¥ genuine which it ever can display, and still
more, perhaps, because they are the signs of those imaginary
scenes of future happiness, in the promise of which youth and
love are so happily profuse.

It is the same principle which is the obvious cause of the
infrequency of beauty among the lower orders. Something of
this is undoubtedly to be ascribed to the influences of climate,
and of weather, and to the negligence of those arts, by which,
in the higher ranks of life, the physical beauty, at least of
feature and of complexion, is so assiduously preserved. But
the principal cause of it is in the character of mind, which such
situations too naturally create. They who live for subsistence
cannot live for beauty. The occupations in which they are
engaged, the modes of life to which they are doomed, are little
consistent with any amiable or interesting emotions; and their
countenances, therl~fore, however latently beautiful, express
nothing but low care or painful occupation. In their usual hours,
therefore, their beauty is scarcely more than that of youth and
health; and we observe it with sll-tisfaction rll.therthan pleasure.
Let us follow them, however, from these vulgar and degrading

together, affected; and why is this the case 1 To lovers, on the contrary,
why is every look and every feature beautiful? Of what is the same prin
ciple obviously the cause 1 To what is something of this undoubtedly to be
ascribed; but in what is the principle cause of it 1 Why cannot they: who
live for subsistence live for beauty? What, therefore, in their usual hours is
their only beauty; and how do we observe it? By following them where, shall
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occupations, into the scenes of their gaiety and enjoyment
let us follow them into scenes of distress or sympathy, when
finer emotions are excited, or when their countenances waken
into correspondent expression, and we shall be astonished to
find, that amid the most common features, beauty arises, and
amid the most common forms grace is to be found. In every
country of Europe, I believe, in the same manner, the travel
ler has felt that the greatest beauty exists among women of the
highest rank, or in those who live in affluence and indepen·
dence: and it ought to be so. They who live not for subsis·
tence, but for society; who, from their earliest days are un'
broken by labor, or by care; who, still more, e,ist for their
hour only in the search of admiration, are under the necesSity
of gaining it by every Battery to the feelings of others, by as.
suming virtues if they possess them not, and by counterfeiting,
for the time, at least, every disposition of mind and every ex- .
pression of countenance which renders society amiable, or
woman lovely.

Observations of this kind may be extended to almost every
scene of our intercourse with mankind. I presume only to add
the following, which perhaps every one of my readers
can verify by his own experience.

Were the beauty of the human countenance dependent alto.
gether upon certain forms, or colors, it would be very difficult
to account for those different beauties of age or sex, in which
all men and all ages have agreed. If we consider them as
arising from the expression of those qualities or dispositions
which we expect and love in sex and in age, we shall find no
difficulty in reconciling the facts with the theory. In men and
in women, every countenance is, to a certain degree, beautiful,
which is expressive of interesting or amiable dispositions; and
from the cradle to the grave,every conformation of the human
countenance is, in some mea.'lure beautiful, which is significant

we find beauty to arise amid the most common features ~ In every country
of Europe, in the same manner, what has the traveller felt ~ Why ought it
to be 80 1 How far may observationa of this kind be extended; and how
may the following be verified 1 If the beauty of the human countenance
were dependent altogether upon certain forms, or colore, to account for what
would be a difficult task1 By considerilag them in what light, shall we find
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of the qualities or character of mind, which we think that age
ought to display.

There is, however, a difference in this respect, and it is obvi
ously with very different sentiments thai we regard male and
female beauty. The one we regard with love and admiration,
the other scarcely with more than satisfaction; of these differ
ent sentiments the account is simple. The forms of the male
countenance in manhood, are not, in general, expressive of
very amiable qualities, nor do we expect them to be. It is
spirit, thought, and resolution, which we look for as the pre
dominant expressions of that age; but none of these are ex
pressions extremely interesting, and all of them may be pain.
ful or exaggerated. The dispositions of mind, on the contrary,
that we look for in the female countenance, are modesty, hu
mility, timidity, sensibility, and kindness. These are dispo
sitions which we never observe without deep emotion. They are
not only delightful in themselves, but they are such as we ex
pect in that sex; and there is no expression of them which
does not affect us, both with the tenderness of love and with
the sentiment of propriety. But while this is the case with
the countenance of manhood, it is not the same, as every one
has observed, wi,th other periods of male existence. Infancy
is equally beautiful in the one sex as in the other, and. the
early youth of man, before it is corrupted by the business of
the world, is not unfrequently susceptible of as great a degree
of beauty as is, perhaps, ever to be found in human conforma.
tion. In old age again, the male countenance re.assumes, as
it were, its beauty, because the character it expresses, the dis
position which it displays, and stilI more, the melancholy con·
trast which we draw between its maturity and its decline,
affect us with emotions of a far more profound and exquisite
kind, than we ever experienced in the noon.day of its strength.

no difficulty in reconciling the facts with the theory j and for what reason 1
What difference is there in this respect; and what is obviously the case 1
How do we respectively regard them 1 In the form of the male countenance>
for what expressions do we look, and what is observed of them 1 For what
dispositions of mind do we look in the female countenance; and of these
what is remarked 'I But while this is the case with regard to the counte
nance of manhood, with what is it not the same 'I How is this remark illus-
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I forbear to add to those illustrations, and I have stated them
with all the brevity in my power, because I wish my readers
to observe for themselvesl and because I am convinced, that
they who will exert this attention, will soon be satisfied of the
trutll of the proposition.

2. While the beauty of every countenance seems thus fun.
damentally to arise from the expression of some pleasing or in.
teresting quality, I would observe, in the second place, that the
composition of the countenance is dependent upon the preser.
vation of the unity of this expression, and that our sense of the
beauty of the individual colors or features, is always determined
by the preservation of this relation.

There are, properly, three distinct species of beauty of which
the human countenance is capable. 1st. Physical beauty, or
that of forms or colors, considered simply as colors or forms,
and independent of any direct expression of character or emo.
tion: 2dly. The beauty of character, or the expression of some
permanellt and distinctive disposition of amiableness or interest:
and, 3dly. The beauty of emotion, or the expression of some
temporary or immediate feeling which we love or approve. In
each of these distinct cases, I apprehend our common experi.
ence will justify us in concluding, that the beauty of the coun.
tenance depends upon the preservation of the unity of expres.
sion; and that our opinion of the beauty of the separate colors
or features, is uniformly govemed by their relation to this end.

1. There are many countenances which are beautiful only
as physical objects, which signify no character of mind, and of
which we judge precisely in the same manner that we do of
inanimate forms or colors. They are significant of strength or
delicacy, of coa1'l!enesss or fineness, of health or indisposition,
ofyouth orofage, &c. ; but they are significant ofnothing more.
Of countenances of this kind, whatever be their character, our
lienee of the beauty of every separate feature is uniformly de.

t.rated from the state of infancy, and of old age'l Why has our author ltated
these illustrations with brevity 'I What is, in the second place observed 'I
What three distinct species of beauty are there of which the human coun
tenance is capable 'I In each of these cases, in what conclusion will our
common experience justify us 'I There are many countenances of which
what is observed; and of what are they significant 'I Of countenances of
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termined by its relation to this general character, aDd the eoun.
tenance is only wholly beautiful when this relation is preserved.
Our judgments of this kind are 80 common and so rapid, that we
very seldom examine upon what they are founded; btlt a very
few illustrations will be sufficient to satisfy anyone that they
ultimately rest upon this unity ofexpression. FeatUl"es, small in
form, and fine in outline, with a complexion clear and pale, are
generally expressive of delicacy, gentlenell8, fineness, &c. To
such a countenance, give the addition of a Roman nose, or tumid
lips, or thick and heavy eyebrows, &c., and every one feels that
the beaaty ofthe countenance is destroyed. We see that there is
inconsistence in the arrangement ~ we lament it; and we employ
ourselves in imagining the form of feature that is wanted, and
which would render the whole complete. To a countenance
of manliness and vigor, in which the general form of the eolers
and features bears a relation to the general character, &del
one feature of infant or of feminine beauty-a Grecian nose, a
small mouth, the round cheek, or the small and regular teeth
of infancy; and the countenance is not only hurt, but become.
ludicrous; and yet the destructive feature is, in. other eases,
singularly beautiful. There is beauty in the smooth complex.
ion of youth, and in the wrinkled and furrowed complexion of
age-in the paleness of the delicate form, and in the high bloom
of health and enjoyment-in the open front of honor and vigor,
and the close and contracted brow of thought and deep reBec.
tion, &c. &c. Yet let them be fortuitously mingled, or let the
painter attempt to use them as elementary principles of beauty,
and every one will feel that their beauty depends upon relation,
and that this relation is that of their correspondence to the ge.
neral expression of the countenance. It would be absurd to
multiply illustrations upon a subject which every one exprell88S

this kind, by what is our Hense of the beauty of el'ery separate feature uni
formly determined 1 Of our judgment, of this kind what is remarked; but
for what will a very few illustrations be sufficient 7 What features are geJWo

rally exprellilive of delicacy, gentleness, &c.; and by what 'addition will the
beauty of such a countenance be destroyed 1 Why is this the case 1 What
farther illustration of the same principle follows1 In what is there beauty;
yet what remark follows1 To multiply what illustrations would it be ab-
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• lmost every day of his life, in the language he uses with reo
gard to human beauty.

2. The truth of the proposition is still more apparent in rela.
tion to the, second species of beauty, or that of character.
Wherever, in actual life, we are conscious, in any great de.
gree, of the influence of beauty, we shall always find that it is
in the general or characteristic expression of the wuntenance
-that the language by which we describe it to others, or by
which we attempt to explain it to ourselves, is always by terms
aignificant of this expression-that the expressions which are
not interesting are never the foundation ofbeauty to us, how
ever much they may be to other_that the degree of beauty we
perceive is uniformly correspondent to the degree of this ex·
pression which we love or approve; and that this beauty is in
fact either felt or unfelt, precisely as the state of our own minds
induces us, either to sympathize or not with the disposition of
mind which the countenance displays. These are truths of
which, I apprehend, everyone who has everattended to the history
of his own feelings must immediately be conscious. If it were
possible, however, to doubt, that the beauty of color or feature
in any countenance arises from their correspondence and sub.
servience to the general character of the expression, the follow.
ing hints may, perhaps, be sufficient to satisfY it-

1st. When we find fault with any feature or color in
a characteristic or expressive countenance, what is the
reason of our objection, and the principle upon which we
defend it in convesation 1 2dly. When we meet with
this want of correspondence, in any beeutiful countenance,
do we attribute it to the absence of some positively beautiful
form or color, or to the want of harmony with the general tone
and character of the countenance 1 3dly. Are not the most dif.
ferent forms and colors of the countenance beautiful, when
they are felt to be the signs of just and interesting expressions ;
and is any form or color, however beautiful, in one circum.
stance, capable of being transferred to others, without_affecting

SW'd'l "In relation to what is the truth of the proposition mll more appa
rent 'I Wherever, in actual life, we are conscious, in any great degree, of
the influence of beauty, what shall we always find to be the cue 'I These
are truths of which who mlUt be conscious j but what remark follows 'I What
is the first of these hints '!-the second 'I-the third'l-the fourth'l-and tbe
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US with emotions very different from beauty? 4thly. When Wt'J

picture to ourselves some countenance of unmingled beauty,
does the operation of our fancy consist in bringing together
lingle and individual colors or features which we have seen in
individual cases to be beautiful? or does it consist in composing
them into one imaginary whole, in which every feature and
color unites in the sigmfication of one lovely or interesting ex
pression, and in which we see the character we lov'e, unmin.
gled and onallayed by the usual discordance of vul~ar features 1
5thly. When the statuary, or the painter, has executed any of
those great works which command the admiration of ages, is it
by uniting together features or colors of individual beauty, or is
it by seizing, as by inspiration, the character they wish to re
present, by throwing off aU the incumbrances of vulgar nature,
and by bringing out the general and ideal correspondence of
every line and color to the character he portrays, and thus
leaving, upon the mind of the spectator, that pure and unmin.
gled emotion which he is never destined to feel in real life ? To
these queries, every one is able to answer; and I flatter myself
the answer to them will be sufficient to convince any candid
mind, that the real beauty of the features of the countenance is
ultimately determined by their relation to the general expres.
sion; that many which are beautiful in one calle are not beau.
tiful in others; and that their real beauty consists in their cor.
respondence to that unity of character which we ever expect
and demand in this higher species of beauty.

3. The llame mode of reasoning may easily be extended to the
third species of beauty, or that which arises from temporary or
accidental emotion. The great object of the painter, of modem
timee at least, has been to represent the countenance under the
dominion of such strong or sudden emotions: the beauty which
is generally admired upon the sLage, is that which is repre.
sented in scenes of deep interest or effect; and every one
must have perceived, in common life, that in such momenu,

fifth 1 As every one is able to answer to these queries, to effect what,
does our author flatter himself, the answer to them will be sufficient 1 To
what may the same mode of reasoning easily be extended 1 What has been
the great object of the painter of modern times; what is the beauty which is
~nerally admired upon the stage, and what must every one have perceived 1
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di.e influence of beauty has been felt in a very different degree
from what it is in the tranquil scenes of ordinary life.

Every one, perhaps, has formed to himself some general con.
ception of the beauty ofthe human countenance, under the influ.
ence of innocence, gaiety, hope, joy, rapture j or under the do.
minion ofsensibility, melancholy, grief, or terror, &c. If he at.
tends to the nature of this operatio~ of fancy, he will find that
the principle which governs this ideal composition is unity of
exprellSwn j that he admits into this sketch no feature or color
which does not correspond with the character which interests
him j and that he is, at last, only satisfied when he haa formed
the eonception of one uniform and harmonious whole. If We

look to our actual experience, we shall find, in the same man.
ner, that the same obstacles occur 8.II..in the case of character.
istic beauty which I have just men,ioned-that few countenances
possess this opulence of expression-that some unmeaning fea.
tUl'e either checks, or some contradictory feature destroys, the
unity of the expression j and that, when we wish to feel it in
reflection, we are under the necessity of throwing out the dis.
cordant feature, and compdsing a new and more harmonioUlJ
eombination.

Of the many circumstances of common observation which
are evidences of this truth, I limit myself to the mention of a
very few.

Whenever the countenance has any distinguished character,
it is seldom susceptible of beauty, when under the dominion of
opposite or unanalogous emotions. In countenances of deep
melancholy, laughter is painful: in those of extreme gaiety,
melancholy is not less so. Dignified features are disgraced by
mirth, and mirthful features Dlade ridiculous by the assumption
of dignity. Nothing is more distressiug than for the manly
countenance to affect the look of softness or effeminacy j and

Under the influence of what bas every one formed to bimself some general
conceptIOn of the beauty of tbe Human couutenauce 7 If he attends to the
naiure of tbis operatiOn of fancy, wbat will he find? What shall we find, if
wo, in the 8lIllle manner, look to our own IU'tuai experience? Of the
many circumstances, &c~ to what does our author limit himself? When
ever the countenance bas any diatiuguisbed cbarlU'ter, when is it seldom au.
ceptible of beauty? How is this remark iIlUlltrated'l Aa such oblerVatlon8
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nothing more absurd than for the effiminate countenance to
affect the expressioa of manliness. Such observations are in
the power of every one; and I believe it will be univenally
found, that whenever the countenance po88eS8es any charac.
teristic species of beauty, no emotion is ever beautiful in it,
but those that accord with this predominlint expression.

It is on the same account that our experience of the different
dispositions that become the differellt ages of I fe, govern, in so
great a degree, our opinion of the beauty of the coUDtenlUlce
in those different ages. We expect mirth and joy in infancy;
firmness and vigor in manhood i gravity and serenity in old
age. Nothing is more painful than the confusion or alteration
of these expressions. Gravity in )outhful features, or the
heedle88 mirth of infancy in the features of maturity, or the
pa88ionate joy of youth in the features of old age, are expres
sions which we never observe without censure or disgust, and
which, however beautiful in other cases, are, in these, painful
and revolting. It is hence, too, very obviously, that there arisea
a certain propriety or decency which we expect in men of dif.
ferent profe88ions i and that the expressions of countenance
which we feel to be beautiful or appropriate in one character,
we feel to be very different in others. The fearle88 and gallant·
look which we love in the sailor and the soldier, we should disap.
prove in the countenance of a judge, and still more, in tbat of
a minister of reli,rion. The gravity and sober thought which
we expect in the looks of these, we should also disapprove in
the courtier or the man of die world. We expect a different
expr688ion in the countenance of the great merchant aild the
little shopkeeper-m the landlord and the farmer-in the teacher
of science, and in the disciple. Each of these may be. appro.
priate, and so far beautiful i but we feel them only to be beau.
tiful in their proper cases, or when they correspond to that
general character of expre88ion which we expect in such cases.
I forbear to allude to the expressions of the female counte.

·are in the power of every one, what will be univenally f~und to be the C8IIe 'I
What opinions are formed on the same account '1 How is this illustrated '1
What, allIo, hence, very obviously arisell'1 How is this remark, also, illustra
ted'1 Of each of these what is observed; and when only do we feel them to
be beautiful'1 To what does our author fOrbear to allude; md why '1 What
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nanee-to the peculiar emotions which are beautiful in it, and
which do not extend to the -other sex-to the degree of emotion
which we expect in it, in comparison with that of men; and to

the painful sentiments we feel, when female features assume
,the expression of man, or those of men assume that of woman,
becauBe they are Wllhin the reach of every person's observa.
tion.

3. The illustrations which I have offered of the truth of the
general proposition, "That the beauty' of colors or features in
" the human countenance, is estimated by their harmony or cor.
"respondence with the general expression,~andfrom no original
"and positive beauty in themselves," has been supported by
that reference to common fact and common experience, of
which every r.'ader can judge. There is another argument,
which arises from oUr·consciousness, in which, perhaps, some
of my readers may find a deeper interest.

If there were any original beauty in certain colors or fol'DllJ
of the human countenance, or if the human mind were adapted
to experience the emotion of beauty only from such forms or
colors, it would then inevitably follow, as in the case of every
other sense, that one single and individual sentiment of plea.
sure would be felt upon such appearances, that the emotion of
beauty would be a simple and unassociated sentiment; and that
language, every where, would Rave conveyed it with the same
unity and accuracy, as it does the sentiments of right or wrong..
of justice or injustice.

If, on the contrary, our sense of the' beauty of such forms or
colors, is dependent upon their relation to a general expreB8ion,
if our sentiment of their beauty varies with that relation; anel
if the same forms and colors that are beautiful in one ease are
not beautiful in others, then it ought to follow, that our eon
sciousness and our language, as expressive of that Coosciot18
ness, should vary with the different circumstances of composi.
tion-thatinstead of one peculiar emotion of beauty, we should

illustration has been offered; and what is observed of it1 What other argu
ment is there j and of it what is remarked 1 If there were any origiDal
beauty in certain color. or forma of the human countenance, &c., whatwould
then inevitallly follow 1 It; on the contrary. our sense of the beauty of the
forllll or colora, is dependent upon their relation to the general expreBliOIl, &c.,
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experience as many different emotions of beauty as the qualities
of the human mind can excite-that the countenance of each
lI6X, and of every age, should be susceptible of beauty wherever
the composition of its features, &c. corresponded with the chao
racter we expected and wished; and that no countenance should
be felt or expressed by us, to be beaut.ful, but when the con
formation of the various features and colors corresponded with
the characteristic, or temporary character, which we wished
and expected under the circumstances in which we perceived
them.

Which of these two theories is the most just, or the most
correspondent to our plain and common experience, I willingly
leave to my readers to determine.

From the illustrations that I have offered in this chapter, with
regard to the origin of the beauty of the human countenance,
there are some general conclusions which seem to follow, to
which it may not be unuseful to the observers of nature to
attend; and to the artists \vho are engaged in the representa
tion of beautiful nature to remember.

I. There seem to i Ie three distinct sources ofthe beauty or sub
limity of the countenance of man-

1st, From physical beauty, or the beauty of certain colors
and forms, considered simply as forms or colors: 2d. From
the beauty of expression and character: or that habitual form
of features and color of complexion, which, from experience,
we consider as significant of those habitual dispositions of the
human mind, which we love, or approve, or admire. And, 3d.
From the beauty of emotion, or the expression of certain local
or temporary affections of mind, which we approve, or love.
or admire.

II. Each of these species of beauty will be perfect, when
the composition of the countenance is such as to preserve, pure

what ought 'hen to follow1 What does our author willingly leave to hie
readers to determine 1 Of the general conclusions drawn from the illuma
tioD8 now offered, what is observed1 What are the three distinct lIOurcee of
the ~utyor sublimity of the countenance of man 'I When will each of



and unmingled. the expression whieh it predominantly convey.. ;
8Dd when no-feature areolor is admitted, but which is lnlbier.
viani" to the unity of this expression.

, r

III. 11le last 'OI"highe&t degree of beauty, or sublimity of
the human countenance, will only be attained when all these
expressions are united-when the physical beau~ corresponds
to the characteristic-when the b~auty of temporary emotion
:harmonize!! witb-the beauty of character; and when aU,fall
upon the heart of the'spectator 8S ooewhole, in which matter,
in all its most exquisite forms, is only felt to be the sip of one
great or amial;lle character of mind.

SECTION III.

OF THE BEAUTY AND SUBLUlITY OF THE H'CllAN FOllJ{.

,The same principle which leads us to ascribe tbe beauty of
inanimate forms to some one original and independent confi- '
guration of beautiful form, has a tendency to mislead US witli
regard to the beauty of the human fOrm. 'In some species of
form we perceive beauty; in others W'e perceive none. - Ofllo
uniform an effect, we believe there must be an equally uniform
caUse'f and as thelrpparent cause is in the nature and circum;
stances of the material form, we very naturally satillry- the ,in:
dolence of inquiry, by supposing. that there must 'be,8t)f7l6~
appearance 01" charaCter of this material form whlah is ori:
ginallybeautiful; and that, consequently, the absence of beauty
arises, in any case, from the absence of this peculiar aDd gifted
form. Such is the first and most natural theory ofm_ind.
It is that which we universally find among the lower n.nks -of
men, and which, though it doe. not I8tisfy, them, perha1l8, in
any individual case to which they give their aueation, is yet

theBe speci~s of beauty be Perfect 7 When only ~ll the lut or highesf de
gree of beauty or sublimity of the human countenanc~be attained 1 '

What principle has a t~ndency to mislead us with regard to the human form 7
Whatdo we perceive in different species ofform 1 Of SO uniform an effect, what
do we believe there must be; and how do we satisfy the Indolence Of inquiry 1
This' being the first and most natural theory of mankind, where does it pre-
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sdioient to give them some thing like a general pPioeiple,
YfhiclI, while it has the appearance of truth, has l!Jtill- more the
great convenience of theory-that of savingibem from ttae
labor of farther investigation. Of this popular and infant theory,
it is needless for me to enter Into lilly investigatibn. . It ill al
ways abandoned as soon aI men areeapable of obsel'Yli.tion:
when they are able to perceive, that there is in fact no Ncb
lIupposed form of original beauty; ami when they'begin tofeel,
from their own experienee, that the sentiment of beauty is fek
from many different and even opposite appearuce& of lu.....
form•.

From this early hypothesis, the next step has unitQrmJy been
to the imagination of 80me original beauty in certain propor.
ti0n8 of the human form. The belief that there is one central
and sacred form which alone is beautiful, must be abandolled
as soon as men are capable of observation. But the natural pre
judice to 1'e&r the cause of this emotion to the material quali.
ties &lone wtaich excite it, is not so soon abaDdol)ed; and u
these are susceptible of measurement and precisiOD, there is
an obvious motive given, both to thl!philosopberand to. the
arUst, to establish a correspondent precision in the system of
the ooe, anQproductions of the otber.

The hUfDan form is composed of different parts. In the
nat\l~ or·in, the imitated fonn, there are some rilatio...
0" proportioos of these parts, which are every where felt to be
*utiM. It ill natl1l'81, dterefore, to eonclude, that the ....
ti9n of filch mt'!88I1rell 01' proportions will alwars B8CUle tile
proclactiQD of the. time eft'ect: it seems .henCe naturally to
follow, that tile latent beauty of form arises' from thele pecoliar
prOportions; and that if theseproportion8 were precisely as.
certained, there would be a certain rule given, by which the
production. of beauty, in tm. nspect, would infallibly be at
tained. Artttta, accordingly, in f!lVery age, have taken pains

vail I .and whe,t is observed of it 1 Of this infant theory what is remarked;
and when is it' abandoned ~ From th.is early hypotMsis, what has uniformly
been the next step ~ .. When must the beiiei; that there is .one central and sa
cred form which tlone is. heautifu~ be abandoned? ijut what is noi BOOD

abandoned; and what remark follows 1 Or what is the human form com
posed';' abd ~at are every where felt to be llNutiful? What ~iCm~
therefore, is natural? What h"ve artiIIts, accordingly, in every age done'
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110 J'BCfl~n the most exact measu.-eJDenta of -the h\lDllUl form,
ed of. alJ ita parts. They- have imagined also various 1Itand.
,.rds of this, measwement ; and many disputes have arisen
whether the le~h of the head, of the foot, or of the Dose,
W!UJ to be cOD.!Jidt>red as this central aDd sacred standard. Of
8!lch questions and. such disputes, it is not possible to ~eak

with seriousness, when they occur in the present times. But
it ought, at the sa,ne time,to be remembered, that this theory,
:t.QweveJ: imperfect, was yet a step, and indeed a great on~ ill
the progreBe both of tpe art and of the science of taste. It
supposed observati.on-it animated attention; and what is more,
under t~ n~me of physical proportion, as I shall afterwards
.how. it involveal the study. of higher and mom genuine pro
portion. The artist,. in attending to the rude grammar of his
~uage"warDed somethillgof its spirit and c,apacity; and
when. the progressive expansion of genius left behjnd it the
I'ule.til 8lld proportions of the school, the philosopher learned
• to extend his induction, and to perceive that there were
othw principle!'!. by which his em~tions were governed,and
which yet re~aiDed.far his investigation..

Of this second theory, therefore, "That there are certain reo .
" ~~s or proportions of the different parts of the human fonn,
" which are originally aDd e¥entially beautiful, lmd from the
4. perceptionof which all our sentiment of beauty in this respect
"llrises"-it is, {trust, now unnecessary for me toenteri,nto any
~ngthened refutation. Yet, llStsome opini()ns of this kind still
linger among connoisseurs and men of tll!lt~; and lIB the anx.
iety for lome definite rules of judgment is ever more prevalent
among such meD, than the desire of iDvestigating their truth, it
may not be IInuseful to lJUggest the following very simple eon
sider-atioDs, which every one of my intelligeat readers must
fully have anticipated. .

..... have they a1IIo inquired j and "boat what have many dilputea ar:i8etl 'J
Bow only is it JlOII$ibltr to speak of such queatimia,and of aueh disputes 'J
But wbt ought, at the aame time, to be remembered 'I What WBI ita.efJeet"
In~ to the rude grammar of llis language, what did the artiat, and
wW did the pbiloeopher, also, leam'J What is the eecond tbeol11 pd of
it whd is olleernd 'J Yet why may it not .be uaUBeful to sU!'geet tbe fol-
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1
1. If there were any definite proportions of the ptu1s of the

human form, which, by,the constitution ofotir nature. were
solely and essentiaUy beautiful, it must inevitably have followed,
that the beauty of these proportions must have been as posi
tively and dp.finitely settled as the relations of justice or of ge.
ometry. To take an original sense for granted, and, at the
same time, to suppose, that the indications of this' sense are
variable, or contradictory, is a solecism in reasoning, whi<;h no
man will venture to support. If suell a sense is supposed, tlren
the universal opinion of mankind ought to be found, to agree in
some precise and definite proportion of the parts of the human
form. If tlleopinions of mankind do not agree in such certain
and definite proportion, then no peculiar sense can be ~pposed
to exist,by which these sentiments are received.

That not <!nly the sentiments of mankind do not agree upen
this subject. but that the sentiments of the same individual dif·
fer, in a most material manner, is a truth very susceptible of
illustration. There is no form, perhaps, in nature, which ad.
mits of such variety,' both in appearance. and proportion of
parts, as the body of man; and which, therefore, seems 80' little
capable of being reduced to any definite system of propor·
,tion. The proportions of the form of the infant are different
from thos~ of youth; these again from those of manhood: and
these again, perhaps.. stilI more frohl thc,se of old age and de
cay. If there were any instinctive sense of beauty in form, in
this long history, there would be one age only in which this
sense could be gratified. Yet every one knows, not only that
each of these periods is' susceptible of beautiful form, but what
is much mot.e,'thaUhe actual beauty of every period consists
in the preservation of the proportions, peculiar to that period,
and that these differ in every article al~ost from those that are
beautiful in other periods of the life of the same individual.

19wing very simple ('.o~derations1 If there were any definite proportioD8
of the parte of the human form, &c., what must hate inevitably followed 'J
What is a solecism in reasoning, which no man will venture to support1 If
such a sense is supposed, what ought to follow 1 If the epiniollSofullUlmd
do not agree in;roch certain and definite proportion, what Ie the coneequence'1
What isa truth very susceptible of illustration? What illllBtration of it fol.
lows? If there were any instinctive sense of beauty ill forIRB, what would
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The same obsetyation is still more· obvious with regard to
the difference of sex. In every part of the form, the pmpo1'"
tions' which are beautiful in' the two sexell are different, and
tile application of the proportions of the one to the form of the
otoer, is every where felt to, be' painful and digusting. If,
however, there were any original and essential beauty in some
definite' proportion of parts, such effucts could never hallpeD.
This definite proportion, in every oalle, would be solely ,beauti
ful, and every variation 'from it 'would affect us all Ii deviation
.r 0WOSitioo to the genuine form of beauty.

It may be obsetved, in the same manner, that if the beauty
of form consisttld in any original proportion, the productions 1)(

tire ~e 1Ut8' would every where have testified to' it; aDd that
in-the works of 'he statuary and the painter, we shoutdbave
found' this sole and sacred system of proportion. only.' The
fact however is, as every one knows, that in sucb p'rQdnctions
DO such rUle Is observed-that there is no orie 'proportion of
Pllrts' which 'belongs to the most beautiful prodlJctioDB of these
artS'-that the proportions of the Apollo, fot iUlta:nce, are'dif.
fe'rent from those of the Hercules, the AritinoU8, the Gladiatbrj
&c., and that there are not, in the Whole catalogue of 1UIcieDt
statues, two perhaps, of which the propottions are actually the
same. Against'the hypothesis of an instinctive beauty 'in pro
portion, no fac~ ~an qe so decisiv~ ,atl thiS-If there were any
original beauty in peculiar proportions of the human fQrtJi, the
artists ofantiquity must have perceived ii, when it might so easily
have been ascertained, simply by' the .labor of'Jbeasurement
and calculation: and that their prod'uctio~s lh'e Independent of
such'definite ptoportions, 'and that their efIect' is still produced;
amid all this variation of proportion, are irrefragable proofs,not
only that the beauty of their works is not dependent upon SuCfb
a tbeory of propOl:tioD, but that it arises frout llome higher
causes, and from some more profound atte~tiQll to those feel-

- follow; yet what does every. one, know1 How d'les i~ appear that the~
Qb8ervlltion ill still more obvious witb regard to sex 1. Under .,.hat circ,uJn
lI&ances <:QuId Dot such ell'ectl happen; and why1 , Wbat may, in' the BlIolD,e
nuumer, be ~rved; but,in sucb productions" what, as every one Imow~ ill
tae fact 1 ApinA the hypoUJe,ill of an instinctive beauty iG prop<ll.110D,



iogs of hullWl nature irl1fhic~ the seDtime~t of be~ is to be
found.

2. If there were any original beallty ia certain propo~.
.. the bumao form, i~pendent of all other considerations,
then it UWIilt necessarily follow, that the Illlme proportiQna of
tIlat fQ1'1l1 would, in aU cases, be. bea'!tiful, and th!'lall ~tber
proportions would affect us with sentiments of pain or of dis.
JlIleasu~e. If sueb. a theQry were maintained,I.et the phiJoeo
phar state with accuracy the proportioDs that are, thus jostin_c.
tively beautiful; let him then examine whether thisdoctr~e

eodesponds with the most obvious facts in ~ature. . The va;ri
GUS 811l1t of man aJe, in some cases, and in allcaliWlmay be
maGe, beautiful by the genius of the painter or tlie statuary.
Are the ft!les ,of proportion applicable to all these, t!'8es1, and
de we admire the (orm of the child, the yO\lth, tbeman, QIld
~e aged map, because they retain, amid aU their changes, the
lame prop~rtions1 Is '~be beauty of t he female form d~BlOD.

IItrable only ~ecauBe it contains the same proPQrtiollli With .that
of .amn1 And is every thing that deviates from the male pro
portio&, a blem~h and a,4eviation from beauty in the female 1
'(besJl are obvious consideratioDs; the pursuit of them, how
flYQr~ will lead every one that is capable of ?b!lervation, to etill
mo~ Atisfactory c~clusiODs. If it is still f~her proposecl. in
~ of this infant theory, that there, are certaID prQportions in
sex, lJDdin the varieus ages of human life; which are oJjginally
beautiful, it will not e&lilily be supposed or maintained, that there
llJ6 similar .i~stincts correspondent to the casual occupations of
~nd j and tbat i every age in the pr,o~ress of sOciety,
and in ey'ery ,society, into wbich civilized man is formed, Dew
fir accidental instincts must be given, by ;which alone be can
~~ive tbf) beau\y tlf the forms around him. Yet all this
~be .sedbefore, upon these principles, it is possible to ac.

wbai fact ill mOllt decillive 1 If there were any original beauty in certain pro
JIOrtlODl of the bwba.n lbnn, then what mlUt neceaMrily follow 1 If lIUch a
theory were maintained. what is tbe philosopher called upon to state I and
then to 'examine whiti~ As the 'various iageII of man are, in' IOIIItl c-,
made beautiful'by the genius of tllf' painter or the .tatua.,., what iatenqp.
dons follow" To 'fIhat will these obvious conaideratiolUl lead 'J If itbe sWl
tlu1her euppollld, Ib aid of this infant theory, that there are certain prnpor
tions In Belt, &c., ,what will not eun, be nJlPO"ll or JDaiJ*iMd 'f v.t be-



(:'ooot for'the ~timeritswe every day feel, ana for the- ilJU8-

.. tratidns which"the' artist every day ~ives us, with 'regard to the
M8u(yofproponiob.' We sOO every lfay~ around us, some
fonDs or-auf species which affect us with sentiments of beaUty.
Itt oUr -own sex,we see the forms of the legislator, the lOaft of
rUik, llie general, the man of scienee, the- J>rivate 8Ofdier, the
flarlol'~ the laborer, the beggar, &c. In"the otherse-r, we see
the fonns of the mat1't>n, the widow, the young woman, the
nurse, the domestic servant. &c. Is it by the principle 'of pro
portion alone, that in all these cases our sentiment of beaUty is
iletermined 1 Are the proportions the- same in aU these cases 1
Is 'not, in '18ct, our sentiment ef beamy. detennined 'by the dU.
Rt~ of tb~ proportions; and woold Dot :the applicihlb {I{

the 8ameprinciple~ Co each, destroy, altogefher~ theebarade,t.o
istie beauty whicn ....& eXl'ect and look tor in such dttImmt
case8l It is obviously the lame in the aItl of imitation. - - wi!
expect llift'el'ent proportions of form from the paioter, in his-re.
preeeatation of a warrior and: of a shepherd, of a BeDatQ1" -.ad
ef a peasant, of a:wl'Ie8tler and of a boatman, of a sa,age,_
of a rnI.a of ooltivated -manDel'll. We expect, in the __

manner, from the -statuary; vety difl'erentpmportiotas. in. the
fOl"m8 of Jove and of Apollo, of Herctrle$ atld of Antinoaa, of
a Grace and of Andromache, of a BaooDual and of MiDen~. ' '

&c. It is of no oon8eqllenee at pt'9Sent _11 we' eltfNJct •
this, and _by the greatest artiste have 10 }'aitbfully fUHiUed'tbW
esp\'ld&tion. It is only of consequence to abse,", ttiJit all
tbiaCoQldnot happen if there were any sole and onp.tbentIy
ia: eertain proportioDs aloae; and. that, if tbilJ had b-.; tAe
cue, Hither could .we have fonned the espeoCat-', '.
could the "artilt have dared to obey it, by deviating ,tioga tIw
tole aDd eltablished prinoiple of beauty. The falthQr pro.
secution of dais illusuation I very willingly le&Vtl to tla ree.Ut.

fore what, must all this be IUPpoeed 7 What do we every dar _ aroaad
Ull-in our jlwn. and in-too other lIel[ 7 Out of thiS remark what intIlrtoga
tiona are drawn 7 00'" ia this illustrated; frtlln the dilferent forml that_
expect in different 'individuals, and in different piecel of ltatdary7' W'b&t
is, at preaent:, of no cODlequence; andwhu.t only is of cQDIIelluence7 To wIM
is the farthu illustration of this Iubject lett 7 If the beauty of tbe human



If the ~a~, then,. of the humll,Jl fonD doe.i DOt arioIe .UOIll

y cert in proportions which are solely and ,e~ntiallybeau
tiful, w mu 1 look for the source of ·it in tb~e eXp"e88i~ua,·of
which, lik every other /Tlaterialform,.it JDi'.y be signiA.cant.

There ar two principal classes of expressiQ.n, which tA.
human torm ems te me to have; and which I shall ~onsider
eparalely, a they are tbe toundation of v~ty diffe~ut kinmr'~f
eauty, and have not, perhaps, be~n llO aoourately distinpshetf
, they d erve.

I. 'The .first of these expre8llwns is that of jtne8& for the eni
(or which the..form wasodesigned.. The human body is a ma.
chipa~ed for Imlay and important ends j every member of
it, in ·the lame manner, has distinct employments, and may be
either well or ill formed for thelleends. The' knowledge of
thi. fitness in the whole form, or in the varioull parts of it, we
1e8rn. from our own experience, and from .our continua! obser.
vation ofotheis -; and the appearance of every form immedi.
itelysuggests the ideas, either of fitness or unfitness for these
eaU. That the appearance of fitness, in this respect, i. pleas
ing and satisfactory j and that the appe,arance, on the co~trMy..
of aeyunfitness, either in the. general form w: in any, of its

.m8m~n, ill paiJIfuJ.;,llJId unsatisfactory,·are propositions which
liiled.no,ilJulltration.: Our opinions upon the subject, are, per.
hap"rl; very seldom ".ery acourate or scientific, lllld the stan~~
by; whieh we judge is, ill general, perhaps, only the CllIDlDlOD ~

aVer~ fol'lD' ~But that we have all some standard of judg
IMnt.eft',thiil !lUbjectj aod that we actually feel tbis Ben'imeD4
eitIler'of fitness orimfitness, in observing the forma of those
ard\lftd Us, the eltperience of every day may convince us.

It 18 this expression ofjimen which is, l appreheDd, the
ImuC9 • of the beauty of that which is Iltrictly and proped]/"

f~~ does not ariBe from any certain proportions, &C:, where must we look for
"', ~urCll of it 'I Why are the two prillcipal classea of expression which the
hUD;laIl form seelIls to have, ,to· be consideredseparll.tely 'I What is the fi,rat.
of t\1ese expressions; and ~ow ie the human body considered 'I Whence de
we b$ve the knowled!!"e of ·this fitnese; and what dOes the appearance of every
foI-m im~ediately suggest 'I What propositions need no illWltration'l Of
our .opinion upon the supject, and of the 8;andll.rd by which we judge,.
what is remarked 'I Of what may the experience of every day convince
us'J . This expr_i~of fitne8l! is the source of what beauty'l What is the

Coogle
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Called proportion in the parts of the human form. The consi.
cerations which lead me to this opinion, are the following-

1st, From language. The t~rms of proportion and offitness
are convertible. If we describe to any person the circum
stances of a form perfectly fitted for the animal ends of men,
we give him immediately the idea of its proportion: if we de.
scribe a form in any respect unfitted for these ends, we give him
immediately, in the same manner, the conception of dispropor.
tion. If on the other hand, we describe a form, or a part of.
the form, as well or ill proportioned, we immediately convey
the idea, either of the fitness or unfitness of the form, &c.
Such circumstances could not occur, if our sentiments on these
subjects arose from different c~uses.

2d, Our sensibility to the beauty of proportion is limited by
our knowledge of this fitness. Children, it may always be
observable, though sensible to the beauty of forms from other
causes, are a long time before they are sensible to the beauty of
proportion, obviously because they have yet acquired the
knowledge upon which the sense of this relation is founded,
Every one may have observed, in the same manner, that women
.are very imperfect judges of the beauties of proportion in the _
male figure, and that their sentiments of beauty are formed
upon very different principles; because they are naturally un
acquainted, from their own experience, with the various ends
to which this fine machine is so wonderfully adapted; and
while they remain ignorant of them, they want that sense of
fitness upon which the sentiment ofproportion is founded. Th~

common professions of society demand the exertions of certain
members of the body, in preference to the rest, and each has
the tendency, therefore, to give peculiar strength and ampli
tude to these peculiar members. Such appearances of th~

human form, are, perhaps, unpleasing to the general spectator,

lir..t consideration which leads to this opinion; and without what could not
such circumstances occur 1 In the second place, by what ia.our sensibility
to the beauty of proportion limited 1 Of children, what may always be ob-.
aervable; and what, in the same manner, may every one have obeerved 1 Why
is this the case 1 What do the common professions of society demand, and
what tendency has each 1 To whom are such appearances of the human
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u deviaDons from the common rol'Dl8. But to those wlao eon...
sider them iR the view of the ellds which they serve, they~
only acquire the beauty of proportion, but the form would ap...
pear to them impflrfect and unsatilff'aetory without these appear...
anees. Every one expects a different conformation of mem
bers in the seldier, the sailor, the waterman, the shepherd, the
huntsman, the ploughman, &c., and every painter aecommo'"
dates himself to hi. expectation. If we ask what is the cause
of thi, difference of our expectation, we shan find it to be in
our previoll6 kuowledge of the purposes which they serve
that the coniOnnation which is suited to the end, hu alway.
the beauty of proportion; and that, when we assign our l'easoD
for our approbation, the reason is always that of fitness fur the
occupation of the person. When we lU'e ignorant of this end,.
we lI.ever fail to reel the conformation unpleasing.

3d. When the opinion of fitness varies, the sense of propor
tioo unitbrmly varies with it. The most striking illustration of
this proposition is in the sentiments we feel with regard to the
form and proportion of the sexe&. Nothing is more pleasing
or satisfactory thllft the full proportions of the male form, when
every member of the form is significant of the vigor ami energy
for which we know it was designed; the same proportions in the
female form are both painful and unsatisfactory. Nothing, in
the same manner, tbut form can exhibit, is so beautiful as the
genuine proportions of the female form; yet nothiDg is 80 posi
tively painful, and even shocking, as the appearance of such
proportions in the form of man. We may traee the infttleBee
of the same opinion, in our judgments of the propol'ti0B8 which
are pleasing, in the progress of the individual rorm, from in
t'aacy to manhood. In the age of infancy we look for health
and happiness, ud vivacity, but not for energy or strength: the

form unpleaaing; and why1 Hut how are they regarded by tbose who con
mder them in the view of the ends which they serve? In what does every one
upect a different conformation of members; and wh!'t does every painter, con
sequently, dl>1 Hwe uk wh..t is the cause of this di1ference ofOur e:o:pectations,.
where will it he found 1 What i8 the cousequence ofour ignorance "f .his1 In
the third place, when the opinion of fitness varies, what follows? Where is the
mast striking illustration of this propositon to he found 1 Repeat it. In OUF
judgment of what, may we tnce the iII1luence of the Ame opinion't What
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pleasing proportions of that age are, therefore, those oDly
which are conducive to those ends j and the appearance of
premature strength or energy, always affects us with a sense of
lIJOmething unnatural and monstrous. . In the form of youth, we
look for vivacity, agility, speed, and an the incipient marks of
muscular power; but we do not look for the traces of confirmed
lltrength, or habitual exertion. It is in manhood only, that we
~xpect the fun evolution of the members of the human form ;
and that we learn those general maxims of proportion, which
not only guide our opinion of the form in that age, but which,
in some measure, guide also our opinions of the different forms
of the same individual in earlier ages, as the signs or indica.
tions of the promised and mature form. In these different
stages of human life, it is obvious that the proportions of the
SlUDe form are very different, and it is equally obvious, that
they are pleasing only when they are aeeommodated to the
ends which we conceive to belong to these diffet'ent perioda.

We are conscious of the same effect in the opinions we form
of the proportions of the human body, ill the various buslne18
and occupations of life j and the most different cenformatioDIl
are pleasing when they are significant of their fitness to thelle
occupation,s. We expect a different' form, and a different COD.

formation of limbs, in a running.footman and a waterman, in a
wrelltler and a racing.groom, in a shepherd and a sailor, &c.
If, with the idle and ineffectual labor of the connoisseur, we
llhould measure the proportions of the Faun and the Giadiator,
the Hercules and the Antinous, the Jupiter and the Apollo, we
should finQ that not only the proportions of the form, but those
of every limb were different; and that the pleasure we feel in
these proportions arises from their exquisite fitness for the phy
sical ends which the artists were consulting, and not from any
original or definite conformations, which alone He pleuing,

illustration follows, from the age of infancy, and the form of youth 'I In
manhood alone what do we expect; and from it what do we learn 'I In th_
different stages of human life what is obviou.'1 In~what are we con
scious of the same effect; and when are the moat different conformatioDll
pleasing 'I now is this illustrated 1 By what measuremellt ahould we find
that not only the proportions of the form, but those of every .link.were dif
ferent; and that the pleasure we feel in these proportions arises from whal1
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independent of any such fitness. Even the most unobserving.
of mankind are conscious of the influence of this opinion; and
we have only to attend to the common language of conversa~

tion to perceive, that men, in general, judge of the propriety of
every form by its suitableness to the profession, or age, or occu
pation of the person; and that some sentiment of dissatisfac
tion is always expressed, when this fitness or suitableness does
not appear in the peculiar form or. configu~ation.

4th, I would observe in the last place, that the sentiment of
pleasure we feel from proportion in the human form is precisely
similar, both in kind and degree, to that which we experience
from the appearance of fitness in other subjects. The senti.
ment of fitness is a pleasing and satisfactory one, but it is not,
in itself, a sentiment of much effect or enthusiasm. Weare
pleased, but not transported; it satisfies the understanding, but
it bas little effect' upon the imaginafion. The sentiment we
experience from the observation of proportion in this subject, is
precisely similar. The just or expedient conformation of the
human form, or any of its members, to their ends, is undoubt.
edly a pleasing and satisfactory observation; but it is not one,
which, of itself, leads to any deeper emotion. Weare more
displeased with its absence, than pleased with its occurrence.
If we describe to any pe~son a form of this kind, we shall find
that we give him satisfaction rather than emotion; and if we
wish to give him the impression of beauty, we shall also find
that we must have recourse to other principles, and suggest
other images to his mind, besides those of mere fitness or pro-
portion.

If the reader has foUowed me in the preceding slight iIlus.,
trations, he will be induced to conclude-Ist, That there are
no original and definite proportions whieh alooe are beautiful,
by any peculiar law in the human form: 2dly, That the beauty

What evidence have we that the most unobserving of mankind, are con
lCious of the influence of this opinion 1 In the last place, what is observed 1
Of the sentiment of fitness what is remarked; why; and what sentiment is
'Precisely similar 1 What is, doubtle88 a pleasing and satisfactory observa
tion; but to what does it not lead; and why 1 Ifwe describe to any person a.
form of this kind, what effect will be produced; and if we wish to give him
the impression of beauty, to what must we have recourse 1 If the reader
hll.ll followed the author in the preceding illustrations, what cOtlclusionwill he-
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of these proportions, whenever they are felt, is resolvable into
the more general beauty of fitness; And, 3dly, That this ex.
pression of fitness, though a source of calm and satisfactory
pleasure, is yet very insufficient to account for the intense and
profound delight we are conscious of experiencing from the
appearances of the human form.

Proportion, therefore, though necessary to the beauty or
sublimity of the form of man, does not constitute it. Every
one knows that forms may be perfectly proportioned, and yet
not be beautiful. In its proper and restricted sense, it is the
just relation of animal members to the ends of an animal
frame ; and it is a term therefore, equally applicable to the
forms of animals as to those of man. So far as it influences
our minds, it is a source rather of negative than of positive
beauty: without it, beauty cannot exist, but it does not exist in
it alone; and to account, therefore, for the effects we feel from
the appearances of the human form, we must look for other
causes and higher principles.

n. The second class of expressions which the form of man
possesses is that of CHARACTER, or of some amiable or interest.
ing quality of mind. When we consider this form merely as
an animal frame, we determine its beauty only by its fitness for
the ends of animal existence; when we consider it as the ha.
bitation of mind, we perceive it to be significant, in every memo
ber, of the disposition or character of that mind.

That such expressions exist; or that the human form is ac·
tually significant of mental qualities, and as such, is productive
of the emotions which such qualities in themselves produce, is
proved beyond dispute by the universal language of mankind.
We not only speak of forms as majestic, or heroic, or gentle,
or benevolent, or gay, or spirited, or melancholy, or despondent,

be induced to form 1 Of proportion, therefore, what is remarked 1 What
does everyone know; and in its proper and restricted sense what is it1 So
far as it influences our minds, of what is it the source; why; and what fol
lows1 What is the second class of expressions which the form of man pos
sesses 1 When we consider this form merely as an animal frame, by what do
we determine its beauty; and when do we perceive it to be significant of the
dispositions or chuacter of the mind 1 What is proved beyolld dispute by the
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&c., but wbat is much more, they are the only terms in which,.
ill infaat lansuages, or among the common people, the human
form is described and distinguished. The progress of art, in
deed, gives to the artist and the connoisseur the advantage, and
with it all the abuses, of technical terms; but in every country,
the great body of mankind adhere to their first impressions,
and distinguish the individual forms of those around them, by
the qualities of mind of ~hich they feel them to be significant.
Without pretendmg to any accurate enumeration, I apprehend
the following sources of expression are consistent with every
man'lI experience.

1. From t~e nature of form itself; in the same manner ..
was formerly explained in the case of inanimate forms. Thus
smooth aod polished surfaces are expressive of tineness, and
lOme kind of animal perfection; slender and attenuated forms,
of fineness, gentlenel:l8, tenderness, &c. forms which are de
8Clibed by flowing and wav~g outlines, of delicacy, ease, BUd
pliability. The opposite appearances in the human form
rough or unpolished surfaces, square or mllSsy substances,
sharp or angular outlines, are naturally expressive of the COD

trary qualities of rudeness, coarseness, harshness, and imper_
fection. That such effects are produced upon our minds by the
appearances of the human form, may be very often observed
in the opinions we form of the character of strangers, when we
have no better grounds of ~pinicn; and .that they have always
seme effect, even in the impression. we receive from the forms
of tholle we know best, I think every man will at least SUBpect,
who attends to his own feelingtl.

2. The different forms of age and of sex; for I must limit my _
self to the great illustrations which nature affords me ; are ex.
prelSive to us, from experience, of different characters, aDd
Ncoma thull significant of those characters. The peculiar

W1iversallanguage of mankind 7 How is this illuetrated 7 What advantage
doea the progress of art give to the artist; but in every rountry, what do the
great body of mankind do? Without preteuding to any accurate enumera
tion, what is apprehended 7 From the nature of form itseU; in the same
manner as what I How is this iUuslrated 7 Of what are the opposite ap
pearances in the human form naturally expressive 7 What remark follows '}
Of what are the diJrerent forms of age and leX, expre&llive; and of what do



tOrms of int\mey are expressive of innocence, ignorance, file.
blenell8, thoughtlessness, and vivacity. Those of youth are
expressive of sprightliness, activity, hope, and ardor: The
mature form of man is expressive of strength, fortitude, thought,
and the capacity of exeriion. The mature female form is ex.
pressive of delicacy, modesty, humility, beneficence, and ten.
derness. The peculiar forms of old age in both sexes, of de.
cay, diminio;lhed strength, abated capacity, and approaching
dissolution. That these different expressions exist in these dif
ferent forms, it is surely unnecessary to attempt to illustrate.

3. The form is susceptible of another class of expressions,
as an animal ,form. Thus, there are certain appearancell
which are significant of health or disease, of strength or of
weaknell8, of activity or of inactivity, of agility or of unwieldi.
ness, of ease or of constraint, &c. &c. The least attention to
our own experience, or to the langu,tge of others, may easily
convince us, both how generally these expressions occur in our
observation of the human form, and how strongly they affect us
with correspondent sentiments, either of pleasure or pain.

4. The greatest and the most important class of expressions,
however, of which tl.1e appearances of the fonn of man are sit.
nificant, is that of peculiar chllrll.cter~ or dispositions of KIND.

Of the certainty and universality of thiIJ fact, it would be absurd
to enter into any fonnal illustration. We acknowledge it our·
selves, whenever we describe any form as majestic, humble,
gay, thoughtful, despondent, &c. We understand it, whenever
we hear the languap;e of others describe them in the same
terms; and we recognise it, whenever, in the works of the
painter or the statuary, we feel tlurselves affected by emotions
of awe, admiration, respect, pity, or sympathy.

they th_ become signiflCBnt'l Hew, is this remark illustrated from the pe
Cliliar farlDll of infancy, those of youth, the mature fOl'm of maD, the maiure
female form, and the peculiar form of old age '! What is it unnecessary to
attempt to illustrate 1 Of what other ('lass of expressioD8 is the form ll1I8

ceptible 1 Of what may the least attention to our own experience, easily
convince us1 What, however, is the greatest and mOllt important class of
e.q>ressioWl, of which the appearances of the form of man are expressive 1
Of tllll certainty BJ;ld uuiversality of this fact, what is remarked; and why 'I
Whea do we uuderata.nd, and when do we recogniae it 'I Whll.t question is of
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Whether the knowledge which all men, in some degree, have
of these expressions, is to be ascribed .to an original sense, or
whether, as is more probable, it is the result of experie~ce. is a.
question of no consequence in the present inquiry. It is suffi
cient for me, if it is allowed, that the forms of the human body
are descriptive of characters of mind: .that one form, for in.
stance, is expressive of dignity, another of humility, another of
gaiety, and another of melancholy; and that such forms actu.
ally convey the belief of the dispositions and charactera of
which we have generally found them significant. If it should
be allowed that they ha~e such expressions, it will not easily be
denied, that such expressions must have their natural and neces.
sary influence upon our feelings and emotions.

I may be permitted however to state, t.hat there are many
reasons, both in our own experience, and in our observation of
the frame of others, which may lead us very early to some ge.
neral conclusions of this kind. Every one who knows how
much the form of man is affected and changed by the passions
which happen to influence him: there is no child who does
not know the distinction between the form of dignity, of arro·
gance, of humility, of supplication, of' pity, or of melancholy.
When we come to think of these varieties, we cannot fail to
perceive that every passion has its distinct influence upon the
form and proportions of the general frame-that all the ani
mating and cheerful passions, such as hope, ardor, fortitude,
magnanimity, &c., have an effect in dilating and extending the
general form; and that all those passions, on the contrary,
which are dispiriting or depressing, have a contrary effect ill
contracting the limits, and diminishing the proportions, and
lessening the volume of the general form. Were observations
of this kind carried as far as they deserve to be, I am persuaded
it would be found that every genuine passion has its own pecu
liar influence upon the form, by its influence upon some peen.

no consequence, in the present inquiry 1 What being allowed, is sufficient
for our author's purpose 1 If it should be allowed that they' have such ex
pressions, what will not be easily denied 1 What, however, may our author be
permitted to state 1 What does every one know; and there is not even a child
without what knowledge 1 When we come to think of these varieties what
can we not fail to perceive 1 If observations of this kind were carried as far
'lUI they deserve to be, what is our author persuaded would be found to follow'!
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liar members of it-that certain passions have certain effects,
either in the contraction or dilation ofcertain parts of the human
frame; Itnd that the language of the form might be made as
intelligible by the painter or the statuary, as the language of
the voice is made by the composer of genius. It belongs to
the artist to pursue inquiries of this kind: it is sufficient for me
only to observe, that there are certain indications in the human
fonn of the dispositions which inhabit it-that different pas.
sions produce different conformations of the members and pro.
portions of this fonn-that habitual dispositions are necessarily
accompanied by habitual conformations; and that from this ex
perience we all become sensible to these effects, and do in fact
judge and speak of the forms of those around us as expressive
of these characters or dispositions.

That it is from these sources, or from the expression of
-pleasing or interesting qualities or dispositions of mind, that
the human form derives all its positive beauty, appears to be
evident, from the following considerations-

1. Every form which is felt to be expressive of amiable or
interesting character, is, in some degree or other, beautiful.
Whenever we speak of a form as being heroic, or majestic, or
compassionate, or tender, or gay, or modest, melancholy, &c.,
we always convey to others, and we mean to convey, the opinion
of beauty. Whenever such a description is made to ourselves,
we are uniformly impressed with the belief of beauty in that
fonn. In the works of the painter and the statuary, all the
forms which represent pleasing or interesting chamcters of
mind, are beautiful; and all those which express painful, or
vicious dispositions, are of an opposite character. If our sense
of the beauty of form arose from material proportions alone,
and were altogether independent of expression, such a coinci-

I •

dence could not happen: forms would be beautiful only as

To whom does it belong to pursue inquiries of thi8 kind; and what only does
our author consider sufficient for him to observe 1 What appears evident
from the following consideratioDll1 Every form of what kind is, in some de
gree, beautiful1 When do we convey to otllers the opinion of beauty; and

# whenever such a description is made to ourselves, what follows 1 Bow is this
l'emarkillustrated from the works of the painter and the statuary1 Under
what cirCUDlStlUlCe& could Ilot luch a coincidence happen; and what coose

46
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they approached to a certain material standard; and whatever
were the expressions they signified, our sense of their beauty
would be determined, not by this expression, but by their ap~

proach or deviation from this standard.
2. The most different forms are beautiful when they are ex

pressive of interesting characters. What can be so different
as the forms of infancy, of youth, of manhood, and of old age '[
Yet all are beautiful when they are expre(;jsive of the character
which belongs to that age. What similarity is there between
the forms of hope and of humility, of melancholy and of he
roism, of fortitude and of compassion, of joy and gratitude 1
Yet all of these are beautiful. How different in every respect
almost, are the genuine forms of sex 1 and yet no one will
pretend that beauty is limited to one alone. 1f our sense of
beauty in the human form were the result of material appear
ances only, such differences of effect would be altogether im~
possible.

3. The sentiment of beauty which we feel in these cases, is
precisely similar to those which we feel from the characters of
mind of which such forms are expressive. If the emotion of
beauty were the effect of any law of our nature by which cer
tain forms or proportions were immediately productive of thig
emotion, the emotion itself would be a uniform and homoge
neous one, and would differ only in degree, but not in kind.
Every llOund and color produces one definite sensation, and all
eoloni and sounds of the same kin!!, according to their degree~
produce the same sensation. If there were any peculiar sense.
by whieh the emotion of beauty, with regard to forms, was re~

eeived, the emotion would in every case be similar, and as
readily distinguishable from all other emotions, as the sense of
Bound is from that of color, or the sentiment of justice from
that of expedience.

quence would follow 1 Whea are the most different forms beautiful 1 How
is this remark fully illustrated 1 Under what circumstances would such dif
ferences of effect be altogether impossible 1 The sentiment of beauty which
we feel in these cases is precisely similar to what1 If the emotion of beauty
were the effect of any law of our nature, &c., what would follow 'I What re
JD&rk follows1 If there were any peculiar sense by which the emotion 'of
bea.ut1, with regard to forms, was receh'ed, what would be the consequence '!
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In his experience of the beauty of forms, I apprehend, every
man is conscious that there is no such uniformity of emotion,
as any Be.nlJe of material beauty, independent of all expression,
would produce. In his admiration of the forms of heroism,
of gaiety, of majesty, of pity, of grief, of resignation, is it one
uniform and peculiar emotion he feels 1 or is it, ~n the contrary,
an emotion founded upon the peculiar character he contem·
plates, and which corresponds to the emotion he fee18 from th.
same character of mind, when he meets with it in real life, or
when it is represented to him in the page of the historian or
the novelist 1 It would be a singular anomaly in nature, if the
same cause should produce in our minds gaiety and sadness,
admiration and pity, laughter and tears: ret all of these dif.
ferent effects are produced by the appearances of the human
form j and, in all of these various and contradictory appear
ances, we, at the same time, feel the sentiment of beauty. No
imaginable theory seems to be able to account for these dis·
i:ordant facts, which rest upon any original sense of beauty in
form alone j and no other theory seems to be able to include
them, but that which attributes the origin of beauty to the ex
pressions of which the form is signiiicant, and which therefore
admits every variety of form to be beautiful, which is expres
sive of pleasing or interesting character.

4. In the preceding observations, I hq.ve considered the hu·
JDan form only as a simple form, the beauty of which was to be
determined, either by some law of material form, or as signifi.
cant of various interesting and affecting charactern of mind.
Fearful as I am of fatiguing my readers, I must yet entreat
their patience to follow me in another view of the subject j in
which, I apprehend, the same truth will more strongly appear,
and from which, perhaps, some conclusions may be derived
of consequence, both to the artist and the man of philosophic
taste.

Of what is every man, in his experience of the beauty of forms, conscious 'I
How is this remark illustrated1 What would be a singular anomaly in nil.·
ture; yet what follows 1 What is not able to account for these discordant
facts; and what theory onIy seems to be able to include them 1 In the pre
.::eding observations, how has the human form been considered, and how wu
the beauty of it to be determined 1 Though fearful offatiguillg hie readers, yet
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The human form is not a simple form: it is a complicated
frame, composed of many parts, in wpich some relation of
these parts is required by every eye, and from which relation,
beauty, or deformity, is the actual and experienced result. If
the principle which I have stated is juRt, if the positive beauty
of the human form arises in all various and different cases,
from its expression of character of mind, then it ought to fol
low, that the beauty of composition in this complicated form
ought, as in all other cases of composition, to arise from the
preservation of unity of character; that no forms or propor
tions ought to be felt as beautiful, but those which accord with
this central expression; and that different forms and different
proportions ought to be felt as beautiful, whenever they are sig
nificant of the characters we wish and expect. If these are
found to be facts, I apprehend it will not only be sufficient t£1
show the real origin of the beauty of form, but to establish
some more definite conceptions, with regard to the nature of the
Ileauty we experience in these relations of the parts of the hu
man form.

That the beauty of composition in the fonn of man is deter
mined by this unIty of character or expression; gr in othel"
words, that the principle by which we judge of the beauty of
any member or members of the form, is that of their correlt
pondence to the general expression, is a proposition which
seems very consistent with common experience. Every form
which we remark for beauty has always some specific charac.
ter which is the foundation of our admiration. It is either
manly, or gallant, or majestic, or dignified; or it is feminine, or
gentle, or modest, or delicate: as such we feel, and as such
we describe it. It seldom happens, however, in actual life, that
any fonn of this kind appears to us in which we are not con
scious of some defect, of some limb or member being unsuita
ble to the rest, and affecting us with some sense of pain or diS'.

for whatdoes~e entreat their patience 'I As the human furm is not a simple
form, what is it 'I If the principle which has been stated is just, what ought
to follow 'I H these are found to be facts, what will it re sufficient to show 'I
What proposition seems very consistent with common experience 'I Of every
form which we remark for beauty, what is observed; and what characteris
ties II.re mentioned 'I What, however, seldom happens in actual life 'I H we
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Ilatisfaction. If we ask ourselves what is the reason of our
disapprobation, or if we attend to the language of others, we
shall find, I think, that it is always resolvable into the want of
correspondent expression; and that the imaginary attempts we
make to rectify it, consist in new.modelling.the faulty members,
80 as to accord with this expressIOn. It is painful to us, thus,
to see a form of general delicacy, with any strong or muscular
limb; to see a bust of manliness or strength, with limbs either
short or attenuated; or limbs of great strength and vigor, with
a thin and hectic form of body, &c. In the general form of
woman, it is, in the same manner, painful to obserV'e any limb
of masculine size or strength; and so delicate is even the wdest
feeling upon this subject, that the form of a foot, or of a finger,
can detract from the most perfect beauty. When we have the
misfortune to witness any defect of this kind, we wish, and
perhaps we express our wishes, to remedy it; and what is the
object of our wishes 1 Is it not to reduce the too powerful, or
to increase the too attenuated limb to the general character of
the form; to maintam throughout it that unity of expression
which is necessary to our complete emotion; and if, either in
idea or in imitation, we can succeed in these wis/;J.es, do we not
feel ourselves, and teach others to feel, the full effect of that
beautiful form, which nature or accident has left imperfect 1 Is
it not consistent, in the same manner, with general experience,
that in describing a beautiful form to those who have not seen
it, we always begin by stating the character which it signifies;
and if we end by asserting that all the various members of the
form correspond in maintaining this characteristic expression,
do we not succeed in convincing them that the form is beautiful,
arid that its composition is as perfect as its expression 1

The standard, I believe, by which we chiefly estimate the
character of the form, is the expression of the countenance.
We very seldom, I apprehend, pretend to judge of the beauty

ask ourselvea what is the reason of our disapprobation, &c., into what shall
we find it resolvable; and in what d'J the attempts which we make to rectify
it consist1 How is this remark illustrated 1 When we have the misfortune
to witness any defect of this kind, and wish to remedy it, what is the object of
our wishes 1 What, in the same manner, is consistent with general experi
ence1 By what standard do we chiefly estimate the &reneralc:haracter of the
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of the form of any person whose countenance we have not
yet seen. We might speak securely of the propriety of the
mere physical proportions of a mutilated statue of which the
head was lost; but I think we should not speak with equal
security of the beauty of the composition of its memhers. In
studying any of the greater fOrDIs of statuary or painting, I
conceive, in the same manner, that we shall feel in ourselves,
and that we may observe in others, that our eye is perpetually
moving from the countenance to the form-that until we feel
distinctly the character which the countenance expresses, we
are at a loss to conceive the meaning of the composition; and
that when we do feel it, we then immediately conceive that we
are in possession of the key by which the form and the propor
tion of every member is to be estimated. The moment, either
in the observation of nature or of the arts of imitation, that we
feel the countenance to be expressive of character, we instantly
expect, and look for a unity in the composition of every mem.
ber of the form. The most insignificant portions of the frame
seem then to anse into meaning and consequence; we demand
that all of these should contribute, by the nature of their cha.
racter, to the general character of the countenance ; and if
any of them are defective, we lament, either over the accidents
of nature, or the incapacity of the artist. Were we to state to
any perllon, that a statue had lIIl the proportions which the
assiduity of technical taste had ascertained, that every limb was
fashioned according to the most approved rule, and the whole
composed of the most perfect individual members, the impres.
sion, I think, we should leave upon him, would be, that it was
a work of consummate art, and that the labor of the artist was
deserving of much reward. Were we, on the other hand, to
state to him, that this statue had some great or interesting chao

torm; and what remark follows? Of what might we speak securely, but of
what could we not speak with equal security? In studying any of the great
forms of statuary or painting, how will we be affected? When do we expect
and look for a unity in the composition of every member of the form; and
why? By what statement should we leave an impression that the statue was
a work of consummate art, and that the labor of the artist was deserving of
much reward; and how should we leave the conviction that it was a master
piece of genius, and that no language of enthUlill8w WlIIl luperior to ill de-
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facter, that the countenance expressed some heroic or some
amiable passion, and that every limb and every line of the
form was in full correspondence with tbis expression, I appre.
hend we should give him the con 'iction, that the statue was a
masterpiece of genius, and that no language of enthusiasm was
superior to its deserts.

In prosecuting this inquiry, and I attempt nothing but to
lead the minds of my readers to the prosecution of the subject
for themselves, I trust they will find the second proposition, or,
Cl that no forms or proportions are actually felt to be beautiful,
Cl which do not accord with the characteristic expression of the
Cl general form," to be equally consistent with experience. It is
undoubtedly natural, at first, to imagine, that a beautiful form is
that which consists of beautiful parts, and that, therefore,
nothing more is necessary than to unite the most beautiful
parts together. Such is the first rude idea of the mind oftaste,
and such also, perhaps, the first attempt of the young artist.
A very little experience is suffirient to overturn this infant
theory. It teaches, both in nature and in the imitation of it,
that the mere assemblage of beautiful parts is not sufficient to
constitute beauty; that some other principle is wanting; and
that no forms or proportions are in themselves eSllentially beau.
tiful, but as they accord with the character of the whole form,
and unite with its peculiar expression.

There is no man, however ignorant of the language of taste,
who would not feel shocked at seeing the delicate arm of a
woman joined to the body of a warrior, or the athletic limb of
the warrior united with the form of youthful gaiety, or the
muscular bust of labor with the light and elastic limbs of joy
and activity; each of these parts, however, are beautiful in
peculiar circumstances: and why are they here disapproved of
-but because they do not agree with the character of the
form, and contradict the expression we were prepared to
indulge 7 Nothing that the genius of man has ever produced,

serta'l In prosecuting this inquiry, what will be found to be equally consist
ent with e:r:perience'l What is it undoubtedly natural, at first, to imagine;
and of this, what is observed 'I For what is a very little e:r:perience sufficient;
and what d~ it teach 'I At what would every man feel shocked; and WAy
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ill, perhaps, so beautiful as the limbs of the Belvidere Apo1l9t
and the forms which reign in the head and neck and bust of the
Medicean Venus. Yet let Ull, even in fancy, apply these
exquisite forms to any other statue; let us give to the form of
J ave or Hercules, the limbs of the Apollo, and to those of
Juno or of Minerva the head and bust of the Venus, and we
shall feel the assemblage, not ·only painful, but ludicrous. If
we were asked, or if we were to ask ourselves, the reason of
this displeasure, we should immediately say that it was because
these forms were discordant with the general character; and
that they affected us precisely in the same manner as we are
affected in real life, when we see age or dignity counterfeit
the manners of youth, or matron gravity assume the affectation
of youthful bashfulness. These indeed are extreme cases;
but they are important in showing the principle from which our
most common judgments are formed; and whoever will prose
cute the inquiry by his own observation, will perceive, that
even in his most familiar intercourse with others, it is this
demand which chiefly determines them: that in every form
which we feel to be characteristic, we look for unity in the
expression of its parts; and that our crit icisms upon the forms
of those around us are permanently occasioned by the want of
this correspondence, and the contradiction we feel between the
expression of the limbs and that of the general form. It is
unnecessary for me to say, that such feelings and such criti.
cism never could take place, if there were any essential beauty
in such forms, independent of all expression.

These observations, slight as they are, lead so necessarily to
establish the truth of the third proposition, "that different forms
" and different proportions of form are felt to be beautiful, when
"they correspond with the character of the general form,"
that I can scarcely presume to fatigue my readers with any
illustration. Ifno forms of parts are beautiful but those which
accord with the general expression, it must follow that different

are they here disapproved of'l How is this illustrated'1 If we were asked
the reason of this displeasure, wbat sbould we say '1 Of tbese caBell wbat is
remarked; for showing what are tbey important, and what will be perceive
who proeecutes tbis inquiry'1 Wbat is it unnecessary for our author to re
mark'J To what do these observations lead'1 If 110 (OI1Dll of parte are beau-
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furms of these parts may be beautiful. TQ,.show how fully this
is the case, we have the testimony of experience. Nothing is
more different than both the forms and proportions of the same
members in infancy, in youth, in manhood, and in age; yet in
all these we discover beauty, when they are expressive of the
character which ill amiable, or respectable, or interesting in
these different periods of human life. I forbear to speak of
the difference of sexual forms, and of the principle which 80

obviously determines the difference of our admiration. I leave
my readers to attend to the illustrations which painting, and
which, above all, statuary can afford them, where they will
find that the great masters of this art have governed themseb'es
by principles very different from those who, in later ages, have
satisfied themselves with the humble glory of being their
admirers and expositors-that the deep effect which they have
produced, is by the magical harmony of their composition
that in this study, they have made use of the most different
forms, and proportions of form, in every member of the human
body-that there are not perhaps two examples existing, in
which these proportions are found to be the same; and that,
even in the representation of the same ideal being, these pro.
portions are found to vary, whenever the expression, by which
it was distinguished, varied either in kind or degree. I shalt
only observe, that the principle from which they executed their
unrivalled works, is the same which the lowest of UB experience
in daily life. Weare all acquainted with the influences of
passion or emotion upon the general form, and upon its dif-·
ferent members; and we every day judge of the existence of
such emotions or passions by such appearances of the form.
Even in the same individual we have seen, perhaps, all these
changes take place; the muscular limbs of health and the
shrunk limbs of disease, the elevated chest·of hope or ardor,
and the bent form of defilpondence or grief, the firm and com.
pressed form of fortitude, or the lengthened and elastic spring

tiful, but such lIB accord with the general expression, what must follow 'I
From what does it appear.that this is the case; and of what does our author
forbear to. speak'1 To what illustratiOil8 arc the readers left to attend for
thcmselves; and of them what is remarked 'I What only is observed'1 With
what are we all acquainted, and of what do we every day judge 'I Even in
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of gaiety or joy, &c. We have. felt the influenee of tlteiJe
expressions of mind, therefore, even in the ltllDi8 iaWvidual:
llIMier dii'erent forms and proportions of form, we have recog
nised,' by this experience, the principle which has give. to tMe
statuary bis power OVM the feelings of mankiml: lind~
61'er we look back upon our experi8nce~ we sllall find that the
fonns which we thus felt to be IDOlIt belUltiful in the same iadi
vidual, were permaaently thoae which were exp:reaBive of the
most amiable, or the DlO8t interesting dUpositions ef milld.
They who have mfficieutly feh the power of theatrieal ·repns.
sentation, who have attended not only to the voice and the
countenance, but to the vaJiety of form, M proportieDB of fonD,
which Mr. Garrick and Mn. Siddons assumed,according to the
passions they represented, will feel better than by any cold
illustration, that differellt forms are capable of beauty, auG
that all are beallbful which express noble passions and in.
tereating emotion&.

From the illustrations, which I have limited myselito suggest
ooly, but not to pursue, I flatter myself my readers will perceive,
that the form of man is actually significant of two distinct and
important expressions-1st. As a physical form, in which the
form itself, and every member of it, is expressive, either of fit.
ness or urifitness for its physical ends: 2dly. As a form e1

pressive of mind, in which every passion or emotion has its
distinct signs, in the appearance of the wrm itself, and in the
appearance of its different members.

The tenn proportion has unfortunately been promiscuously
applied to uoth expressions; and in the ambiiJuity of the term
both the artist and th~ philosopher, have been OfteD misled, ill
their research into the origin of this beauty.

I am not presumptuous enough to attempt to introchu:e my
new langu8.ie into a science in which technical terms arlt so

the same individual what have we seen to take place 1 What have we feU,
what have we recognised; and in looking back upon our experience, what
shall we f1nd'1 What win they feel, who have sufficiently felt the'power of
theatrical representlltion'J FFOIh the iHuetrations~ what wiD the
reader perceive; ami what are they'? To what has the term proportion un
fortunately been promiscuously applied; and what has been the COD8elJUenoe '!
Though our author does not introduce any new lllnguage, yet what does he
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rigidlycllerished; but I may presume to suggest to my younger
~ders a very simple mle, by whicn they may know to what
cause they are, in such cases, to ascribe the emotions they feel.

A human form has all the beauty of strict proportion, when
nothing hurts ns in its form, and when no impropriety appears
in any of il$ members for the physical ends, for which the form,
either in nature or art, is designed.

A human form, on the contrary, has only the beauty of chao
racter, when some amiable or interesting disposition of mind is
expressed by it, and when we perceive a positive relation
between the expression of every different member, and the
expression of the general character.

Some attention to this distinction may perhaps be of use,
both to the man of genuine taste, and to the artist. It may reo
lieve the first from the trammels of technical language, and
raise him to higher speculations than the usual schools of art
permit tlr employ; and it may teach the latter, that his ambi.
tion is only to be gratified when he can excite the sympathies
of mankind, and make the human form expressive of all that
the human mind can either exert or feel.

I finish this long section, by stating the general conclusions,
with regard to the beauty that is peculiar to the form of man,
which seem to follow from the considerations I have sug~sted-

I. That the beauty or sublimity of the human form, does not
arise from any ariginal and essential beauty in this form, or in
its composition-

11. That there is a negative species of beauty necessary to
every beautiful form, but hot constituting it, whidh arises from
the expression of physical fitness or propriety-

III. That the real aod positive 'beauty ofthe Mnnarise. Wom
its exprellSion of some amiable or interesting character ofnriDtl,

suggest1 Whlll'l bas a hmnan form all the beauty of lltriot .propention 1
WIleD, 'Oll lihe contrary, hlIe it only the beauty of oharacter 'J To whuID may
aome atllflntioo 'w this ·distinction be of Wle,and llow 1 How 11 .hilI .iGDp; lIllC

tiOJl finished 1 What is the ··finlt1--the seCond '!-4he third~ the fourth1
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and that the degree ofthis beauty is proportionate-to the degree
in which this character is interesting or affecting to us: and,

IV. That the beauty of composition in .the human form
arises, as in all other cases, from the unity of expression; and
that the law by which we determine the b~auty of the several
members of this form, is that of their correspondence to the
peculiar nature of the characteristic expression.

SECTION-V.

OF THE sUBLnuTY AND BEAUTY OF AT'rITUDE AND GESTURE.

Beside the general beauty of form which I have considered,
there are various emotions of beauty felt from peculiar POSI

TIONS, or MOTIONS of the human body. ,The first of these con
stitutes the beauty of attitude, the second the beauty of gesture.

The proper expression of form is that of permanent charac
ter or disposition of mind. The expressions, on the contrary,
of attitude and of gesture, are those of temporary or occa·
sional passion or affection. They have, therefore, the same re
lation to the expression of the general form, that the variable
colors and features of the countenance have to the expression
of the general countenance.

I have only farther to premise, that proportion, or that pro
per conformation of parts, which is necessary for the purpose
ofthe animal frame, is as essential to the beauty of attitude and
gesture, 0.8 it is to that of form in general. No form can be
beautiful which is disproportioned; but every form that il!! pro.
portioned is not beautiful. In the same manner, no attitude or
gesture can properly be beautiful in a form, which is dispropor
tioned or deformed; but every attitude or gesture, in a well
proportioned form, is not felt to be beautiful: for this beauty,
therefore, we must search for other causes.

Besides the general beauty of forms which have been considered, from
what are various emotions of beauty felt; and what do they respectively con
stitute'1 What is the proper expression of form; and of. the expression of
attitude andJgesture, on the contrary, what is observed 'I What relations,
therefore, have they 'I What has our author only farther to premise 'I What
illustratioXlll follow 'I Whatever may be the result of our investigations, w~t
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Whatever may be the result of our investigation, it is to be
~bserved, in the first place, that in this case as in the foregoing
case of form, there are two very distinct expressions, which
any attitude or gesture may signify.

1. The first is that ofease or constraint, of pbysicial pleasure
or physical pain. Our knowledge of this expression is derived
from all the sources of our knowledge-from our own expe
rience, from our sympathy with others, and from their analogous
experience. There is no child, perhaps, that does not imme
diately perceive, from the attitude or gestures of others,
whether they are easy or constrained; and that does not feel
pain when he witnesses any gesture or attitude which seems
to be forced or extreme. The sarpe principle guides us in a
still greater degree in maturity. And in the fine arts, in those
representations of human form or action, where something
greater and more perfect than ordinary nature is attempted to
be produced, we still feel that ease is necessary to the beauty
either of attitude or gesture and that we are incapable of en
tering into the full expression of the form, if any thing harsh or
constrained appears in its composition. Of the truth of this
proposition, I shall enter into no farther explanation. I h'ave
only to add, that while it is an expression necessary to the
beauty either of attitude of gesture, it does not conatitute this
beauty. Many attitudes and gestures may be easy and uncon
strained, but they are not therefore beautiful. In every me
chanikl profession, ease is acquired by the laborers or artieta.;
but the attitudes or gestures which. such profellSions exhibit,
are not therefore beautiful. In the common business of life,
we every where see ease in the performance ofit, but we do not
every where see beauty in gesture or attitude.

The expression, therefore, of ease or facility, is necessary
to the beauty of attitude or gesture, in the same manner as

is, in the first place, to be observed? What is the first; and from what is our
knowledge of this expression derived? Flow is this illustrated? When does
the same principle guide us in a still greater degree; and in the fine arts,
what do we still feel? As our author does not enter farther into the proof of
this proposition, what only does he add? How is the remark illustrated, that
many attitudes and gestures may be easy and unconstrained, but not there
fore beautiful? In what manner is the expression of ease or facility necea-
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that of pt'Ofl8l'timl is to tile beauty of form. It is the aegative
1»8II1Ity of~Nl aM auilude, DeCaue witbout it this bellDty
cannot .exUlt; but as it '4ioe8 aot of it.etf constitute it, we must

look to other causes for the origin of their fJ6Siti'De beauty.
~ The seooDti ~eat expression of whicll attitude and ges

&are in the bullWl ferDl are mgmficant, is tlmt of pusion or
emotion, or ofSODle pleasing or interesting quality of an intellec
tual or IDOnU kind. TRat such exprelilsions ofmind do exist-that
iB our earliellt years we interpret the IIeIltiments of the IlIIinds of
..-s, fr0m the external appearances of their gesture or aui
lIn1e, tAat, whether &8 original or acquired laDguage, it is yet
a~ whicla all men lIDderstand-that in /he defect of
arIli6ciai langutlge it is the universal language, to whida all
.en instinctively have recourse, IIIld which all men aI inBtiJlc
.m:Iy- oomprehend-that the attitudes, in short, of IRB.jeaty,
fortitude, hope, ~, pity, ad despondence; aM that the gee
tares of gaiety, mirth, raptU!'e, anger, revenge, melanclllOly and
despllli.r, are intelligible to mankind, without ally prew.ous in
lItroction; and that, when they are u.nderstood, they convey tlae
peculiar emotions which the affections of nria.d they lJipify
8I'e fitted io convey; are propositions so plain and 80 UBiver
ally aA::kDOwledged, that I ClIIInot detain my readers by any
fGItmal iHutration of them..

The object which I have in view, is, 10 solicitthem to ob
aerve, that all tIle~ !Deanty or IlUblimity whioh ,they ex
perience in wch attitudes or gestures, is finally to he aczibed
to t8e chan.eten or dispositions ()f mind of which they are
tignifieut.

I. If there were _y gestves or attitdeoll of.. bRIDaD
iDnIl which were necessarily andlKigiDaUy beautiful, it would
j)Duw that suck ~ures 'Ill' attitudes of Iteauty might be fuund

sa.ry to the beauty of attitude or gesture1 Why is it the 'MgatifJC beauty of
gesture and attitude; but what follows'! What is the second great expre8
sian of which attitude and gesture in the human form are significant 1 What
propositions are so plain, and so universally acknowledged, that the author is
not will~ to detain the reader by any formal illustration of them1 What
is the object which is had in view 1 If there were any gestures or attitudes
of the human form, which were necessariiy and originally beautiful, what
should follow; and it; on the contrary, ,the beauty of these confonnatioDB
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WIder every variety of exprea.Jien. If~ on the contary, tIM
beauty of these eonfol'llllatiOlW arises from the expreseionlJ of
mind wh.i.eh they signify, then it wght to feUew, that no~
or aUitudiea should be bealltiful thot ue not upN88ive fJi iD
tereaRiDg 01 amiable Ufeetiona.

F. the determination of this question, the IIIIIOllt igaohnt ...
baa all the knowledge that is neeeasary. Every man can _
tiDguillb Iiletween the attitude&- or le81ures of amiable 01 1m

amiable disJlQSitioDS; between tlle attitudes. or gestures of
gaiety, gentleness, pity or humility; and those of feu, 1'Il(I6,

envy, pride, or cruelty. Of all these varioua attitudes and
gesturell, the human fonD. Sll8C8ptlble. The only qumJti.oD
is, which of these classes of upresllion is he,autifu11 aa& what
the answer to that queatioo. is to be, I lea.ve UlO8t. willingly to
my readerS to determine.

If this is the case in real life, it is naturally the IIIUIl6 in the
representation of it. The genius of paUi.ting and statuary hM
imagined and represented aU the classes of eX'relI8ion of wMQ
the human form is capable. Which of these is it that wa "el,
and of whicb we lIpeak as being beautiful 1 Wba1 are the ges
tures or attitudes on which our imagination loves to elwell, and
which seem to give a higher intelligence and meaning to the
rode language of common Wlture 1 Is it not upon those, wbich
are exprellSive of great, or heroic, 01 amiable dispositiODll alorae;
and do we Dot wish to forget those, on the othe.r haad, which
convey the idea of dark, or malignant, or selfish airections?
We yield, perhaps, to the powers of the artist: 'We acknow·
ledge the use of BUch forms and such expressions for the pH'

ral effect of contrast in the composition; but we naver mistake
between the original and the artificial beauty; and we only la
ment, all we do in real life, that the forms of vice should be ne·
ceSlWY to give effect to the character and flat ex.preBBion of
virtue. The artist may speak, in the language of art, of the

arises, from the expressions ofmind which they signify, what ought to follow'!
Between what can every man distinguish; and what remark follows 1 What
then is the only question ; and to whom is the answer referred 1 If this is
the case in reall1fe, what follows; and what has the genius of paintina' and
statuary imagined and represented 1 What interrogations follow; and what
are their answers 1 To what do we yield, and what do we acknowledge; but
between what do we never mistake, and what only do we lament 1 IrI. what
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beauty of such attitudes or gestures, in the same manner as
the lover of dramatic art may speak of the beauty of the reo
presentation of Richard or Iago. But these are obviously con.
ventional terms--terms which express, not the beauty of the
cha.ni.cter represented, but of the justness of the· representa·
tion: and-of which every one has it in his ~wer to judge,
when he separates the character from the composition; and
considers whether the attitude or gestures which express such
eharacters are beautiful in themselves, or only beautiful in refer
ence to the end of the composition.

If it were necessary to say any thing more upon a principle
80 obvious, I would entreat my readers to make a simple though
"an imaginary experiment; to assume to themselves, in the first
place, the most perfect form they have known, whether of male
or female beauty; and then to throw this same exquisite form
into the situations I shall suggest, and which their own expe
rience of the influence of mind upon the material frame will
sufficiently justify.

Let them, in the first place, suppose this form under the in.
fluence of some very uninteruting or vulgar e1TIOtiun, such as
ever occurs, and must ever occur, in the common business of
life, even to the greatest and the best of mankind. In such
circumstances, are any.attitudes or gestures felt to be beauti
ful? The most perfect form of man may be doomed,to low
and de~rading labor-may follow the plough, or toil at the oar,
or labor at the anvil, or be extenuated at the shuttle. The
most interesting form of woman may, in the same manner, be
employed in the various debasing offices of common servitude,
or in the low higgling of the market, or in the angry contests of
narrow economy. In such situations, is the attitude or gesture
of any form, however naturally beautiful in itself, ever remarked
to be beautiful? And do we not wish for some higher or more

manner may the artist speak of the beauty of such attitudes and gestures ;
but these are obviously terms of what sort, and what is observed of them 'I If
it were necessary to say any thing more upon a principle so obvious, what
simple experiment are readers requested to make 'I Under what influence
must they, in the first pla('e, suppose this form to be'l To what may the most
perfect form of man be doomed; and how may the most interesting form of
woman be employed 'I In such situations, what..foUows ?What says the
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lhteresling expression, before we expect to find it 1 "No
.. man," says the French proverb, "is a hero to his valet de
.. chambre." The truth of the proverb may be extended much
farther; and there is no man capable of observation who must
not have been often struck with the contradictory emotions he
has felt from the appearances of the same form, and the com
plete absence of beauty in the attitudes and gestures of the
same person, in whom, at other times, and when under the do
minion of any interesting emotion, he felt all the influence of
gesture or of attitude.

Let the experimentalist suppose, in the second place, the
assumed form under the dominion of any unamiable or vicious
emotion.-Let him imagine it und~r the influence of rage, or
envy, or cruelty, or revenge, or remorse; and then ask him·
self whether, in such circumstances, the gestures or the atti.
tudes of the form are beautiful1 Such experiments it may
have been the misfortune of some to verify; such attitudes or
gestures, all, in some degree, may have seen, in the representa.
tions of the painter or the sculptor; and whatever may be the
illusion of art, or the artificial beauty which arises from the
powers of invention or composition, there is DO' one who will
not acknowledge that, in themsellJ68 at least, such gestures
or attitudes are not beautiful: and that if they occurred in real
life, they would be felt either to be painful or 'revolting.

Let the observer then, in the last place, suppose his assumed
form under the dominion only of amiable or of interuting emo
tiona; let him animate it with hope, or love, or joy, or tender.
ness, or melancholy, or dignity, or patriotism, or benevolence,
or devotion; and let him then ask himself, what is the character
of the attitudes or gestures which the instincts of his imagina.
tion supply? He will find, if I do not much deceive myself,
that all the attitudes or gestures which then rise before him are

French proverb 1 What is remarked of the truth of this proverb; and with
what may every man, capable of observation, have reen often struck1 J.n
the second place, under what should the experimentalist suppose the assumed
form to be; and then ask himself what? Of such experiments what is ob
served; and what remark follows 1 In the last place, \mder what influence
mould the observer suppose his _umed form to be; and then what should
he ask hm-lf1 What will he then find 1 An illustration of what sort has
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beautiful; dlat every conformation of the human frame whicb
is exprelllive of such dispositions is pleuing and delightful
te him: and what is more, that the emotion they produce in
him, is precisely the amne with that which be feels from the
uprel!lllion of the same dispositions by the artificial communi·
ClItion of language. I lIave ul!led the I!limplest illustration that
oceun to me; but if my readers are conscious of its justice, it
will be sufticieat to show them, that the beauty of attitude or
gellt1He arises, not from any original and independent beauty in
certain conformations of the members of the human form, but
&om the ellpreuion they convey of the dispositions or plUlSions
Ity which it is animated.

2. In additioB to this Tery obvious consideration, I must ob·
serve, that if the beauty of attitude or gesture is predetermined
by any le.w of our constitution, it cannot obviously exist in dif.
fel'ellt aad contrary appearances or conformations. If, for in.
ItaDee, the full tlisplay of all the muscular force or vigor of the
form affords the central beauty of the attitudes or gestures of
that form, then De attitude or gesture which hides, which
diminishes, M' which COIltracts this display, can possibly be
beautiid. If the absolute beauty of the form depends, accord.
iDg to another theory, npon the preservation of certain lines,
.. proportions, or lIinuoaitiell; then it is equally obvious that no
form can possibly be beautiful which does Dot possess these
JIOIIitive lines or curvatures. Whatever may be the hypothesis
we aasume with I'egvd to the material origin of this beauty,
DothiDg can be 1IIOt8 obvious, than that the truth of the hypo.
tIleeis tDU8t finally rest upon the uniformity of our sentiments
upoa this subject; and that no hypothesis ean be deserving of
:regard, if it is found that opposite and different appearances
are yet producbye M the same sentiment of beauty.

The facts, which lU'6 within the reach of every person's ob.
servation, seem to me to conclude decisively against every
hypothesis of this kind; and to show that the most dUsimilar

our author WIed; but it will be sufficient to show the reader what 1 In addi
tion to this very obvioU8 consideration, what is observed 1 How is this re
mark illuatrated1 Whatever hypothesis we assume, with regard to the na
~aJ origin of this beauty, what is very obvious 1 How do the facts, which
are within the reach of every perIOD'. obeervatioD seem to conclude; and to.
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and opposite attitudes and gestures are actually felt to be beau.
tiful, whenever they are exprellSive of emotions or dispositions
of mind, in which we sympathize and are interested. I limit
'::'lyself to the suggestion of a very few examples.

In the attitudes of majesty, or dignity, or heroism, or virtuous
pride, the form is elevated, the head is raised, the chest ell·

panded, the limbs firmly and vigorously pronounced, &c. In
the attitudes, on the contrary, of the same form, under the im.
pression ofhumility, pity, adoration, penitence, ormelancholy,the
reverse ofall these configurations takes place. The head droops,
the form bends, the chest contracts, the limbs yield, and the
whole frame assumes not only a different, but an opposite ap
pearance. All of these attitudes, however, are beautiful in
nature, as well as in the representations of art. Could this
happen if there were any certain conformations which alone
Wilre beautiful; or can they be explained upon any other prin.
ciple than that of their being beautiful only, as the signs of the
characters and dispositions of mind 1

There is p;reat beauty, in the same manner, in the gesturu
of all the gay and exhilirating passions; in the frolic of infancy,
the elastic step of joy, the expanded arms of hope, the clasped
bands of thankfulness, in the reclining head, and heaving
bosom, which express the long.drawn sigh of rapture. These,
however, are all di.fJerent appearances, and not reconcileable
certainly to the hypothesis of any original or independent con.
formation, in which the beautiful only consists. But if those
different appearances are irreconcileable with such hypotheses,
what shall we say to the still more beautiful gestures whieh
even the same form exhibits under the dominion of other emo·
tions? and when the conformations presented are not only dif.
ferent but opposite ;-to the slow and heavy step of grief, the
drooping form of melancholy, the bent posture of supplication,
the reposing limbs of infant slumber, or the prostration of the

ahow what 'I To what d~ our author limit himself; what atlitudell are"
mentioned, and what is observed of their effect 'I Where are all these atti
tudes, however, beautiful; "and what follows 'I In what, in the lame IDIDner,
iI their great beauty 'I Of these, however, what iI remarked 'I But if~e
different appearances are irreconcileable with IUch hypothe-. what quenes
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whole form in ardent devotion. If we look for the origin of
the beauty of these appearances in the qualities of the material
form alone, we shall find it difficult to account for the produc
tion of the same effect from causes so different and even contra
dictory; but if we look for it in the expressions of which such
appearances are significant, we shall receive a very simple
solution, when we consider that all these various signs are ex
pressive of passions which are pleasing or interesting, and
when were member, that the nature of the emotion we receive
from these signs is precisely the same in every case, with that
which we receive from our sympathy with the passions or emo
tions of which they are significant.

3. In the slight illustrationll which I have now offered, I have
for a moment taken it for granted, that our sentiment of the
beauty of attitude or gesture is uniform; and that, whatever
may be the origin of beauty in this respect, the same gesture
or attitude which is once beautiful, is always beautiful. It is
an admiseion, however, very inconsistent with experience; and
I have therefore to solicit my readers to observe farther, tbar,
not only the most different and opposite gestures or attitudes of
the human form are felt to be beautiful, but that even the same
attitude or gesture is felt sometimes to be beautiful, and some.
times the reverse: and that this difference of our opinion is
always to be referred to our sense of the propriety or impro
priety of the emotion which it expresses.

Every one is sensible of the beauty of the attitudes or ges.
tures of infancy, of the careless play of limbs, and the elastic
vigor of motion, which distinguish that happy age. The same
attitudes or gestures in manhood or in age would be either inde
corous or painful, and would express nothing but imbecility or
insanity. The helpless attitudes, the slow and feeble gestures

follow l If we look for the origin of the beauty of the appearances in the
qualities of the natural form alone, to account for what, shall we find it diffi
cult; but whence shall we receive a very simple solution1 In the slight il
lustrations which have now been offered, what has been taken for granted '!
With what is this admission, however, inconsistent; and to observe what,
has our author, therefore, to solicit his readers 1 Of what is everyone sensi.
ble; and what effect would the same attitudes in manhood or age produce 1
What attitudes and gestures arc beautiful in an extreme degree i and without
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of old age, are beautiful in an extreme degree, and can never
be imitated by the artist without producing a deep and interest.
ing emotion. The same attitudes or gestures in youth or in
manhood would be positively painful, as expressing nothing but
the most abject lerror or servility. There are a thousand ges.
tures and attitudes which belong to the female sex, which arise
from tht'ir peculiar character, and constitution, and habits; and
which, as expressive of female character, are, and ever must
be beautiful. Give the male figure any of these characteristic
attitudes or gestures; and you will soon find that the only effect
is that of positive disgust and abhorrence. The assumption of
the most beautiful or of the most sublime gestures of the male
form, by the female sex, is ever productive of similar pain and
dissatisfaction. .

There is in the same manner a certain consistency, that we
expect in common life, between the attitude or gesture of my
person and the nature of the character we attribute to him;
and we never observe any violation of this consistency without
pain.

The same attitude of gaiety which we feel to be beautiful in
the young, we should feel to be disgraceful in the mature. The
same gesture of joy which we showd approve in the thoughtful
and the old, we should consider as tame and unfeeling iu the
young. The grief of a young woman we expect to be expressed
by greater violeuce of geslure, than we should approve in the
character of matron firmness; and the calm and suhdued ges.
ture of matron grief, would, io the same manner, be painful or
unsatisfactory in the form of the fonner. In pursuing thiJI ob
servation it will be found, that not only old age, but profession,
occupation, character of form, character of countenance, and
a thousand other circumstances, determine our sentiments ofthe
beauty of attitude or gesture, by determining the nature of the
expression we expect from the individ ual we contemplate; and

what can they not be imitated 7 In what would the aame attitudes or gesturell
be positively painful; and why 7 Of gestures exclusively belonging to the
female sex, and of those of the male figure, what farther remarks are made
illustrative of the same principle 7 Between what do we, in the same man
ner, expect consistency in common life; and how are we affected, when we
obaerve a violation of it 7 How is this remark illU8trated 1 In purlUing thiII
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that the same gesture is beautiful or otherwise precisely as it
accords, or does not accord with the character we attribute to
the form.

The severe and thoughtful gravity we admire in the attitude
~f a judge, would be absurd in a young lawyer: the Btep of
dignity, the attitude of command which we love in the general
of an army, would be ludicrous in a subaltem officer. The
same gestures or attitudes which we feel to be beautiful
or sublime in tragic imitation upon the stage, would be lu.
dicrous if they were employed even in the higher comedy, nor
would they even be permitted by good taste in the inferior and
less interesting characters of tragedy. It is unnecessary to say
that the most approved or fascinating gestures of comedy would
be altogethet insufferable if they were employed in tragic reo
presentatations. I shall ouly farther request my readen to call
to their remembrance the attitudes and gestures which they
have so often admired in classic sculpture, and to ask themselves
whether the same gestures would be beautiful in all characters; .
which would necessarily be the case, if beauty, in this respect,
arose from any definite conformations,-whether the guture of
the Apollo would be beautiful in the Hercules, or in the Jupiter;
or the a titudes of the Venus beautiful in the form. of Juno or
Minerva 1 . Even in the lowest employment of the art of paint.
ing~-iD portrait painting,-we feel the nec688ity ofthis corres.
pondence of attitude to character; and we blame the painter
whenever he chooses any attitude or position which appears to
us inconsistent with the character of mind which is expreBlled
by the countenance. In feeling and in expressing, on the COD.

trary, this correspondence; in selecting the attitude or gesture
which best suits the character he represents; consists one of
the chief evidences of the genius of the artist; ,and by this
means the portrait of an obscure individual may sometimes
posse88 the value of an original composition.

observation, what will be found to be true 1 What instanees of ilIlIIltration
follow? What is it unneceil88.l)' to o~rve; and what only does our author
farther request his readers to call to their remembrance 1 Whence do we feel
the neceseity of this correspondence of attitude to character I aIId wheD. do
we b1ame the painter 1 In what does one of tile chiefevid_ of the artist'.
geaius consist, and.by this meaus what may lOIIletimes be effected, What
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I shall only add to these illustrations by requesting my
readers to observe, in the last place, that in a great variety of
cases our sense of the beauty of the lame attitude or gesture
in the 8dme individual, is actually determined, not by the ap
pearances which are exhibited to the eye, but by our opinion of'
the propriety or impropriety of the emotion which it expresses.
Ind~on for instance, or rage, or reV1lnge, are passions capa~

ble of producing very sublime attitudes and gestures; and when
these passions arise from great or noble motives, the attitudes
by which they are expressed are felt to be sublime. Let us
witness the same attitudes when they are expressive of little,
or trivial, or degrading sentiments, and they immediately be.
come painful or ridiculous. The gestures of Don Quixote in
encountering the windmills, or in routing the flock of sheep,
are precisely the same with those that" mUllt have been employ.
ed by the Amamses or the Orlandos of romance; yet they
would be beheki certainly with very different emotions. The
attitudes of grief, of sorrow, or of melancholy, are beautiful
in an extreme degree, particularly in the female form. Tell us,
however, that they arise from some trifling cause, from the disap
pointment of a party, frOID the loss of a trinket, or the success
of a rival beauty, and we feel no emotions but those of con
tempt or ridicule. The gestures of almost all the gay and ex
hilaratiog passioDB are beautiful; and our sympathy witb bappi
nea i.e 10 great, that we never observe them without the dispo
lition to believe that they are just. Inform us, however, that
dl tbeee expre88ions of happiness arise from some childish, or
80me worthleu motive; that the philosopher has only disco
vered a new butterfly; or that the warrior has only advanced a
step in the army; that the joy of the youthful beauty is only
occasioned by the present of a new drells, and that of the mao
tron by a fifty' pound prize in the lottery; and the gestures we
formerly admired, become, at once either ludicrous or disgullting.

request, only, doe8 our author add to these illustrations 'I What in8taDcee
are given, and what ill oblenied of them 'I When do the eame attitude& be
come painful or ridiculous; and wh. illustrations are given 'I When do
"'try lDllite JlO emetion but thoee of contempt or ridicule 1 What farther
illUlkation of the ame principle ia given, from the gay and exhilarating pu
aiolll; llQIl wheD do the geat.uree formerly admired become ludicrous or die-
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Observations of this kind may be extended to every emotion
or passion; and I think it will be found, in every case, that no
gesture or attitude, expressive of such passions or emotions, is
permanently and originally beautiful--that our opinion of thia
beauty varies according to circumstances; and that the circum
stance, in every case, which determines our sentiment of beau.
ty, is our opinion of the justness or propriety of the emotion
which such attitude or gesture signifies.

SECTION v.

OF GRACE.

The preceding illustrations are intended to show that the
sublimity ro beauty of attitude and gesture arises, not
from any causes of a material kind, nor from any law by
which certain material appearances are immediately produc.
tive of these sentiments, but from their being adapted to ex·
press, and being felt to be expressive, of amiable, or interesting.,
or respectable qualities of the human mind. In concluding
those illustrations, I have completed all that I had properly in
view in that investigation.

There is, however, a quality of which the human form is
susceptible, and which is occasionally found both in its posi.
tions and in its emotions, which is not sufficiently accounted
for by this theory. This quality is GRACE-a quality different
from, beauty though nearly allied to it. It is never observed
without affecting us with emotions of peculiar dtilight, and it
is, perhaps, the first object of the arts of SCUlpture and or
painting to study and to present to us. Upon this subject, while
I presume to offer a few additional observations, I am yet to reo
quest my readers to consider them rather as conjeeturea, than
as the results of any formal inquiry.

guItiDg1 How far may ObeervatiODS of thi.e kind be extended; and wha\
will, in every case be f\lund to be true 1

To show what, are the preceding illusb'aiions intended 1 In conl:luding
theBe illustrations, what has been completed 1 What is there Itill which is
not sufficiently accounted for in thi.e theory 1 What is it called; and wbat is
obeervecl of it 1 How are the few obeervations olrered on this subject to be
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That there is a difference between the qualities of beauty
lUld of grace, in the human form, must, I conceive, every
where be admitted. The terms themselves are neither sYJlony
DlOIlS, nor are they used synonymously; the emotions we re
ceive from them are easily distinguishable, and are every day
distiDguished in common language; and when we refer to ex
perience, we may find a thousand instances in which the positiona
and movements of the form are beautiful without being grace.
ful. Beauty, indeed, in some degree or other, is to be found
in the most common appearances of man; but grace is rarely
.seen. We often lament its absence while we are conscious of
the presence of beauty; and it every where seems to us to de
mand some higher and more uncommon requisites than those
which are necessary to mere beauty.

It seems to me, still farther, that the appearances of grace in
the attitudes or gestures of the form, are never perceived without
affecting us with some sentiment of respect or admiratioll, for
the pel'8OJ1 whose form expresses them. When we observe the
attitudes ofjoy" or hope, or innocent gaiety, we feel delight, but
not respect for those who exhibit them. When we obllerve the
attitudes of grief, or melancholy, or despondence, we feel sym
pathy, and the delight which nature has annexed to lIOCial
interest, but we do not necessarily feel admiration. The ges
tures of rage, of force, of anguish and of terror, may, in the
same manner, affect us with v~ry sublime emotions of fear, of
astoaishment, and of awful interest, but they may be unac
companied with any emotion of admiration or respect for the
individual who displays them. Whenever, on the contrary, we
witness the graceful in gesture or attitude, we feel, I apprehend,
an additional sentiment of respect; a conviction of something
dignified or exalted in the mind of the person, and of which
the gesture or attitude employed is felt to be significant. How

collllidered 7 What must be every where admitted; and why 7 Where ill
beauty to be found; of grace what is ob8erved; and what remark fol1owB ~

The appearances of grac,e in the attitudes or gestures of the form, are never
_ without what 7 How is this remark illustrated from the attitudes of
joy, and of grief; and from the gestures of rage, &c. 7 Whenever, on the
contrary. we witne88 the graceful in gesture or attitude, what effect does it
produce upon us 7 By what must the truth of this propoeition be determined,

49
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far thu. proposition is true, must be finally determined by tim
conscioumeBS of my readers: I shall observe only, that it
seems to me very strongly justified, both by the language
of philosophers, and the common language of the world_
When we hear any attitude or gesture described as graceful"
we are conscious, I think, of immediately feeling seme senti
ment of respect or admiration for the individual who displays
it. Whenever we use the same term ourselves, we always
mean to Gonvey to those who hear us, a similar 196ntiment.
Every attitude or gesture of a well proportioned form, which
ill at once easy and expressive of some amiable or interesting
feeling, is beautiful, and is accordingly spoken of as beauti
ful; but when we add the term graeeful, we wish, I think, al
ways to convey the idea of some additional quality, which is
entitled ro respect, and which is expressive of some conceived
dignity or superiority in the mind of the person wbo exhibits it.
Whenever, in the same manner, any attitude or geiltnre sWeets
us, be.ide tile emotion of beauty, with the sense of rupeet or
admiration for the individual in' whose form it appears, I appre
hend we use the term graceful in addition to the term beautiful,
to express our sense of this superiority 01' dignity. The appli·
cation of the same observation to the sublime, either ill move.
ment or position, is within the reach of every person's inqui
ry; and I apprehend that the experience of every on~ will
teach him that the sublime of this kind may often exist without

, grace; and that when grace is perceived it is always felt as an
additional quality, and as expressive of something in the cha
racter of the person which excites veneration, or astonishment,
or respect.

I. From these preliminary remarks, I would observe, in tIre
first place, "That there seems to be no one emotion or class of

and what only ie observed1 When we hear any attitude or gesture described
all graceful, of what are we conscioue; and when we use the eame term our
ee1Yee, what; eentiment do we me';m to convey 1 How i. thie remark illustra
ted 1 Whenever, in the same manner, any attitude or gesture affect! us, &C.,
why do we use the term gracefu11 What applicalion is within the reach of
every person's inquiry; and what ie it apprehended the e%perience of every
_1Pill teach him 1 From these preliminary remarb what,is observed 1 Of
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... emotions, to the expression of which the quality of grace is
of< exclusively limited; but that, on the contrary, every emotion in
~, which the spectator can be interested, is susceptible of grace
.., in the expression of it, eith~r in attitude or gesture." Of so
general a proposition, the full illustration, within the limits t6
which I must confine myself, is impossible. I shall only request
my readers to call to mind the different pleasing or interesting
-emotions of which the human form is expressive, and to ex.
amine for themselves whether there are any of them which do
not admit of grace in these expressions. If we consult expe.
rience, I am much deceived if we shall not find that every
dass of human feelings is susceptible of grace in the move.
ments or positions of the form which is significant of such
~ualities. All the gay and exhilarating emotiQns-the emotions
-of hope, of joy. of love, of beneficence, and of admiration, ad
mit very obviously of grace, as well as of beauty, though it is
much more rarely, perhaps, that we discover it. In the sad
dening or depressing clllS8 of emotions, on the other hand-in
.grief or sorrow. or penitence, or melaneholy, the capacity of
grace, will. I apprehend, equally be found. If we consult the
productions of the fine arts, and more particularly of the fine
arts of alltiquity. the predominaut feature of which is grace,
we shall arrive at the same conclusion. In the remains which
we possess of their sculpture, there is scarcely any emotion, or
~lass of emotions of which man is susceptible, which they
have not imitated. In,all ofthese, grace is intended, and is pro.
duced, and in all of the minute or technical commentaries of
~onnoisseurs, there is none ~hich has limited this quality to
anyone expression, or class of expressions exclusively; or
pointed out any appearance of the human form which is sus
~eptible of beauty or sublimity, and which is Dot susceptible of
grace. If the reader will take the trouble to follow out these
slight suggelrtiollS, I apprehend he will be satisfied that grace

60 general a proposition, what is impossible 7 To do what, only, are the read
ers requested 7 :u; we consult experience, what shall we find 7 How. this
illU8tra.ted from the gay and exhilarating emotions-from the saddening and
-depressing emotions; and from ancient productiOlllJ of the fine art.t 7 In all
(If these what ill intended and produced; and what remark follow8 7 If the
reader will take the trouble to follow out theBe slight suggestiona, of what
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is not the result of any peculiar quality in human character~

but of some general quality which may be common to all.

II. I presume to observe, in the second place, "That, wherever
" the attitude or gesture expressive of any emotion or passion,
"is at the same time expressive of SELF-COMMAND, or of that
" self.poBBession which includes, in our belief, both the pre.
" sence of a lofty standard of character and conduct, and of
" the habitual government of itself by this high principle, the
" attitude or gesture is perceived or felt to be graceful; and
"that, although every pleasing or virtuous quality of mind
" may admit of beauty, and every great or exalted quality may
" admit of sublimity, the sense of grace is only experienced
" when, in the expression of these qualities, we percei"e stilI
" farther, the expression of that dignified self·command which
"restrains them within those limits of refined, or of high
"minded propriety, which it has prescribed to itself." Of a
proposition of 80 general a kind, the proof, I am sensible, must
finally rest upon the consciousness of those who will take the
pains to examine it; I presume only to suggest a few topics of
illustration, both from actual nature, and from the imitations of
the fine lU1ll, which may fil.ciJitate this examination.

I. It will be found, I think, in the first place, that the attitude
or gesture of no passion or emotion, however pleasing or in
teresting, is actually felt to be graceful when it is thought to be
violent, or intemperate, or significant of want of self-command.
Nothing, for instance, is more beautiful than the attitudes of
hope or joy, or the gestures of mirth and innocent gaiety. We
love them in the frolics of infancy, in the sportive activities of
youth, and in the cheerful" abandon" of rural dancing: but.
we rarely find them graceful. In this tumult and intemperance
ef happiness, there is something that always rather borders
upon the ludicrous, and the slightest exaggeration of the ges-

will be be SIltisfied 1 Wha.~ does our author, in the second place, presume to.
observe 'I Ofthe proofof a proposition of so general a kind, what is remarked •
and wha. only is suggested 'I What, in the first place, will be found w be~
cue 1 What instances are mentioned illustrative of this remark'! In this
\UDlult and intemperance of happine811 what is always fo'.md '! Nothing;
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tures is sufficient to make them the objects of laughter, instead
of admiration.

Nothing, in the same manner, is more lovely than the atti·
tudes or movements of all the kind and benevolent affections,
as pity, charity, beneficence, modesty, maternal tenderness, &c.
yet how seldom do we, at the same time, see them graceful!
Their hurry and intemperance, which are often additional
sources of their beauty, detract in the same proportion from
their grace, and tend to make them degenerate into positions of
constraint, or into movements of violence and force.

In the other class of passions, in the severe, the suffering,
the dreadful, &c. it will, I apprehend, be found, in the same
manner, that no It.ttitudes or gestures are ever felt to be grrue
jul, which express that violence or intensity of passion, which
indicates the absence of all self-command. The attitudes of
horror, of fear, and of despair, for instance, may be, and very
often are sublime, but no one is so absurd as to consider them
graceful. The frantic gestures of rage, of agony, of revenge,
&c. may often possess sublimity; but it .would be a contradiction
in terms t8 speak of them as possessing grace. I know not
that there is any statue of antiquity in which extreme passion
is,represented, but in the Laocoon; and undoubtedly the first
impression which it gives upon common spectators is very dif.
ferent from that of grace.

There is another illustration of the same proposition which
is within every one's reach, I mean from the observation of
the theatre. In actual life there are many circumstances
which prevent the exhibition of grace in the positions or move
ments of the form; and amid the trivial scenes of common
business or amusement, there would be an absurdity in any
attempt to display it. But upon the. stage, where stronger pas
sions are represented, and more important interests transacted,
some attempt, at least, of this kind, is both expected and exe·

in the same manner, is more lovely thaB what attitudes or movements; yet
what is observed of them, and why 1 In the other class of passions, what
will, in the same manner, be found to be the case 1 How is this illustrated
from the attitudes of horror; and from the frautic gesture6 of rage, &c.;
~d of the BtatUe8 of antiquity what remark follows 1 Whence is another il
lustration, within every one'ueacb, to be drawn? How is this contrasted with
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cuted. It is to this illustration that I wish to direct the atten.
tion of my readers, and to request them to observe when it is
that they are sensible of grace in the attitudes or. gestures
which are exhibited. If I do not much deceive myself, they
will find that no gesture or attitude is ever felt to be graceful
when it is expresslve of violent or intemperate emotion; and
that DO character admits of grace in representation, which is
distinguished, either by the extravagance of comic, or the vio
lence of tragic passion.

It is on this account that grace is rarely to be found in the ges
tures either of infancy or of old age. The frolics of children,
tlle wild playfulness of early youth are beautiful, but they do
not amount to grace, or if they do, it is to a degree ODly of
~ very inferior to that of which the perfect form ill B\18.
ceptible. Their age is yet incapable of any high sentiment of
propriety and of any firm habit of self.command; and their
gestures, therefore, are marked by a freedom and careless.
ness, which excite delight rather than admiraUon or respect.
In old 84Je, on the other hand, the deficiency of grace arises
from a different cause. The progress of yelD'S takes but too
certainly from the vigor of the human mind, and from the ca'
pacity of physical e,Jpression; and' however beautiful or sub·
lime, therefore, the gestures of age may be, they seldom are
expressive of high thought or conscious superiority. It is only
in the perfection of the human system; in the age when the
fOfDl has assumed all its powers, and the mind is awake to the
60B8ciousDess of all the capacities it possesses, and the lofty
obligations they impose, that ·the reign of physical.grace com
mences; and that the form is capable of expressing, under the
dominion of every passion or emotion, the high and habitual
superiority which it possesses, either to the allurements of
pleasure or the apprehensions of pain. It is this Bfle, accord·
ingly, which the artists of antiquity I).ave uniformly represented,
when they sought to display the perfection of grace, and

ac~uallife7 Directing their attention to this illustration, what does our au
thor request of them; and what will they find to be true'J On this account,
where is grace seldom to be found; and why is this the cue 7 When is it
that the reign of physical grace commences, and that the form is capable of
its greatest eJqlression 7 When, accordingly, did the artists of B.l\tiquity uni-
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wheR they succeeded in leaving their compositions as models
of thiB perfection to every succeeding age.

It is from the same cause that grace is so seldom to be found
in the attitudes or gestures of the lower orders of mankind.
The usual occupationl in which they are engaged are produc.
tive of no gestureB or attitudes significant of emotion; and" all
that we look for in them i. merely ease, or the absenctl of con.
straint. In their hours of sensibility or paBBion, on the other
hand, as their education and the habits of their society Beldom
give them any high sentiments of propriety or decornm, the
gestures which they employ are as seldolIl distinguished by any .
temperance or moderation. Their gaiety, therefote, is apt to
be expressed by movements of homelineBs and vulgarity, and
their sufferings by correspondent movements of violence or
extravagance. Whenever we do discover the rndiments of
grace among them, we always find that they are expressive of
BOrne chastened or subdued passion; of some expreBBion which
marks the predominance of mind over temporary emotiob;
and which is signincant of a character superior to that tUlIluit
and hurry which we generally obsene in their unstudied and
unstrained gestures. That it is on the same account we expect
BOme degree of gracefulness at least, in the higher ranks of
life, in those who have poBBesSt'd a more liberal education, and
that it is from their habits of acco~modatingthemselves to this
expectation that we generally find it, are subjects of illustration
too obnous to require any comment.

n. I would obsene, in the second place, that the attitudes
or gestures of every passion or emotion are felt to be graceful,
when they appear to be significant of this self.command or self.
possession.

In the preceding illustrations I have stated that none of the
gestures, or attitudes of the gay or cheerful passions, however

formly repreJle.tlt $his age 1 Among whom, for the _ reason, is grace seldom
to' be found j and why 1 What remark follows; and how is their gaiety, and
their feelinga ap~ W be espr~1 Whenever we do discover the rudiments
of grace among them, of what do we always find them expressive 1 What ue
subjecta of illustration m obvious wrequire any comment 1 What is, in the
lIeCond place, observed 1 In the preceding illustrations, what has been stated;
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beautiful they may be, are felt to be graceful when they are
violent or intemperate-when, then, are they felt to be grace.
ful? Or what is the point or degree of emotion, when they
rise from simple beauty into grace? If the reader will pursue
the investigation, I think he will uniformly find, that it is when
they are subdued into temperance, and when they indicate the
possession of self.command. The sports of youth, the festivi.
ties of peasants, and the mirth of rural dancing, admit of pleasing,
and sometimes of beautiful gestures, but seldom of attitudes or
gestures which are graceful: and they very generally degene.
rate into movements either ludicrous or grotesque. When is it
that we meet, amid such scenes, with grace 1 It is alwaYll, I
apprehend, when some mdividuill mingles with the group.
whose gesture indicates a character superior to the scene, and
in whose movements we read a mind incapable of the intem.
perance of the COmmon joy" There may be beauty in the
representation of the gayest dances of the nymphs of Diana;
but the grace of the guddess can only be displayed by move
ments which are significant of purer taste; and more exalted
ch~acter. In Mr. Hogarth's admirable print of "the Ball·
Room," intended for the illustration of a very different theory,
it is impossible for the most careless observer not to perceive,
that even the very imperfect grace which he has given to the
two principal figures arises from the composure and temperance
of their feelings, compared' with the tumult, and affectation.
and overstrained' efforts of the other dancers. The hasty and
hurried gestures of joy, may often be compatible with beauty;
but they are felt to be graceful only when they are softened
down into chastisement and composure. There is a period in
the emotion of mirth when it may assume gracefulness, but it
is very different from that intemperance where "laughter is

,holding both his sides."

IUld what interrogations fOllow 1 If the reader will pursue the investigation,
what will he uniformly find 1 How is this illustrate<l1 When is it, that we
meet, amid such scenes, with grace 1 Where may there he beauty; but by
what only can the grace of the goddess be displayed 1 In Mr. Hogarth's ad
mirable print of the "Ball Room," what must the most careless observer per
ceive 1 What may often he compatible with beauty, but when only are they
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However beauti&l, in the same mumer, the expressioD8«
all the soyial 01' beaevolent affections are, it is Gnly when we
see them tJDder tlae coDtrol of ju4gmetlt and ()f taste that we
feel them to 1:le graceful. It is Bot in the harried step e( COM

puaioo, in the wild disorder of maternal anxiety, or ill the !lid.
den ardors of geDflI'OUS fiieDdship, that we find attitudes ()l'

gestures of grace. It is in the more temperate period of
tDese aftectiollB, when we see tRe dominion of emotion, ra.ther
thllll passion, and wheR the gestures assume the repose of he.
biw&I character. There is not a mOl"e eXiluisite picture of
«enerous a1feotiOll thiw that which Virgil has described in the
well kllOWD exdaJllatioo of Nisus,

Me, me adaum qui feci! in me cODvertite ferrlilfll, &C.

"Me-me," he cried, "turn all your swords alone ou me."

Yet the painter would certainly be much mistaken, who should
seize thiI!l frantic and breathless moment as the momerft of
grace. There are no affections lIJO susceptible perhaps of
graceful attitude or gesture as those which belong to devotion;
and they have, from many ca1JBes, been the great object of imi
tation among the painters of modern times. Every one must
haTe dbserved, however, that it is not in their periods of violence
or extremity, amid the transports of hope, or the raptures of
joy, or the agonies of penitence, that grace is to be folJDd ; that
the attitudes which are graceful are always those on the other
band which r.epresent chastened and subdued emotion; and
that the painters who are most eminent for the production of
grace, are those who have given this c'hastened character to
their forms, nnd repressed all ·the expressions Gf intemperate or
unrestrained emotion.

In the opposite ctll88 of passions-in those which belong to
paiD. and to 1Il1f1ering, it wiD be found, in the same manner,

lelt to be gracefu11 What remark follows 1 When CJII11 do we feel the 80Cial .
a6aiau to be pcefull Whea. do we not, .... when ",,"0 we flBi fhe atti
tDcl. or~ of grace'l Where do _ find an efluieite picture of R'&"
_0WI811fec:\i0ll; 'I'It1at ill it, ..what ia ol»erved of R1 WJaat atIlletiOlla are
mOIlt~bIe of ~acefulattitude M gestme; and what 11M beeD the COft·

lfllI'lIence" What, however, mMt eYery one haft obIerved., ID UIe oppoI!Ile
50
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that although the extreme violence of the expressions may bg
sublime, the point or degree of passion which alone is lNIlCep..
tible of grace, is that .which evinces a mind unsubdued by af
fliction, and which continues to possess itself amid all 'he suf
ferings which surround it. There are none of these pusi.01UJ

perhaps, which do not admit of the graceful either in position or
in movement, and it is in the expreBSion of some of them that
the highest degree of grace is exhibited of which the human
form is capable; yet every one must have perceived that it is
never in their state of violence and intemperance that this qua.
lity is found, and that the hurry and tumult of the gestures of
fear, of pain, of horror, and of despair, if they cease to be fek
&8 sublime, tend always to degenerate into the ridiculous or
contemptible. Whenever, on the contrary, under such cir
cumstances, we perceive the presence of Ii high and uncon
quered mind; whenever, in the composure of the attitudes, or
in the tranquillity of the gestures, we see the dominion of lofty
thought and exalted sentiment, we immediately feel these ges
tures and attitudes to be graceful; and &8 signs of these high
qualities of mind, we regard them with the same sentiments of
admiration and respect that we are furmed to feel for the quali.
ties they signify. Give to the dying Gladiator the attitude ,of
agony or of horror, and, although the expression might be sub
lime, yet it would lose all the grace which is acknowledged to
distinguish it. Give to the Apollo Belvidere any gesture of
rage or revenge; and though its beauty would not be lost, it
would lose all the matchless grace, which every age has felt,
in that expression of divinity which radiates every limb of its
form; in that composure which marks the superiority of a
celestial being; and in that lofty scorn which disdains even to
feel a victory over an enemy so unworthy of his arms. It is
not, in the same manner, in the agonizing limbs, or in the con.
vulsed muscles of the Laocoon, that the secret grace of its com
position resides; it is in the majestic air of the head, which has

class of passioDS, what will, in the same manner, be found 1 Of u-e pu
sioDll what is remarked; yet what must every one have perceived1 Whea,
on the contrary, do we feel these gesturea and attitudes tobe graceful; and
how do we regard them 1 How is this illustrated from the dying Gladiator,
lU1d from the Apollo Belvidere? What is remll.rked illdstutive of the same
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not yielded to suffering, and in the deep serenity of the fore.
head, which seems to be still superior to all its afflictions, and
significant of a mind that cannot be subdued.

ce What GRACE," says Mr. Smith with his usual persuasive elo.
quence, "what noble propriety.do we not feel in the conduct of
"those who exert that recollection and self.command which
ce constitute the dignity of every passion, and which bring it
"down to what others can enter into? Weare disgusted with
ce that clamorous grief, which, without any delicacy, calls upon
u ourcompassiou with sighs, and tears, and importunate lamenta.
" tions. But we reverence that reserved, that silent and mao
ce jestic sorrow, which discovers itself only in the swelling of
.. the eyes, in the quivering of the lips and cheeks, and in the
"distant, but affecting coldness of the whole behavior. It im.
"poses the like silence upon us; we regard it with respectful
.. attention, and watch over our whole behavior, lest, by any
"impropriety we should disturb that concerted tranquillity,
"which it requires 80 great an effort to support."* It is "this
"recollectio'n and self.command," which in such scenes consti.
tutes what, even in common language, is called the graceful in
behavior or deportment; and it is the expression of the same
qualities in the attitude and gesture, which const~tutes, in my
apprehension, the grace of such gestures or attitudes.

As a farther illustration of the same truth, I must again hint
to my readers the observation of the theatre. Within the limits
which I must prescribe to myself, it is impossible for me to
enter into any detail upon this pleasing subject. I shall satisfy
myself by appealing to this observation, and by stating, that if
the hypothesis which I have proposed is just, it ought to be
round, that, whether in comic or in tragic passions, the moment
of grace should be that of composure and self.command; that
every attitude or gesture which is sigilificimt of this character

principle, of the Laocoon 1 What says Mr. Smith, with his UBUal persuasive
eloquence 1 or this recollection and self-command, and of the expression of
the eam.e qualities in the attitudes and gestures. what is remarked 1 .As a
prtheT illustration of the same truth, what is again hinted to the reader 1
Within the limits which our author must prescribe to himself, what is impos-

* Theory of Moral Sentiment, p. 31.
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of mind should in some degree or other be graceful; that no
characters sboukl admit of grace inlhe represe.utation, which
are distinguished by violence or intemperance of passion; and
that the scenes or momeDts in the representation of ally cha
racter. which are most 8U8Ceptible of graceful repreeentat.i4le.
lIboulG be those in which the digniiy of the chuaeter is most
lllisplayed in superiority to the pllSllious wbleh SIlbdue ordiBary
mea. If the reader should arrive at these concloaicmlJ, he wiD,
pemaps, be led to pereeive the eause- of the aclmowledged 10

periority of the French t() the English stage, in the,article of
giace; and that the bold delineations of character that di.IItin
pieh the drama whieh Sbakspeue has formed, can be repre
sentee OIIt1y by the display of an Mergy and exremityofpusiOD
whick is incompatible with the t-emperanee of~ful geaure.

In the precediDg obsenatious I have alluded only to the po
sitions and movements of the human form, loWder the dominion
of emotion or passion. It seems to me, however that the ohMr
yatioB may be earried farther, and that wierewr in the 1IlOW'e

oleate of the tOrm, self.command or self-possession is expreued,
some deg,ee of grace, at least, is always produced. I shall
state 0D1y tWQ instances of this; the w-st in the mOVlllDeDt

of tae fo~, in cases of difficulty, and the second of similar
movements in cases of danger.

The conunon motions of walking, running, &eo, have in
themselves nothing of difficulty, aDd are therefore, in geReral,
iDcapable of producing any emotion. But danciIll is an art of
Hal difficulty, and we observe it always with the OOBBciouBBe88
of this clifticulty. To acquire aU the diffelent motions which
are IIlOst commonly taught in this branch of education-to ape
prepriate them to the particular time and character of the
music-to understand the figure of every dance, which ia pur
posely made as intricate"8S the time will permit; and to be able

sible; and with what must be be aatisfied 1 Iftberea.del' should arriveMiIleIe
conclusiOJlB, what will he, Perhaps, be led to pen:eive 1 In the precediBg ob
~~atiODB, under what circlUll8taDces ooly, has our aUibor aIl~ to the po
&1tlOll8 and movements of the human form 1 How falo, however, does it Beem
that the observatioDll may be carried 1 What two insWJces OIl1y, of un. are
stated 1 or the common motions of walking, running, &c.; and of dancing
what is remarked 1 , What acquUitiollS are more difticult than we gellerally
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to execute all this with ease and faeility, ue. ia tnHh. acquisi·
tions of lIl~e difficulty than we generally believe, aM. nquire
more composure and presence of mind than we are OOD1JIIlOnly
Qisposed to imagiRe. Whea, accordingly, we •• aD this well
performed, when we see the dancer lDOye without huay or dis·
order; perform all the steps of the dance with eue, ac.eommo
tIate IUs motiou with justice to the mealllll'e, and extricate him.
self from all theappueat intricacies of iDe fi..pre, with erder
and facility, we feel a very perceptible Ileatiment of .urpriIe
and admiration, and are colUlCioua of the grace of gestures, in
which 80 much skill, and compOlUre, and pre.nce of mind
are displayed. If we compare 8QCh a performance with the
rude le&tureos of the aotaught vulgar, or willl the hurried and
exttavagant pOlltw'ea of those who happen unbtunately to
mingle in the dlWCe without the reqw.ue iDitructioa, we aball
800Il perceiYe how much the Kraee of~re is dependent upon
the ebara.cter of mind which it exhibi&s i and if we ucencl
&om tbill COIDIIlOB example to the higher exhibitioDl of the
art-to the &eriOUII or hel'Oic dancers of the opera stage, we
shan liee *bis grace expand from the same cause, into loftier
dimeBsioDl, and he 8Iltisfied. that the applauae we heu arouad
us is justly due to every exhibition where dignity of mind iI
expreawed, or where difticwt things are performed witla eue
and facility. I have cQosen this iuatuce as the moet familiar
that occurs to me; but the reader who will prOfiecute the sub·
ject, will find a thousand illustrations of it, in hiso~. of
tile gestureoa of men in every performance which is difficult or
execution. ud ill proportion to thia difficulty; and will perceiYe
the inftueBce of this presence or command of mind in IiMulf.ow.
iog grace, from the boatman at his oar, or the smith at his aariI.
to the deportment of the higher raaks in the drawinl.ruom.

believe tIlem to be; and what do they reqaire'l When, accord1Dgly, do we
feel a very perceptible sentiment of sW'Prise and admiration j and of what
are we COWICious'1 If we COIllplU'S mch a ~rformance with the rude gee
turetl 01 the untaught, YUlgar, llc_, what shall we BOOn perceive '1 If
.,.,. IlllCend from ibis common enmple to the higheat exhibitiol1ll of the art,
into what IhaIl we _ thilI A"'&ee ezpand, and of what shall we be satisfied '1
Where may the reader wBo will pl'OllllCate this subject, find a thousand illus
traOonll of it; and in what win be perceive the influence of this presence of
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where presence and ease and elevation of mind, may be ex.
pre888d in things so trifling as in the movement of a fau, or
in the presentation of a snuff.box.

There is still. a higher degree of grace observable in those
movements which express this self-possession and serenity of
mind, in cases of danger; and wherever the gestures or atti.
tudes are expressive of this serenity, they appear to me alwaylJ
to be felt to be graceful. It is thus, I think, very observably,
in feats of horsemanship, performances upon the tight-rope,
&c., when they do not degenerate into tricks of mere agility,
or unnatural postures. That they are felt to be graceful even
by the lowest people, is obvious from· their conduct during such
performances. They observe them with still apprehension;
they shout and exult at their success; and when they speak of
them to their companions, they erect their forms, and assume
somewhat of the sympathetic dignity they have fek from these
expressions of superiority to danger. It is impossible, I think,
in the same manner, to observe the easy and careless move
ments of a mason upon a roof, or of a sailor upon the mast,
without some sentiment of this nature. Observations of this
kind, every one may pursue; 1llld that it is from the expression
of this strength and serenity of mind that the grace of such
attitudes or gestures arises, may easily be inferred, when it is
recollected that the same attitudes or gestures upon the ground,
or in a place of security, would be altogether unnoticed.

I entreat leave yet farther to remark, that the conjecture
which I have now stated seems to be supported by the consi
deration of the parts of the human form, which are peculiarly
expressive of grace, and by the nature of the motJemerIt of
those parts when they are actually felt to be graceful. The
parl6 or members of the form which are peculiarly expressive
of the temperance or intemperance of passion, are thosf) which

mind 1 In what movements III there a still higher degree of grace observa
ble; and what remark follows 1 In what feats is this the case; and what
evidence have we that they are felt to be graceful, even by the lowest people 1
To observe what, is, in the same manner, impossible 1 From what may it be
inferred that the grace of such attitudes or gestures an- from the impres
sioa of strength or serenity of mind 1 What does our author entreat leave
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are most susceptible of motion, or which are most easily and
visibly in1luenced by the character of mind. It is in these
parts or membel'l!! accordingly, that grace chiefly, if not solely
resides-in the air and posture of the head, the tum of the
neck, the expansion of the chest, the position of the arms, the
motion or step of the limbs, the forms of the hair, and the folds
of the drapery. That it is in the slow and composed~
alone of those parts, in that measure of motion, if I may use
the expression, which indicates self.possession and self.com·
mand, that the graceful is to be found, is an observation which
every one must have made, and which has been made from tho
earliest antiquity. Grace, according to the luminous expres
sion of Lord Bacon, consists" in gracious and decent motion ;"
and I need not remind my classical readers, that wherever the
poets of antiquity have represented graceful attitude or motion,
they have always represented it as composed or slow; and that
wherever it has been represented by the sculptors of antiquity,
it has been expressed by the same signs of self-command, and
self.possession. I presume to add only one illustration from
Virgil, in which the distinction between beauty and grace in
the air and movements of the human form, seems to me to
be expressed with his usual delicacy of taste and of imagina.
tion.

In the first appearance of Venus to JEneas she is thus de.
scribed:

Cui mater media sese toot obvia sylva
Virginia os habitumque gerell8, et Virginia arma
Spa.rtanm; vel qualis equor ThreiMa fatigat
Harpalicc, volucremque fuga pnevertitur Eurumi
Namque humeris de more habilem B118p6nderit arcum
Venatrix, dederatque comam diffundere ventis
Nuda genu, nodoque BinUS collecta fluenteB.

lEn.!. 314.

farther to remark'! What members of the form are peculiarly 6'lI:presBive of
the temperance,or intemperance of paBBion; and what is it in which grace
chiefly or 801ely rCBidCB '! What observation must every one have made, and
must have been made from the carlim antiquity'! In what, according to
Lord Bacon, does grace OOllBist i and of what need not claBBical readers be re
minded '! Of the illustration added from Virgil, what is observed 'I Repeat
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LoJ ill til. deep..- oHile WGOd,
Bet:oreohUJ .yee, his gocldees m.other stood
A huntress in her habit, and her mien,
Der d .... a mait1, Iler air conr-ed a qaeeD.
Bare wa-Iaer iIaees, and Io1oD her gar_ts and;
X- WlIS her hair, and wanwue4 in the wind;
Her hand sustained a bow-her quiver b11D8' behind.
Bile~ed a virgin of the Spartan blood-
Widl~ array Harpalyoe beIlIrod..
Her Thracian COW'liSr, aad QUWripped the rapid fieod.

, Dryden.
~

In these lines, Venus appears in all the glow and gaiety of rnral
beauty :-She bursts upon us, as upon her SOD, by surprise ~

her air, her attire, bespeak youth and animation, and bel hair,.
floating upon the winds, marks the speed with which she has
pursued her woodland game. All this is beautiful and pic
turesque, but it is not graceful. It is in the moment she disap
pears, and when she reveals herself by her gesture, that Virgil
raises this fine being into the grace that belonged to her:

Dixit, et avertens rOlleR cervioe refulsit,
Ambroeimque comlll divinum vertice odorem
Spir.""re I pedes veetls deftuxit ad imoIr,
Et vera mcc.au pU;rdt DeB.

Ibid. 402-

'Thus having said, she turned, and made appear
Her neck refulgent, and dishevelled hair,
Whicb flowing from bel' sboulders, reached the ground,
And widely llpI'ead IUJlbrosial scents &rOlIIld.
In 1mlglh of traiB dB80elMJs her IlW'lIllpiq' gv-,
And by hezo gRA:ltlfal walk, iIIe q_ of Io.Ye is kDown.

Dryden.

In this description every thing is changed and exalted; her
form dilatea into serener majesty: her locks cease to float upon
the wind, and fall in dignity around her head; her robes de.
scend, and assume.those ampler folds which mark a more ele
vated form, and a loftier movemeDt; anQ above aU, her pit

the pREap. In u-e lines bow does VeBlJII appear 'J Of aD tIriB what is re
ruarlteci; aIId when is she raised to the ~ace that belonp te her'l Repeat
the following~ aIeo. In this description bow does she appear '! Wbat
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rises from the gay hurry of the Spartan nymph, into the slow
and measured step which evinces the conscious dignity of her
genuine being.

The influence of this expression may be pursued farther;
and it may, perhaps, amuse the reader to follow it into many
appearances, both in the animal world and in inanimate nature.
Wherever the powers and faculties of motion are possessed,
there the capacity of grace, at least, is possessed with them:
and whenever, in such motions, grace is actu&lly perceived, I
think it will always be found to be in slow, and, if I may use
the expression, in restrained or measured motions. The mo.
tions of the horse, when wild in the pasture, are beautiful;
when urged to his speed, and straining for victory, they are
sublime; but it is chiefly in movements of a different kind that
we feel them to be graceful-when in the impatience of the
field, or in the curveting of the manege, he seems to be con
scious of all the powers with which he is animated, and yet to
restrain them from some principle of beneficence, or of dignity.
Every movement of the stag almost is beautiful, from the fine.
ness of his form, and the ease of his gestures; yet it is not in
these, or in the heat of the chase, that he is graceful: it is
when he pauses upon some eminence in the pursuit, when he
erect!! his crested head, and when, looking with disdain upon
the enemy who follows, he bounds to the freedom of his hills.
It is not, in the same manner, in the rapid speed of the eagle
when he darts upon his prey, that we perceive the grace of
which his motions are capable: It is when he soars slowly up
wards to the sun, or when he wheels with easy and continuous
motion in airy circles in th~ sky.

In the personification which we naturally give to all inani.
mate objects which are susceptible of movement, we may easily
perceive the influence of the same association. We speak
commonly, for instance, of the graceful motions of trees, and
of the graceful movements ?f a river: It is never, however,

is remarked of the influence of this expression; and what may, perhaps.
amuse the reader 7 ,Whereis the capacity of grace possessed; and where, in
such motions, is grace perceived 7 How is this remark illustrated from the
znotions of the horse. of the stag, and of the eagle 7 Where may we easily

51
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when these motioll8 are Violent or extreme, that we apply to
them the term of grace. It is the gentle waving of the tree in
slow and meuured cadence which ill graceful: not the to!!8ing
of its branchell amid the storm: It ill the slow and easy wind
ingwhich is graceful in the movements of the river, and not the
burst of the eatara.et, or the fury of the torrent.

SECTION VI.

CONCLUSION OF THIS ESSAy.-oF THE FINAL CAUSE OF THII:

CONSTITUTION OF OUR NATURE.

The illulltrations that have been offered in the course of t~
, Essay, upon the origin of the SUBLIJlITY and BBAUTY of some
of the principal qualities of JlATTER, seem to afford IlUfIi.
eient evidence for the following conclusionll :

I. Thllt each of thelle qualities is either from nature, from
experience, or from accident, the sign of some quality capable
of producing emotion, or the exercise of some moral eJrection :
and,

n. That when these aIl8Ociations are dissolved, or in other
words, when the material qualities cease to be significant of
the associated qualities, they cease also to produoe the emotioll8,
either of IlUblimity or beauty.

If these conclusions are admitted, it appears neCflllllariJy t~

follow, that the beauty and sublimity of such objeets are to be
ucribed, not to the material quaIities themselves, but to the
qualitiell they signify; and, consequently, that the qualities of
matter are not to be considered sublime or beautiful in them.
selves, but all the lIIGNS or BXPRESSIONS of such qualities, as, by
the constitution of our natUTe, are fitted to produce pleasing or
intereSting emotion.

The opinion I have now stated coincides, in a great degree,
with a DOOTBINB that appears very early to have dilltinguished

perceive the in1luence DC the lIaIIIe _Wion1 How Is this illuldnUed Crom
the motion of trees, and the motion of a river 1

For what conclwiions do the illWJtratiOl1ll that have been oll'ered in the
course oC this Essay, seem to alford BUfficient evidence 'I If theee conclu
aions are admitted, what appeare necesearily to follow1 With what doctrine
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the PLATONIC school ; which is to be traced, perhaps, amid
their dark and figurative language, in all the philosophical sys.
tems of the East, and which has been maintained in this coun.
try, by several writers of eminence; such 88 Lord Shaetes.
bury, Dr. Hutcheson, Dr. Akenside, and Dr. Spence, but
which has been maintained no where so firmly and so philo.
sophicallyas by Dr. Reid in his invaluable work ON TIlE INTEL.

LECTUAL POWBBS OF HAN. The doctrine to which I allude, is,
that matter is not beautiful in itself, but derives its Deauty from
the expression of JUND.

As this doc~e, however, when stated in general terms, has
somewhat the air of paradox, I shall beg .leave, in a few words,
to explain in what sense I understand and adopt it, by enume.
rating what appear to me the principal classes of this expres.
sion, or the principal means by which the qualities of matter
become significant of those qualities of mind which are dell
tined to affect us with pleasing or interesting emotion.

The qualities of JOND which are capable of producing emo.
tion, are either its ACTIVE, or its PASSIVE qualities--either its
fJO'I*'8 and capacities, as beneficence, wisdom, fortitude, inven.
tion, fancy, &c. or its feelings and affecti0n8, "as love, joy,
hope, gratitude, purity, fidelity, innocence, &c. In the obser.
vation or belief of these qualities of mind, we are formed, by
the original and moral constitution of our nature, to experience
various and powerful emotions.

As it is only, however, through the medium of matter, that,
in the present condition of our being, the qualities of mind are
known to us, the qualities. of matter become necessarily ex.
pressive of all the qualities of mind which they signifY. They
may be the signs, therefore, or expressioD.!l of these mental
qualities, in the following ways: .

I. As the immediate signs of the powus or capacities of
mind. It is thus, that all the works of human art or design are

doea tbe opinion now stated, coincide; a.nd where is it to be traced1 B1
whiU individuals of eminence has it been maintained; and what ill it'J Aa
this doctrine, however, when stated in general terms, hu IOmewhat die aft of
parado%, what doea our author beg leave to do; and in what manner 1 Whai
are the qualities of mind which are capable of producing emotion; and what
..-k follows 1 Why do the qualitiell of matter becomen~Y~
ive of all the qualitiell of the mind which they signify1 In whlU two waya
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directly significant of the wisdom, the invention, the taste, or
the benevolence of the artist; and the works of nature, of the
power, the wisdom and the beneficence of the Divine artist =

II. As the signs of all those AFFECTIONS, or dispositions of
mind, which we love, or with which we are formed to sympa.
thize. It is thus that the notes and motions of animals are
expressive of their happiness and joy: that the tones of the
human voice are significant of the various emotions by which
it is animated; and that all the affections which we either love
or admire in the human mind, are directly signified by the va·
rious appearances of the countenance and form.
. These may be called the direct expressions of mind ; and the
material qualities which signify such powers or affections, im
mediately produce in us, the peculiar emotions which, by the
laws of our nature, the mental qualities are fitted to produce.
But beside these, there are other means by which the qualities
of matter may be significant to us of the qualities of mind, in
directly, or by means of less universal and less permanent rela.
tions.

1. From experience, when peculiar forms or appearances of
matter are considered as the meam or i1'l8trnmenta by which
those feelings or affections of mind are produced with which
we sympathize, or in which we are interested. It is thus that
the productions of art are in so many various ways significant
of the conveniences, the pleasures, or the happiness they be.
stow upon human life, and as the signs of happiness affect us
with the emotion which this happiness itself is destined to pro.
duce. It is thus, also, that the scenes of nature acquire such
an accession of beauty, when we consider them as fitted, with
such exquisite wisdom, for the habitation of so many classes
of sentient being; and when they become thus expressive of
all the varied happiness they produce, and contain, and eon.
ceal-- •

2. From analogy or resemblance; from that resemblance
which has every where been felt between the qualities of mat.

may they be the signs of these mental qualities; and how is this illustrated 1
What may these be called; and what effect do the material qualities which
signi1Y such powers produce'! But besides theae there are what'! What is
the first means mentioned; and what instances of illustration are given 'J
What ill the second; and how is it illustrated 1 What is the third; and what
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tet and of mind, and by which the former becomes so power
fully expressive of the latter. It is thus, that the colors, the
sounds, the forms, and above all, perhaps, the motions of inani.
mate objects are so universally felt to resemble peculiar quali.
ties or affections of mind, and when thus felt, are so productive
of the analogous emotion; that the personification of matter is
so strongly marked in every period of the history of human
thought; and that the poet, while he gives life and animation
to-every thing around him, is not displaying hIS own invention,
but only obeying o~e of the most powerful laws which regulate
the imagination of man-

3. From association, in the proper sense of that term, when
by means of education, of fortune, or of accident, material ob.
jects are connected with pleasing or interesting qualities of
mind; and from this connexion become, forever afterwards,
expressive of them. It is thus that colors, formll, &c., derive
their temporary beauty from fashion-that the objects which
have been devoted to religion, to patriotism, or to honor, affect
us with all the emotions of the qualities of which they become
significant-that the beauty of natural scenery is so often ex
alted by the record of the events it has witnessed; and that
in every country, the scenes which have the deepest effect
upon the admiration of the people, are those which have
become sacred by the memory of ancient virtue or ancient
glory-

4. From individual association; when certain qualities or
appearances of matter, are connected with our own private af
fections or remembrances; and when they give to these mate.
rial qualities or appearances a character of interest which is
solely the result of our own memory and affections.

Of the reality of these expressions I believe no person can
doubt; and whoever will attend to the power and extent of their
influence, will, I think, soon be persuaded, that they are suffi.
cient to account for all the beauty or sublimity we discover in
the qualities of matter.

are the examples of illustration 1 What is the tOurth; and when is it per
ceived1 Of the reality of these expreesions, what is remarked; lUld of what
will he whe IIottenda to the~t and power of their inlluence, IOOD be per.
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The conclusion, therefore, in which I wish to rest, is, that
tM beauty and sublimity mhich i8 feU in tM mriov.r aW4"I.IIICM
of 'MOtter, at'efinally to be tJ8C1'ibed to tMir ezpreuioa of ff&ind •
01' to their being, either diredlyor indirectly, tM rip8 oftA.e
qualitiP., of mind which arefitted, by the conBtitatior& ofOW' ftCIt1mJ,
to aJlect tU tDit1a pleasing or int6rUting 8If&OCion.

Yet, before I conclude this long, and, I fear, very tedious
essay, there is one view of the subject which I cannot prevail
upon myself to withhold. It is the view of the end, or nlUL

CAUSE of this constitution of our nature"; or of the purpose
which is served by this dependence of the beauty or sublimity
of the material world, on the higher qualities of which it is
made significant. It is, perhaps, the most striking and the most
luminous fact in the history of our intellectual nature, that that
principle of curiosity which is the instinctive spring of all sci.
entific inquiry into the phenomena, either of matter or of mind,
is never satisfied until it terminates in ~he discovery, not only
of design, but of benevolent design: and the great advantage,
in my bumble apprehension, which man derives from inquiry
into the laws of his own mind, is much less in the addition
which it gives to his own power or wisdom, than in the evidence
which it affords him of the wisdom with which his constitution
is framed, and the magnificent purposes for which it is formed.
It is in this conviction, that I submit, to my readers, the foUow.
ing hints, upon this constitution of our nature with regard to
the malerial world;

I. It is, in a very obvious manner, the means of diffusing
happiness, so far lUI it depends upon the pleasures of taste, with
a very impartial equality among mankind. Weare perpetually
eurrounded with the objects of the material world; they are
capable of giving us either pleasure or pain; and it must there
fore be according to the law of this relation, that our pain or

suaded 1 In what conclusion, therefore, does our author wish to rest' Yet, be
fore he concludes this long essay, what view of the subject is he no& willing
to withhold1 What is, perhape, the moo striking, and most luminous fact,
in the history of our intellectual nature 1 Whatis the great adYaatage wbidl
man derives, from inquiry into the laws of his own miDd1 What is its..
inftueDCe; and of the objects of the material world by which we are per-

J
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our pleasure must be determined. If the beauty or sublimity
of the objects of the material world arose from any original and
determined law ofour nature, by which certain colors, or sounds,
or forms,. were necessarily and solely beautiful, then there
must necellSarily have followed a great disproportion between
the happiness of mankind, by the very coD8titution of their na.
ture. If, for instance, certain colors, or fol'll18, or magnitudes,
or proportions, in the scenery of nature alone were beautiful,
then all men to whom these appearances were unknown, must
necessarily have been deprived of all the enjoyment which the
scenery of external nature could give. The eye of taste would
often have looked in vain for its gratification; one certain form,
in every class of objects, and one prescribed composition in
ev~ry varied sc~nery, could alone have afforded this gratifica.
tion; and all the prodigal variety of nature, which now affords
so delightful a subject either of obttervation, or of reflection,
would then have been significant only of partiality or imperfec
tion. If, still farther in the human countenance and form, there
were only cer1ain colors, or forms, or proportions, that were
8ssentially beautiful, bow imperious a check would have been
given, not only to human happiness, but to the most important
affections and sensibilities of our nature !-the in1Iueuce of
beauty would then have operated, in a thousand cases, in oppo
sition to the principles of duty; whenever it was wanting in
those with whom we were connected, some obstacle, at least,
would be imposed to the freedom or the warmth of our regard ;
and wherever it was present, an irresistible and falaI prefer
ence would be given to those in whom it was found. The
parent would tum from the children, whose fol'll18 nature had

. neglected, to those on whom she had lavished her external
favor; the friend and the husband would feel their gratitude and
their affection decrease with every shade, which infirmity,

petually aurrounded, what is remarked 'I Under what cirrnlDltanee. would
there be a great disproportion between the happiness of mankind, by the very
coDlltitution of their nature 'J How ia thia remark fully illlllltnUed'l 11; IItill
farther, in the human countenance and form, there were only cerlaln colon, or
fonDll, or proportions, that were e81eDtially beautiful, what coDlMlCluence would
follow 'I What would be its inftuence upon domlllltic life, and upon BOCiety 'I
If the emotiollll of taste, on the other hand, are produced by the perpetual ex-
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which sorrow, or which age threw over the countenances of
those whom they once loved; the regards of general society
would fall but too exclusively upon those who were casually in
possession of these external advantages; and an aristocracy
would be established even by nature itself,. more irresistible.
and more independent either of talents or of virtue, than any
that the influence of property or of ancestry has ever yet cre
ated among mankind.

If the emotiQns of taste, on the other hand, and all the hap.
piness they give, are produced by the perpetual expression of
mind, the accommodation of this system to the happiness of
human nature is not only in itself simple, but may be seen in
the simplest instances. Wherever the appearances of the mao
terial world are expressive of qualities we love or admire
wherever, from our education, our connexions: our habits, or
our pursuits, its qualities are associated in our minds with affect
ing or interesting emotion, there the pleasures of beauty or of
sublimity are felt, or at least are capable of bei~ felt. Our
minds, instead of being governed by the character of external
objects, are enabled to bestow upon them a character which
does not belong to them; and even with the rudest, or the
most common appearances of nature, to connect feelings of a
nobler or a more interesting kind, than any that the mere in.
fluences of matter can ever convey: It is hence, that the in.
habitant of savage and of barbarous countries clings to the
rocks and the deserts in which he was nursed; that, if the
pursuit of fortune unhappily forces him into the regions of fer
tility and cultivation, he sees in them no memorials of early
love, or ofancient independence; and that he hastens to return
to the rocks and the deserts which spoke to his infant heart,
and amid which he recognises his first affections, and his
genuine home. It is hence, that in the countenance of her
dying infant, the eye of the mother discovers beauties which
she feels not in those who require not her care; and that the
bosom of the husband or the friend glows with deeper affection

pression of mind, what follows 1 Where are the pleasures of beauty or of
sublimity felt, or capable of being felt; and why 1 How is this remark illus
trated, from the conduct of the inhabitant of savage and of barbarous coun-
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when he marks the advances of age, or disease, over those
features which first awakened the emotions of friendship or of
love. It is hence, in the same manner, that the eye of admi.
ration turns involuntarily from the forms of those who possess
only the advantages of physical beauty, to rest upon the hum
bler forms which are expre88ive of genius, of knowledge, or of
virtue; and that in the public assemblies of every country, the
justice of national taste neglects all the ~ternal advantages of
youth, of rank, or of grace, to bestow the warmth of its en·
thusiasm upon the mutilated form of the warrior who has ex
tended its power, or the gray hairs of the statesman who has
maintained its .liberty•

II. This dependence of the beauty of matter upon the quali
ties of which .it is significant, is, in a very obvious manner,
the great source of the progress and improvement of human
ART in every department, whether mechanical or liberal. Were
there any original and positive beauty in certain forms, or pro
portions, or combinations of matter, and were it to these alone
that the sentiment of beauty was constitutionally restricted, a
very obvious barrier would be imposed to the progress of every
art that was conversant in material fonn; and the sense of taste
would nece88arily operate to oppose every new improvement.

As the peculiar forms, or combinations ofform, which nature
had thus· prescribed, could alone be beautiful, the common
artist 'would hardly dare to deviate from them, even when he felt
the propriety of it; and whenever any strong motive of useful.
ness induced him to deviate from them, the spectator would feel
that sentiment of dissatisfaction which attends vulgar and unen.
lightened workmanship. The sense of beauty would thus be op.
posed to the sense of utility; the rude but beautiful form, would
become as permanent in the productions of art, as we now see
it in those cases where the ideas ofsanctity are attached to it ;

--------------------------

tries-of the mother, the husband, or the friend, &c. 1 Of what is this depend
ence of the beauty of matter upon the qualities of which it is significant, the
great source 1 Under what circumstances, would an obvious barrier be im
posed to the progress of every art that was conversant in material form; and
how would the sense of taste necessarily operate 1 As the peculiar forma
which nature had thus prescribed, could alone be beautiful, what is observed
of the course of the common artist 1 To what would the Belllle of beauty be
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and thus, at once, an additional influence would be given to the'
rude inventions of antiquity, and an additional obstacle imposed
to those progressive inventions, which are so necessarily de.
manded by the progress of society.

In the fine arts, still more, or inthose arts which are directed
solely to the production of beauty, this obstacle would seem to
be permanent and invincible. As no forms, or combinations of
forms could, in such "constitution of our nature, be beautiful,
but thOlIe which this' law of our nature prescribed, then the
period of their discovery must have beeD the final period of
every art of taste. The exertions -of the artist must neces
sarily have been confin,ed to strict imitation; the demand of
the spectator could alone have been satisfied when accuracy
and fidelity, in this respect, were attained; and the names of
genius, of fancy, or of invention, must either have altogetlter
been unknown, or known only to be contemned.

By the dependence of our sense of beauty, on the other
hand, upon the qualities of which material forms are significant,
and may be made signficant, a 'very different, and a far nobler
effect is produced upon the progress of human art. Being thus
susceptible of the expressions offitness, ofutility, ofinvention, of
study, or ofgenius, they are capable ofproducing all fhe emotions
of admiration, or delight, which such qualities of mind them.
selves produce; and a field is thus opened to the dignified ambi.
tion ofthe artist, not only unbounded in its exteut,but in which,
even in the lowest of the mechanical arts, the highest honors of
genius or of benevolence may be won. Instead of a few forms
which the superstition of early taste had canonized, every va.
riety, and every possible combination of forms, is thus brought
within the pale of cultivated taste; the mind of t1I.e spectatOl'
follows with joy the invention of the artist; wherever greater
usefulness is produced, or greater fitness exhibited, he sees,

-- ~---- ----------------------
thus opposed; and what would be the consequence 1 In: what arts would, thU
obstacle seem to be permanent and invincible; and what remark follows '1
To what must the exertions of the artist have been strictly confined, when
only could the demand ofthe spectator have been satisfied; and to the names
of genius, &c., what would have been the consequence 1 How is a very differ
ent, and far nobler effect produced upon the progress of human art1 Being
thus susceptible of the expressions of fitness, &c. what emotions are they ca
pable of producing; and a field of what extell.t is thus opened to the dignified
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in the same forms, new beauty awakening. The sensibility of
imagination thus follows the progress of genius and of useful·
ness; and instead of an obstacle being imposed to the pro.
gress of art, a new motive is thus afforded to its improve.
ment, and a new reward provided for the attainment of excel·
lence.

With regard to the fine arts, the influence ofthis constitution
'Of our nature is still more apparent. Destined as they are to the
production of beauty, the field in which they are to labor is not
narrowed by the prescriptions of vulgar men,or of vulgar na·
ture; nor are they chained, like the Egyptian artists of old, to
the servile accuracy of imitating those forms or compositions
of form alone, which some irresistible law has prescribed.
The forms and the scenery of material nature are around them,
not to govern, but to awaken their genius-to invite them to
investigate the sources of their beauty; and from this investi.
gation to exalt their conceptions to the imagination of forms
and compositions of form more pure and more perfect than any
that nature herself ever preBents to them. It is in this pursuit
that that ideal beauty is at last perceived, which it is the loftiest
ambition of the artist to feel· and to express; and which, in.
stead of being created by any vulgar rules, or measured by
any organic effects, is capable of producing emotions of a
more exquisite and profound delight than nature itself is ever
destined to awaken.

III. It is far more important to observe, that it is by means
of this constitution of our nature, that the emotions of taste are
blended with .ORAL sentiment; and that one of the greatest
pleasures of which we ·are susceptible, is made finally subser.
vient to moral improvement.

If the beauty of the material world were altogether inde.
pendent of expression, if any original law had imperiously pre.

ambition of the artist 1 How is this remark illustrated 1 What does the
sensibility of imagination thus follow, and what is the consequence 1 With
regard to the fine arts, how does it appear that the influence of this constitu
tion of DIU natlUe is still more apparent 1 For what purpose are the forms
and scenery of material nature around them 1 In this pursuit what is per
ceived; and what is remarked of it 1 What is it of far more importance to
ablerve 1 If the beauty of the material worM were altog-ether independent
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!lcribed the objects in which the eye and the ear alone could
find delight, the pleasures of taste must have been independent
of all moral emotion, and the qualities of beauty and sublimity
as distinct from moral sensibility as those of number or of figure.
The scenery of nature would have produced only an organic
pleasure, which would have expired with the moment in which
it was felt; and the compositions of the artist, instead of
awakening all the enthusiasm of fancy and of feeling, must
have been limited to excite only the cold approbation of faithful
outline and accurate detail. No secret analogies, no silent
expressions, would then have connected enjoyment with im.
provement; and in contradiction to every other appearance of
human nature, an important source of pleasure would have
been bestowed without any relation to the individual or the
social advancement of the human race.

In the system which is established, on the contrary-in that
system which makes matter sublime or beautiful only as it is
significant of mind; we perceive the lofty end which is pursued,
and that pleasure is here, as in every other case, made instni.
mental to the moral purposes of our being. While the objects
of the material world are made to attract our infant eyes, there
are latent ties by which they reach our hearts; and wherever
they afford us delight, they are always the signs or expressions
of higher qualities, by which our moral sensibilities are called
forth. It may not be our fortune, perhaps, to have been born
amid its nobler scenes: but wander where we will, trees wave,
rivers flow, mountains ascend, clouds darken, or winds animate
the face of heaven; and over the whole scenery, the sUn sheds
the cheerfulness of his morning, the splendor of his noonday,
or the tenderness of his evening light. There is not one of
these features of scenery which is not fitted to awaken us 'to
moral emotion-to lead us, when once the key of our imagina
tion is struck, to trains of facinatin·g and of endless imagery ;

of expression, what must have been the consequence 'I What pleasure only,
would the scenery of nature have produced,' and to what must the compoei
tiona of the artist have been limited 'I What remark fullows'l In the system
which is established, on the contrary, what do we perceive; and what remark
follows 'I What may not be our fortune; yet wander where we will, what ia
equally manifest 'I Each of these features of scenery is fitted to produee
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and in the indulgence of them to make our bosoms either glow
with conceptions of mental excellence, or melt in the dreams of
moral good. Even upon the man of the most uncultivated
taste, the scenes of nature have some inexplicable charm:
there is not a chord perhaps of the human heart which may
not be awakened by their influenee; and I believe there is no
man of genuine taste, who has not often felt, in the lone majesty
of nature, some unseen spirit to dwell, which in his happier
hours touched, as if with magic hand, all the springs of his
moral sensibility, and rekindled in his heart those original con,.
ceptions of the moral or intellectual excellence of his nature,
which it is the melancholy tendency of the vulgar pursuits of
life to diininish, if not altogether to destroy.

In the sublimity or beauty of the works of art, this purpose
of nature is still more evident. If it is from their natural
beauty they affect us, from their being expressive of fineness,
delicacy, gentleness, majesty, solemnity, &c.; they then
awaken corresponding emutions in our bosoms, and give exer.
cise to some of the most virtuous feelings of our nature. If it
is from their relative beauty, from their being expressive of
inventio~, genius, taste, or fancy, in ihe artist, they produce
effects no less important to our intellectual improvement. They
raise us to those high conceptions of the powers and of the
attainments of the human mind, which is the foundation of
every noble ambition: they extend our views of the capacities
of our nature for whatever is great or excellent; and whatever
be the pursuits from which we come, they stimulate us to higher
exertions in them, by the prospect of the genius which has
been exhibited, and the excellence which has been attained.

But it is chiefly in the beauty of the human countenance and
farm that the great purpose of nature is most apparent. When
we feel these, it is. not a mere organic or animal effect we ex.
perience. Whatever is lovely or beloved in the character of
MIND, whatever in the powers or dispositions of man can

wllat eft'ect1 Even upon whom have the scenell of nature some inexplicable
charm; and what. baa every man of genuine taste felt 1 In what is tbis pur
JIOIIe of nature still more evident, and what considerations prove this to be the
case 1 To what. do they rai8e ue, in what manner do they extend our views;
and what. CoUoWll1 But in what is the great purpoee oC nature most appa-
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awaken admiration or excite sensibility; the loveliness of inno
cence, the charms of opening genius, the varied tenderness of
domestic affection; the dignity of heroic, or the majesty of
patriotic virtue-all thtlse are expressed in the features of the
countenance, or in the positions and movements of the form.
While we behold them, we feel not only a feeling of temporary
pleasure, but what Lord Kames profoundly and emphatically
called the" sympathetic emotion of virtue;" we share in some
measure in those high dispositions, the expression of which we
contemplate; our own bosoms glow with kindred sensibilities;
and we return to life and to its duties, with minds either
softened to a wider benevolence, or awakened to a higher tone
of morality.

It is thus, by means of the expressions of which it is every
where significant, that the material universe around us becomes
a scene of moral discipline; 'and that in the hours when we are
most unconsCious of it, an influence is perpetually operating, by
which our moral feelings are awakened, and our moral sensi.
bility exercised. Whether in the scenery of nature, amid the
works and inventions of men, amid the affections of home, or
in the intercourse of general society, the material forms which
surround us are secretly but incessantly influencing our charac.
ter and dispositions. And in the hours of the most innocent
delight, while we are conscious of nothing but the pleasures we
enjoy, the beneficence of Him that made us, is employed in
conducting a secret discipline, by which our moral' improve.
ment is consulted, and those sentiments and principles are
formed, which are afterwards to create not only our own genu.
ine honor, but the happiness of all with whom it is our fortune
to be connected.

There is yet, however, a greater expression which the ape
pearances of the material world are fitted to convey, and 110

rent; and why 'I What is expressed in the features of the countenance, or in
the positions and movements of the form 'I While we behold them, what is
their effect 'I What effect is thus produced by the material universe; and
where are the material forms which surround secretly, but incesIantly inftu
encing our character and dispositions 'I And in the hours of the mm inno
cent delight, in what manner is the beneficepce of Him that made us em
ployed'l What greater expression, however, are the appearances of the ma-
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tilore important influence which, in the design of nature, they
are destined to produce upon us: their influence I mean in
leading us directly to RELIGIOUS sentiment. Had organic en.
joyment been the only object of our formation, it would have
been sufficient to establish senses for the reception of these
enjoyments. But if the promises of our nature are greater-if
it is destined to a nobler conclusion-if it is enabled to look to
the Author of Being himself, and to feel its proud relation to
HIM; then nature, in all its aspects around us, ought only to be
felt as signs of" his providence, and as conducting us, by the
universal language of these signs, to the throne of the DEITY.

How much this is the case with every pure and innocent
mind, I flatter my~elf few of my readers will require any illus.
tration. Wherever, in fact, the eye of man opens upon any
sublime or beautiful scene of nature, the first impression is to
consider it as designed, as the effect or workmanship of the Au.
thor of nature, and as significant of his power, Ius wi~dom, or
biB goodness: and perhaps it is chiefly for this fiM issue, that
the heart of man is thus finely touched that devotion may
spring from delight; that the imagination, in the midst of its
highest enjoyment, may be led to terminate in the only object
in which it finally can repose; and that all the noblest cOMic
tions, and confidences of religion, may be acquired in the sim.
pIe school of nature, and amid the scenes which perpetually
surround us. Wherever we observe, accordingly, the workings
of the human mind, whether in its rudest or its most improved
appearances, we every where see this union of devotional sen.
timent with sensibility to the expressions of natural Bcenery : it
calls forth the hymn of the infant bard, as well as the anthem of
the poet of classic times: it prompts the nursery tale of super.
stition, as well as the demonstration of the school of philoso
phy. There is no era in which man has existed, so barbarous

terial world fitted to convey 1 Had organic enjoyment been the only object
of our formation, for what would it have been sufficient; but what remark
follows 1 Of what will few readers require any illustration 1 "'berever the
eye of mm opens upon an' sublime or beautifu~ scene in nature, what is the
first impression; and why, perhaps, is this the case 1 Wherever we observe,
accordingly, the workings of the human mind, what do we see ; and what is
its effect 1 In the most barbarous eras, what are to be seen; and amid the
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that in it the traces are not to be seen of the alliance which he
has felt between earth and heaven; or of the conviction he has
acquired of the mind that created nature, by the signs which it
exhibits: and amid the wildestj as well as amid the most genial
scenes of an uncultivated world, the rude altar of the savage

, every where marks the emotions that swelled in his bosom when
he erected it to the awful or the beneficent deities, whose imagi
nary presence it records. In ages of civilization and refine
ment, this union of devotional sentiment with sensibility to the
beauties of natural scenery, forms one of the most character.
istic marks of human improvement, and may be perceived in
every art which professes to give delight to the imagination.
The funereal urn, and the inscription to the dead, present them.
selves every where as the most interesting incidents in the
scenes of ornamental nature. In the landscape of the painter,
the columns of the temple, <ir the spire of the church, rise amid
the ceaseless luxuriance of vegetable life, and by their contrast~

give the mighty moral to the scene, which we love, even while
we dread it: the powers of musIc have reached only their
highest perfection when they have been devoted to the services
of religion; and the description of the genuine poet has sel.
dom concluded without some hymn to the Author of the uni.
verse, or some warm appeal to the devotional sensibility of
mankind.

Even the thoughtless and the dissipated yield unconsciously
to this beneficent instinct; and in the pursuit of pleasure, re
turn, without knowing it, to the first and the noblest sentiments
of their nature. They leave the society of cities, and all the
artificial pleasures, which they feel to have occupied, without
satiating their imagination. They hasten into those solitary
and those uncultivated scenes, where they seem to breathe a
purer air, and to experience some more profound delight.
They leave behind them all the arts, and aU the labors of man,

wildest scenes of an uncultivated world, what does the rude altar of the savage
every where mark 1 In ages of civilization and refinement, what does this
union form, and where may it be perceived 1 How is this illU8trated from
the funereal urn, the landscape of the painter, the powers of music I and the
descriptions of the genuine poet 1 How are the thoughtless and the dis-
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to meet nature in her primeval magnificence and beauty. Ainid
the slumber of their usual thoughts, they love to feel themselves
awakened ta those deep and majestic emoti<?ns which give a new
and a nobler expansion to their hearts, and amid the tumult and
astonishment of their imagination,

Prlllsentiorem conspicere DEUM

Per invias rupes, fera per juga,
Clivosque prreruptos, sonantes
Inter aquas, nemorumque noctcm.

To behold the present God
On the rocks by man untrod,
On the hill-tops wild and rude,
On the clift's deep solitude
Where the roarin!!" waters move
In the. darkness of the grove.

It is on this account that it is of so much consequence in the
education of the young, to encourage their instinctive taste for
the beauty and sublimity of nature. While it opens to the
years of infancy or youth a source of pure and of permanent
enjoyment, it has consequences on the character and happiness
of future life, which they are unable to foresee. It is to pro.
vide them, amid all the agitations and trials of society, with
one gentle and unreproaching friend, whose voice is ever in
alliance with goodneJs and virtue, and which, when once under.
stood, is able both to sooth misfortune, and to reclaim from
folly. It is to identify them with the happiness of that nature
to which they belong; to give them an interest in every species
of being which surrounds them; and, amid the hours of curi
osity and delight, to awaken those latent feelings of benevo.
lence and of sympathy, from which all the moral or intellec-

.ipated affected by this beneficent instinct; and what do they do 1 Amid the
slumber of their usual thoughts, to what do they love to feel themselves awa
kel).ed; and amid the tumult and astonishment of their imagination to be
hold what 1 On this account, what is of the utmost consequence in the edu
cation of the young; and why 1 Amid the agitations and trials of society,
with what is it to provide them, with what to identify them, in what to give
them an interest, and amid the hours of curiosity alld delight, to awaken
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tual greatljless of man finally arises. It is to lay the founda
tion of an early and of a manly pIety: amid the magnificent
system of material signs in which they reside, to give them the
mighty key which can interpret them; and to make them look
upon the universe which they inhabit, not as the abode of hu
man cares, or human joys only, but as the temple of the
LIVING GOD, in which praise is due, and where service is to be
performed.

what feelings 1 Of what is it to lay the foundation, what to give them, and to
make them look upon the universe which they inhabit in what li!!ht?

THE END.
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